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SECTION 2

TMDS OF AIR OPERATIONS IN THE CENTR/IL AND EASTERN
MEDITBRRi\NEAN 21st Jeoiuairv to 2Zi.t]l Psbruajry

The air operations in the Eastern and Central
Mediterranean are considered in detail in a separate Air
Historical Branch Narrative, It is considered useful

here, ho^wever, to indicate the main air operations in
connection with the Mediterranean Air/Sea War, as en^hasis

•  on the air participation in the land can^aign fails to
bring out the flexibility of the Middle Ihst air forces.
It must be stressed that' the strategic - tactical -  •: '

•• "coastal" organisation (l), which achieved such outstand
ing success in later Mediterranean canpaigns was in
process of development.

■

Main Factors Limiting Effectiveness of our
Operations in the Coitral and Eastern Mediterranean

(i) . The use,of Malta as an offensive air base for
■ attacks on enony shipping and supply ports
greatly restricted through

(a) The intensification of the Luftwaffe’s
offensive from Sicily, and

(b) Unusually bad weather, including gales and
flooding

was

o

Some detail of (a) and (b) are given in the next
section.

(ii) The loss of air bases in the v/estem part of the
Gebel Akhdar as a result of the eneiny’s advance
in Cyrenaica,

This loss:-

(a) ham-strung the effort of the Cyrenaican air
striking force a^inst enemy sea-borne
supplies., as these could be routed outside
the' ran'ge of air forces operating from
Eastern Cyrenaica,

limited the fighter protection whicl;i could
be given to convoys plying to Malta,

and ruled out No,205 Group’s offensive
against Tripoli, .

(c)

(l) During the phase under reviev/ units controlled by
.. No, 205 Group - A,H.Q, Western Desert - No, 201 (N,C.)

Group and A,H,Q. Egypt,

i
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nAir Forces Available

'  and Bcanber Squadrons

The following squadrons were available at ̂ rious
times during the phase for reconnaissance and strikes
enemy shipping,

(a) .Operating under the direction of No. 201 (Naval
Co"-operation) Group, from Egypt and Qyrenaica;-

on

No, 201 (Sroup
0, H, £, j
AHB/II/JV12
Appendix ’*A"
No,205 Srp*
0,H,S,

Appendices

Nos, 18 and 55 Squadrons (Blenheims), No, 203
Squadron (Blenheims and Marylands) No. 39
Squadron (Marylands and Beauforts), No, 211
Squadron (a,S.V. Wellingtons), No. *230 Squadron
(Sunderlands), No. A59 Squadron (Hudsons),
Nos, 815 and 826 Squadrons, Fleet Air Arm
(Albacores and Swordfish) and No, 700 Squadron
Fleet Air Arm (Walruses and Swordfish),
No. 2 Squadron R.Y.S.A.F, (Dorniers) and
No, 13 Hellenic Squadron, At various times,
when, the ship-striking force needed/strengthen
ing seme or all of the following were made
available:— .Nos, 11 and I4 Squadrons (Blenheims)
^cm Air Headquarters, Western Desert, and
Nos, 38, 104, 108, 148 Squadrons (Wellingtons)
and the few Fortresses and Liberators then
available ffcan No, 205 (S?oup,

(b) Frcnr Malta

No, 156 Squadron (A,S.V, Wellingtons) Nos, 18,
•21 and I07 Squadrons (Blenheims), No, 69 Squadron
(Marylands), No. 40 Squadron detachment
(Wellingtons), No. 828 Squadron Fleet Air Arm
(Swordfish and Albacores), No, 830 Squadron
(Swordfish), and detachments of No, 205 Gk*oup
Squadrons (Wellingtons),

For shipping protection fighter squadrons of A.H.Q,
Western Desert and A.H.Q, Egypt operated at need in the
protection of shipping off the Cyrenaican coast and*
defence of ports (l) and the Malta fighter squadrons under
took similar commitments within their own sphere of activity,-
Reconnaissance Effnr»-h

The general reconnaissance effort was maintained at as
hi^ a level as the forces available and restricting
factors (i)(a) and (b) and (ii)(a) mentioned on page 47
allowed.

AHB, IIJl/12
iippendix “A"

■The main ams, as formerly, consisted in (a) keeping
a check on Italian Fleet dispositions, (b) discovering
the movements and location of enemy shipping in order to
provide targets for our-sMp-striking forces,. This
included the cover of the chief enemy ports by P/R, aircraft.

(1) Dicing the period of 28th January to 24th Ifebruary, 1942
fighter squadrons based in Cyrenaica and Egypt flew 427
sorties on shipping protection and 934 on local defence
(the latter included, hov^ever, defence of airfields as
well as ports and bases) A.H.B. IUl/l2 Appendix "E".
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(c) ensuring that shipping lanes were free from enen^r
Special, searches were laidsubmarines and surface craft,

on when convoys were being run.

From Egypt and Cyrenaica

By the end of ‘Crusader* offensive, aircraft on routine
shipping patrols in the Central Mediterranean usually took
off from either Derna or Berka and operated as far as the

south-west of Greece, For a brief period, after Advanced
No, 235 Tffing was established in the Benghazi area, reconnais

sance was more thorough than ever before, and our convoys
enjoyed a greater measure of security. After our withdrawal
from Tfestern Cyrenaica, however, tracks were flown from the
Tobruk area. Shipping protection became difficult again,
as the enemy obtained Tmimi, liartuba end Dema landing
grounds, which gave him canparative freedom of movement from
the north-west of Cyrenaica, Special attention was paid
to anti-submarine searches, some 260 sorties being flown.
Towards the end of January the area of anti-submarine search

was altered. Patrols on the coastal shipping route to

Tobruk, where the majority of submarines had been sighted in

the past, were approximately doubledj less attention was

paid to the approaches to Alexandria where sittings were

now uncommon.

Idem

From Malta

The chief point of interest as far as the reconnaissance
effort from Malta was concerned was the increased use of

A.S.V, Wellingtons. The A.O,C. Mediterranean (Malta)
wished to maintain A.S.V, searches east and west of the

island every night, but this was made impossible by the
shortage of trained crews. By 12 February only four such

crews were available for duty. Nevertheless throughout the

period the average was roughly one completed search every
two days. Strikes often followed A.S.V, sittings,
suLthough as it turned out without a commensurate amount of

damage being done to enemy shipping. Of the ten sightings
made by A.S.V. Wellingtons in the first fortnight, five were

followed by strikes. In the next fortnight, of the seven

strikes made by Malta-based aircraft, six were the result of
A.S.V, Wellington contacts.

On the night of 7/8 February an A.S.V, sighting was
followed up by submarine action instead of by bombers or

t orpie do-b ombe r s ,

Idem

Result of Attacks on Enemy Shipping

(a) Air Effort and Claims
A

A.H.B. IU1/12
Appendix ‘A’ and
A.H.B./IUI/29

One hundred and thirty-eight sightings of enemy
vessels were made by aircraft operating from Eg3rpt/
Cyrenaica and Malta during the phase - 42 from the
former bases and $6 from the latter.

Aircraft based in Egypt/Cyrenaica carried out
two heavy, eight medium and eight li^t bomber
effective sorties against shipping in transit or
harbour,

shipping but three U-boats were claimed sunk by
bombs, two claimed probably sunk by depth-charges
and six claimed damaged by bombs, depth-charges
and machine-gun fire.

No claims were made against merchant

(15341 )33a SECRET
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Malta-based bombers and torpedo-bombers flev/
seventeen medium and thirty-four light bomber
sorties against shipping. No ships were claimed
as sunk by air action only, but six merchant
vessels, two tankers, two carriers and destroyers
were claimed damaged at sea and hits were claimed
on a naval vessel and other shipping in Tripoli
harbour. As shown below, so far as merchant
shipping was concerned enemy records show that
Malta-based aircraft sijnlc two ships, althouj^ the
larger of these had previously been damaged by E.N,
action,

(’b) Confirmed Sinkings of Enemy Merchant Shipping
by Air and Sea Action During the Phase

According to Lloyds, 44,3^3 tons of enemy
merchant shipping were sunk in the Mediterranean

between 21 January and 24 February, seven ships
(26,280 tons) (1) by naval action, tvro ships
(16,169 tons) (2) by air action, and one ship
(1,334 tons) by mine. Of these all but two ships
(7,293 tons) sunk by the Navy, were sunk in the
area of the supply routes to North Africa,

I'i/hen it is recalled that during September and
October 195'^ identified enemy merchant shipping sxink in
the Mediterranean by air action totalled 40,193 tons
and 42,440 tons respectively, (3) the Luftwaffe‘s

in the first two months of 1942 in neutralising
Malta as an air base stands out clearly, (4) Only one
ship (5,628 tons) was damaged besides the Victoria;
the damage was caused by aih action.

successes

PI/4203 (Enemy
Records) and
E.S,L,A,C, List of

Identified Shipping
Sunk,

0) One ship (6,142 tons), was 'shared* by the Navy
and Air Force; in estimating the total tonnage
sunk by each the tonnage of this ship has been
divided equally between them.

Includes the motor vessel Victoria (13,098 tons)
which had previously been damaged by naval action.
All but 2,415 tons on convoy routes to North
Africa,

This neutralisation continued for the next three
months. In March only one ship was sionk in
transit (1,774- tons), and in the next two months
none.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(15341) 34b
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dajHagcd in -gf^ptcmbor, 1%1 i/ge 71.200 Lmw
rCaL,x.L did 4J,000 Lujirf-HDat.Ill, Lhe Lurtv/-aiTe's huccSSS In

iiiuatha of 1942 iii neutralising a6 an
^rfeiisivu ciii Laac auanda out oloarl^'-.

Monthly totals of confirmed enemy merchant shipping
losses in the Mediterranean are given at Appendix VIII.
Special Attacks on Energy Convoys

A.H.B. IUl/12
Appendix A

fecial attacks

convoys during the phase

(i)« Between 22nd and 24th January - convoy of a
(■believed) troopsMp of 13,000 tons and four
merchant vessels,

were laid- on against two importan

heavily escorted,

t

(ii) Bet-v/een 2lst .and 23rd Ibbr-uary - convoy of
eight merchant vessels v/ith a strong escort.

_  . As accounts of the air attacks on these convoys
indicate the difficulties yrhich prevented the results
expected being achieved - end success v/ould have had
considerable effect

a

on the enemy's supply situation in
Libya - they are given in some detail.

^_r Attacks on Italian Convoy (23rd - 2Ath January)

at the time of our advance to Benghazi in the previous
December (captured 24th Decernber), it had been appreciated
that Shipping :mto Tripoli (v/as) key to future situation
and the I^/lalta air force, -in particular, was instructed to
continue and if possible Intensify its
eneny reinforcing.
Narrative,
greatly restricted the

operations to preven

AOC/II Part, 2
Encs. 55A

t
In the event as shovni in the previous

ixicreased enemy air action and bad weather
.  effort which could be directed

against the eneigy's main stream of reinforcing shipping.
Ijri viev/ of the enemy's advance and need for increased
supplies to sustain intensive operatidns, interference with
convoys plying to Libya remanied a major air commitment.

\

AHB. IUl/12
Appx. A.MEPOS,
Wo.13 Appendix C
AHQ. il/lLTA,
Wo. 201 &p).
No.205 &p).
Wo.235 Wing and
Sqdn. O.E.Bs

Janiiary an enemy convoy of a
U,000 ton (believed) troopship and four merchant vessels,
strongly escorted, was sighted leaving Taranto Bay by
of our submarines. It >Tas routed through a point some
40 mles east of Malta and thence kept southwards, well

outside a radius of 200 miles from Bengliazi, where adequate
sea reconnaissance and striking forces were being built up
i^der. No. 235 Wing (vz-hich took over from Advanced No. 201
Group on 20th January).

one

News of the,  convoy.reached H.Q. No. 201 (W.G.) Group
at 21.00 hours the seme day. During the night a Ivlalta-
based A.S.V. Wellington searched the Ionian Sea and
reported a southbound convoy of at least three ships, v/ith
naval escort, some I75 miles north-east of Syracuse.
Wo. 201 Group, accordingly, organised reconnaissance and
striking forces for operations on the following day in
conjunction with A.H.Q. Malta.
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Forces Assembled for the r.ttacks

Hie folloT/ing forces vrere assembled in Cyrenaica:-

Reconnaissance

Nine Blenheims (No.203 Squadron) at Berka main,
One Iferyland (No.39 Squadron) at Berka main.
Tv/o A.S.V. V/ellingtons at Berka satellite.

Striking Force

Two Fortresses (No,205 Group) at Fulca satellite.
Eighteen Wellingtons (No.205 Group) at El Mem,
Nine Blenheims (No,55 Squadron) at Berka satellite.
Eight Torpedo Albacores (No,826 Squadron) (F.A.A,)
at Berka satellite.

Three Torpedo-Beauforts (No.39 Squadron) at Berka
satellite.

Thirteen Blenheims (Nos, 11 and V+ Sqdns.) at Benina,

Fighter Cover

Five Beaufighters (No,272 Squadron) at Berka
satellite.

Further reconnaissance and striking forces were available
-- Malta (No,69 Squadron (Marylands), No.^O Squadron
(Wellingtons) Nos, 18, 21 and 107 Squadrons (Blenheims) and
Nos. 828^and 83O Squadrons, F.A.A. (Swordfish and Albacores),
but it ’was anticipated correctly, that enemy air attacks
would be delivered against the Mklta airfields in order to
pin doTO at least part of the air force there.

Causes of Ccmoarative failure of attack by C^yTronaica based
aircraft

on

In vie\w of the forces available there v/ere good grounds
for hcping that the convoy would be destroyed. In the event,
although some success v/as achieved (details of which
given later) the results of the operations were disappointing.
The causes of the comparative failure of the effort from
C^renaica, apart from engine trouble which prevented fighter
aircraft from taking off or conqjleting operations were:-

Defective fuelling arrangements. In particular.
No.55 Squadron Blenheims could not take off on the
23rd owing to lack of petrol bowsers and hand
pumps and later operations by Blenheims and
Albacores v/ere delayed.

are

(i)

(ii) W/T failures,

at 0930 hours and IO25 hours the position of
units of the Italian fleet screening the ccsnvoy,
but although these reports were received by
HQ.201 Group, they v/ere not received by the
controlling Wing (No.-235) at Benghazi,
the Wing received the information only after the
aircraft landed at II40 hours and the tv/o
Fortresses despatched to attack v/ere not air
borne until after noon,

reports v/ere not received owing to W/T. failures
and the results of the sightings were not known by
the controlling formations until after the
aircraft had landed.

In particular, a Blenheim reported

Thus

Three other sighting

W/T. failure also prevented
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the re-directing of
of .Blenheims and Albacores airborne in the
afternoon against the convoy;
v/as fortunate as the

of the striking fsome

in the even

orce

t, this
new sighting, reported by

a I'&lta-based aircraft v/as inaccurate, and the
aircraft relying on previous sightings located
the merchant vessels and delivered attacks.

(iii) InacGurate reports.of enemy positions and lull
in sightings. Sightings vrere made by two
Blenheims in the morning of a battleship v/hich
could not bo reconciled unless two battleship
moving in opposite directions were involved.
Ifo further reports of sightings Y/ere received at
Benghazi between 12.50 hours and 16.50 hours,
later, as already mentioned, a lialta-based
aircraft reported the enemy force some 50 miles
too far to the west.

s

Pour attacks vrere made by Cyrenaican-based aircraft
during daylight on the 23rd January

(a) Betv/een 16.15 and 16.25 one Portress scored near
on the battleship and another large
the other, Portress failed to locate

misses

vessel;
any vessels.

(b) Three Blenheims (of No.11 Squadron) bombed the
convoy at 16.38 hours v/ithout observing results,

torpedoes at
17.30 hours and saw smoke coming from one of the
ships. • - •

(d) Three Albacores, attacking at 18.38 hours,
stopped the 13,000 ton troopship mth a torpedo
and caused an explosion in a destroyer; .
Albacore returned v/ith engine trouble and the
fifth failed to return.

(c) Three Beauforts attacked with

another.

The attacks vrere continued in the hours of darlcness.
At 1600 hours an A.S.V. 'Wellington operated from Berka to
search an area based on the inaccurate Malta sighting and
did not locate the convoy until around mid-night. Meanv/hile
fourteen Wellingtons operated from El Adem following
sighting reported by a No,203 Squadron Blenheim. Owing to
engine trouble and other causes only seven aircraft located
the target some I60 miles

betyreen 21.30 'and 23.40 hours,
two large ship,s. . Attacks

a

vyest of Tripoli and attacked
,  claiming tv/o near misses

^  _ in the meanthne were delivered
Irom Malta. Nine Albacores and Sy/ordfish operating from
the island failed to locate the convoy and one Albacore
failed to return. At 20.46'hours a Malta A.S.V. Wellington
located the egnvoy and shadoYved it until 01.15 hours
the 24th January. Bety/een 21.19 and 23.00 hours on the
23rd January seven Malta-based Wellingtons bombed the
and the shadowing Wellingtons observed tvYo explosions
the largest vessel folloY/.ed by clouds of smoke; probable
hits were also scored on tvro other merchaiit vessels and a
^believed) cruiser. At 01.35, 24th January, four Ivlalta-
based Swordfish (two others turned back through engine
trouble) scored two further hits vdth torpedoes on the
13,000 tons troopship.

on

on

convoy

on

\

During the morning of the 24th January in bad v/eathe-,
q/N aircraft both from Malta and Gyrenaica' (No.235 Group)
searched for the convoy and escorting units, but without
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A Fortress, also imavailingly, searched thesuccess,

area of the previous night's operations vvith the object of

sinking any crippled vessels found.
Reconnaissance Unit aircraft, however, caught sight of seven
destroyers north of Misurata and a Malta-based P/R, Beau-
fighter sighted four merchant vessels and seven destroyers
off the coast near Tripoli.

A Strategic

In all, the striking force of 53 aircraft in Cyrenaica
carried out a total of seventeen effective and 24 non-
effective sorties,and the Ife-lta-based striking force made
eleven effective and I4 non-effective sorties. The 13,000
ton ship was the'only vessel claimed as sunk (l) and this
was partly due to naval action; but probable hits were
claimed on tv/o merchant vessels and a cruiser ■with bombs and
on a destroyer with a torpedo, as well as a number of near
misses.

The operations served to emphrosize the importance of
water-tight arrangements for tho quick receipt and co
ordination of up-to-the-minute information and immediate
despatch of ship-striking forces: had such an organisation
then been evolved it is certain that far more damage would
have been inflicted on the convoy and the units of the
Italian Fleet, which v/ould have prevented an improvement in
the enemy's general supply situation at a critical period.

Air Attacks on Enemy Convoy (21st - 25rd February)

By 20th February intelligence reports confirmed that
a large Italian convoy was preparing to sail for Tripoli,.
Arrangements for interception, accordingly, were co-ordinated
with Malta by No.201 (N.C.) Group,
Air Forces Available

A.H.B.IIJl/12
Appendix A
AHQ. Malta
0,R.B.

No,205 Group
No. 235 Wing
and Sqdn.
O.R.Bs

Operational control of the striking force in Cyrenaica
vras exercised by No. 235 Wing, and the follo'wing aircraft
were mustered in position

(Nos, 18 and 55 Squadrons) - Bu Ai'nud
- Gambut
- Ganibut
- Gambut

- L.G. 05
- L.G. 05

- L.G. 09

- L.G. 09
- L.G. 09

No. 14 Squadron)

(No. 203 Squadron)
(No, 205 Group)
(No. 108 Squadron)

12 Blenheims

3 Torpedo-Wellingtons (No.38 Squadron)
(No. 221 Squadron)
(No. 39 Squadron)
(No. 220 Squadron)

7 Blenheims

1 A.S.V. Wellington
6 Beauforts

,  2 Fortresses
4 Mary lands
1 Blenheim

25 Wellingtons
1 Liberator

The Malta force was strengthened by the despatch of
6 Wellingtons (No. 37 Squadron).

First Sightings of the Enemy

At 22.30 and 00,40 hours on the night of 2l/22nd February
an A.S.V. Wellington operating from Malta, sighted the enemy
force in two groups about 85 miles apart. Their positions
were approximately 175 and 250 nautical miles respectively
fran Malta and well over 350 from Bu Mud.

(1) SacB^Irecords show that the motor vessel, "Victoria"
( 13,098 tons) was sunk 23rd January, 1942, in position
33°30_N. 24024'E. (Pl/4203). “
Identified Vessels sunk in the Mediterranean describe
vessel as a troopship.

The E.S.L.A.G. List of
the
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The Liberator, detailed to shadov/- throughout the day,
crashed on taking off and was destroyed.

At 07.25 hours on the 22nd February, a Ifo. 203 Squadron
Jferyland on reconnaissance contacted the eneny forces,
which had formed up and was reported to consist of

Eight merchant vessels, two battleships, five cruisers,
fifteen destroyers arid fighter escort of l£E.109s.

The convoy and escort, which were still some 220 miles
from llalta and 330 from Bu Aiaud,; were slradov/ed for most
of the day by Blenheim and tv/o. Marylands. The persistence
and accuracy of their reporting, in the face of enemy
fighter escort, was the outstanding feature of the operation.
Ihilure of the Air Effort

On receipt of the f;irst report by the A.S.V. Tfellington,
five Malta Albacores took off, but had to be recalled owing
to an error of 100 miles in the IVellington's reckoning.

The two Fortresses left L.0,05 at O7.OO hours to
attack and shadow. Ovving to an error in navigation one
aircraft failed to find the enemy; the other reported the
convoy to be in four formations totalling;-

Six merchant vessels (8-12,000 tons), One battleship. i
(Littorio class), tvro cruisers (8 inch), four
(6 inch) and eighteen destroyers.

The Fortress dropped 7 x 500 lb. S.A.P. bombs, but
could not observe results o¥ri.ng to intense A.A. fire and
an attack by two ME, 109s. Although unable to continue
si-iadowing, the Portress returned safely to base.

Five Beauforts left L. G, 05 twenty minutes after the
Portresses, intending to attack simultaneously. Because
they did not refuel, as intended, at Bu Imud, they reached
the linit of their range without making any sightings; i:
fact they were airborne one hour above the normal margin
of safety.

Blenheims of Nos, 18 and 5'5 Squadrons were then
briefed to attack in twra formations from Bu Arnud. The
first four aircraft (a fifth failed to start) left at
12.20 hours. One returned early with engine trouble, and
the remainder failed to locate, the leader cutting the
search short when he considered the limit of endurance had
been reached,

second formation of six Blenheims v/as airborne at IJ.35 hours.
The leader returned almost immediately ■v'Jith engine trouble
and alter tvrenty-five minute.s the deputy leader’s W/T failed
and he led the formation back to base,
Blenheims of Wo. I4, Squadron, -were despatched from Gambut at
lif.20 hours. Four turned back vvith engine trouble, but
the remaining three reached the estimated eneny position.
They saw nothing, however, and after;a brief square
set course for home.

Thus from the time of the first sighting on the night
of ..the 21st/22nd February until dusk on the 22nd February
only one aircraft attacked the convoy out of tvrenty-nine
despatched.

cruisers

in

One aircraft forced-landed in the sea. The

Seven more

search
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Misfortunes continued during the night of 22nd/
The A.S.V. Wellington at Gambut became23rd Etebruary,

misarviceable shortly before operations were due to begin and
only one of the three at Malta survived bombing attacks
during the day.
the Wo. 205 Group Wellington striking force over the convoy
at 22.00 hours, but had to return to base through engine
trouble,

the whole striking force except.one aircraft failed to

This Wellington, late in taking off, found and

This aircraft took off to rendezvous with

Consequently, without guidance or illumination,

locate,

bombed the enemy without, however, observing results.

1/lalta's A.S.V. Vfellington was again airborne at 22.35
Three hours later it contacted the convoy about

Owing to the wind, however, the
hours,

77 miles East of Homs,

distance from Malta and the time of sighting, a strike by
Albacores and Swordfish was cancelled, and no further action
could be taken.

It was clear that our air action could now do little

to stem the enemy's sea-borne supplies to Libya; in
particular, his shipping v/as being routed beyond the
effective range of our ship-striking force operating from

Eastern Cyrenaica and Malta had been largely neutralised as
an offensive air base.

Gonvo.v Movements Between Egypt and Malta

A.H.B.IUl/12
Appendix A

During -the phase there were tv/o exchanges of shipping
. betvfeen Egypt and I/Ealta as follows

(i) Two-vz-ay movement between Alexandria and Malta
(24th - 27th January),

(ii) Tvro-way movement betv/een Alexandria and Malta
(12th - 15th February).

The first movement v/as undertaken during the early

stage of the enemy's counter-attack in Cjnenaica before the

. air situation had changed to our detriment, and may be

considered as one of the previous series of movements carried
out in favourable conditions during the previous month.
The second movement was attempted under conditions far less

satisfactory.

■  Two-Way Convoy Movement (24th - 27th January)

AHB, IUl/12
Appendix A
No,235 Wing and
Sqdn. O.R.B.s

'Wiile the enemy's attack in Western Gyrenaica vra.s
gaining momentum, the value of holding Cyrenaican landing
grounds was again illustrated, in facilitating a two-way
convoy movement between Alexandria and Malta (l). This

Gen. Auchinleck on 24th January was perturbed at the news

that Air Vice Marshal Coningham was "evacuating all
aerodromes in Benghazi and Jebel areas,, as it means that

all hope of striking at enemy convoys at sea and at Tripoli
except from Malta must be set aside for the present.
Moreover Malta convoy now at sea would get reduced air

support". Actually in accordance v/ith the withdrav/al
programme the two fighter squadrons at Benghazi did not
withdraw until 29th January and operations continued from

Martuba until 1st February (AOG/II Part 2, Encs, 82A and
88A and Sqdn. O.R.B.s.),

(1)
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was the fifth convoy movenent (including one previous tv/O'
way raovenent) since raid-Deceniber, 1941, when our advance
in Cyrenaica made the sea passage between Egypt and llalta
again practicable.

H.M.S, Breconshire convoyed by C,S.15 left Alexandria
on 24th January,

afforded the convoy off the Cyrenaican coast by squadrons
operating under No.235 IJing.
carried out sea reconnaissances to the north-west and

No, 238 Squadron, the B.N.(p) Squadron and No.2 Squadron,
During the late

On the 25th January, air protection was

Blenheims of No.203 Squadron

S. P, afforded fighter protection,
morning the R.N. Hurricanes sighted a single HE. Ill flying
at 2000 ft, and as a result of the'ir attacks claimed the

aircraft damaged (t).
No.238 Squadron patrolling over the convoy encountered four
or five JU,8Gs

A

In the afternoon Hurricaiies of

and claimed oaio destroyed and -tv/o damaged;
. a. little later another JU.88 caught attacking the convoy
was engaged by a Hurricai'n' of the same squadron and bloTn
to bits (1),

readied Malta safoly on the 27th Jmiuary.
Iho convoy escaped damage. The convoy

Meanwhile S. S. Glengyle and Rowallen Castle, escorted

by naval vessels had left Malta for Iilexandria., the initial
.  stage, of the voyage being covered by aircraft operating
under A,H,Q. Mediterranean (ivlalta). On the 26th January,
the convoy survived attacks by enemy torpedo-bombers, at

' ■ a tpae when .sand storms prevented practicallj/- all our
protective fighters from operating. The follomng day,
as it ms considered the serviceability of aircraft of
No. 238 and R.N. (p) Squadrons might be lovf. No.  2 Squadron
S.A.A.P., at Martuba, vrere instructed to co-oporato. In
particular tv/o . S.A.A.P. Tomahawks helped with the protection
Gommitaents in the morning and four more wore flovn to
El Gubbi to operate from there; owing to the likelihood
of sand rising during the day four Hurricanas of the R.N.(p)
Squadron were sent to Gambut to operate from there,
vrere no incidents and the convoy proceeded safely to
Alexandria.

There

IVo-wa.Y ConvoV Movement (l2th - 15th Ibbruary) '

The grave handicap involved in the loss of our air
bases in the western part of the Gebel iikhdar and the
Luftwaffe's increased success in neutralising the Malta air
force were apparent in the disasters which overtook the
exchange of shipping betY/een Malta and iilexandria during
12th - 15th' February.

A.H.B.IIJ3/12
Appendix A

At 16.00 hours on the 12th Itebruary, the first part
of the Vfestbound convoy, M.N,9A, (the merchant vessels
Clan Chattan and Clan Cam-pbell escorted by the cruiser
Carlisle and four destroyers) left Alexandria,
second part ¥l.W,9B, (the merchant vessel Rowallan Castle
escorted by four destroyers) followed on a slightly

;  different course an hour later.

The

At; 05.00 hours next day
15th Ipbruary, Cruiser Squadron ¥/ith eiglit destroyers left
v/ith the intention of overtaking the convoy at a point
100 miles North of Gape Aainer. On the afternoon of the

(1) Total German bomber losses on 25th a.s shovm in German
records were two destroyed and
2 page 25).

daamaged (See footnoone te
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13th convoy M.E.IO (the merchant vessels Clan Ferguson,
City of Calcutta, Ajax and Breconshire, escorted by the

cruiser Penelope and six destroyers) left Ivlalta,

The East and West convoys planned to meot and exchange
escorts on the afternoon of the 14th February,

Air Support for the Movement

To counter possible enemy air, surface or submarine
attack, the R,A,F. support was provided-on the following
lines

Idem

(a) Increased anti-submarine patrols over the
approaches to Alexandria and the coastal v/aters
to Tobruk; continuous close patrols ahead of
the convoys; special i\/S patrols from Malta when
ships were leaving or approaching.

Continuous fighter cover during daylight v/hile
convoys Tvere mthin range of single engine
aircraft;
following up the Vfest-bound convoy;
patrols from either Ifelta or Cambut when single
engine fighters were out of range.

Considerable reconnaissance effort' from Malta and

Egypt, including A. S.V. Wellington searches and
photographic and visual reconnaissance of Ikranto.

As large a striking force as possible held ready
at Ivlalta during the 14th and 15th February, and
six Blenheims and six Beauforts standing by at

El Mem,, two Fortresses at Fuka &.tellite, and
six Blenheims at Fhka Main landing grounds.

fighter cover for the Naval units
Beaufighter

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) Bombing of air bases in Crete and the submarine
base at Salaniis in Greece by No. 205 Group
Wellingtons and attacks on Sicilian airfields by
Ivfeilta-based bombers.

Enemy Attacks on'our Mr Bases

Our air effort was hampered by the fact that between
ll/l2th and 15/l6th February the enemy made some 4OO bomber
sorties against Malta, attacking the dockyards and Hal Far,
Takali and Luq.a landing grounds,
when 144 enemy aircraft v/ere reported to have crossed the

coast, the Luqa runways v/ere badly cratered; two Wellingtons
under repair v/ere destroyed, tv/o Blenheims v/ere damaged,
and three Beaufighters, about to return to Egypt, sligiitly
so.

On the 15th February,

Idem

On the same day in Cyrenaica, ME,109s made two
high-level bombing attacks on El Adem and Gambut, but

Tv/o Kittyhav/ks which
took off to intercept were, hov/everj shot dovm.

Enemy Air Action against the Convoys on 13th and

14th February

caused no damage or casualties.

'During their passage the convoys v/ere attacked by
seventy-nine bombers and torpedo-bombers, the forces
apparently varying in strength from single aircraft to
fourteen JU,88s and seven Heinkels,

Idem
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During the 13th February, the Easthound convoy was

unmolested, but all three Westbound units iTere attacked
in Libyan coastal waters. In the morning the enemy was
beaten off by the fighter escort, but during the afternoon
M.W.9A was heavily bombed. Clan Campbell badly demiaged,
wras detached, escorted by tw/o destroyers to Tobruk, and
eventually returned to Alexandria. In the evening
15th February, Cruiser Squadron successfully v/ithstood a
lov/-f]ying flare-illuminated attack by nine JU,88s.

The following morning (14th February) the two sections
of M.W.9 joined according to plan v/ith 15th Cruiser
Squadron North of Tobruk. The manoeuxTe vra.s sighted and
the force shadowed by enemiy aircraft, although no atte.ck
developed until a.fter noon, when the convoy was approxi
mately 150 miles North of Benghazi. Strong forces of
JU.88s and Heinkels made high-level and dive-bombing
attacks,

were transferred, and the vessel sunk by our own forces,

Meanv/hile, convoy ME. 10 from Malta continued on its
course unharmed by attacks from tvro S.79s.

At 14.40 hours the convoys, both attended by hostile
aircraft, met as arranged,
safely completed under cover of fire from all the warships
-and aided by ifelta Beaufighters which shot down
Cant.Z.506.

The convoys, resuming their respective journeys, were
both attacked from 15,00 hours onwards. H.M.S. Carlisle

T/as stopped by damage to a steam pipe, but, after a quick
repair, carried on, nt 15.15 hours, however,
Rowallan Castle - the last of the merchant vessels bound

for Ivlalta - v/as hit. She w/as taken, in tow, but the
reduction of the convoy's speed to less than ten knots
ejcposed the escort to a risk from surface or submarine

attack which could not be accepted. Personnel were,
therefore, removed, and at 19.56 hours Romllan Castle
was: sink by gunfire.

Clan Chattan ms so badly damaged that personnel

The change 'of escort was

a

-V

Fighters covered the Sastbound convoy when it came
wdthin range, north of Tobruk. - 'In' particular, Beaufighters
dajuaged one 3,79 and forced eleven others to jettison their

loads and Hurricanes later destroyed tv/o more S,79s,

Protection Provided on the l6thIdem

During the night of the 15/l6th continuous patrols
were provided for the Eastboiund' convoy by a Sunderlajid and
three. Albacores, -On the l6th, in addition to three
routine anti-submarine patrols of the Alexandria approaches,
two Dorniers made special patrols to the' v/e.st; tvro iinsons
searched from Alexandria to Ras El Kanayis; and seven
Albacoros covered other coastal areas.

As the- convoy neared iilexandria, pairs of fighters
gave protection until all ships vrero s&fely berthed.

Action against Enemy Surface Vessels

Idem Meanwhile on the 15th ’ February, a Malta J/laryland had
sighted an enemy naval force consisting of tiiree cruisers
and nine destroyers on a South-Westerly course 85 miles
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South-East of Kalafrana.

however, by J£E,109s so instead of being informed by W/t. ,
when the striking force could have been employed, 1/ialta
did not receive the news until 16,00 hours v/hen the crew

of the Maryland had been rescued from the sea,
striking force had by that time been released from standing-
by, and the opportunity was missed.

This aircraft was shot down.

The

At 00,32 hours on the l6th Tbbruary, however, a Malta
A.S,V. Wellington re-located the force 157 miles South-
East of Cape Passero on a northerly course. Five

Albacores were despatched and, beginning at O3.25 hours,
claimed torpedo hits on two cruisers and a destroyer, and
a probable hit on a second destroyer,
left, four ships were reported on fire, one cruiser
blazing-fiercely at the stem.

TAlien the aircraft

ho further sightings were made by aircraft, but at
13,15 hours a submarine discovered tvro cruisers and six

destroyers on a course North-North-East, half-v/ay between

Catania and Cape -^artivento,
hitting one of the cruisers t’wice with torpedoes.

Seriousness of Jfalta's Supply Situation

The submarine reported

D/A,0,C,1
Bads, 37A

On 21st February the Commanders-in-Chief signalled
the Chiefs of Staff that "Of the seven ships forming the
January and February convoys three have arrived in Malta,

The Governor of Malta (Lt. General Dobbie) had
previously reported on l8th Etebruary to the War Office
that "the non-arrival of the recent incoming convoy has
accentuated a supply situation which was already
unsatisfactory". The position v/as that supplies generally
vrould last mtil the end of June with the follov/ing
exceptions; (a) Kerosene would last only until mid-June
and coal early June. (b) M.T. petrol would last until
end of April or early }fe.y, excluding the Portress reserve
which had to be kept Dn.case of attack. (c) Submarine
Diesel oil was do’/m to tvro months supply and Rirnace oil
(for H.M, Sliips and Civil Generating Station) was down
to 5,900 tons.

The stock of bombs at the present consumption would
last three months. Stocks of cement, timber and small arras
ammunition was inadequate.

Idem

Ends. 35A

All Service and Civil expenditure of petrol had been
"cut down to the bone",
almost at a standstill,

use of coal, fodder, kerosene, and important works had been
curtailed.

The training of Army units was
Drastic cuts had been made in the

Idem

Ends, 37A
Similarly military losses of guns, tanks and vehicles

needed to be made good and increased and further troop
reinforcements were necessary.

The Commanders-in-Chief advised the C.O.S. that "It

appears useless to try to pass in a convoy until the air

situation in Malta has been restored and the military
situation in Cyrenaica inproved.
reinforcement of Ife-lta be considered.

Recommend policy of
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Enemy Attack on Tobruk Convoy (22nd February)

Mention has been made in the previous section to the
fact that the enemy's air attacks on Tobruk during the
phase caused little damage,

■ He- achieved a success, ho'wever, against a convoy
sailing to' Tobruk on'22hd Ttebruary.

A..H.B.IIJ1/12
Appendix A

This particular convoy td Tobruk, the "Onset"
consisted of three merchant vessels, esc-orted by three
destroyers. The sequence of events was as follows

No. 234. Wing, responsible for the provision of fighter
protection, was informed at 20,00 hours on the 21st February
thaf'Chset" had sailed from Alexandria eleven hours late.
Its position, was, therefore, calculated to be somewhere
between Mersa l\latruh and Sidi Barrani.
however, "Onset
up on schedule.

During darkness,
increased speed to seven knots and made
On the 22nd Ibbruary the first fighter

patrol - two Ibilmars “ found and covered the convoy from
05.00 to 06.30 hours.

W/T. silence they could not report the difference in the
convoy's position until they landed at base. The second
patrol - tv;o Beaufighters - should have relieved the Fulimrs
at 06.30 hours,_but on proceeding to the estimated position
they failed to locate and began a square secorch Sa.stv/ard
before returning to base. Observation of wireless silence
left No.234 Wing in ignorance of*the fact that the
was unprotected.

As they vrere not allowed to break

convoy

IVhile it T/as v/ithout fighter cover, "Onset" v/as attacked
by a reconnaissance JU. 88. The S.S, Bintang received

'direct hits and sank at 07.45 hours, (l) The third
fighter patrol, acting on the sighting reported by the
first patrol on its return to base, found the convoy at
08,45 hours. Thereafter, it was covered throughout the
Hay by'sections of two fighters.

\

Shortly after noon, Tdien a Fulmar patrol was being
relieved by Hurricanes the convoy v/as attacked by six
JU.88s. One of them was damaged by a Hurricane and all

The same Hurricane then claimed onetheir bombs missed,

destroyed and another probably destroyed out of a further
formation of JU,88s that attacked the The otherconvoy,

flurricane and the Fulmars drove off the reiiminder of the
enemy, but the second formation had then sunk the
S.S. Hanne.

The surviving merchant vessel v/ith its escort reached
Tobruk safely.

The disaster to the "Onset" convoy showed that the
risks and strain to our,sea and air forces in the supply of
our for'/vard forces tlirough Tobruk, although not so great
as those in the previous year v/hen the fortress v/as under
siege, were still, on occasion, formidable.

(1) A "r" intercept of the enemy sighting of the convoy was
passed by No.2 Field Unit to No.201 Gr-oup and No.252 Wing
at 08.30 hours,

in this roundabout v/ay, however, Bint,an.g had been sunk nearly
an hour.

By the time No.234 Wing received the news
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linproveinent in Enemy’s Supply Situation

It cannot be over-en5)hasised that the struggle in
Worth Africa was to a large extent a war of supplies,
was clear in late January and February, 1942 that the enemy’s
supply situation in Libya had greatly improved,
particular, as already pointed out, his shipping there was-

becoming largely immune from air attack and he was prevent-
The main limiting factor was

It

In

ing our supply of Malta.
Wo, 205 Group's air offensive on the supply port of Benghazi;
but valuable as these attacks were they could not expect to

atone for the inability to sink shipping in'transit.
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SECTION 5

AIR OPERATIONS BY IIALTA-MSED AIRCRAFT

(21st Janijary - 24th IbErimry, 1942)~

There ms no change in the aim of the subordinate
Cojniaand at Ivlalta (Air Head'quarters, Mediterranean -
A.O.C,, Air Vice Marshal H,P, Lloyd) during the period of
our retreat 'in Cyrenaica and consolidation on the Gazala - .

Bir Hakim line - this reraained the interruption of sea
borne supplies to Libya. The means to achieve this were,
as formerly, primarily strikes on enemy shipping in transit
and secondly attacks on enemy ports. Counter air force
operations were inevitably necessary.-in an attempt to
limit enemy air action within Malta's sphere of action.
Some intervention in'the land battle to the extent of

harassing the enemy's rear transport and installations in
.  Tripolitania viras effected when Blenheims on searches off

the North African coast y/ere unable to locate shipping or
when Wellingtons operating against Tripoli attacked
secondary targets.

Limiting Factors to Successful Exploitation of Malta

A.H.Q.

Mediterranean

O.R.B, Jan, and

Peb. 1942

There were now several serious limiting factors which
ruled out lfe.lta being exploited mth the success achieved
during the summer and autumn of 1941 (l).

(a)A.H.B,6

Translation

No.VIl/lI
(8th Abteilung
Study)

The reinforcement of the Luftv/affe in the

Central Mediterranean theatre at the end of 19Z)J.
and the formation of the Southern Command under

Field Marshal Kesselring, who vra.s also Head of
Luftlotte 2, resulted in an increased success in
the task of neutralising Malta as a sea and air
base (2), During the month under review/ it was

estimated that the enemy flev/ 1,960 sorties a^inst
the island. There was a steady increase ," ix> *

A.H.B.ILn/12
Appendix B
A.H.Q. Med.

O.R.B. lfeb.1942
particular, during February in the ■'weight of the
bombing attack, most attention being paid to
airfields - against those at Luqa (bomber and
G.R. laiiding grounds), Ta Kali (fighter base),
Hal Far (fighter and Fleet Air Arm Swordfish base)
and the Ihrendi strip (fighter landing ground)(3).

(1) See-previous narrati-ye for details and present narrative page 4
Footnote (l) for a general statement on losses inflicted on
enemy merchant shipping.

; was appreciated by the German High. Command that "the
primary conditions for holding the Axis position in North
Africa was supremacy in the air and on the seas which -was
to be achieved by the Luft-waffe
smash -the enemy air forces and their ground organisation
and at the same time to stop the flow of fighter reinforce
ments. Enemy war rond merchant ships in and around Ivlalta
had to be destroyed, the ports paralysed and thereby all

.  : supplies 'cut off." (A.H.B.6' Translation No. VIl/ll).
(3) During the v/hole month of February there were 222 attacks

by single and formations of bombers a^inst airfields as
follows:- Luqa (55); Luqa dispersal area on Srfi strip (87);
Ta Kali (37); Hal Ikr (23) and Krendi Strip "Q" site (20).
(A.H.Q. Med. O.R.B. February, 1942),

(2) It

the first task was to0 • * »

I

)
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The attacks were particularly heavy during the
movements of enemy and our own convoys in order
to 'ground Ivlalta's aircraft (See following section
"Cperaticn in the Eastern and Centre
Mediterranean (21st January - 24th Eebruary,
1942)).

(h) In addition to the boriiber attacks, sorties of
two to six ME,109s daily patrolled the approaches
to the island in order to intercept our
reconnaissance and transit aircraft.

Idem

(c") Movements of our aircraft were passed to eneny
patrolling fighters by the Installation of
efficient E.D.P. in Sicily (l),

(d) Weather conditions were abnormally bad, ' The
February rainfall was 5i inches compared mth a
normal 2^ inches,
Ta Kali were waterlogged for days at a time in
February and the dispersal areas at these air
fields and Luqa were turned into quagmires,
addition, gales were prevalent in the middle of
the month.

The airfields at Eal Thr and

In

(e) The steady decrease in our fighter serviceability
owing to eneny action, bad weather, shortage of
spares and lack of maintenance facilities
rendered it impossible to counter the enery's .■

The small fighter force (three
squadrons and one flight of Hurricanes) was
inadequate for the task of intercepting enemy
raiders, (2) protecting aircraft leaving and
approaching the island from enemy fighter patrols,
arid escorting the Air Sea Rescue high speed
laxonch and Svrordfish.

offensive.

In the meantime,. l.Iiddle
East vrere unable to send additional fighter
squadrons to l2lalta ov/ing to the need to direct- ■

fighters to the Par East, the heavy commitments ■
of the inadequate fighter force in Cyrenaica and
the unsatisfactory "filter aircraft position in
the Command. It W3.S hoped to send in to Malta

A,0.C,-in-C.
Correspondence
with C.A.S,
Part 3
Ends. 332A

a complete experienced fighter squadrcn armed
-wi-th Hurricane IIC’s by mid-March, but the idea
of reinforcing vd-th a Kittyhawk squadron had to
be abandoned owing to problems of spares and
reduced deliveries. Arrangements were also in
hand for the despatch of %>itfire reinforcements
from the United Kinglom,

(1) On one occasion three Blenheims returning from operations
were shot do-'mi into the sea -within sight of Malta,
(A.H.Q. Med. O.R.B. Feb. W).
During the month 24th January to 24th February, inclusi-ve,
German records show that 8 Bombers, 5 fighters, 1 Stxxka
and 1 L/R reconnaissaiice aircraft were lost and  3 other
aircraft were seriously damaged in operations against
MALTA as a result of eneiy (that is o'Ur) action,
total of additional casualties- on operational flights
against MALTA but not credited to our action v/as

■ 6 Bombers and 9 Fighters (including one T.E.P,) destroyed
and 5 other aircraft seriously damaged.
Daily Returns Supplied by A.H.B.b).

The

(6th Abteilung

(2)
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Idem

Enel. 33A
Idem

Enel. 3IIA

Malta^s fighter pilots were also grovd.ng stale
through inadequate reliefs. Thirty experienoed
pilots were sent from the United Kingdom to help to
remedy this and relief (but not experxenoed) pilots
were sent from Middle East,

(f) Another handioap on the offensive side was a
shortage of trained A.S.V, crews which limited the
effort against shipping,

(g) Work on runways, dispersal areas, and hard-core
standings, in addition to being greatly hindered
by the heavy rainfall and constant air raids, was
handicapped by an acute shortage of civilian
labour. The number of working hours lost during
alerts made progress very slow. This was off-set
to some degree by assistance from the Army; in
January more than 2,500 soldiers were provided to
work on the airfields.

A.H,B,/lU-l/
12

i^pendix 'B*

A.H.Q, Med,
0,R,B, Jan,

and Eeb, 1942

Squadrons Controlled by A,H,Q. Mediterranean

Details of aircraft strength and serviceability as at

1st Eebnery 1942, have been given on page 8,
emphasised that serviceable operational aircraft totalled 66

plus two P,A,A, Swordfish Squadrons for which figures are not
available.

It may beA.H.B,/
IIJI/12
Appendix *B'

The following Squadrons were employed from Malta during
the phases - Nos. 37 and 40 Squadrons (detachments from
No, 205 Group) - Wellingtons; Nos, 21 smd 107 Squadrons -

Blenheims; No, 69 Squadron - Marylands; No, 828 Squadron
P.A.A. - Swordfish/Albacores; No, 83O Squadron E.A.A, -

Swordfish; Nos, 126, 185 and 249 Squadrons - Hurricanes;
No. 1435 Plight - Hurricanes,

In addition, Beaufighters were despatched from Egypt
for convoy duties between 12 and I5 February and  a Wellington
detachment for employment as a striking force against an

enemy convoy on 22 February,

The success of the enemy's air offensive necessitated a

considerable reduction in Malta’s striking force towaxds the

end of the phase (See page 68),

Scale of Bomber Effort

During the period 21 January to 24 February Malta-based
bombers carried out I90 effective sorties against enemy
targets all directly or indirectly connected with the battle
of supplies,

two months of the ’Crusader’ offensive, the island’s bomber
The scale of effort

Thus, as Malta flew 685 sorties during the

effort had declined by 45 P®r cent,

Idem

remained fairly constant at 40 -50 sorties per week.

The direction of the effort v/as as follows;-

Ports and Bases 79 sorties; Shipping at sea 47 sorties;
M,T. 6ind installations in Libya 33 sorties; Airfields
30 sorties.

(15341)35 SECRET
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Attacks on Shipping in Transit

These attacks are considered in more detail in the

previous section. The enemy’s success in neutralising
Malta as an offensive base was reflected in the confirmed
sinkings of enemy vessels. By February this neutralisation
was about complete and Malta-based aircraft siink only
enemy merchant vessel (6,142 G.R,) and this was shared with
the Navy* in the following month only one small merchant
vessel (1,774 tons) was sunk; (l) in the following two
months none.

Attacks on Forts and Bases

Yfith the loss of Western Cyrenaica not only was the
capacity of the air striking force on the mainland to

interrupt enemy sea-borne supplies seriously restricted,
but the off-loading port of Tripoli had also gone out of
range of No, 205 Group Wellingtons, and heavy bombers
(Liberators) were needed in force to bridge the gap. In
the meantime, such pressure as could be applied to Tripoli
from the air had perforce to come from Ifelta,

Thus of the 79 sorties flown by Malta-based bombers in
attacks on ports and bases dtiring the phase, 60 were flown
against Tripoli, The effort that could be exerted by the
small Wellington force in the face of the difficulties
already enumerated was, however, little more than of a
harassing nature. The largest mmiber of aircraft operating
on any one night, in fact, was eight - on the nights 22/23
and 24/25 Janxiary and 5/6 February,

one

Idem

A,0.C,-in-C’s

C orre sp ondence
with C.A.S.

Part 3
Sncl, 332A

A.H.B./IUI/12
Appendix ’B’

■4n air offensive on Naples — the enemy’s main departure
port - would also have yielded high dividends, but
obviously impracticable at that time,
attacked fairly consistently by Malta-based bombers during
the air operations in preparation for the 'Crusader'
offensive and during the early part of that campaign, but
subsequently could be paid scant attention. One attack
TOS made on Naples during the phase by five Wellingtons,
Some bomb bursts .were seen on the harbour, marshalling yardsand repair base, but further details were unobserved owing
to 9/l0ths cloud and an effective smoke

was

It had been

screen.

The remainder of the small effort against enemy ports
directed against near-at-hand targets in Sicily -

particularly shipping and harbour facilities at Palemo(l )
and Augusta, An attack on the former port by six Blenheims
of No, 21 Squadron on 4 February ended in disaster, Ovd-ng
to an error in^navigation the formation made landfall off
the northern Sicilian coast. The leader turned sharply,
put a wing into the sea and sank. The remainder carried on
and bombed a goods train near Carini. Anoijher navigational
error on the return journey brought the flight to  a cloud-
covered hill; two pilots who were experienced climbed
through the cloud, but the three others crashed into the
hillside,

was

No, 21 Squadron's very limited operations during
the first three weeks of February - before this remaining
Blenheim squadron was transferred to the Middle Ekst -
resulted in the loss of eight aircraft. In addition to
the disaster of 4 February three Blenheims returning from
operations on 6 February, were shot down into the sea
within sight of the island.

(1) However in March three ships (totalling 13,104 tons)
were sunk in Palermo harbour.

Lloyd's
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Attacks on Sicilian /lirfields

Idem' .The only appreciable attacks on the Sicilian air
fields, where the enemy's air force menacing Malta was
located, occurred during the second week in February in
order to limit to some extent the enemy's air opposition
during the Malta convoy movement mentioned in the previous
section. During the period of the night 21st/22nd to
26/27th January there vrere tv/o very small scale Wellington
attacks on Catania airfield - one of which Tfas ineffective

owing to- bad weather, and an attack by three Wellingtons
on Comiso airfield.

Between 27/28th January and llth February, Malta-
based bombers made no attacks on airfields, but, as
mentioned later, the Malta Night Fighter Unit (Hurricanes)
carried out intruder patrols over Sicilian air bases.

In connection mth the Malta convoy movement, the
airfields at Catania, Gomiso and ^erbini ¥/ere attacked
in.the four nights llth - 14th February,
bombed twice by single Wellingtons and twice by formations
of five; Gomiso was bombed on one night by five'Wellingtons,
and Gherbini was attacked on t?ro successive nights bj'" one
and two T/ellingtons respectively,
for;these attacks failed to locate their targets and
bombed l^racuse and Augusta instead,
of H.E. and 1,080 incendiaries dropped on Catania caused
fires among dispersed aircraft and airfield buildings;
the three-and-a-half tons Of H.E. and 610 incendiaries

dropped on Gherbini caused fires among dispersed aircraft,
and fires were started at various points at Comiso,

Attacks on Military Targets in Tripolitania

Catania WaS

Other aircraft briefed

The seventeen tons

Idem' The 33 sorties floTO a^inst military targets in
Tripolitania comprised the follov/ing:-

Three attacks by five, seven-and eight Wellingtons
the nights 29/30th January, 31st January/

1st February and 4/5th February, and four day attacks
by a total of 13 Blenheims.

A Wellington attack on M.T. traffic be Ween Tripoli and
Buerat El Hsun on the night 29/30th January resulted in
at least sixteen lorries claimed destroyed and damage' to
barracks;
in the Tripoli area resulted in direct hits on an M.T.

depot and a violent explosion caused by a .4,000 lb. bomb near
the Spanish Port,

casua.lties to vehicles on the coastal road, pahticuLorly to
the y/est of Bixerat.

Hurricane Intruder Sorties

on

the tT/o Yfellington attacks on military targets

Hie Blenlicim itta.cks c-aused a number of

Idem

Defence of the island against the enemy's air
offensive inevitably absorbed most of Malta's figliter
effort. This defence is,, however, outside the scope of
the present narrative. It may be noted that the inadequate
fighter force could do li’ttle to stem the enemy's onslaught;
claims against enemy aircraft in fact, totalled only ten
destroyed, six probably destroyed and 38 damaged,
became clear during the period tha.t the Luftwaffe liad for
a time largely succeeded in neutralising Ifelta as an offen
sive base.

It
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An. ixiportant protective caramitment during the phase
was the provision of fighter cover to the two convoy
movements (See previous Section).

Nevertheless the Malta fighter force ms not entirely
on the defensive. Although offensive sweeps over Sicily
by day fighters were clearly beyond its capacity  a valiant

effort v/as made by the Night Fighter Unit in intrusions over

■the main Sicilian airfields. These Hurricanes, in groups
of from two to seven aircraft, operated on seven occasions.
Their claims were as follows:- on the night 2Z)/25th January
a JU.88 taking off fron Comiso airfield was claimed shot
doifvn and another damaged (l); on the night 27/28th January
a JU.88 taking off from Comiso and a tv/in-engined aircraft
over Augusta v/ere claimed destroyed (2); and on
2nd/3rd February a float plane (Cant, 506) was claimed
destroyed.

Malta "An Expensive Liability'

On 26th jBtebruary Air Marshal Drummond, Deputy A.O.C,-
in-C, Middle East (and acting as A,0,C.-in-C. while
Mr Marshal Tedder recovered from an attack of influenza)
signalled the C,A.S,:-

A,0,C,-ln-G's
Correspondence
with O.A.S.
Part 3
Enclos. 332A
(and Encs. 341a) "ttalta is now an ejipensive liability,

weeks enemy action has destroyed 16 aircraft in the
air and also 16 on the ground and damaged a further 28.
Those figures do not inclijde 12 missing from delivery
flights, of which several destroyed by enemy action.
Daiimged aircraft must all be regarded as serious
owing to long time taken to repair them vdth constant
air raids in progress,
abnormally difficult, owing to wet ground, enemy's
success cannot be attributed to lack of dispersion.

In last three

Though dispersion has been

Air J&rslial Drummond went on to say that Malta's
Wellington strength had been reduced to lA aircraft of
v/hich tv/o were torpedo carriers. All the Blenheims

remaining on the island vrere also in process of being ■
withdrawn: in addition to the crews being operationally
tired the aircraft vrere needed to meet Blenheim commitments
to the Thr Ehst.
squadron and three to four A, 3.7. Wellingtons in con-
jixnction with-the Albacore and Svrordfish squadrons so long
as they had any aircraft left,
keep the Middle East detachment of 12 Wellingtons there for
raining and bombing Tripoli harbour and torpedo work.

It was intended to continue the G.R,

It v/as also intended to

\

(l) 6th Abteilung daily figures gdving G.A.F, losses in
operations from Sicily show one bomber damaged by
enemy action on 24th January. (information provided
byA,H.B.6).

(2) 6th Abteilung returns for 27th January show one long
range reconnaissance aircraft and one bomber destroyed
by enemy action. (information provided by A.H.B.6).
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Air Marshal Drummond pointed to the enemy's successful
passage of the important convoy to Tripoli during the early
part of the fourth v/eek in February (see previous section),
to illustrate the neutralisation of Malta's striking force,
"We cannot therefore now count on Malta as a practicable
base for operations of an Air Striking Force of any size
the /irmy is faced with the fact that v/e cannot hope to
achieve our past successes in interrupting supplies to
Tripolitania until
Western Cyrenaica.

fighter commitment in Cyrenaica precluded sending additional
fighter squadrons to Malta until the aircraft position
materially improved,
reinforcing of Malta with a squadron of Hurricane II Cs
from the Middle East and ^itfires from the United Kingdom
have already been mentioned on pages 6if aiid 69.

» • • t

we are again able to operate from
The diversions to the Far East and

The arrangements made for the
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PART II

25th FEBRUARY. 19A2 TO 25th 19A2

^  ■ -- • SECTION I

■  AIR OPER/lTIONS - 25th FEBRUARY, 19A2 TO 25th MAY^ 191^

The Situation at the, loginning of the Period

AHB/Ilja/12 The’ stabilisation of the front at Gazala introduced

a new period of reduced activity on both sides, and from
25th Ibbruary the scale of fighter and light bomber
operations fell away noticeably. The. long strain and
exhaustion of the previous months operations were being
felt both by our. own air force and by the enemy, and now
the opportimity ’for rest, reorganisation and reinforcement
was welcomed.'

-  The role of the R.A.F. during these months under review

v/as therefore governed by. the need of the opposing forces
to:- ■ .

(a) Recover from four months arduous activity*

(b) Hold their present, position's.

•■ (c) Build up for further, offensive action at the
•  ̂ earliest-moment. . .

The vital question of sipplies was still the chief
problem, and it was essential that the enemy’s supply lines
should be attacked and disorganised as much'as possible.
The medium bombers therefore, increased the intensity of
their attack. The Axis si5>ply position was far stronger
than it had been owing to the fact that Malta was now being
subjected to intensive bombing* After the first fortnight

• of the period, during which ,57 sorties were flovm by Malta
based. bombers against enemy ports'and bases, the bomber
effort from the island had been brought almost to  a stand
still, and Ip^±s ccnvoys were able-to keep up the flow of
supplies mth far greater freedom than before,

Bom'ber Attacks Against ̂ Enemy Ports and BasesAppendix IX

During tiie period 2.4/25th February to 25th Ivlay medium
and light bombers based in Egypt and Cyrehaica made 763
effective sorties against enemy ports, and bases, of these
rather more than 3% wer^ carried out by the light bombers,
and., all the rest by medium bombers. Aircraft enployed were
Wellingtons fr.an Hos. 37, ^8, 70, IO4,' 108, I48, 162 Squadrons,
Bostons of No. 12 Squadron, Baltimores of No, 223 .Squadron,^. .

.Albacpres .of No, 826 i^uadron and Swordfish- of No, 8I5
Squadron, .• The ^main target for attack was Benghazi which
between 24th Febiim.ary and 25th May was raided 66 nights
out of 90, a total of 704 effective sorties being made against
the port, (683 by medium bcanbers and 21 by light bombers).

H.Q, R.A.F.M,E,
Operational
amimary.
i^pendix "A"

.  . '.Benghazi was‘the imin Axis supply port, used in
preference to Tripoli owing ty its closer proximity to the
forward area. Opposition from searchlights and concentrated .
light and heavy A/A was considerable, and on many, occasions
ground haze or hea-yy cloud, added to the difficulties
experienced by our’ ai’rci;*aft, affecting both the location of
targets and assessment of results. The alternative target,
Berka aerodrome, was frequ^tly bombed, and the attacks an
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Benghazi caused the enein7 considerahle loss and disorganisa
tion' to his supplies. Three dayli^t attacks were made
during May on shipping in Benghazi harbour as in order to

avoid the heavy night ‘bambing, the enemy h&d. adopted the

ruse of remaining outside the harbour during darkness and

slipping in at dawn to unload. On the 9th May, nine
Bostons escorted as far as Tengeder.on the outw:^d Journey
by Tomahawks, and ffom there to t^e target by long range
Kittyhawks, attacked shipping in the harbour from 14,000 ft
but no.hits were obtained. The second and third daylight
attacks were made by Baltimores of No, 223 Squadron on the

17th and 19th May, In both cases six aircraft bombed
shipping in the harbour, but on the first occasion the bombs

over-shot and on the second, although all bombs fell within

the harbour area, heavy cloud prevented assessment of the

damage. Heavy dust storms blev^ up on the return Journey
and one Baltimore crash landed near Maddalena while four

others force landed near Capuzzo,

The execution of Operation "Rillsize" - the passage of

a large convoy, fran Alexandria to Malta between the 20th

and 24th March' (l) - necessitated strategical bombing attacks
against Piraeus one of the eneny^s chief naval bases, and

the submarine base at Salamis, Leros, Piraeus and Rhodes
were all attacked by "Wellingtons of Nos, 37 and 70 Squadrons
on the 8/9th March, the aircraft attacking Rhodes being
diverted from its original target of Piraeus by bad weather.

Five effective sorties by Wellingtons of Nos, 37 and 108

Squadrons v/ere made against Piraeus-T^baki on_ 12/l3th March,
and on the ni^t of the 23/24th Perama, Piraeus and Salamis
were all attacked by Nos, 37, 38, IO4 ̂ d IO8 Squadron
Wellingtons, Results of these raids were disappointing as

unfortunately bad weather with icing conditions prevented
the full eii5)loyment of attacking aircraft from reaching
their obj ective•

• 3

n

uji/12 p. 57

Bomber Attacks a^inst Enemy Aerodromes and ̂ landing Grounds

-Apart from the normal routine of desert tasks the bomber
force diming this 'period, carried out 219 sorties against
targets in G?qece, Crete and the Dodecanese strategically
connected with special operations, A total of 457 bomber
sorties were made during the period, 269 by medium bombers -
Wellingtons of Nos, 37, 70, IO4, 108, I48, 162 Squadrons,
and 187 by the li^t bombers - Blenheims of Nos, I4 and 459
Squadrons, Bostons of Nos, 12 and 24 (S,A,A,P.) Squadrons,
and/Albacores of No. 826 Squadron,

The main attack on enemy held aerodromes in Cyrenaica
was directed against Martuba, with Dema, Berka, ̂ niiia,
Barce and Unimi in <that order of in^ortance as the other'

targets. Medium bombers, chiefly Wellingtons made
113 attacks on the Martubas and there were IO4 effective/
light bomber sorties, chiefly made by Bostons, These
owed a considerable part of their success to their fighter
escorts which on many occasions saved them from attacks by
Me,109s,

Appendices
to Operational
Summary
App. "A” and ”B'

n
Idem, and •

A.H,B,IU1/12

Twelve Bostons were enployed against Martuba on the
14th, 15th, I8th, 19th, 20th and 23rd inarch, and each time
the fighter escorts were engiged in battle with the enemy.

(1) See Narrative on "R.A.P, and Maritime .Operations in the
Mediterranean and Red &a".
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It was only on the 23rd however that a Boston was lost,
one being shot down in flames over the target area.
Me,109 was claimed destroyed. '

On the 21st March the -Bostons were -unlucky,
craft of Wo. 24 Squadron, (S.A.A.P.) (unescorted as the
target was out of ordinary fighter range) attacked aircraft
on the landing ground at Barce.

and all bombs fell in' the-target area,
journey hovrever, the flight was attacked' by two Me,109s
south of Bir hacheim, and tv/o Bostons were shot down.

One

3 air-

Qne near miss was claimed

One the return

Our aircraft had a more successful day on 6th April
when nine aircraft of Wo. 12 Squadron (S.A.A.P.) and three
aircraft of Wo. 24 Squadron (S.A.A.P.
Tomahavirks of Wo. 4 Squadron (S.A.A.P,
Wos. 260 and 94'Squadrons, attacked the main landing
ground and dispersed aircraft at Derna. Twenty-four 500 ' "
pQ-und bombs and twenty-four 250 pound bombs were dropped
from 13/15,000 feet on the 'western boundary of the landing
ground. Two large aircraft virere claimed as hit and direct

hits were claimed on hangars and buildings, - Pour fires
were started,- though opposition Heavy and Light A/k was
intense and accurate.- ■ On the return flight the escorting
aircraft vrere harrassed-by enemy fighters all the way.
Wo. 94 Squadron lost one aircraft over Gazala - the pilot
ViTas believed to have been shot dovm and killed  - and

clain-ied one Me.l09E badly damaged. Wo. 260 Squadron
claimed one Me,202 probably-destroyed, one of their o-wn
aircraft being slightly dan-iaged; and the Tomahawks of
No. 4 Squadron (S.A.A.P.) led by Wing Commander Beresford
D.S.O

escorted by
and Kittyhawks of

■ D.P.C., O.C. Wo. 233 Wing, encountered 10 Me,109Ps

Appendices
to Operational
Summaries

Idem

O.R.B's 260,
94, 4(S.A.A.P.)
Squadrons

and the Wing Commander shot one dovn.

aircraft made forced landings due to engine trouble, but
reported back to base later in the day.

• j

Three of their

A.H,B,IIJ1/12 During the next four weeks our bombers continued their

attacks against the eneriiy's aerodromes, helped in their
•  task by Hurricanes of Wo. 73 Squadron, who attacked ’nvith
bombs and n-iachine gun fire on their night reconnaissances.
Later on in the period the Wellirigtons and Baltimores were
turned on to in^jleraent the Boston's effort, Martuba and
Derna remaining the main targets.

Bomber attacks against Enemy Gaj'jps, Positions and Lines
of Conmunication

Appendices

to Operational
Suim-.iaries

IIJl/31/1
and ILJl/12

The scale of bomber effort against gromd positions'
The mediumduring this time v/as conparatively low.

bombers were in great demand for the more urgent task of

attacking the enemy's supply lines, and there was  a shortage
of light bombers. Of a total of just over a hundred sorties

about 44^(3 Yifere carried out by -the medixjm bombers and the
remainder by liglit bombers,

used to ground strafe M.T. and troops; Harri-bombers of
Nos, 73 5Uid 2’74 Squadrons, and Kitty-bombers of Wos. 112
and 3 K.A.A-.P. Squadrons were employed. Wo. 73 Squadron

'• Hurri-bombers first operated on the night 27/28th Iferch,
and Lo. 112 Squadron Kitty-bcmbers on l6th Mfeiy.

Fighter bombers were also

Wo. 73 Sq-uad-ron, who had undergone a course in night
■ground strafing diiring I'/larch, took over a large share in
harassing enemy land forces. >. They carried out free-lance
night patrols, frequently operating singly or in pairs, and
acting as intruders o-ver enemy aerodromes to intercept
returning aircraft. They also operated by day, carrying
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out offensive sweeps , and ground attacks in co-operation v/ith
aircraft of other squadrons,
diverse activities can be quoted.
3 Plurricanes of No, 73 Squadron made a ground strafing
attack qn ,airqraf-t and tents al^ Barce at approximately
01.30: hours.

Topical examples of their
On the night l/2nd May

A large-unidentified aircraft which was
coming in to land was.; attacked by the Hurricanes and crashed
in a wood near the Landing Ground, starting a large fire.

On the night of 28/29th AprilOne-Hurricane was damaged.
4 Hurricanes strafed about 30 vehicles 15 miles N.N.E.

Tengeder and another four stro-fed a medium sized camp about
10 miles ViT, of Martuba. Lents were seen to collapse,

i

^flarepath at Derna. v/as also machine-gunned by one Hurricane,
but results ,were not seen. , On another occasion, the

25th April, .6 Hurricanes, of No, 73 Squadron intercepted two
J.U,88s Y/hich had borabed Tobruk in the morning,
enemj'- aircraft were claimed as damaged shells being seen to

explode on the wings of one, and on the nose of the other.

The

Both

*■

H.Q. E,A.P.M.E,
Operational
SuiiDiiaries
Appendix D Other fighter squadrons operating against enemy land

.forces were Nos, 252 and 272 (Beaufighter) Squadrons,
No. 33 Squadron (Hurricanes), No. 260 Squadron (Kittyhawks),
Nos, 2, 4 and 5 (S.A.A.P,) Squadrons (Tomahawks), No. 25O
Squadron (Kittyhav/ks). No, 112 Squadron (Kittybombers),
No. 3 (R.A.A.P,) Squadron (Kittybombers) and No, 450 (R.A.A.P.)
Squadron (Kittyhawks).

Air Activity, in the Eastern.Mediterranean

H.Q. R.A.P.M.E.
Cperational
aimmaries

Cperations in - the-Eastern Mediterranean v/ere chiefly,
confined-to attacks on enemy.shipping,^minelaying and

The extent of the enemy's 'protection of our shipping,
success in neutralising Malta is revealed by the fact that
over the same period aircraft based on iialta and operating

Squad-in the Eastern Mediterranean fleY/ only I60 sorties,
rons enployed for reconnaissance, and against shipping and ' ■ -
submarines’were as'follows:-

No. 39 Squadron - Beauforts
No, 47 Squadron - Wellesleys

,  No, 2O3 Squadron - Blenheims and lfe.rylands
No. 221 Squadron - Wellingtons
No, 230 Squadron - Sunderlands
No, 700 Squadron - Walrus
No, 815 Squadron - Swordfish and Albacores
Nos. 821 and 826 Squadrons - Albacores
No, 13 Hellenic Squadron - Blenheims.

The following Squadrons were also employed aX
the beginning of the period:-

No, 14 Squadron - Blenheims
No. 38 Squadron - Wellingtons
No.» 55 Squadron . - Blenheims
No,- 108. Squadron - Liberators, and Wellingtons
No. 148 Squadron - -iai
No. 459 Squadron - Blenheims and Hudsons.

d Wellingtons

H.Q. R.A.P.M,E,
Cperational
Samr-iTaries

Idem PLghter aircraft employed included Hurricanes of
Nos. 73, 238, 274, 335, 1 S.A.A.P.' Squadrons and the Pnee
Prench Alsace Squadron;. Beaufi^ters of Nos, 252 and
272 Squadrons, Pleet Air Arm I'fertlets and Rilmars from
Nos. 805 and 889 Squadrons, and ‘Tomahawks of Nos. 5 S.A.A.P.
and 250 Squadrons,
shipping patrols and acted as top cover' to attacking

These squadrons carried out anti-

\

Idem
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In the latter rolebombers and as shipping protection,
they carried out over 2,^00 sorties during the period.

On the 11th Iferch, six Tomahav/ks of Ho. 5 ; (,S,A,A,P,) .
Squadron carried out a patrol over shipping and encountered
a mixed force of enemy bombers,

and claimed one Me.Ill probably destroyed, one J.U.88
severely damaged and one J.U.88 hit.
imdamaged and suffered no casualties.

They shot do?m one J,U,,

Our aircraft T/ere

On 2nd April, 8 Hurricanes of No. 80 Squadron,
10 Kittyhawks of No. 260 Squadron.and 8_Tomahawks of
Ho. 2 (S.A.A.H.) Squadron intercepted a'mixed force of
20 J.U.87s,15Me.202s and A Me.lO^s off the Cyrenalcan
coast. . They claimed one J\.U,87 and two Me.202s (or
Me. 109s), (l") destroyed, one Me. 109 probably destroyed,
two J.U.87s, two Me.202s. and tvro Me.109s damaged.
Kittyhawk of No. 260 Squadron and tvro Hurrican.es of

No. .80 Squadron failed to return.

One

Attacks on submarines, and enemy shipping vrere also
in the Eastern Mediterranean area.almost daily occurrenc

On the 3r'd May, a Tomahawk of No,. 5 (S.A.A.P.) Squadron
attacked a submarine with iviachine gun fire 35 miles north

The submarine ms definitely hit before
On 23rd May, two Beaufighters

of Sidi Barrani,

it dived and disappeared,
of No, 272 Squiadrori made a low level attack on  a 2,500 ton
M,V. and tvro flack barges 12 miles West of Tolmetta.
M.V, was left stationary with steam escapingP^ One of our
aircraft was. damaged.

The

E, norDespite, this effort, however, neither the R,7
the Navy succeeded in preventing materials from reaching
Libya in sufficient quantities for the launching of the Axis
offensive at tiie end of May.

Enemy ilir Attacks on Malta

The three months of this phage, were' for Malta, the •

most critical of the war. The enemy, determined to
transport adequate supplies for his proposed offensive,
made an all-out effort to subdue the island and thus prevent
any substantial interference v/ith his supply route.

To a. considerable extent he.was successful and Malta

was submitted to a' series . of _ heavy bombing attacks vtiich
made operations from.the islind almost impossible. The

.enemy, however, found that the defence was not subdued,
and his losses were so severe that, partly for this reason

and, party because he needed his bomber force in the 'Western

desert for softening-up operations prior to the new
offensive in May, the bombing attacks slackened off towards

the end of April.

A.H.B./IIJ1/12

Enemy attack and the measures taken to combat it -
There was 3
in March, (^)

formed the predominant feature of the period,
only one convoy movement - Operation "Pullsize

(1) Eire .from the enemy aircraft v/as ̂ observed to be coming from
the wings only forcing our fighters to the conclusion that

the enemy fighters were Me.202s and not Me.109s, although
the black German crosses were plainly visible.
See narrative on "R.A.P. andMaritime Operations in the
Mediterranean and Red Sea,"

(2)

(s') AO
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Aircraft Operating from Malta

Bombers and fighters operating from M&lta. during this
period were provided by the follovtf-ang squadrons

Nos. 37 and 221 Squadrons (Detachments) - Yvellingtons
Wo. 69 Squadron - Marylands
No. 21 Squadron - Blenheims
Nos. 126 and 2^9 Squadrons - Hurricanes-rearned

^itfires
Nos. 185 and 229 Squadrons - Hurricanes
No, 1455 Flight - Hurricanes and- Beaufighters
No. 828 Squadron - Swordfish and Albacores
No. 830 Squadron - Swordfish,

H.Q, R.A.F,M,E.

Cperational
Summaries

Appendix
and "D"

It / II
id.-

■;

Operations from Malta during this period were not
The scale of enemyintensive as has been already-stated,

attack are described on pp. 87 and 88,

Bomber Effort by Ifeltese Based Aircraft

During this phase bombers from Ivfalta made 101 sorties.
Of these fifty-seven against ports and bases v/ere floim
before 8th March, after which the bomber effort dvirindled
to practically nothing,
follows

Direction of effort v/as as

Ports and Bases - 59 sorties
Aerodromes and landing Grounds - 20 sorties
Camps and Positions - 2 sorties
Shipping a); Sea - 22 sorties.

(a) Ports and Bases

Of the fifty-nine sorties made against these targets
forty-two were made against Tripoli, sixteen against
Palemao, and one against Augusta. Wellingtons of No. 37
Squadron Detachaent visited Tripoli on four successive 

'

nights from 24/25th'February to the 27/28th February, and
again on the 3/2nd March, and nightly from the 4th/5th
the 7th/8th March.

On.the first night three Yfellingtons attacked Harbour
Installations at Tripoli and bursts were observed on the
Danish quay, and the base of the Karamanti mole. The
folloTdng night (25tV26th February) the mole vra.s hit again
when 6 Wellingtons bombed the same targets frora JOOO feet,
bombs also being seen on the civil seaplane station, the
%>anish Quay and near the W/T station. The night of
26th/27th brought seven Wellingtons Y/hich dropped over
9 tons of bombs on the Harbour and shipping. Again biursts
were seen on the Danish and Karamanti moles, and  a ship
v/as sot on fire and blew up half an hour later vd.th a
violent explosion followed by smaller ones.

to

H,Q, R,A,F.M,E,
Operational
Summaries
Appendices

Idem

Similar attacks followed on the other nights,
incendiary bombs also being dropped on the lst/2nd,
5tl/6th, 6tJrv^7th, and 7th/8th Iferch. Some of thes

Idem

e

attacks v/ero diversions for aircraft laying mines.

The attacks on Palermo took place on the night of
2nd/3rd March, when sixteen.Wellingtons attacked merchant
shipping. A convoy Yvas assembling consisting of many
large M.V's mth deck cargo believed to be M.T, Between
twenty-four and twenty-five tons of G.P. bombs and nearly

Idem
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two tons of incendiary bombs were dropped from 8,000 feet.
One ship of 9,000 tons with M,T, cargo was hit, and was
still burning 6 hours later,
and large fires which could be seen forty miles away,
later report gave information to the effect that warehouses
and buildings on the Northern Mole were burnt out and
completely destroyed, a large dry dock was partially
destroyed, the dockside railway was hit and workshops on

the North Harbour damaged. Subsequently, photographs
showed two 6«000 ton ships, and one 2,000 ton ship sunlc in
the harbour,

This attack caused explosion
A

s

Tlie final attack of the period on Ports and Bases took

place on 21/22 April, when one Wellington bombed Augusta,
without observing results: a second aircraft failed to

locate the target,

(b) Aerodromes and Landing GroundsH,Q. R.A.P.M.E,

Operational
Summaries

Appendix ’B’
Twenty sorties were made in all against aerodromes and

landing grounds during the period. Two against Catania
and eighteen against Gomiso, Bombs were dropped by a

single Wellington on Catania on the nights of 30/31 March
and 31 March/l April, Results were observed among
dispersed aircraft.

Comiso aerodrome was attacked by four Wellingtons on
21/22 April, and by seven each on 22/23 and 23/24 April,
Bursts were seen on dispersals and hangars, A/A fire was
intense on the last night, and two Wellingtons did not
return,

(c) Enemy Camps, Positions and Lines of Cammunication

The only attack in this category occurred on the night
16/17 March, when two Wellingtons, prevented by bad weather
from bombing Catania aerodrome attacked A/A positions in
the vicinity with incendiaries, without definite results,

(d) Shipping at Sea

Malta-based aircraft made twenty-two sorties on this
Only one enemy ship the Achaia (6,778 tons) wasduty,

sunk in transit by Swordfish, but three were damaged.
Bombs were used slightly more often than torpedoes.

Activity and Re-inforcement of Fighter Aircraft in Malta

During the period filter aircraft in Malta were very
hard pressed by the constant attacks by German bombers, and
the most important featiire of the period was the arrival
of Spitfires on the island in March followed by a larger
reinforcement in May,
turned the scales in our favour and saved Malta,

reinforcement arrived in time to begin operations on
10 March, and on that day they destroyed one Me, IO9,
probably destroyed two more, and damaged another, as well
as two Ju, 88*s,

damaged.

There is no doubt that these aircraf

The first

One Spitfire was shot down and another

t

(1) In addition according to Lloyd's List of Enemy Shipping
S\mk, three ships were sunk in Palermo harbour in this
period. They were the Cuma (6,652 tons), the Securitas
(5,366 tons) and the Letre Maria (l,086 tons).
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Before their arrival Malta had been undergoing a period
of crisis. Daylight attacks on aerodromes were serious and
very little work was being done owing to continuous alerts,
and it was not until 9 May, when a reinforcement of
6o Spitfire VB*s was flown in from the aircraft
fa-sp and Ikgle that the extreme pressure of enemy attack
could be moderated.

Marshal H.P, Lloyd in a speech to aircrew said, •  I am not
overstating the case when I say that the security and holding
of Malta depends on these sixty Spitfires.*

Attempts to Destroy Spitfire Reinforcement

carriers

On the eve of their arrival Air Vice-

A.O.C./47/3
’Malta*

(A.O,C*s
personal file)

The arrival and immediate employment of these Spitfires
makes a remarlcable story. It was fully appreciated that
the enemy would do ever^hing in his power to knock them
out before they could become cperationally effective, and
every detail of the operation was therefore planned before
hand in order to get the aircraft serviced, armed and air
borne without delay.

This perfect planning resulted in 60 out of the 62
Spitfires arriving safely, and the raiding bombers were met
with 74 Spitfire sorties in which 7 enemy aircraft
destroyed, eight probably destroyed and thirteen damaged.
Three Spitfires were shot down and three damaged,
there were 110 Spitfire and 14 Hurricane sorties,
them they destroyed nine Ju, 87's, two Ju, 88*s, two
Me. 109's, one Cant 1007 and one Me, 202. A/A fire
destroyed five Ju. 87's, two Ju. 88*s and one Me, 109 -
total of twenty-three for the day, T _
nineteen probables ard twenty-four damaged,
were lost, but two of the pilots were safe.

Special repair gangs dravna partly from Ani^y personnel
worked all night on unserviceable aircraft,
manways were filled in even before the attacks were

were

Next day
Between

a

Pieters also claimed
Three Spitfires

Craters on the

over.

A, 0.0/47/3

AoH.B.IIK/24/120
Operational
Polder

* Operations
’OPPIDM* and

’BOWERT*

Another avelcome arrival was H.M.S. Welshman on 10 May
with 82,000 rounds of much-needed Bofors ammunition, which
was unloaded within five hours under the protection of
fighters, a heavy barrage and a smoke screen,
bombs fell within ten yards but caused only sli^t damage,

Re-Arming of Pighter Squadrons in Malta

The following fighter sqioadrons were re-armed during
the period;-

One stick of

A.H.B,/IU1/12

No, 249 Squadron re-amned with Spitfires by 17 March.
No, 126 Sqiaadron re-armed with Spitfires by second week
in April,

No, 185 Sqoiadron re-armed with Hurricane II* s by
24 March*

A Hurricane night fighter flight was formed at the end of
March on the instigation of A,0.0. Malta,
No, 1435 Plight and Beaufighters were later added to its
strength. One squadron arrived early in 4pril to augment
Malta* s defence - No, 229 Squadron equipped with Hurricane
II* s.

This omit became

Idein
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SECTION 2

REINPOECTO&- ■' .

(January - I1a.y, 131^2)

Policy

The composition of the air forces in Middle East
Command.at the conclusion of Crusader operation is given in

\  detail in.the.Middle Ikst weekly aircraft state returns(l).
These set out the number of squadrons formed, forming and
to form, giving on January 31st, 13^2, a total of 63 for
Egypt (including the Levant
Iraq, and 7^ for Ifelta.
follows:

area and the Sudan), Aden and
These totals v/ere made up as

M.E, Weekly
Aircraft State
Returns.
January, 1942

Egypt 29 lighter Squadrons
12 Light Bomber Squadrons
2  Heavy Bomber Squadrons
8 Medium Bomber Squadrons
5  Army Co-operation Squadrons
1  G.R. (Plying Boat) Squadron
2  G.R. (land Plane) Squadrons

1  Light Bomber Squadron

1  lighter Squadron
2  Light Bomber Squadrons

3^ Fighter Squadrons
1  G.R. (Land Plane) Squadron
2  Light Bomber Squadrons
1 Medium Bomber Squadron

Aden

Iraq

Malta

70^Total

The Middle East Command Re-arming programme issued on
the same date gives a planned programme of 74- squadrons
plus 10 miscellaneous units - transport, communication,
P.S.U., P.R.U. etc,, , and 6-g- squadrons in Malta.

It was clear, however, that even when this force was
fully established, it would not be sufficient to meet all
possible commitments in the Middle East theatre,
situation had already been biider discussion at Air Ministry
for some v/eeks, and in Deconber, 194J- the Defence Committee's
requirements had been given as 85i- squadrons to cover the
whole area.

The

This force was divided. 43 Squadrons were

Defence

Committee Papers
D.C.(4l) 11
27th December,
1941

suggested for the defence.of the Northern front and
42^ Squadrons for the defence of the, MUdle Ihst (2).

(1) The actual composition and strength of Squadrons fully
operational has already been discussed on page 7.

(2) M.E, re-arming programme had on,ly asked for  5 A.C. Squadrons
at 12 I.E. to be raised when possible to 18 I.E.

DM 6463/1(83)
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At the ho ginning of Ihrch, 1942, the Director of Vfar
Organisation (VCire, Ttiltham) assessed the Middle East
requirenents as 86 Squadrons, an increase of G-,H, Squadron,
one medium bomber Squadron, and,.,one heavy bomber Squadron
on the Defence Committee’'’S' original requests.

Squadron programr.ae, to be implemented by 1st August, 1942,
was composed as follows - 35 short range fighters, 7 long

range fighters, 3 Heavy, 7 Medium and 19 Li^t Bombers,
1 Elying boat, 2 A.S.V. Wellington, 4 G.R. (l/P),  4 T.B
and 6 A.C. Squadrons (l). In order to maintain the 35
single seater fighter squadron target,. 15 of v;hich were

to be %>itfire Squadrons, the; C.A.S. had recommended that

the rate of despatch of ^itfires v/as to be raised from the
70 a month planned for April, to 100 a month as soon as ,

practicable. It was considered most probable that a
further two fightor squadrons v/ould have to be diverted to
the Ehr East.

This 88 •

»>

M.E./17
Ejcpansion
Policy M,E.

^1

Idem

liarch. Air liinistiy had another problem to deal ?/ith
in the. question of initial establisixient of light bomber

squadrons,
24 I.E., basis, and Iriad in fact issued a local adminis

trative instruction that 3 of their squadrons. Nos, 11, I4
and 223 vrere to work to this establishment,
this was a beneficial arrangement, as if 24 I.E. aircraft
could efficiently be handled by one ■unit under Middle East
conditions it would involve considerable saving in Squadron
overheads and in the n'umber of V/ing Headquarters, Air Stores
Parks and Repair and Servicing Units in the control and
support of the Squadrons, '

Middle East were anxious to organise these on
a

In many v/ays

CS.13690
Pt. I

«

Idem

'On the other hand the' development of the Middle Ihst
target force was closely, bound up with those of other
theatres, and it was essential that units should be inter
changeable with and organised sirailarly to those in India

The 88 squadron target programme includedand Burma.

19 light bomber • squadrons vdiich, it had been assumed, vrould
be »t an I.E. of 16 aircraft,
initial equipment of 304 light bombers and a monthly v/astage
of about 76 aircraft,
went to an I.E, basis of 24 the initial equipment required

.  would be increased from 304 to 456 and- the monthly wastage
The D.W.O. recommended tliat this difficulty

This would have involved an

If all the M.E, light bomber squadron

from 76 to 111

Idem
s

should be overconie by alloYring the Middle East to raise their
light bomber establishsusnt to 24 aircraft, but to modify the
nui-nber of light' bomber squadrons in the target programEie
proportionately i.e. by one-t^ird.

As a result of this the target programme for the Middle
East was. then reduced ('28th March, ■ 194^) to 82 Squadrons,
with 13 Light Bomber Squadrons at 24 I.E. instead of 19
at 16 I.E. the target date still being 1st August, 1942.
Air Ministry pointed out to H.Q.M.E, that they realised
it was futile to expand the first line strength v/ithout
at the sane tlmo cxpM'iding the /.-mcilliony units and
controlling organisation behind. But the numbers that
could be sent out v/ere severely limited by lack of
shipping space, and Middle East were to be asked for

. their outstanding requirements, in order of priority, of
H.Q. and ancilliary units so that personnel and material
could be shipped in the most appropriate order.

CS.13690, Part I
Si^al OX. 5592
28/3/42

Idem

(1) In March D.'W.O. assessed the present strength of operational
Squadron's fell short of this target by 19 Squadrons.
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CS, 13690 r
Reinforcement

of M.E. ■ . >

OperatiGjn’al
Estimates

On 25th Ivlarch, an estimate of operational strength
of the; IVIiddle East up to 31st July, was. dra\7n up for the
C.AiS., quoting existing allocations of aircraft,
personnel, equipment etc., together, with an estimate of

the deficiency on the 88 squadron programme on 31st July.
These deficiencies were as follows

Total

31st 30th 31st-Require-

IVEarch June Jul^'' ments

Deficiency

31st July

Short Range Tighter

Long Range Titter
Light Bomber (at

16 I.E.)

7 '21 27
3  5

28 25

3 7 2

9 (6 at
24 I.E.)

5  9 1910

Medium Bomber includ

ing 2 A.S.V.
Squadrons)

Heavy Bcmbers

G,R, Land plane
G.R. Plying Boat

Torpedo Bomber
.. Army Co-op.

6  . 9 9 9
21 3

1  2

1  1

1  3

4  6

2 24
1 1

3 14
66

42 62 65 88 23

(20 with
L.Bs at 24.. I.E.))

^ only 73 Squadrons had been authorised as specific . ,
units in the Middle East, including the 4 ̂itfire squadrons
leaving in convoy ¥, S, 18, it would be. necessary to provide .
an additional 15 squadrons from this country to make good
the total deficiency of 23 squadrons, J _ .

The following additional Squadrons would therefore
be necessary;- ■ ■ ■ .

CS. 13690
Reinforcement .

of M.E.

CS.13690, Pt.I Short Range fighter
Long Range fighter
Heavy Bomber

•  Light Bomber

G.R, landplane
Torpedo Bomber

.  4
■  -.'.B, .

1

6 (or 4 at 24. I.E.)
1

1

15 (13 ̂'ri-th L.Bs at 24. I.E.)

Hie limitation for despatch of the ground echelons of
these Squadrons and ancillary units was shippirig space,
particularly for personnel, of v/hich some 15,000 would
be required. Added to this, corresponding increases in
the despatch of aircraft before 1st August to provide the

Squadrons with their initial equipment and to meet wastage
would be necessary to a total of 384 (l) aircraft
increase on the monthly flow from April to July by about
100 aircraft a month, '

an

(1) Consisting of: 'S.R. Fighters I04 L.R. Fighters 52
Heavy Bombers 24.

G.R, landplane 24.
Light Bombers I56
Torpedo Bomber 24,

Total 384
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Although it ms considered possihlo to despatch these
‘  ‘ ' route was notadditional aircraft, provided that the.air^ _

interrupted hy enemy action and tlmt priority was given to
aircraft shipping requirements, there wore-several Imiting
factors. In particular, the tropical! sat ion of ̂ itf^es
had to he speeded up, and priority had to he given to the
Middle East over the M.A.P. both hy the withdrawal of and

in the provision of, ground echelons and aircraft.

had also to he given to the fact that
of the Middle East to ahsorh and mintain new

Already-congestion ms
the Command,

Consideration

the capacity l .
aircraft and units -was limited,
had, with about 1,000 Category ”C" aircraft in
some 250 of which were probably new aircraft,under prepara
tion, and, if additional aircraft were sent in before these
had been absorbed, the bottle-neck would became increasingly

Idem

worse,

Much of this congestion was duo to the lack of vital
spares, Spitfires in particular being affected, aM C.A.S,
was advised that probably the most important measure which
could, be taken to overcome this congestion of Category C

aircraft would be to increase the production of spares for

all.types even at the cost of new aircraft.

In ear 1^7 May the Middle East Re-araiing prograimme
reduced to 80 squadrons formed, forming and

A.O.C./I36/I
M.E,‘ Command

Re-arming

Fro gramme

6/5A2
Appendix X

(amended) was „ ,
to form, the Amy co-operation programme having now 

been

altered to 4 Squadrons at 18 I.E. instead of 6 Squadrons
at 12 I.E, Added to these were the 10 P.S.U,, P.R.U
Plying boat; Signals, .Transport and. ConTnunication Squadrons-
not included in the target. later in the raonth, however.
Group Captain Felly (Air Plans) sent a D.O. letter 

to
Group Captain Long (D.D.P.O.) stating that the estimated
requirements of the Middle East Conmifind, passed by the

Deputy A.O.C.-in-C., was now 95 Squadrons - 48 Squadrons
for the Western Desert, Egypt, Levant, Persian Gulf, Men

and Malta, .41 Squadrons, for the Northern front and &
Ikst' Africa. This estimate was not treated as an official
request from Middle East, but merely as an indication of '
the lines on which they were thinking. It was considered
necessary by reason of the threatened attack on che Northern

front, Y/hidi in the event, never .materialised, and 
a

defensive policy in the Western Desert.

* 9

CS.15690
Pt. I

95 Squadron target
result of tho

It is interesting to note that
was in fact agreed on later in July when as s-
i'lrnold/Towers/portal Agreement the United States proposed
to operate 24 .Squadrons in,the Middle East by November, 

and
the R.A.P. target was reduced to ?1 UJ.

a
Idem

the conclusion of the period under review there
were. 69 British. (Operational Squadrons formed and forming
in 'the Ifi-ddle East (excluding Fleet ilir ikm Squadrons)
including four iii Ifelta, one in Men ,and three in Iraq,

Supply Routes and Monthly Quotas of Aircraft Sent to

M.E. Weekly .
Aircraft

State 22/5/42
Appendix XE

The main supply routes to Middle Ikst Command -were
the air route via Gibraltar and Malta, the West African
Reinforcement Route via Takoradi and lagos, and the

the South Atlanticchiefly used by the 'United States, across

(1) This figure, was later reduced again to 65 Sepadrons, maktog
a total v/ith the Americans of 89 Squadrons (AX.216. 11/8).
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and round the Cape to Port Sudan (l). In December, 1941,
when the decision had been made further to reinforce the

Middle East Command, the monthly quotas of aircraft to be
despatched were increased. For the first time 20 ^itfires
appear on the programme, -and substantial additions ate in
many cases made to other types. On' the other hand the

Hurricane IIB ’quota is decreased from 100 to 50 per month
in order to provide 50 aircraft per month for despatch to
India. • -In all, the quota target was now 93 aircraft to be

despatched by air and 210 by sea per month.

Unfortunately however tho air programme could not be
adhered to - by the beginning of Pbbruary the route was

becoming badly congested oYidng to unserviceability, bad
weather conditions, and the enemy's activity over Malta -

and each month some aircraft were carried forivard fran the

previous quotas causing still greater arrears. The primary
reason for this was given by the D.Y40. in a Joint minute

with D.0.0. to the Vice Chief of Air Staff on 17th February,
1942._ ■
capacity of the route" and recamnended that to relieve

congestion despatches by the air route which were not
essential should be discontinued, the number of Blenheims
sent by air should be reduced fraa 30 to 10 per month;
Wellingtons,-fitted ivith long range tanks should be flown •

direct to Mersa Matruh to relieve Malta, and, by the end
of February, all Beaufighters should be sent via
Ihkoradi (2).
that they should be shipped or flown across the S, Atlantic

direct to cverseas .Commands, and bringing them to the U.K.
for modifications was to be avoided.

The prograjnme" he TYTote, is quite beyond the

As for American aircraft it was essential

Monthly quotas
of aircraft for

Despatch to ■
Overseas.

By April, 1942, various adjustments had been made to
The Beaufighter quota had beenthe quota programme,

considerably increased,:and both coastal and fighter types
were now to be despatched by the sea route to Takoradi.

Commands, The total,number of-aircraft to be despatched by air had
IM,1037/D of 0. fallen to 81 per month, and that by sea had risen to 338.
20th April, 1942 The ^itfire commitment had risen from 20 &itfire VBs to
(Pile Ml/1) Hurricane IIBs disappeared from the150 VBs and VCs;

programme altogether-IICs were reduced to 50, while 12 IIDs

were included in-the April quota to build up a Squadron for

"tank-busting" (No. 6 Squadron),
increase in Wellington VIIIs which were gradually replacing
the IC.

Hie re v/as a marked

OX.261

30/4/42
(File Ml/l)

• The Ivliddle East, %iitfire quoth vra.s to be despatched
by sea via Takoradi, if the route was considered suitable
by M,E. (v/hich t-urned out to be the case).
quota of 150 %)itfires included aircraft to be sent direct
to Malta.:

The monthly

On 6th iVlarch,- 1942, the Air Assignments Sub-Gonmittee
(UK) ̂held its first meeting to allocate American and

, .^Canadian-produced aircraft to various theatres of war.

The figures they gave were for deliveries ex-factories in
U.S.A, and Canada. Iferauders, Baltimores, some Hidsons,

M.S. 30

(lIJ/79
American

Aircraft

Production and

Allocation Kittyhawks and transport aircraft were despatched direct to

(1) In general, aircraft from USA’were shipped to Port Sudan,
and aircraft from U.K, to Takoradi or la'gos,

(2) ' 12 Beaufighters were already being sent every month via
The monthly flow was increased fram 6 to 12Takoradi.

aircraft to build up'tvro Beaufighter (fighter) Sq-uadrons,
. and to meet wastage. ' .
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ifidd-le East but’ Liberators, were to be sent to  U,K. for
modifications until deliveries for the, three Squadrons

planned for Middle East could be met,by direct delivery
to M.E.from U.SvA. In all,, the first programme issued
allocated to Middle East Comiiiand 157 aircraft for March,.

198 for April and 195 for lay, including transport air

craft, but excluding the Kittyhav/k allocation which v/as
still under discussion v/ith the U.S.. authorities.

ThisOn April 24th, another schedule was issued,
gave the Kittyhavifk allocations as 12 for April,. 96 for

No allocations were made forMay and I7I for Jxme.

Idem

transport aircraft in view of the consideration being
given in Washington to the general position of this type.
The allocations -were made firm for two months viz.

jlpril and May, and there was a noticeable increase in the
Iferauder allocations for April in order to re-equip and

expand to 5 Squadrons by the end of 1942.
appeared on the second schedule for the J/ilddle East, all

being sent to U.K, to re-equip Army Co,-operation Command.
Other types showed some variations and in several cases
the original figure had been reduced (l).

No Mustangs

Aircraft iirrivals (February - May, 1942.)C.S.B.1

The following numbers of aircraft arrived in the
Mddle East dirring the period (2)

247 (including 126 Hurricanes
and 35 Beaufighters)

81 (including 50 Baltimores
" and 42 Kittyhav/ks)

February From U.K.

U. S.A.

Total 328

291 (including 110 Hurricanes
and 69 Vfellingtons)

154 (including 108 Kittyhawks
and 46 Baltiiiores)

March From U,E»

U , S» Ji .

Total 445

352 (including 111Ehrricanes)
61 ( "  . 60 Wellingtons

From U.K./pril

and. 50 Baltimores)
U.S.A.

Total 413

248 (including 60 Wellingtons)
56 Kittyhawks, •

May From U.K.

"  U.S.A.

and 42 Baltiraores)

Total 299

A considerable number of the aircraft delivered from U. S.A,

were transported by aircraft carrier. Larger numbers of
aircraft were actually sent, to the Middle East than shown

above, but there were many diversions, or onward delivery
to India, of aircraft, assembled at Takoradi,

'Aii'crev; Reii^of

■'it-i-LdO. been-hoped that by -the- %>rjng- of 1942' thc-
Middle Ea-st O.T/U«s’ (I'Tos. 70, 71> 72 mid 73. O..T.U^)
would have inoreas^l-their output and certain aii-erew

(1) The original allocation of Baltimores for April was 6O.
This is reduced to 4O. liarauders for May are reduced
from 44 to 30, and Hudsons for April and May from 12 to 8.

(2) Full details of arrivals according to types will be found
in Appendix XII,
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Introduction of Heavy Bomber Units to the Middle East

The question of the employment of heavy bombers in the
Middle ihst first came up for consideration as early as
194-1, but^ owing to a variety of difficulties, no policy
for the provision of these aircraft was initiated at that

time, A practical step towards it was taken, however, at
the end of that year, when a single Liberator aircraft was
sent out to Egypt to undergo performance trials. This
aircraft was attached to No, 108 (Wellington) Squadron, at
Fayid, and it was intended, if the type proved suitable, to
re-equip the Squadron as more aircraft became available.
The trials proved satisfactory’-, and by the spring of 1942 a
nudecs of three or four aircraft was operating on such
missions as supply and pamphlet dropping in Greece, Crete,
and Yugoslavia, and reconnaissance in the Mediterranean,
No offensive operations were undertaken, for, althou^
operational training had conmenced, there -was as yet no sign
of a larger force being provided.

In April 194-2, however, events called for further
developments. The gravity of the situation in the
Mediterranean caused by the severe air attacks on Malta,
compelled the Commanders-in-Chief to renew their request for
hea-vy bombers. These aii-craft were now urgently needed, not
only to operate against Sicilian airfields to reduce the air

threat to Malta, but also to attack the eneiiy lines of
communication to North Africa in place of Malta's effort
which had been neutralised. The Chiefs of Staff had, in
fact, already inititated a plan for the provision of one
squadron of Liberators in May, and a second in June, but
this had recently been put into abeyance owing to the
growing need for heavy bombers in the Par Ekst, It had

been arranged, however, that equipment for two Halifax
squadrons should be sent out to Egypt immediately in the
hope that Halifax aircraft would be fit for operations out
side the United Kingdom in two or three months and no further
steps were taken at this time.

In May, however, a detachment of American Liberators
(B,24's) arrived in the Middle East to operate against the
Roumanian Ploesti oilfields before moving on to the Far Ikst,
and when, during preparations for the urgently needed
convoys to Malta, Haipioon and Vigorous, renewed requests
were made for heavy bombers to operate against the Italian

Fleet, the United States authorities agreed to lend their
bombers for this task. In addition two more R,A,P,
Liberators were lent by Coastal Command and were used for

operations against the Italian Fleet bases. Subsequently
the grave deterioration in the situation caused by the fall
of Tobruk, resulted in the retention of the American detach
ment in the Middle and in addition arrangements were
made for the diversion of further American aircraft bound

for India, and for the dispatch from the United Kingdom of
sufficient Halifax aircraft for two squadrons.

Policy for the Ihployment of Hea-yy Bombers

c,o,s.

Papers (42)
No, 323

No, 108 Sqdn,
0.R.B,

D, A0C/1/115A

Ibid

128A

A,0,C#,-in-C,
Corres, -with

P.M

S, of S, etc.

C.A.S•» • >

A.0.C./11
233A

The inclusion of the United States Liberators in the

Middle East Command was granted on the understanding that

these aircraft should not be employed in local operations,
nor in a manner -unsuited to their characteristics and

recognised tactical use, and the Chief of Air Staff in
London advocated the cultivation of a simaiar policy for the
Halifaixes,

from Bomber Command and from the task of bombing Germany
He had obtained the release of these aircraftA.O.C./138

11A
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vri.th sorae difficiilty, as the majority of opinion w&s that
Europe held more Important targets than the Mediterranean.
Consequently he could only permit the dispatch of the force

as p>art of a first e^qaeriment in strategic mobilit.y, and
not as a permanent transfer In this experiinent the plan
v/as to switch heavj’’ homber units from one theatre of wsjr

to aiiother in accordance vfith the more pressing needs of

the moment, and he therefore reserved the right to vdthdraw

the squadrons if he thought fit.
him that the ioolic;,' Trould be to operate the banbers against
the enemy's sea supply routes to Tripoli and Cyrenaica by
attacks on ports and ships.

The A.O.G.-in-G. asstired

Tile R.A.P. Liberators, hovrever,
were used, in the withdrawal to Alamein against desert
targets in the battle area v;-hen these were suitable.

Maintenance of the Eea.vy Bomber Units

The floviT of United States Liberators to Middle East for

the upkeep of units was provided, for in the Portal-Arnold-
Towe.rs agreement, in which the ihnericans undertook to

dispatch a complete group of thirty-five aircraft from
America, as well as ten aircraft from India,
time the Air Ministr3'- undertook to provide a total of

sixteen Liberators, some of v/hich were already in Middle

East, as well as thirty-two Halifax aircraft.

.At the same

c.o.s. (42)
323

Aircrew Reinforcement

It had been hoped that b,y the Spring of '1942 the Middle

East O.T.U.s (Nos. 70, 7'^ p 72 and 73) would have increased
their output and certain aircrew

/reinforcements
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reinforcements from the United. ICingdor;i could be decreased.

By llarch however, the situation, instead of improving,
had deteriorated and an acute shortage of aircraft -

primarily due to diversions to the Far East and India,
thv/arted the attempt to increase the output of the M.E, ■■

light bomber and fighter O.T.U's.

CS.9746 Enc, 92A

'The plan ■was to build the OiT.Us up again in August,
dependiig. on the aircraft situation. Ivleanvdiile, however,
there vias an acute shortage:of trailed pilots and aircrev/s,
thougl:i Middle East had in, or en route to, the Command, a
considerable number of pilots and creYirs awaiting operational
training - a total of 270 single engined pilots, 224 twin-
engined pilots, 307 observers, 450 YI/T Air Gunners and
117 air gunners in all. They therefore did not require
any more personnel for operational training for some months,
and -were even in difficulties deciding hov^- to dispose of
the numbers already in hand,
some of these aircrev/s pending their operational training
on various duties - in particular, the possibility of
using some on ferrying duties was considered.

Steps were taken to employ

Fighter Pilots

CS.9746 (A.647
6/5/42) ■ ,

The output of single-seater fighter pilots from March’
'to July Y/-as to be 35 per month, which, together v/ith the
600 pranised from the U.K, for January to April sailings
would meet requirem,ents until the end of June, and would
permit a reinforcement of 40 to 50 pilots per month to
India and the Ibr East until June if such were required.
Even so this figure fell far short of the total designed
monthly output of 121 single engine fighter pilots, and
the large assignment from U.K., after the number \vhich had
already been sent for the "Crusader" operation, drew
considerable criticism from Fighter Command.

Air -Marshal Douglas, A.0,C.-in-d. Fighter Comniand
signalled Air Marshal Tedder that he was sending him
200 figlater pilots per month during iiarch, and Ap'rii. „
Miile he was most anxious to help in every possible way
he wanted an assurance that such large numbers were really
required in M.E. Command as he had ;heard rumours of fighter
pilots kicking their heels for months at a time •with no
aircraft. ■

Idem

D.IO7 dated
24/3/42

AOC 592 25/3
V.C.A.S.
Gorre sp ondence
End. 179a .

Air Marshal Tedder replied saying .that thanks to help
from Fighter Comiwid he had had for the past three months
a reserve of fighter- pilots, but that it vras essential to
hold this reserve in view of the small output from M.E.
O.T.U's, the uncertainty of arrival, of pilots being
shipped .from U.K., and the long time taken to get-
reinforcements from U.K. to meet an emergency,
had to be.prepared to meet unforeseen canmitments such as
reinforcements to India, and to allovi/' time for refresher
training and conversion.to American types on arrival.

He also

He was willing to accept the commitment spread over
three months instead of t\Yo, and even to cancel the final
shipment if by the end of April no further external demands
had arisen. “ ^ '
ignore the "poison tongues" apparently active- at hone,
spreading rumours of surplus cre\7s "kicking their heels.

He begged the A.O.C., Figlater. Comraand toIdem
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Light Baralier Crews

The normal coiiimitinents of ‘bomber crews from home apart

from emergencies, virere confined to medium bomber’ crews and
crews for aircraft flying out to the lliddle East.
Command -wa's dependent on the output from the two light
bomber O.T.U's in the Middle East, lies. 70 and 72, for the

supply- of light bomber crews, supplemented by the crews of
reinforcement aircraft flown out from the U.K.

Hie

In liarch

CS. 9746
End. 88a

hovreve'r, reductions had to be made in these programmes and,
as in the case of the Elghter O.T.U's, considerable

Again the primary causereductions became necessary,

was shortage of aircraft due to diversions to the Ear East

and as a. result the nuraber of light bomber units in the

Command had had to-be decreased. Although the cut in the
Light Bomber O.T.-U. output could be accepted for  a time

owing to the necessary cut in light bomber squadrons in the

Command, it was thought that it might be necessary to call

on IMited Kingdom. crews to make up simll deficiencies until

the O.T.U's could be built up again in August.

CS. 9746
Enel. 92a

A. 647 6/3

The M.E. Light Banber O.T.U. output from March to July
was to be 36 light bomber crews each month together with

the normal flow of 30 Blenheim crews (l) by air via ivlalta
plus special reinforcements of 32 Blenheim crews via
Takoradi esch month. This would meet Command requirements

and permit monthly reinforcements of 30 crevra to India.
The total designed monthly output of the tvro light banber

O.T.U's was 86 light bomber crov/s. The output for
February was actually 55 crews.

Cs.9746 .
Enel, ,93a-

Ax 970.11/3 .

On March 11th D.C.A.S. signalled Air Vice Marshal Drur.mond

(Deputy A.O.C.-in-C., M.E.) stating that Bomber O.T.U.
resources at hoiiie were strained to the limit to meet

.  expanding commitments, and'asking ' for details of the Bomber

O.T.U. output in the Middle East and the return of
operationally-tired light and medium bomber crews to assist

CS.9746 End. 96a the supply of O.T.U. instructors at Home. Air 1/Iarshal Drummond
A. .596 17/3 replied that he hiad recently despatched by sea all operation

ally tired light bomber crews from 107 arid IS Squadrons.
If shipping ■was available more would be sent but as there
:vrere' only 3 light bomber squadrons in the Middle East at
this time the output of operationally tired crews from this
small number of squadrons could hardly do more than provide
for the requirements of the O.T.Us there,
bomber squadrons were South African,- and their operationally
tired crews returned to. the Union, . . , ,

The other light

In reply to a further questiomaire fran C.a. S,
Air liarshal Tedder stated that there were, at that tinae
(23rd liarch, 1942) 263 Blenheim captains on the strength
of the Command of y/hich 96 were in squadrons, 11 awaiting
despatch to India, 8l in O.T.U's, 13 "best pilots,
28 ferrying and 34 ground duties. (2)
either Bomber Command had not realised that Bomber Squad
rons had been increased or that there was a basic
miscalculation in Mr Ministry which had led to exaggerated
expectations of numbers of bomber crews to be returned
from M.E. to U.K,

He felt that

Idem . .
AX 458 17/3
(aid. 91a)

ACC.582 22/3
(aid. 98a)

(1) The quota of Blenheims by air had actually been altered
from 30 to 10 per month.
Blenheim Captains on ferrying or groimd duties wore all
non-operational for medical or other reasons.

See page 80,
(2)
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Medium and Heavy Bombers

Previous

Narrative . ■

Part Three

All pilots for medium and heavy bomhers ha.d to be
sent out from the United Kingdom as there Y/ere no O.T.U's

for these types in the Aiidde Ihst.
A.O.C.-in-C. Bomber Gomimnd, looked on the Middle East
as a continual drain on his resources - a bottomless pit
from which nothing ever returned.
Air Marshal Tedder in liarch that he believed mahy trained
bomber crews who had been sent.to the Middle East -were

either misenployed in ground jobs or "kicking their
heels in units".

Mddle. East, to return "at least a reasonable proportion"
of the "vast numbers of crews" \vhich hnd been trained and

ilir lfe.rshal liarris,

He signalled

He appealed to the A,0,C,-in-C• j

V. C, ii, s»

Correspondence
End. 174a

sent out, claiming that during the previous 12 months the

best part of 1,000 crey/s had been sent and approximately
"30 crows and a few driblets of individuals" had been

returned in ^ite of continued appeals and orders.
Air Marshal Harris stated that the situation at Home was

so serious as a result of this shortage of trained aircrevf

that "we either alter this hopeless state of affairs and

Already Bomber Comiaand had liadat once, or vra perish,
to go over to one pilot policy on all aircraft.

This strongly-vrorded signal drev/ a reply from
Air Marshal Tedder stating that Air Marshal Harris'
inforraation was "fantastically incorrect". The situation
had been under constant review and a further comb out

WELS in process of being carried out, but the limiting
factors of time and distance, delays in transport. Middle

East expansion, and the fact that the Par East was still
living on them must be taken into account. He appealed
to C.A.S, to put a stop to the "poison tongues., active
at home,spreading half-baked stories", since both
Air Marshal liirris and jlir Marshal Douglas had accused
him of retaining trained aircrev/ in his cammand in non-

operational employment. He en^hasised the importance
of. mutual confidence between A.O.G's-in-C. and said

"There is a grave risk that the loose talk novf evidently
going about at home may sap that confidence. It yrould
be a great service to all ooncerned if it could be
scotched," V.G.A,S. replied "Action taken", and for a

• time the subject vra.s dropped, (l)

Idem

Enel. 176a

AOG.593

25/3/42
Gorre spondence
mth V.G.A,S,

aid. I80a

(1) Air liarshal Harris raised the question again in August

(B.G/S.2737V'4ir dated 30th Au^^st,. 1942) and in
September asserted that some 2,300 O.T.U. trained bomber
pilots had been despatched to the Middle Ea.st to date,
and only about 3OO returned to this, country,
maintained that there was a larg^ number of misemployed
aircrew in Middle East (B.O/S,2737l/Qps.l(D)/G-in-G
dated 14th September, 1942).
allegations the. Air Council appointed an investigating
officer C^C Pearce, Deputy Director of Postings (l) to
go to the Middle East, and report on the situation,
a result, the Middle East was vindicated, and Bomber ■

Command's statistics were shovm to be false.

Y7ere not being ws.sted (CS. I4I87).

He

As a result of his

As

Pilots
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Enel. 98a

AOC.582 aa/3

Meanwhile Mr Marshal Tedder had given the following
information on his Wellington crews. On Itarch 22nd, he
had 269 Wellington Captains on his strength, excluding
34- seconded to BOAC pending formation of M.E. transport
squadrons, and 60 recently despatched to TJ.K. for Liberator
training and delivery. 163 were employed against flying
posts in operational squadrons and 32 in other flying posts.
During the 12 months ending February, 1942 M.E. received
approximately 280 Wellington crews, and during the sAme .
period they had lost the equivalent of 77 complete
through casualties, returned the equivalent of 34.
operationally tired crews to U.K., returned 30 can5>lete
crews to U.K. to forn: a Liberator squadron, seconded
17 crews to BOAC pending formation of transport squadrons,
20 crews were awaiting passage to U.K., and 20 ̂rero about
to proceed to India - only 82 crews therefore had been
absorbed in the Middle East in the course of a year's
expansion of the force to its current established strength.
From March onwards Wellington crevra could be returned to
U.K, at the rate at #iich they were despatched to Middle
East less

crews

Idem

al Losses en route

,b) Diversions to India
,c) Operational and other casualties
d) Numbers as 'required to complete full establishment

of nine squadrons.

The one Pilot Policy

Idem .  ■ Bomber Coirmand had had to go over to the one pilot
policy on all aircraft by the middle of I/iarch, and on the
23rd a postagram was sent by them to A.D.O. (ibrrying)
stating that in future no O.T.U. trained second pilots'were
to proceed to the Middle East Mth reinforcing Wellingtons.
The first single pilot crews were due to appear in Ferry
Training Units in 8 or 10 weeks time, and in i^ite of
the undoubted advantage that as a result the first pilot

^ would .get 15 to 20 hours more flying in d-uring his O.T.U.
course, the A.D.O, (iferrying) considered a second pilot
essential for the flight from Gibraltar to Egypt either
direct or through Malta.

He therefore suggested that pilots should be found from
experienced personnel in the mddle East for this part of
the flight and considered that approximately 25 would be

^  sufficient to handle the entire monthly Wellington comiMtment
provided air transport was available to fly them from Egypt
to Gibraltar direct, Tiis should, he thought, be available
in'the form of Liberators by the time the reduced
began arriving in Egypt, provided Gibraltar’s forecast
for the con^letion of the extensions to the
was fulfilled.

Middle East however, did not like the plan,
not acceptable o/ving to long sorties averaging 9 to 10
hours at the end of which time the solo pilot would not
be sufficiently alert, mentally or physically, to effect
a. good landing in cmythiig but perfect conditions,

-  causing a further rise in the already high wastage of
Wellingtons. But their protests were unavailing.
Mr Council had made a definite decision and did hot
consider conditions in IvtLddle East so much harder as to
make a single pilot unacceptable.

crews

new runway

It WS.S

The

Sicl. 97a

Idem

Idem

Enel, 101a.

Id an

Enel. 104n
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The policy had not been hi5)lemented by the end of the
period under revievf owing to a shortage of automatic pilots,
but experimental flights were made successfully in April
with one experienced pilot and a second pilot straight
from S.P.T.S.

In sum, the Iliddle East Command in the months prior
to the enemy's offensive in May, 1942, vas still canpelled
in the matter of aircrev/s to drav/ largely on United
ICingdom resources.

Idem

Enel. 108a

The build-up achieved by the end of May, at the time
enemy's offensive against our Gazala line and the

is indicated

"Middle Eo.st Campaigns,

of the

commencement of the 1942 "Battle for Egypt
in Fart Four of tho Narrative
North i’lfrica".

Vw

f
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SECTION 3

REORGANISATION IN THE MIDDEE EAST GOMI/iAND

February to May I9R2

The "Crusader" caiapaign over, the immediate aim of the
Commander-in-Chief Middle East Forces (General Auchinleck)
was to stabilise a front as fkr west as possible, behind
which he could build up a striking force and accumulate

Both antagonists were exhausted by the long and
arduous fighting, and -it Y/as obvious that neither side would
resume the struggle until their forces were rested and

reinforced and their supplies built up.

By 26th February, a strong defensive position had
been prepared and'organised in. depth over an area thirty-
six miles square,

at Gazala to Bir Hacheim in-the South, blocked the coastal
road and all the inq)ortant tracks from Ikst to Yfest.
vathin the minefield, strong defensive.localities had been
developed fran (kzala to Sidi Muftah and at Bir Hacheim.
The fortress of Tobrixk: gave depth to the defence, and
positions were being developed at Acroma, El Adorn and
Bir El Gubi.

prepared as an insurance on the line Soll-um - Maddalena,
and Giarabub was occupied in a line covering Tobruk to
secure the Southern flank.

reserves.

A minefield, extending from the west

To the South defensive positions were to be

Auchinleck*s

Despatch P.17
(and AFP,17)

Idem

The enem;;^ had halted and deployed in a defensive
position on the line Taimi-Mechili and the Eighth Arrry
was able to carry out the consolidation of the Gkzala
position practically undisturbed.

Behind this defensive system both the Army and the
R.A,F, set about building up' their strength for the time
when they could renew the. struggle. Active patrolling of
forv/ard areas continued, combined Ydth harassing of lines
of communication by small columns of the Long Range Desert
Group.

Report on
Land Operations
During the
Retreat from

Qyrenaica
(P.2) Fighter Squadrons

The air forces were temporarily weakened by the
effort expended during the ad-vance and retreat,
had been high wastage in the figliter aircraft and local

resources could not replace losses,
therefore at reduced strength;
were outclassed; the Tomahawk supply was drying up;

There

Squadrons were
the Hurricane I squaxlrons

the

Hurricane II supply was poor and Kittyhawks were no more
than dribbling in,

casualties and through genuine fatigue was heavy, and
only poorly trained replacements were available.

The loss of fighter pilots in

Bomber Squadrons

A similar state of affairs obtained among the bombers.
The supply of Marylands was at an end and two squadrons
had been YYithdraYvn while the Blenheims were shomng the

effect of continued dust conditions on their engines, and

serviceability v/as extremely low for a high maintenance
effort.

Cperations were, nevertheless, still being carried on,
though on a reduced scale,

were being harried, our ports and bases defended and a heavy
Enemy lines of communications
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scale of attack maintained ly night tlnroughout the vdiole of

the preparatorj- period on the min enemy- supply port of
Benghazi, (l)

At the sarie time a fighting force v/as being built up
and reorganised in preparation for. the coming offensive.

KEOBGAIilSATiOh OF THS VESTEPh' DESERT GQj.folAiiD • i-

■i
Much had to be ^ done to prepare the Desert Air Force

iiany refoms had already been. for-waging vra.r over Libya,
^initiated, but weakness and limitations, had been revealed
■by practical experience, during the Crusader campaigi.

These had to be corrected and \Tith the lessons that
had been learnt in mind the R. A. P. in the Middle East set
out- to amplify , and . reorganise the arrangements jnade during

Again the potential threat to thethe previous Autumn.
.  Northern Front had to be kept in mind, and the influence

of events in the Far East could have far reaching effect
on plans made for Libya.

C'oulv^.reJo ^ v A. Reorganisation of the Fighter Force 
'

On the return to the Gazala lino the Fighter Force was
-  organised for a mobile role in two' Fighter iYings, one of

which Was of skeleton strength and operated as advanced
control to assist'leap frogging during movement,
static conditions prevailed it ’^Tas obvious that  a closer
control of training, tactics and administration ms essential,

Coiisequentiy the Fighter; Force was organised into
Fighter Wings of four to six squadrons controlled by a
Fighter Group. With this purpose in vievT No. 211 (i-oup

reformed under G/C F.B.B. Cross D..S..O., D.P.C,
directive to the. O.G. No, 211 (Figiiter) Grou;
follows:--

Now that

Awas
tates as

oLtCtui 4

Report on .
Operations .
during the .
v/ithdrawal

from Qyrenaica
P.i^

- ^
"To provide you vdth fighter sqmdrons at a high'
standard of operational efficiency the fighter
squadrons in the field under A.l^.Q.W.D. will be
organised into three Fighter Wings each having under

Tvro of thesecommand four to six fighter squadrons,

Idem

Appendix 'C

foming and the third "wing vdll shortly
By this decentralisation of caminand

close supervision o.f the operational readiness of
The Officers Comraanding

v/ings are now
be established.

squaddons will be achieved.
Fighter Wings are to be responsible under your

.  , direction for the operational efficiency of the
Thesquadrons forraing their separate wings,

allocation of squadrons to Wings will be made by this
H,Q. after consultation vdth you."

The main object -^ms to divorce operational from
administrative o-nd maintenance control in order that the
officer i/c Operations could, devote all his tiiiie to

■ operations unhampered by administrative duties.

H.Q. 211 GP
O.R.B,

;  . Orders for the day to day eiiployiaont of the Fighter
Force-were to bo issued by A.H.Q.W.D., and would be based

This hovfever wras unlikely to boon a .preconceived plan,
Report on
Cperationgji , I - . ;
during the
withdrawal

from Cyrenaica".
App 'C.‘

sufficiently comprehensive to anticipate all enemy
intentions and the Officer Gomman.ding 211 Group was to
act on his om initiative and employ fighter forces to
co\xnter cnorA'y air activity "in circumstances when time

(1) See Pago 71.
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is not available for confirmation to be received from

advance A.H,Q,"

At ;that time and tinder conditions imposed by the lull

in operations the main tasks of the Fighter Force, in order

of priority, v/ere as follovirs:-

The attainment of local air superiority;
task to include offensive air fighting and

employment of the fighter force in escort for
bombers agiinst selected objectives.

Protection of laiid forces v/ith particular reference
to forr/ard areas.

(i) this

(ii)

(iii) Defence of Tobruk,

The priority given to this task was to be dependent
on the amount of sliipping held in the harbour.
Close liaison was therefore to be maintained with

the local naval authorities at Tobruk, and arraiigc-
ments to be made for them to pass information to
H,Q, 211 Group concerning the shipping in the
harbour.

(iv) Protection of Operational Aerodromes in the
Forv/ard Area

Fighter Wings were to be detailed in rotation to
provide aircraft at readiness for the defence of

.. . . operational aerodreanes.
this capacity were to be controlled by the parent
wing on information passed from the Operations
Room and by visual observation,
to be made of the number of aircraft held at

readiness with the varying circumstances
prevailing,
on aerodromes increase it might be necessary to
modify this arrangement.

Disposition and Control of the Fighter Force

Aircraft retained in

Assessment was

Should the scale of enemy air attack

Control of the Fighter Force in the air was to be
exercised through one main operations room with a subsidiary

from C3n'enaica" operations room located in a forv^ard position as circumstances
To begin with the Filter Group was located at

"Report ai
withdrawal

Appendix "C demanded.

El Adem with a forward operations room at Gazala but on

20th April, 1942, the group moved back to Gambut, partly
because the use of fezala was restricted by enemy attacks,
partly because prevalent dust at El Adem made daily
operations doubtful and also on account of frequent enemy
fighter-bomber attacks.

The advantages of having.the force concentrated were
manifold. The scale of A/A defence was increased, the'
establishment of the telephone system (and indeed.of all
communications) was sin^lified, and an increased "help
one another" spirit became manifest. There was also
closer co-operation and more understanding as' a result of
the association of control and pilots, and the bomber force

was only 12 miles away at Baheira,
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Functions of No,211 Group

Headquarters No,211 Group was to:-

Exercise ftill operational control of all
offensive fighter wings in the Western Desert.

Exercise actual control of operations in the air
Qf such Single Engine fighter squadrons as might
he allotted to the vdngs.

Exercise operational cohtrol of such ¥,O.U's and
C.O.L's as were availahle.

Ifeke recommendations for honours and awards, and

promotions of senior officers.

(a)

(t)

(o)

(d)

No, 211 O.R.B.,

April, 1942 ,
Appendix "B"

The Group was to have at its di^osal one centralised
and one forward operations room, both of which Yfere to be

fully mobile and identical as regards staff and equipment.
In static v/arfare one operations room was to control air

craft operating Yri.th the forv/ard troops and the other was
In mobile warfarein the operational landing ground area,

it was considered that one operations room could "leap
frog" the other.

Originally Intended to form on 12th March, the (Sraup
was not in fact established until 2nd April, when No.239
Wing reformed at Gambut taking over the duties of No.243
Wing Y/hose C.O, G/G. K.B.B. Gross D.S.O., D.F.G
free to move to El Adem and take over the new Group,

Formation of the three Fighter Wings

was the
•}

n

The three fighter v/ings.-were to be responsible direct
toiA.H.Q. for the administrative control of the squadrons

This vrould leave. Group free to concentrate on

(i)

under them,

the operational side, and leave them unhampered by
adniinistrative detail.. They were also, to.be offensive and

fully mobile, and to be responsible for the operational
efficiency (not in the air):of from four to six single
engine fighter squadrons.

There were already thr.ee fighter wings in existence 
-

Nos. 243, 239 and 234. No.2.34 Wing'hov/ever, ms engaged
in the protection of shipping and lines of comnunication
between Alexandria and Solium, and’ its task was primarily
defensive. It was therefore excluded under the new policy,

and a new Y/ing, . N0.233, was to be formed.

(iii Functions

On 4th April, a directive v/as issued.tq Officers
Gommanding Nos. 233, 239 and 243 Wings describing the
functions of the Wings in detail. • These were to provide
"closer supervision of the aspects of squadron life which
lead to greater operational efficiency", and were to be
allocated as .follows

A.A.H.Q.W.D/13/
Air End, 45a '

(

No.2 (S.A.A.F.) Squadron
No.4

No. 94
No,260 "

No. 233 Wing
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(No,3 (R.A.A.P.) Squadron
(No.112 "

(No.250 "

(No.450 (R.A.A.P.) "

No..239- Wing

(No,33 Squadron
'No. 73
No, 80

(No.274

Reinforcing squadrons were to be allocated to wings by the
A.q.G. in consultation with the O.C, No,211 Group.

(iii)

No,243 Wing

B-mloyment

iiAHQTO/15/Air
Hnploynent
of the Fighter
Force - Policy
Encl,44Jl

O.C, No.211 Group ■was on receipt of orders from the
to order his requirements for fighter squadrons

to meet commitments through the Officers Conmianding Fighter
Wings,
squadrons to meet the demands from Group, and ■was to consult
Group if there was any doubt as to the employment of
squadrons.

A.O.C • >

The Fighter Wing Commander t«is then to select the

As far as practicable the fighter force allocated for
small camiiiitmonts was to be drawn from one -wing onlyr; the

, principle being to employ one v/ing in pr’eference to a mixed
force of equivalfnt strength dra%wi from more than one ^'d.ng.

Operational Efficiency of Squadrons(iv)

Idem The primary task of Yifing Conumnders Commanding Fighter
Wings \Tas "bo ensure the provision of Squadrons in a high
state of operational efficiency, and the directive of
squadron effort to achieve this standard was to be their
specific responsibility. No.211 Group ■was to be informed
of. ■the needs of individual squadrons for training, and
in this way would be kept fully av/are of the operational
value of the Fighter Force as a virhole.

All base parties of squadrons forming v/ings were to
be concentrated at one base aerodrome, the organisation of
which ■was to be undertaken by an officer nominated by the
Wing.

. v/ishes of. the Fighter Y(±ng Commanders so long as the base
aerodromo provided a stable, v/o 11 organised base in the
roar areas to provide the maxirmim assistance to the
operational work and welfare of the Squadron personnel in
the for\?ard area.

This organisation could vary ■with the individual

TRAIMNG ■

A/iHQWD/4/Air
Enel. lifA.

Air Firing

One of the main shortcomings in the efficiency of -the
Fighter Force at this‘time wras in air firing, and in April
'' "'/.N, Coningham circulated a letter saying that he ■wished
to improve the standard of marksmapship, • One or tv/o enemy
pilots who had been shot down during the pre\d.ous few months
had praised our aircraft and flying but had said that with
few exceptions our shooting had not been good or many more
of their aircraft would have been sho-fc down.

Idem He strongly "advocated shadov/ firing as excellent
practice for deflection shooting. A number of pilots who
■were otherwise operationally fit were found to have no idea
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of this, and training by moans of a drogue was not
.  . considered satisfactory, as it \ms not possible to see

Irinnediate visualimraediately where the shots, were going,
confirmation of shooting was considered worth a lot more

,  . . than results annoTjneed later, and the psychological effect

the pilots under training at the Mr Firing school
practising drogue shooting had been very deleterious.
Mhe lack of results, to an inojqporienccd operational pilot,
..had a marked effect on his outlook regarding operational
fighting, and to an experienced pilot tended to convince
him that astern and quarter were the only effective attacks,
and "hose-piping" the only effective method of hitting an
objective. Shadow firing has .the additi9nal advantage
that an' instructor can sit over the pupil, observe his

approach, inanoeuvering for position, final delivery of
attacks and bullet strikes,"and assess his shooting and

point out vdiere he was .Tnrong* .. . .

on

Idem

End. I5A

paras. 4 and 6

a definite feature inShadow firing therefore became
the training circulation and.all pilots vropo given
continuous firing practice during the lull, with special_
enphasis on this, method.

Apart from firing practice pilots were given constant
training in navigation, escort duties and ground strafing
and attacks. A system of air readiness vra.s introduced
which enabled pilots to utilise the period at readiness for
training without interfering vd.th operations. If required,
training could be interrupted and aircraft iamediately
vectored on to approaching enemy aircraft. This practice

particularly appreciated by the Kittyhav/k squat^ons as
it vTas clear that nov/ pilots, should have as much time as

possible on the nev/ type.. It v/as also arranged for Fighter
'dings to have a part day in every three for training.

was

3, THE BOMBER FORCE

was concentrated at BaheiraThe Bomber Force iaeanwrtei.il

main and Satellites,, approximately twelve miles from the.
It was thus most convenient forfighter aerodromes,

operations and sufficiently near to promote a frequent
interchange of visits among filter and .bomber pilots, and
to allow conferences following operations to be organised
Yithout inconvenience,

A considerable amount of training was required on the
ne\Y Boston, and to assist this the greater qjart of the force

was held at base so that full bombing^ and night flying
training could continue, .Only six aircraft v/ere held at
the forward aerodromes a^inst emergency calls for support..
For premeditated raids the Bostons vrere brought up
specially (usually over night) and released ariaiii when the

Their training ■ consi stod mainly oftask was coEpleted. -=

Beamish Report
P.6

■ . . ,,
bombing practice from 8 - 10,000 ft. interspersed v/ith
high-level frem 15,000 ft. and experimental bombing at a
slight angle of dive*

G, GROUIID ORGMISATIOh

Particular attention v?as given to ground organisation
during this period and squadron commanders benefitted
greatly in later operations from schemes laid dovm for

rapid reaniung, refuelling, and other aspects of prepara
tive intensive operations.

\
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•  D. COORDINATTON Al-iD SDPER7ISI®

Idem The AoOoC. held weekly conferences with \fing Commaxiders
from Advanced Air Headquarters throu^out the preparatory
period,

efficiency of the Force were fully reviewed,
all Conananders were kept in touch with developments of the

A,0,C,*^s policy, and the whole force benefitted as a result
of the co-ordination of effort.

This close supervision of operations, tactics, training
and administration provided by the new organisation liad an
immediate success and was an important factor in the
increased efficiency of the Force, In particular of
inestimable value was the development of V/ing training at

base launding grounds, by means of which were formed a siiiall
pool of operationally trained pilots, used to desert
conditions and trained to a standard to allow them to take

their places in squadrons immediately when required.

At. these conferences all subjects bearing on the
In addition

E, NEW TACTICS

AH3/IU1/'I2
F.5I. ■

New tactics were developed to deal with the practice
of flying Me, 109F's in small patrols, which continually

R,A,P, Operations nagged at our aircraft, exploiting the superior performance
of the enemy fighters and which frequently broke up our

formations. The old system, carried out by Hurricanes and

Tomahawks, was to employ filter aircraft in two squadrons
strength to coxinter the jumping - from - the - sun tactics

of the Me, 109F, and certainly reduced our casualties.
This was now thought to be an uneconomical employment of
aircraft with R,D.F, available in forward areas and offen

sive patrols were reduced to fluid •fours’ or ’sixes’
thereby developing greater self reliance and vigilance
among pilots.

in the Western

Desert and S,
Mediterranean

It was, however, some time before the change
was established as it did not meet with unanimous approval.

Changes v/ere also made in the tactics of filter
These \rere necessitated by twoescorts fcr light bombers,

things, the increased scale of enemy defence under static

conditions, and the introduction of the Boston with new

personnel and a speed much greater than tliat of the Marylands
and Blenheims previously enployed.

The main features developed were:-

(a) The development of R/T communications between the
two types of aircraft,

(b) The fighter leader placed in command of the bomber
formation as well as of his fighters,

(c) The specialisation of one Fighter Wing for bomber
escort, although it was periodically diverted
back to air fighting,

(d) The bombers to make at least tvro orbits of the
landing ground and not set course till five

■  ' ' minutes after the last fighter had taken off,

(e) Climbing speed of bombers - I70 m,p,h.
Level speed of bombers - 200 m.p.h,

(f) Complete R/T service when bourse was set,

, (g) Return speed of bombers 210 m,p,h,, always
keeping the s-un at 15 degrees to the fighters.

(15341)41 SBIRET
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(h) The bombers to fly in close formation except
during the bombing run, and then to reform as
quickly as possible,

(i) Fighters to fly in independent fours correctly
spaced. Each four to be line abreast, each air
craft 250 yards apart. Pours to be stepped up
and slightly back at 500 ft, distance in the
morning and 250 feet in the afternoon, with each
four ready to fight independently without relying
on help from the four either above or below.

The four around the bombers and immediately over
the top not to leave the bombers,

P. DEVEK>IMEI^T OF THE FIGHTER BdfflSR

As the time for the offensive drew nearer, to compensate
in some degree for the shortage of light-bombers the
A,0.C,-in-C. laid down a policy that all his fighters should
be equipped to carry one or more bombs. Shortage of
materials precluded the full implementation of this policy,
but by the end of May two ICittyhawk squadrons were equipped
with bomb racks, and Hurricane and further Kittyhawk squad
rons were equipped as fighter-bombers during the summer.

During March experiments were made in fitting Kitty-
hav/ks with bomb racks. This had been successful with

Hurricanes and during the ‘Crusader* offensive they carried
These however, were not heavy enou^

to penetrate armoured vehicles, and could only be used
successfully for groxind strafing enemy personnel and soft
skinned transport. One Hiarricane squadron was therefore
equipped to carry two 250 lb, bombs with extension rods,
and the first Kittyhawk locally fitted to carry one 250 lb,
bomb,

to Carry one 5OO lb, American bomb without rod adaptors.

The fighter-bombers had the great advantage of being
able to provide close support at a much reduced time inter
val compared with bombers,

Ititty-bombers were first used on 16 May, when six
belonging to No, 112 Squadron attacked an eneny camp East
of the main road near Bomba,

G. ARMY CO-OPERATION

Measures were also taken to Improve any co-operation.
The most outstanding improvements were the setting up of a
Combined Headquarters which enabled requests from forward
tentacles to be presented direct to Army and Air Headquarters,
and the establishment of land marks by means of which our
aircraft could fix their positions. These consisted, by
day, of alphabetical letters 20 yards long, and by night of
a ’V* sign each arm being one hvmdred yards long and const
ructed of lighted petrol tins 25 yards apart,
were e

supplied to the Air Force throu^ Air Support Control,

eight AO lb, bombs.

Later issues of Kittyhawks arrived fully equipped

These signs
stablished by the ground units and the map references

A,H.B,/lU6/8
and

W,D, Report

A.H.B./IIJ1/12
Report on R.A.F,
Operations in
the Western

Desert

The vexed question of the bomb line was again reviewed.
In the Western Desert our ground forces had no satisfactory
method of identifying themselves to friendly ai-rcraft.
White St Andrew’s Cross on a black ground was painted on
the majority of vehicles, but was not entirely satisfactory
as it was not visible to high flying aircraft,
bombers operated at minimum hei^t of 6,000 ft. on account
of flak opposition no such sign could be seen by them
unless, it was I5 feet or more in length.

■A

As medium

Eventually on

Close Support
Policy I
Enel. 30
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12 llay, it was suggested that the R.A.F. roundel should be
adopted for all vehicles both army and air force,
idea had much to recommend it, but iinfortunately there does
not appear to have been time before the Axis offensive began
to change the sign on all vehicles, and recourse was again
made to the xmsatisfactory system of the bomb-line. This
was

This
IU1/12
Beamish Report
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detemined by the local conmandor and varied v/ith his

individual appreciation of boiabing accuracy. This often
resulted in targets close to our forward lines being
ignored when too great a i.ic?.rgin of bombing error v/as
allowed. In an attaapt to overcame this difficulty it
was detemined that the lino of our forward troops forecast
two hours ahead should be supplied hourly to the H,A.F.
througli Air Support Control. This predicted position
represented the nev/ version of the bomb line.

Fighter Escort for Tac Kecce Aircraft

Beamish' Report

il'vZ/i.i. /6'f .
In the static conditions obtaining during the lull in

,  the desert enemy opposition to
increased,

collected, and since Tac/Recce aircraft flying at nought
feet could only obtain limited information o’wing to the
featureless nature of the

oirr Tac/Reccc sorties
As it was vital that the information should b

it was decided that theyarea,

e

should fly mth a fighter escort at a reasonable height.
This plan proved successful though i^quent opposition from

enemy fighters m^n^unter^,
Iniprovoments in R.D.F, OrganisationAAHQWD/15/AIR

jiaployment of
the Fighter
Force - Policy
Enel. 7IA and

An essential fea.ture of the Ti/ar in the Western Desert
v/as its mobility, and this imposed definite limitations
on the types of R.D.F, equipment that could be used,
the lull however, better equipment was installed and a
system of an almost pemanent nature v/as located at Tobruk,
the main forv/ard base,

mobile C.O.L. sots, the latter with

Duri

A.t Gambut and Gaaala. were fully
a range of sixty miles-

ng
59B

iTiontary inrorination v/as a system of
wireless observer unit posts. These, approximately thirty
in number, were located in a ring covering the approaches
to El Adem, and v/ere in W/T contact vdth the Group Operations
Room, They v/ere fUlly mobile and spaced so that there were
no gaps in the system. All reports v/erc made on visual

Hnployment of
the Fighter
Force - Policy
End, 59B

sightings .and they closely/ corresponded to the Observer
Corps in England. No continuous tracks could, however,
be obtained fhom them.as their disposition lacked depth,
and thus merely formed a screen, the only inforiaation avail
able being the course and height at the time the aircraft
was under observation.

Use of A,M.E,.S, information by Tac/Recce aircraft

Report on

Operations during
the Retreat

from Cyrenaica
E.9

As our A.M, E,.S, information over the forward area
improved Tac/Recce aircraft operating independently
mission sorties were advised by Fighter Control when the
air was free of enemy aircraft, A close liaison was thus
maintained and the plan was further developed very
suoGossfully at a later stage in operations.

on

Photographic Reconnaissance

Idem P,10 Requirements for Photo/Recce during the period
too hea-vy to be met by the Squadrons, and P.R.U. aircraft
had to bo employed in the tactical

Deficiencies in co~operation with the Armv

Forces were supplied by the army for the protection of
landing grounds, but the arrangement was not satisfactory
in that there was no pernmnency of allotment, and as was

wore

area.
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later experionGed, the'forces woro moved to meet ary
changirg-'Situation'in thd land forces. '

xiTothor difficulty yj&s the shortage of A/A
allocated for the ;protoetion of aerodromes,
no, re-inforcenients and'-there

guns

There 'v7ero

was -a marked tendency to
regard the gp.ns' that ̂ rere allocated as a reserve pool ■which
could be dravrn on at need. Conditions hov/ever improved
later, and the a/A defence of aerodromes under the 12th A/A
Brigade was cxcollont., - '

Idem-P.10

F. GOhCLUSION

There is little doubt that 'the ho.rd work put in during
the three months of the. lull ip the 'desert was a major

factoi’’. in the -ultimato success of the campaign in Libya.
Although preparations were made Tuth an offensive in vlcrr,
the organisation was so flexible that, even v/hile being
driven back the Desert Air Force retained its superiority
and 'Was a'ble to cover a - beaten army in the
retreat" of the Sumer of 1942.

n

incompnra.ble

, •/
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SECTIOtT 2^

TREaroS OP ENEMY AIR AOTIVITy -nTTOTNa TKF! T.TTT.T. -

Mid, February 191(2 ~ 25 ilav 19Zt2

North Africa; Combined Axis Foroes

D.D.1. 3 iba.s According to British Intelligence throxaghout the whole
Air Operations period there wehe apparently few important or outstanding
N, ̂ rica and developments with regard to Axis air foroes in air operations
Mediterranean in N, Africa, There seemed to he no perceiatiblo oliange
Intelligence either in the composition or strength of the Axis forces from
Reports the middle of January until neaxly the end of March, when 25
(A.H.B,/EIJ1/63) Italian single engine fighters (half of them M.0,202's) moved

to Africa and 10 Italian long range homhers were v/ithdrawn for
refitting. By the end of March the Italian single engine
fighter force had been restored to the strength with wMoh it
began the campaign. Actually, however, earlj^ in March the
German air forces in North Africa were considerably reduced
by the transfer of Stulca and bomber Gmppen to Sicily for the
forthcoming attack on Malta.

Enemy Documents
A.H.B,(6)

During April, alterations affecting the composition of

Axis^air forces appeared to be limited, in the case of the
to the withdrawal to Italy for re-equipment of a Dive

Bomber Gruppe early in the month, together witla small reduc
tions in the filter force due to the move of a few aircraft

The Second Army
Oo-operation Staffed became operational in Africa during the
month, and a few twin-engine ni^t fighters were transferred
from Sicily to Oyrenaica, No new Italian air force units
were believed to have been moved to Africa during the month,
thougla there was a sliglit increase in the single engine
frghter sti’ength, and the remnants of a small dive bomber
formation was withdrawn to Italy,
virtually unchanged in number of aircraft at their disposal
since mid-Janxiary, though the German dive-bomber force had
been redxoced by half from that date. The I,E, strength of
the G.A.T’, in North Africa had apparently fallen slightly
below that which it possessed at the beginning of the British
offensive in November 19^1, and the combined Axis fighter
force, in. particxxlar, was less than the peak figxxre of some
460 aircraft reached by 18 December,
■was divided between Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, rather
than half being in the forward area. The combined Axis
Strength in Oyrenaica itself was then approximately 4OO
aircraft.

G,A,P • >

to Crete and the remainder to Germany,

The combined foroes were

The .Italian Air Force
more

Idem

In May ‘chere xms no change in the G,A,P, order of
Battle in N, Africa xxntil shortly before the opening of the
offensive, xrhen UO Dive Bombers, 30 single engine figliters
and 15 twin engine fighters were transferred to N, Africa
from Sicily, thus increasing the force available to some 260
I,E, aircraft — considerably more than were employed dxu'ing
the initial stages of oxir offensive in November 1941. The
main effect of this was to provide a considerably greater
fighter force and to raise the dive bomber force to the
strength as in November,
in preparation for the offensive were mainly in respect of
single engine fighters. These -were increased from approx-
imateljr 260 aircraft at the beginning of May to approximately
325 aircraft by 25 May - of these 265 were believed located
in Oyrenaica and the rest in Tripolitania, The sin^e
engine fighter force in Cyrenaica indxided some 110 Macchi
202*s, a 57% increase on the nxjmber of that type based in
Cyrenaica in December 1941.

same

iCncreasies in the Italian Air Force
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Towards the end of May therefore, the oombined Axis
forces in the forward area ready to support the offensive
stood at some 600 aircraft as compared with 500 to in
November 1941,

Remsdnder of Mediterranean Area

Idem

(a) German Air Force

Betvreen the middle of February and the end of March .

a number of changes in the dispositions of the G.A.F.
in the remainder of the Mediterranean area took plaoea
G.A.F, tmits based in Greece were reduced as the resuCLt
of the ti-ansfer of long range bombers to the Russian
front and the temporary move of 30 Ju.88*s to Sicily
for operations against Malta: the Sicilian force was
further strengthened by bringing the long range bomber
units already based there more fully up to strength, and

by the return to operations of a Dive Bomber Gruppe after

a period of rest in Italy following its withdrawal from

■ Africa in December. The strength of single engine
fighter units in' Sicily may also have been increased
towards the end of March, the general build-up of all
types being associated with the heavy and sustained
scale of attack maintained against Malta since 21 March,
The total forces estimated to be operating was 535 44^
craft 110 from Greece and Crete and k25 from Sicily

During April the greater part of the German Air
Force remained concentrated in Sicily for the heavy and

sustained attack on Malta, At the end of the month,
however, 30 Me, 109’s were withdrawn from Sicily to
Germany prior to further operations against Russia, and
a detachment of Me,110’s was transferred to Greece;
the Long Range bomber, force engaged against Mlalta was

slightly reduced. The force in Greece and Crete
remained virtually tmchanged and the total force
estimated to be operating from Greece, Crete and Sicily
on 30 April,was considered to be 495 ̂ l^raft -
in Greece and Crete and 385 in SicilyC^),

110

Idan

(1) These forces were estimated to be made up as follows:-

Greece and Crete Sicily Total
190 240
40 55
30
115 125
50 50

Longe Range Bombers
Bomber Rec.
Dive Bombers

Single Engine fighters
Twin Engine fighters

50
15

30
10

Coastal 35 35

.425 535110

(2) These figures were made up as follows

Long Range Bombers
Bomber Rec,
Dive Bombers

Single Engine Fighters
Twin Engine Fighters
Coastal

55
10

5
.5

35

180 235
2(.0 50
30 30

95 100
4540
35

385 495110
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l.fe.y brought considerable changes to the
G.A.F. operating in the Mediterranean areas
other than II, ilfrica - these v/ere due to t^To
reason's ~

(i) The T/ithdrawal from Sicily of long range
bcirnber units to the vrestom front, and of
single engine fighters to Russia.

)

D.D,I,3 /ocis

Air Operations
Intelligence

orts (IIJI/
63 (ii) The transfer of dive bauber ajid figiiter

forces fron Sicily to IT, Africa,

But the force in the Eastern Mediterranean vvas

strengthened by the further transfer fra'A Sicily
to Crete of 60 JU,88s, long range Bombers, and
20 JU.88 night fighters;
the units already in Greece \ira.s brought up to full
strength* As a result the force remaining in
Sicily was reduced to less tlnn l/3rd of that
maintained during April whilst that in the Eastern
Mediterranean was nearly doubled. The forces
based in these respective a.reas on 25th l'»lay shov/od
a net reduction of I70 aircraft during May, and
arc ostiaated at 325 I.E, aircraft (210 in dooce
<:oid Crete and II5 in Sicily), (l)

(b) Italian /dr Force

in addition one of

Apart.fron a slight increase of single engine
■fighters in the Aegeans there were no changes
either of strength or disposition of I.A.P, in
the Modi terrain can before the end of Ivlarch,
April there v/as a sliglit reduction in the long
range bomber force operating in the Aegean and in
May a slight increase of 20 long range bombers to
the

In

force operating from Sicily, but other\7ise no
important changes. “
Force had ceased to bo operational since the
beginning of May,

The small Italian Dive Bomber

Bnployment of Air Forces - Mid-February •- 25th May
Idem Strength and Serviceability

(a) Worth Africa

During the period under review the G.A.F. in
tfrica shov/cd on increase in strength beginning

•with the raising of the single engino fighter
17

>4

(1) Bio forces based in these respective areas on 25th May
shovrod a net reduction of I70 o./c during May and arc estimated
at 325 I.E, a/c disposed as follows:-

Grceco and.Crete Sicily Total

Long Range Bombers
■Bombor Req,
Dive Borabors
Single Engine Figlitcrs
Tidn .Ihgine Fighters
Coastal

130 18555
20 20 AO

5 30 '  55
20 10 30
35 35

-  210 115 325
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imits nearly up to full ostablishnont the
end of I.Iarch, iviiile b3^ the end of April the
strength of the .v/hole force anounted to

. appro:dniately 200 aircraft agahist on establish-
nent of 177. • Ihe Dive Eoiiber force xras

considerably in excess of establishment ajid at

virtually the sar.ic strength as at the end of •
Ivlarch do£pito- the vritiidrav.'al of a Qouppe during
■Ipril. Average scjoviceabilit^^ estimated
at until the end of April compared Tdth
aji average of 50^6 during the 3rd month of the
campaigi, due largely to a considerable drop in
the serviceabilit3r of dive bojibers (believed to
bo duo to a large number of dive bombers undor-

■  going extensive overhaul). These at the end of
Ihrch did not exceed 40;t)' of strength as against
65/70;A during tlie third month, but incrcasod
by the end of lipril to 5Sr^ of strength. By the
end of the period, however, (25thlfa,y)j the
strength of the G.A.D. iii N, Africa was rouglily
equal to I.E. v,ith an average servicca.bilitjr of
60%, this figure probabl;- having fallen sliglitlj'-
from about 65/'& as a result of opcra.tions on an
inoroasing scale during the week prior to the
opaiing of the offensive.

Idle strength of the Italian lar Force in
h. Africa did iiot incroaso aj)art from the single
engine fi,ghtors in April and hie serviceability
uas approrentl;?- -veil naintaiiicd at 65 - 70^ of
strength during April, and 60 - 65^ durhig I'lay,

(b) Remainder of the Mediterranean

Idem From mid-Fcbruari^ to the end of ifexcli the
force in. Grccco shoT/od a slight drop hi strength
duo to the tra.nsfer of units to Gicil^T- and Russia
but was nevertheless mahitained approximately up
to I.B. with serviceability/- at appro-dmntniyr S0%
of strength. Durhig April, however, the
strength showed a slight hicrcase in relation to
establishrient mainly accounted for by/ an iiqprovc-
ment in the strength of long range bomber and
bomber reconnaissance units, viiile hi llayr G.A.F.
units in Qreoco and Crete were considered to be
up to I.E., on strength with the exception
coastal units Yhich are esthiated at hi excess
of I.E. Average serviceability/ vYas then reckoned
at 60>o, and shiilar figures wore thought to ayiply/
to units remahihig in Sicily whore the strength
had been mintained at full I.E. establishment
notv/ithstariding losses sustained against Malta.

iiXlS

of

^  V

Scale of Effort

In' March aiid Ayiril oyierations in ilfrica were on a
relatively low scale due mahily/ to the static gromid
situation, the extensive ovcrliaul raid refitting of dive
bombers and shnglo engine firhters, and,
storms and other unfavoura.blo conditions,
was the

economise in the use

daily effort was 50 sorties,
force in Greece,
progressively/, mostly confhied to reconnaissance..

in April, to sa

’lith the reduction of the
operations from this area docrcasod

DDI.3 Intelli
gence Reports
jbeis air opera
tions in W. Ahrica
and Mediterranean
(iJ-IB.IUl/63)

nd
.  Added to this

ostablislied policy/ of the- Gorr.ia'ns to conserve and
of theh'’ air force. The average
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The Italian, force in N,\^rxoa is estimated to have
maintained an at^rage of 30 — 35 single engine fighter
sorties per day T/ith a further 5 “ "10 long range Bomberj
reconnaissance and coastal combined.

During May there was an almost complete absence of
offensive soi-bies by African based dive bombers. Those
which did operate flew the majority of sorties on escort
duty for shipi^xng convoys off the Gyrenaican coast.
Fighter bomber sorties also, seem to have been almost
entirely suspended during May, though Me. 109*s showed a
steady increase in the number of soarbies tlxroughoiit the
period leading up to the offensive. The average number
of sorties \rere from 25 a day during the first week in
May to 45 during the tliird week — more than half on escort
duties and the. rest on defensive patrols , over Aicis aero—
dromeSo Fighter bomber operations which were frequent in
April, appear to have been almost entirely suspended during
the first three weeks of May, .

By the end of April it appeared that the Germans might
open an offensive in North Africa with the object of
captui'ing Tobruk and possibly advancing to the Egypt!
frontier. In this event the improvement in serviceability
and the supply position should enable adequate air support
to -be available in Africa and it was thought probable that
further support would be available at relatively short
range from long range bomber units based in Crete, as during
the^month the G,A,P, Operational Command in the Eastern
Mediterranean had been transferred from Greece to Crete,
and part of the long range bomber force was believed to be
operating from there. May brought further confirmation
of the signs evident at the end of April suggesting the
German intention of opening an offensive with the object
of capturing Trobruk, and shoii;ly before the offensive
began Field Marshal Kesselring, A,0,C,-in-C
moved his H.Q. from Sicily to N, Africa.

Qperatxons of A:^is Air Forces (24th February — 26th May)

.an

Mediterranean,• f

M,E,¥.I.S,
Voi. 7
Nos. 89 - 101

Throughout the period the main target for attack by the
G,A,F. ̂was Malta. On 10 February, Fliegerfulirer Afrika,
reporting^changes in his order of battle, had explained that
the new dispositions had been made necessary by Rommel's
advance, which liad put most of the air tinits out of range of
the battle area. However when the air forces had
completed their move, their main task, as ordered by
Kess^ring on 22 February, v/as not to give direct support to
the Army but to attack the enemy's air force and his
supplies by land and sea*, Fairly constant bomber opera
tions were carried out against Tobrulc, particularly in the
earlier months, and against rail communications, Fuka arul
G^but aerodromes, and objectives in the forward area,
lighters were active, grotind strafing and also operating
as figliter-bombers, and the Me. 109 was used on fighter,
fighter-bomber and recce, operations. The scale of
operations varied considerably according to the weather
particiilarly in mid-March, though considerable fighter and
reconnaissance activity was observed at the time of
ground reconnaissance in force tovirards Martuba. Attacks on
forvTard^ aerodromes, railway rolling stock and communications
were maintained on a fairly considerable scale, but tov/ards
the middle of April there was a marked decrease in dive
bomber operations and by the end of the month it
that the Germans had not

our

appeared
onemore than the eqixivalent of

G^ppe of Ju.87*s in operation in Libya, The Italian
Air Force was still being tised almost entirely in a
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defensive role, and on occasion a number of Maochi 202’s
were reported as forming part of the escort with Me,109*s in
a dive bomber attack on Tobruk,

Meanwhile German air transport was active, particvilarly
between-Orete and Cyrenaica, and continued to be so when
towards the end of the period there was a marked ii:iorease
in fighter sweeps and in reconnad-ssence activity over the
forii'irard ar-'ea, but an almost complete lull in bomber opera
tions.

During the final week before the opening of the
offensive on 26 May, there was a gradiial btdlding up of
enemy air effoi't against our communications and aerodromes
in the Western Desert culminating in a series of heavy
attacks on forvTard aerodromes in the Gambut area on the

ni^t of 26/27 May. In Cyrenaica the G.A.P, maintained
daily reconnaissance of our forward areas and aerodromes
and there was sme increase in fighter activity thougli
sandstorms hankered operations for 3 days during the week.
The Italian Air Force was building up its strength in
Cyrenaica: some of its recinforcements may have come from
Tripolitania, but it is probable that most of them arrived
from Italy,

G.A.F, aircraft operating from Greece and Crete were
mainly employed on offensive sea reconnaissances, land
reconnaissances and some attacks against land targets in
Libya, The outstanding feature of the first week of the
period 24 February — 3 March) was the recommencement of
attacks on the Suez Canal area after a lapse of nearly
4 months. This revival, however, was shortlived and it
seemed possible that by the end of March some bombers had
been temporar?J.y switched to Sicily to swell the attack
Malta,

though attacks were made on Alexandria on the night of the
7/8 April by 16 to 18 Ju,.88*s and He,Ill's,

on

By mid-April operations were still fizrther reduce

;  1 .■

d

From the 21 April activity of G.A.F, aircraft based
5n Greece and Crete showed a distinct increase, reinforced
by the arrival of further bomber units. Attacks were made

.  against Alexandria, railway centres in the Westera Desert
,  , and shipping in the Mediterranean, but these attacks

represented-only part of the force available and full scale
^  ■ operations only developed on 10/11 May in a series of air

attacks against British destroyers South of Crete,
air transport linle between Crete and Dema was also
active, but our efforts ,to intercept these flight
finally suooessfva on 12 May, when a number of Ju,52's were
shot down over the sea N,N,S, of Dema, and fighter protec
tion was subsequently provided.

The

very
s were

Scale of Effort Against Malta

Tl'ii’oughout March and all but the last two days in April,
^tensive operations were carried out against Malta to try
to elaminate the island either by reducing its operational
efficiency as an air base,: or by capturing it outriglit to
ease the supply position in Africa and to facilitate prepara
tions for a fvirther offensive. By the middle of March
average of 75 sorties per 24 hours v;as made against the
isl^d, and on 21 March over 300 sorties were made from
Sicily, It is possible that- On this day most Ju.88's made
at least two sorties and Me, 109's -three. During the few
days ending 21 March, one sin^e Gruppe of 30 Ju.88's is
believed to have made over lOO soirties,

an
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This effort was achieved, and a daiJy average of I50
sorties maintained, during the following week by the
following means

(i) The transfer to Sicily of a Ju,88 Gruppe (30 a/c)
from Greece and the assembly of a "scratch”
He,111 Staffel, the aircraft of which had
previously been employed on mixed transport duties
in the Mediterranean,

The transfer to Sicily of a Gruppe of dive bombers.

The use of landing grounds in Africa by four of
the Long Range bombers and Twin Engine filter
Tinits operating. Thus crowding of aerodromes in
Sicily and risk of damage to aircraft by our own
intruder raids was minimised.

(ii)

(iii)

Reports
(lUl/f53)

During the last few days of larch, partly due to bad
weather, the scale of attack was very much reduced,
tions in April, however, were on the heaviest scale that the
G,A,P, had yet brought to bear against any single objective
for so long a period.

Opera-

The attacking force consisted of
I80 I,E, long range bombers, and 30 I,E, dive bombers, out
of a total of 385 T«E, aircraift based in Sicily during the
month. These 210 aircraft are estimated to have maintained
an average daily effort of I30 sorties throughout the month,
reaching a peak figure of 325 sorties on 20 April, and
200 sorties on seven occasions. Both aircraft and crews must
frequently have made three sorties each per dayj in addi
tion very strong fighter protection was consistently provided
so that the average daily total effort over lilalta is believed
to have been about 200 aircraft per 24 hours,
effort fell away very markedly on 29/30 April and it
noticeable that towards the end of the month Italian bombers,
which had already put up spasmodic appearances, were beginn
ing to operate rather more regularly, though still in sma ~l 1
numbers. Our defences at Malta claimed to have destroyed
162 enemy aircraft during April, and 76 German and 3I Italian
aircraft during May, when the Island’s defences were
rexnforced by ̂ itfires, which acted as a deterrent against
continued attacks on a heavy scale.

over

The enemy
was

During the first 3 weeks in May the German long range
bomber effort amounted to not more than 10 - 15 sorties by
day, and after this operations seemed to have ceased
altogether except on 25 May,
dropped even more noticeably and ceased completely after
10 May, when 40 sorties were made.

The dive bomber effort

The Germans could no longer afford the casualties they
were incurring, or the continued employment of units
urgently needed for operations elsewhere - i,e, Russia and
possibly the eastern Mediterranean,
undoubtedly facilitated the reinforcement of the German forces
in Africa, by the neutralisation of the island
offensive base for operations against the enemy convoy
route, Tripoli and Naples. At the same time it may be an

Their offensive had

as an

Idem
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open question whether the heavy scale of air attack wholly
succeeded in fulfilling German intentions which may
aimed at bringing about the surrender of the island(fi;

ve

)  In a study prepared by the German Air Historical Branch (8th
Abteilung) dated 30 October it is stated ’That Malta
was not occupied was primarily due to the fact that the war

was being waged in conjunction with the Italians,  . The

Italian fleet, however, was not ready to join in the fight,
and the Italian parachute troops were not up to strength.
Through an air offensive alone, as was the case in Crete,
the conquest of J/ialta would have entailed very heavy German

losses and the Fuehrer therefore decided against it,’
(AHB.6 Translation No, VIl/ll),

NOTE; Since this narrative was written, more research has
shown that the Germans and Italians agreed in the early
months of 1942 to prepare a plan for the Invasion of Malta,
The operation was scheduled to take place in the early
summer, but it was not carried out at this time because
it was postponed until after Rommel’s sxmaner offensive in

North Africa, after which the opportunity did not arise
The air offensive against Malta was an interimagain,

measure designed to neutralise the island in order to safe

guard the Axis Supply route to North Africa, but as far as
is known, with no declared intention of inducing surrender.
The very success of this offensive was largely responsible
for the postponement of the invasion operation in favour
of Rommel’s offensive.
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SECTION 5

MALTA

General Situation

During the first four months of 1942 Malta underwent
Her value to the Allied Cause was

In January she was described as

many changes of fortune,
also variously assessed.

a 'thorn in the Axis side", in February, by the D/A.O.C.-in-C.,
.E., as "an expensive liability" and at the beginning of

March, by the Prime Minister, as "the dominant factor in the
Mediterranean", In March, too, Malta was placed under the
Command of Middle East, a change which probably should have
been made earlier.

At the ■ beginning of May Lord Gort replaced General Bobbie
as Governor and Commander-in-Chief.

The civilian population, despite their magnificent
natural air-raid shelters, underwent considerable hardship,
chiefly due to the shortage of food and other amenities, and
for a long time the threat of invasion hovered over the
Island.

Serviceman and civilian alike' eagerly av/aited the
arrival of the next convoy which would bring them so much of
what they needed - aircraft, guns, ammunition, fuel, flour -
and the mills Y^-herewith to grind it.

But JanuEiry passed -without relief and the convoy
promised for February failed to arrive, tvYo of the ships
being destroyed and the third disabled by air attack.
vYas not until the end of March that substantial supplies
reached the harbours of the Island when three merchant ships
limped into the Grand Harbour "to the cheers of the populac
(l) after a hazardous voyage from Alexandria.

It

e

Hov/ever,
these three ships, the Breconshire, the Pam-pas and the
Talabot were sunk within a few days of arrival vd.th virtually
all their cargo on board, the two former by bombing attacks,
and the latter, carrying ammunition, having to be scuttled
lest her cargo should explode. Out of the 26,000 tons
carried in the convoy no more than 5,000 v/ere safely landed.

The first four months of the year savY also the battle
for air supremacy over the Island, the. rise of enemy air
attacks to their highest 'peak and the subsequent turn of the
tide.

Probable Type of Attack on Malta

In a signal dated 6th January the Joint Intelligence
Committee reported on the likelihood, scale and method of
Axis attack on Malta.

The Island had long been a thorn in the Axis side,
interfered \Yith the Axis effort to remedy the situation in
Libya; it vYas a Naval and Air Base from which successful
raids on Italy, Sicily, Libya and Sea Communications
made; it was an important link in our Air reinforceanent
route to the Middle East,

be an urgent necessity for the enemy.

an

It

were

Its neutralisation must therefore

I

t,

i

I C.O.S. Pt.III
U»

*

I

)
(1) Report by H.M.S, Havock,

I
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The Joint Intelligence Coimittee did not consider there
would he any attempt-.to capture Malta, at any rate until the

enemy was convinced that neutralisation by air attack was not

likely to be successful.' ■ Their opinion v/as strengthened by
the fact that there was no evidence of the presence of

German troops in Southern Italy or Sicily, that the operation
would be far more formidable than the capture of Crete, and
that in spite of the heavy toll of Axis shipping taken
throughout 1941 by 'our Malta - based Naval and Air Forces no

■previous attempt at capture had been made. -

They assumed that the. scale of air'attack wotild increase
considera'bly with the arrival .of reinforcements in Sicily and
Southern Italy and they estimated the present and future
strengths of German Air Forces there as:-

14c all types (l)
285 all tytDe.s
550 all types

1st January
15 th JanuEU'y
1st-February

On 1st January the number of .Italian aircraft available
-T/as assessed at 320 (2) but it vras felt that these would
continue in their present role for reconnaissance, torpedo-
bombing and affording fighter cover for German bombers.

Although it would be possible, for the enemy to collect
from Germany 200 J.U. 52s (apd an .additional 100 if by that
date Libyan operations v/ere quiescent) there was no indication
of parachute troops in the Mediterranean area. In the same
w-ay, .200 gliders capable of carrying 10 men each could be
assembled in the area by 1st February, but here again there
was no indication of any such movement, .

Finally thei-e was no evidence of the accumulation of any
assault landing craft by the Axis any\Yhere in the
.Mediterranean, though by the time such a fleet could be
assarnbled the Germans would be able (subject to events in

-Russia) to mount a force of 1 Parachute Division, 1 Airborne
or Infantry Division and at least.2 Infantry Divisions.
Italian forces, on the other hand, could be made available
immediately.

The Joint -Intelligence Committee concluded therefore
from the evidence held that Combined operations on Malta were
improbable, at least for the time, . but that the scale of Air
Attack would be progressively intensified .and might reach a
peak by 1st-February.

(1) 1st Jan. 15th Jan. 1st Feb.
. 210 . .

V
Long Range Bombers
Bomber Recce.
Dive Bombers

Single Engine Fighters
Tv'-/in Engine Fighters
Coastal

30 90
Nil 15 50
Nil 6030

50 80 14-0
60 60 60

Nil 10 30

140 285 550

(2) Long Range Bombers
Dive Bombers
Single Engine Fighter
Recce
Coastal

110

5
85
30
90
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62497(M^.5)
6/1/42
C.O.S. Pt.III

However, the Chiefs of Staff telegraphed to the
Governor, ’It looks to us as if you are next on the list.
You have probably taken to heart the lessons learnt in

Crete but we are asking General Auchinleck to place at yoiu?
disposal officers who took part in the Defence of the
Island. (-I) We are examining the possibility of send
you via Egypt the supplies of which you are in urgent need

including small arms, anmunition and a few 2 pdr anti-tank
guns, also officers to bring your battalions up to strength.

5A

On 12 January the Chiefs of Staff signalled to the
C.-in-C. M.E.P.

No. 62721
C.O.S. Pt.III

'You should send to Malta in Convoy now loading A.A.
Regt. one Squadron Valentine Tanks and two British
Battalions in above order of priority.’8A

German Plans

The Joint Intelligence Committee was correct in
assuming in January 1942, that there would be no Axis attempt
to invade Malta in the iiYimediate future, but, largely owing
to Field Marshal Kesselring, it v/as in the early months of
this year that the Germans consented to consider plans for
a combined landing operation on the island.

1941, Kesselring had become Coinmander-in-Chief South, in
command of Luftflotte II, with the task of supporting
Rommel’s aray, and, more particularly, to reorganise the
supply services which v/ere in a bad state 'owing to
British sea and air supremacy in the Mediterranean',
saw at once that the most effective means of achieving this
T/as to occupy Malta, but his first proposals, based on
theoretical considerations, were rejected,
concentrated his forces on the neutralisation of Malta by
air attack, with considerable success, but meanv/hile
practical experience caused him to renew his proposal and
in fact to present it as a mininuin requirement,
converted Comando Supremo to his views, and, by the end of
February, had obtained permission for the consideration of
plans for a joint Italo-German.operation, for which a
cambined staff was set up at Comando Supremo.

In November

He

He therefore

He

AKB (6) Trans
VIl/104 Study by
Kesselring;
The far in the

Mediterranean, &
Adiiiiralty Ref.
G.H.S/5
Weichold: Axis

Naval Policy &
Ops. in the
Me d i te rr ane an

There was still considerable opposition in the German
High Command, partly because the project was compared
mth the invasion of Crete, vdiere severe losses were
sustained, and partly because of a strong dislike' of
committing more than the minimum number of German troops
to the Italian theatre of war which was considered of

secondary importance. However, planning had been
initiated, and it vms even agreed that the invasion of
i'/Ialta should take precedence over Rommel's offensive
in North Africa, which ■was scheduled to take place in the
suiimer. It vhLll be seen in a later chapter how the
British efforts to outpace the German reinforcing operations
in the Western Desert, together with Kesselring's
successful air offensive against Malta, cambined to upset
these plans and led eventually to the abandoning of the
project.

(1) This offer was declined as two New Zealand offic
ex-Crete were already in Malta.
AOC/65 (46) 3A.

ers

AQA 0078 10/1/42
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Naval Personnel for E.A.P. Squadrons

c«c« c«o*s«

Pt. Ill
In order to meet the necessity for a General

Reconnaissance and Strilcing force Squadron for controlling
sea communications the Admiralty agreed (telegram No. 59
25 January 1942) to lend twenty trained Naval observers
to the Royal Air Force.

12A

The A.O.C.-in-C,, would thus be enabled to e:cpand the

half general reconnaissance Squadron at present in Malta to

a full squadron and to convert one existing light bomber
squadron to general reconnaissance using trained Naval
observers and Baltimore aircraft as soon as available.

By this means tliree General reconnaissance Squadrons
would be available until such time as. the squadron foi'.aed

in the United Kingdom should arrive.

Meanvirhile the Middle East Defence Committee and the

Governor of Malta continued to press the Chiefs of Staff

for reinforcements and stipplies.

Alleged Staleness of Fighter Pilots

As the result of a signal to C.A.S. from A.O.C. Malta,
stating that his fighter pilots ivere groT/ing stale through
inadequate reliefs, the C..1.S. sent .a telegram (A.X.45
6 February) to the A.O.C.-in-C. asking that A.H.Q,
Middle East should make a supreme effort ‘to keep Malta
fresh, aaaticipate their wants and press us (Air Ministry) to
provide them.*

To which the A.O.C.-in-C., replied (telegram A.66O
6 February) that he v^as enquiring from the A.O.C. Malta the
circumstances vdiich led him to send his signal.
D/A.O.C.-in-C. had made a special point of enquiring into
the state of Malta fighter pilots on his way through a month

ago and the A.O.C. Malta had then considered the position
satisfactory,
thought the time had come for the R.A.F. in Malta to be

placed under H.Q. M.E. for all administration,
he had already insisted that the A.O.C. Malta should send

him certain administrative returns and reports it was

difficult to keep fully in the picture unless all administra
tion was done from H.Q. M.E.

That the

The A.O.C.-in-C. ¥\rent on to say that he

Although

A.0.C./22
3IIA

A.O.C./22
312A

With this the C.A.S. agreed in a telegram AZ.132 dated
19 February, and said that an official decision vrould be
communicated later. (”')

A.O.C./22
328A

Urgency of Need for Air Reinforcements

On 18th February the Governor signalled that the non
arrival of a recent convoy had accentuated an already
unsatisfactory supply situation,
last till the end of June, but Kerosene, Coal, M.T. petrol,
submarine Diesel and Furnace oil would not last so long.
On 19 February the Defence Committee had before them a

memorandun by the Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean drai/Ting
attention to the seriousness of the situation in Malta and

Stocks generally vrouldA.Q.A. O/62
18/2
C.O.S. Pt.III

35A

(1) The official decision was communicated to the A.O.C.
Malta in a signal mldeast 0/70408 which placed R.A.F.
Malta -under full control of H.C, R.A.F. M.E. w.e.f.

001 hours, 11 March, 1942.
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a memorandum (0 by the Deputy A.O.G.-in-Chief giving a
short history of the problem and an outline of the arrangements
■which wrere in hand to inprove the air situation.

Ibid
68a

The Committee vfere impressed vd-th 'the gravity of the
immediate situation and in particular vdth the same for
increasing the Fighter strength in the island at the
earliest possible moment.

Air Marshal Drui-mond said that it v\ras proposed eventually
to build up the Fighter Force to strength of six fighter
squadrons, but for the present and only as a palliative, it
was ho'ped to fly in from carriers some fifteen or sixteen
Spitfires,
Malta -with Hurricanes from elsev/here in the Mediterranean
Command, ownig to recent diversions to the Par East,
any case, the basing of fm-ther fighter squadrons in Malta
vTould mean the reduction of the Air Striking Force in the
Island.

It ■was impracticable at the moment to reinforce

In

Mediterranean, suggested that the Chiefs
of Staff might be prepared to repeat the Carrier operation if ^
they ■were asked to do so.
the Defence Coirm'dttee telegraphed to the Chiefs of Staff
on the same day:-

The C.-in-C •)

As a result of this meeting

(i) 'We are seriously concerned at Air situation in
Malta,

mind but should be grateful foi' any measures
you can possibly take to aug;rient and accelerate
arrival of reinforcements of fi.ghter aircraft. '

We realise you have this very much incs/745 19/2/42
C.O.S, Pt.III
30A

(ii) Would it be possible to repeat operations
"QUARTER" and "SPOTTER" if"first attempt is
successful,
to the C.-in-C.

The C.I.C.S. also sent a signal

7192(M. 0.5)
20/2
C.O.S. ot. Ill

'Will you ensure that the Defence CoiTmittee when considering
effect on the Middle East situation of the newly ordered
moves of formations takes iiito accomt the effect on Malta

and on the possibilities of sending Convoys -there with
supplies and reinforcements. '

36A

0) See Appendix XP/.
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Problem of Interrupting A^cis Supplies to N. Africa

Meanwhile, enemy air attacks in Malta had done
.  considerable damage particulsirly to aerodromes and aircraft-

on the ground, and on 26th February the D/A.0,C,-in-G. was ;
prompted to telegraph to the C.A.S, that We could no longer
count on Malta as a practicable base for the operation of an

air striking force of any size. He had therefore reduced
.'Malta' -s Wellington strength to lA and was withdrawing all
the Ble.nheims, He remarked that the C-in-C. Mediterranean

v/as also oormsidering whether he could continue to use Malta

as a base for striking forces, while the army v/as faced ' • ;
with the fact that v/e could not hope to continue to interrupt

supplies to Tripolitania until v/e were again able to operate
from Western Cyrenaica. Recent diversions, and fighter
commitments in the Western Desert precluded the possibility
of -sending further fighter squadrons to Malta until the

fighter aircraft position improved materially.

A. 570
26/2 ■ ■<

A.0.C./2
332A

The D/A.O,C,-in-G. hoped that this would be in about
He vTOuld continue to operate theone month

G- . Squadron, the tliree or four A.3.V. V/ellingtons, and oi.ir
12 Wellingtons for mining and bombing Tripoli Harbour and
toriDodo v/ork as long as there were any aircraft left.

time.
Ibid

As things stood the only other way we could contribute
towards interrupting supplies into Tripoli vrould be by long-
range bomber and for this we needed Liberators urgently.
The D/A.O.C.-in-C. requested that everything should be done
to accelerate the supply of these. -He would also like
U-.S.A. Liberator squadrons as well and would be able to
service iwfo squadrons pending the arrival of U.S.A.
Maintenance jje^rsonnel, . .. . ..

Ibid

26/2

To this 'the C.A.S. replied (.W.X.886 dated 27th February)
that he fully agree.d.as to the necessity of limiting our
strikin.g forces in Malta and suggested that Malta's
requi-reraents should be met 'by flying in Hurricanes from

periiaents were being cerried out with fitting'Tobruk,
extra tanks' to Wellington I.Cs which v/ould give them a total
of 1,215 Gallons of fuel, thus enabling them to fly direct
to Mersa Matrixh. :

He regretted that no. Liberators were'likely to be ready
for despatch before April and the despatch of the 26 ear
marked for the Middle East v,-as unlikely to be completed
before June,. . ■ / .

With regard to the American Squadrons 'asked for by the'
;  D/A,0,C,-in-C. the C.A.S. said tliat efforts were Toeing madd

to reach agreement with V/ashington as to broad allocations of
air escort betvreen. ourselves and the Americans in all theatres,
but he could hold out little hope of siny Americ.an Liberator
squadrons being sent to the Middle East in the netir future as

. .India. - and Burma would probably . have the fii-st claim.

Importance of Relieving Malta.

On 21st February the Commanders-in-Ghief telegraphed
details of the personnel and equipnent which reached Malta in
the three ships which survived out of the seven forming the
January and February'convoys. They ooncluded:- "It appears
useless to try to pass in a convoy until the air situation in
Malta has been restored and the military sitiiation in
Cyrenaica improved, Recoirmend policy of reinforcement of
Malta to be reconsidered."

0/6L34-7 21/2.
C.O.S. Ft .III
37A
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The.Chiefs■of Staff, referring to the Governor of Malta's
signal of 18th Februarj^, replied:- "Our ability to sustain
Malta during coming months iangely depends on regaining use ■■ ■
of aerodromes in North West Cyrenaica, Problem is being

■  ■ -examined here and full appreciation will follo\7 shortly."

The views of the Chiefs of Staff were set out in a
telegram to IvUddle East and Malta (73286 dated 2yth February,
1942). They considered that the most' drastic steps v/ere

•  justifiable to sustain Malta. Apart fraa its value as an
air staging point and as a base for impeding the enemy's
supply route to North Africa it v/as at vrorst of great
importance to the war effort as a whole for containing enemy
air forces during critical months. They expressed their
agreement with the Defence Committee's Signal C.S. 747 dated
20th February, but ?rere convinced that we must aim to be so
placed in Cyrenaica by the April dark period as to be able to

•  pass a substantial convoy to Malta. In the meantime every
effort must be made to keep stocks at least at their present
level.

No. 72810
(M.P.5')
C.Ops. Pt.III
39A

C.O.S. Pt.III

They recommended a further attempt to" pass a convoy in
the March dark period; the assembling of a substantial
convoy for despatch at the first favourable opportunity and
running a cruiser \vith supplies on a regular fast service to
Malta. ■

Certain unorthodox methods were meamvhile being
considered by the Admiralty.

The C.-in-C. Med. felt that the COmmariiers-in-Chief
C.O.S. Pt.III should send a short telegrrua in reply to the Chiefs of Staff

agreeing v/ith than that to sustain Malta much depended on our
ability to regain the use of the V/estern Cjrenaican aero
dromes, but at the same time pointing out that it was
essential that Malta should be able to protect and receive

He felt that Malta should be able toincoming convoys,

45A

operate reconnaissance and striking forces and to provide
fighter cover over the last fifty miles into the island.

It was agreed, hovrever, ' that the sense of the C.-in-C,
Mediterranean's suggestion should be incorporated in the
C.-in-C, M.E.F's reply to the Chiefs of Staff s signal which
was then being v/orked out by the Joint Planning Staff,

In the reply, sent to the Chiefs of Staff on Z|-th March,
the Commander-in-Chief considered that a limited offensive to
recapture Derna would give slight assistance to convoy
protection, but would not meet the Chiefs of Staffs'
requirement "to be so--placed in Gyrenaica that we can pass
substantial convoy to Malta". , The j^roblem of the possible
timing of a major offensive to receipture Benghazi was being
urgently re-examined.

CJP/68635
C.O.S. Pt.III
5U

They pointed out, however, that the re-occupation of
Cyrenaica was not a complete anstrer to the problem of supply
to Malta. Fighter protection during the reception and
unloading of convoys was needed and other aircraft must be
able to operate against enemy surfa.ce forces.

On the other hand, the scale of air attack which the' 
'

enemy could produce from Sicily might make it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for Malta to play its part,
however much the defences of the island were strengthened.
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A convoy was being prepared to sail during the March
dark period and it was probable that this and the convoy
during the April dark period would have to sail under the

present conditions of risk. The lack of fast merchant ships
was a serious handicap, since the difference in the prospects
of success with a .I7 knot as opposed to a I4 knot ship was

. out of all proportion to their difference in speed.

The possibility of using a cruiser on a regular run was

being examined but there were many serious drawbacks, the
chief being that the amount a cruiser could carry was so
small as to "make the game hardly worth the candle." It v/as
estimated that one trip by the Breconshire v/as the equivalent
of at least ten by H.M.S, Aurora,

Meanwhile, on 27th Pebruarj'-, in a somewhat gloomy siX'

page reviev/ of the situation to the Prime Minister, the
Commander-in-Chief M.E,F, had dismissed Malta in three and

a half lines:-

c.s. 773
27/2
C.O,S, Pt.III

49A .

"Critical nature Malta maintenance situation thoroughly
I fully realise need for recoveringunderstood here,

landing grounds in Cyrenaica as soon as possible irrespective
of desirability resumption offensive on v/ider grounds,"

73968 M.0,I,
5/3/42

The Prime Minister expressed himself as "greatly
disturbed" by the C.-in-C'.s via? of the situation, ^  The
dominant factor, he said, in the Mediterranean and Middle
East situation at the present vas Malta. If we did not

succeed in running in a substantial convoy by May the
situation would be critical. He pointed out that the lo

C.O.S. Pt.III

50A

ss,
of Malta or even its effective neutralisation would mean that

the Axis would be able to reinforce Libya almost without
hindrance, while supplies of aircraft to the Middle East
would also.be seriously affected,
attempt to drive the Germans out of Cyrenaica in the next
few v/eeks was imperative for the survival of Malta apart from
other considerations,
reconsider the matter iirgently .and telegraph his views.

He considered that an

He requested the C.-in-C. to

GJP/69101 5/3
C.O.S, Pt.III ■

The Commanders-in-Chief replied on the 5th March that
they considered that the point at issue was wider than that
developed in the Prime Minister's telegram,
confined to the question of v/hether or not we could retain
Malta but v/hether or not in the effort to save the island by
a premature offensive we might jeopardise our whole position
in the itiddle East,

It was not60A

The Commanders-in-Chief proposed, therefore, that for the
present and until we could regain Western Cyrenaica, we should
continue running convoys in the hope of getting a proportion
of ships through, and ,employ all possible shifts and devices

to pass in supplied,

Mearavhile steps were being taken by the Governor to
conscript civilian labour for repair vrark on airfieids, (l)

HE/I67
dated 21/3/42
A.O,C./65
27A .

' Reply to Prime Minister's Questionnaire

The first point raised in; the Prime Minister's
questionnaire which was brought to the Middle East tov/ards

the end of March by the V.G.I.S. concerned Malta.

(1) See Api)ondi2: I?/ ■
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He asked v/hat constructive measures were proposed for

maintaining'Malta if an early offensive in the Western Desert

were not to take place.

D.C. Et.II

72A

The V.G.I.G.S. after discussion with the Commanders-in-

.Chief replied that, apart from possible offensive operations,
•a convoy y/as sailing during the present dark period.
This would carry tv/o months' maintenance stocks for both the

civil and military popiulations (with the exception of oil
fuel). A further convoy would be sailed during the dark

period in April.(2)

Ibid

73 A
cs/849
22/3/42

He v/as of the opinion that sending stores in convoys
v/as the oply possible method of passing in large quantities.
The amount a cruiser could carry, even if fuel and

■ ainraunition in Malta yyere available, v/as negligible.
• of fast ships Viras a great handi-cap but all risks yrere being
accepted in attempts, to pass the convoys through. 

’

LaCk

Malta's Urgent Requirements

On 28th March the Chiefs of Staff requested the
Governor of Malta to send details of the present position
in the light of v/hat they had been able to salvage from the

last convoy.

This the Governor did in a signal dated 51st March,
following it up with a further signal on 1st April:-

7898 4 28/3
C.6.S. Pt.III
88A

C.O.S, Pt.III

93A

he/340 31/3

C.O.S. Pt.III

94A 1/4/42
Prom our recent experience tv/o ■ things emerge: -

Firstly the need of a really strong fighter force here
without vifhioh v/c can have little hope of protecting ships

This is a paramount necessity and needsin our Harbours,

to be met vithout delay. ̂ We must control the skies over

Malta.

Secondly, although our monthly requirements are so
great as to need heavy surface ships to carry them yet these
must be supplemented by other jpossible means. Cannot large
nurabers of transport aircraft be detailed for the purpose.
The curaulative result would be considerable."

Three days later (4th April) the Admiralty v/as
signalling the C.-in-C . Mediterranean; - "It v/ill not be

possible to run a further-convoy'into Malta either from

East or West until Malta has been heavily reinforced by

Spitfires. Steps are now being prepared to reinforce
Malta vdth Spitfires about third week in April."

No. Pile, 564
4/4/42
C.O.S,. Pt.III
lOlA

Further Request for Heavy Bombers

On 15th April in a telegram to the Chiefs of Staff the

Coirniiander-iri-Chief pressed urgently for the early despatch
of a strong heavy bomber force to the Middle East:-

C.O.S, Pt.III
115A

c.cy2i 15A/1^
"Malta is only able to survive enemy air attacks v/ith

difficulty and is ineffective as an offensive base,
bomber force could attack the Sicilian aerodromes and thus

supplement the island defences which by themselves are

unlikely to bo able to save Malta. In addition heavy

This

Opieration M.G.1. (see page 109)
In the event, no convoy sailed in Ax^ril

1,
2
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boiiiber attacks oh the eneniy* s North African and Southern
Italian ports may enable us to keep his North African
reinforcements v/ithin reasonable limits. These are
the two primary tasks as far as the Mediterranean situation
is concerned."

No. OZ.35
17/V42
C.O.S. Pt.III
128a

The Chiefs of Staff replied that the need in the
Middle East for a heavy bomber strildLng force was only too
well realised by them and that every means of accolcrating
its formation had been carefully considered. Tlioy had*
hoped to send one Liberator Squadron in May and another in
July but these would now have to bo diverted to India in

viev; of the critical situation there,
the first Liberator Squadron for the Middle East would .  .
have to be delayed until late in the year.

They hoped hcuTever that certain mechanical faults in

Halifaxes would soon be overcome and that they would be
fit for Operation outside the United Kingdom in two or.

.  . three months.

The formation of

Difficulties against Running an Early Convoy

.  The decision not to attempt to run a convoy to Malta
from G-ibraltar in May ovdng to the risk of damage to capital
ships prompted the Governor to restate the grave situation
in the island.

OZ .ai8/V42
C.O.S. Pt.III

138A
C.O.S. UP 1828

20/h/ly2
He urged that if one accepted the Navy's estimate of 

■

50^4of ships in convoy it -was vitally necessary to run a
convoy from the West as well as the one expected from the *
East.

C.O.S. Pt. Ill
lUA

He pointed out, moreover, that not only was it
necessary for the ships -to reach the vicinity of Malta,
they had to enter the haorbour and be unloaded and their ■ '

cr>rgoes had then to be safely dispersed,

lie continued:-

tti

We must secinre and retain local air supieriority,
needs are more Spitfires in addition to those already
arranged for. Yhatever pla.ns are made will fa.il unle

Our

ss we
are adequately reinforced with modern Pigliters. The
primary need is Spitfires and more Spitfires. They must •
not arrive in driblets but in really big quantities without
long intervals between consignments. At all costs, we must
avoid the daiiger of our Fighter Force being worn dovm before
the convoys arrive so that it will not be strong enough to
protect it oh arrival."

The Chiefs of Staff's reply to the Governor (telegram
C.O.S. (M.E.) 260 dated 2yrd April) contained but cold '  ’ '
comfort: .

"Having regard to general v/orld situation and our
imraedinte Naval commitraents in other theatres, the passage
of a convoy to Malta in May whether from the West or East
presents insurmountable difficulties."

C.O.S. Pt.IV

153A

"All that we can do in the immediate future is:-

(a) To fl3'' in a._ further big batch of Spitfires from
WASP during the early part of May.
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(b) To send in A.A. anmunition by fast iTiinesvreeper
and possibly submarine from the West.

You must hold out with the above slight relief until
mid-June.”

This decision was elabora.ted in a further telegram,

(C.O.S.M.E.) 261 dated 26th April, addressed to the
Commander-in-Chief, Middle East,

G.O.S., Pt. IV

157A

Finrther Requests for Assistance

and aeriaJThe heavy air attacks on Ma.lta continued,
photographs revealed work going on ne;ar C-erbind. and Catania
aerodromes in Sicily which were interpreted as possible
glider strips, (l)

H.E. 901
30A
C.O.S. Pt.IV

172

The Governor of Malta in a telegram to the Chiefs of
Staff dated pOth April'pressed for sustained and heavy
bomber attacks on the aerodromes in Sicily:-

H.E. 900
C.O.S. Pt.IV

173

"The continued and unabated air o.ttacks against Malta
malce it clear that something more is nbeded thou the arrival

of Spitfires, In order that they may operate successfully
v/hen here and Welshman be protected on arrival, the ground .
must be prepared for them by reducing the enemy's offensive
pov/ers." - . .

He considered that the urgency of the matter called
for the most drastic action and urged, tha.t since long-. .
range bombers suitable for the task were not available in

the Middle East, the camnltiiient should be undertaken by
Air Forces from England,

H.E. 900

Wk/ia
C.O.S. Pt.IV

173

This vras not, however, acceptable to the Chiefs of
Staff and the Middle East Defence Gomr.Qittee telegrai^hed

that they appreciated the difficulties attendant on such

an operation but asked that the j)Ossibilities of some
American Heavy Bombers being sent direct might be studied.

G.C./39
6/5A^
C.O.S. Pt.IV

194

On 1st'May, the Governor again telegraphed to the
Chiefs of Staff that there were indications that the enemy

v/ere preparing for some really big effort in the near future.
There had been a short comparative lull which suggested
that the Germans were resting their crews and crurying out

an intensive reconditioning of their aircraft possibly vfith

a viev/ to a,n airborne invasion, ^

This strengthened the Governor's conviction that heavy
bombing of the Sicilian aerodromes v/as extremely urgent.

HE/919
1/5/42

C.O.S. Pt.IV 175‘

/-V

The Chiefs of Staff replied that there was as j^et no

evidence pointing to either a sea or- airborne invasion of
the island. On the contrary they had reliable informati

C.O.S. (ivtE) 262
2/5/42 on

C.O.S. Pt. IV 180 tha.t one enemy Bomber Group) and one Fighter Group ivere being
T/ithdravm fram Sicily,

(1) Air Ministry did not agree with this view and signalled the

Governor of Malta on 1st May,
strips near Gerbi.ni and Catania would be gliders,
have no evidence of likelihood of airborne invasion of

Malta in near future,"

'Thought unlikely that
We
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c.o.s. pt. rv On the following dny in a further signal (C.0.3,(M.E.)
263) the Chiefs of Staff told the Governor in the sense
of their signal (l) to the Commanders-in-Chief that they
regretted that the use of four-engined bombers to atta.ck
Sicilian aerodromes v/as impracticable.

182

Unnumbered

l/5/^^2
G.O.S. Pt.IV

The Vice Admiral, Malta, agreed with the Governor's
views in an urgently worded signal to the Commander-in-
Chief, Mediterranean,

183
He called for

in the future,"
a greater effort and greater foresight

"The lesson of the past is that our present parlous
condition here both at sea and in the air has largely
arisen from Air Reinforcements being sent too late, at
too long intervals, and in too few numbers.

"Invasion possibly at not very distant date tlnrea-tens
us, our resources go on being destroyed day by day,
it is still accepted that Malta is the key to Central
Mediterranean cannot something really big be done quickly
not just to check temporarily its further deteriora.tion as

a Base but to restore and then keep its Opera.tional poYrer.
The help must come from Home and Gov. Malta's HE/9OO of
30th indicated how immediate aid might initially be given.

If

To which the Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean replied
that he concurred with V.A.M's views and that he had never

ceased to stress the importance of Malta and the obvious
need of reinforcements from home.

Once more the Governor of Malta (now Lord Gort)
appealed for more Spitfires, particuloj'ly for a large
number of them to arrive at least 24 hours before the

arrival of the next convoy, v/hioh might need fighter cover

for as long as 14 days dur-ing the process of unloading.
He considered also that success was bound up with striking
hard at Sicilian aerodromes and at enany NavaJ Forces
likely to attack the convoy on pa^ssage.

No.1252c"2

C.O.S. Pt.IV
185

HE/1200 15/5/42
C.O.S. Pt.IV 208

The Chiefs of Staff replied that they hoped to send
60 Spitfires and a number of Hurricanes before 9th June.

Convoy Planning Continues

CC/37
6/5/42
C.O.S. Pt.IV

end. 191

Planning for a further convoy v;as continued duriiig the
early part of May and the Middle East Defence Committee

strongly urged that in order to divide the enemy's strength
simulta,neous attemiDts should be made to run convoys from
each end of the Mediterranean.

Their vdev^s on the runni.ng of one or more convoys v/ere
expressed in a detailed telegram to the Chiefs of Staff.

In the event, no convoys were able to be run in
April or May, and except for a few special cargoes which

arrived in Malta in submarines and the minelayer Welslnman.
the fortress had to wait until the middle of June and

Operation "Harpoon" for the next attempt to supply it
on a large sca.le.

(1) No.235 da.ted Ijth April, 1942.
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SECTION 6

THE NORTHERN FRONT

The Problem of Aid to Turkey

The threat to our Northern Front, although in the
event it did.not materialize, was a’very real one, and'it '
reached its most critical point during the period under •

review when, in the latter half of-May, the enemy launched'
almost simultaneous offensives in Cyrenaica and Russia,

Turkey’s attitude in the event of a German invasion
"being unknown, the prohlem of how best to give her aid had
been periodically under consideration, and at the end of
November, 1941 the Middle East Defence Committee came to
the conclusion that the poverty and vulnerability of
Turkish communications militated against the possibility of
assisting her with land forces of any considerable size.

Yfith this in mind, and in vievf of the fact that
considerable progress had been made in the construction of
aerodromes, the Middle East Defence Committee recommended
in a telegram to the Prime Minister that in dealing with the
Turks, we should stress the effort we proposed to exert in
the air rather than make promises, perhaps impossible of
fulfilment, of supplying substantial assistance by land.

Early Planning

-At the end of December, G.H.Q,, M.E.P. Operation
Instruction No. lOy laid down the policy governing our
action in the event of a German attack through Turkey,

In the event of Turkey resisting such an attack we were
:  :to send an air striking force (twenty four squadrons and

ancillary Units) (l) protected by a land force, into
Anatolia, simultaneously reconnoitring, and if possible
starting v/ork on, defensive positions on the general line
Arghana - Maden - Malatya - Marash - The Taurus.

Should, however, Turkey submit, the -general plan was to
meet the enemy in the vicinity of the Syro - Turkish frontier
on ground of our own choosing and if congpclled by markedly
superior forces to do so, to fight a- defensive - offensive
battle on positions then being prepared in Southern Syria,
Palestine and Transjordarda.

Furthermore, the possibility of a Russian collapse and
enemy attack through the Caucasus .into Northern Persia

defensive plans had also
a possible simultaneous two-prong

attack through Anatolia and the Caucasus.

La.ter in the period plans were made to deal with the
situation in the less likely contingency of Turkey throwing
in her lot with the Axis,

_At the end of December, 1941, the Middle East Defence
Coimittee in a telegram to the Minister of Defence and
Chiefs of Staff had estimated their minimum security -
requirem.ents in the Middle East (including Iraq and Iran)
as at the 1st April, 19Z^2. '' '

an

had to be kept constantly in mind;
to be prepared against

Auchinleck

Despatch
Appendix 7
Dated

30th Nov. 41.

A.0.C/73

DC. Pt.I

end. 34A.

(1) - A further two squadrons were later added at the request of
the Turks. - (53319.pt. II 5A) .
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It was estimated that the Air Forces, taking into
a.ccount their permanent commitments in Egypt, Libya, Malta,
Aden, Palestine and Syria v/ould be 20 Squadrons short for
the Northern Front, (l)

However, possible unforeseen diversions could not be
.  - estimated, and the situation was again reviev/ed in this

li^t in a telegram dated 30th January.

This telegram pointed out that the original plan had
.been to fi^t-forward on the general line Hamadan  - Mosul

Syro Turkish frontier, advancing into Anatolia if
circumstances permitted.
Par East, however, made it quite clear that forces to carry
out that plan would not be available if the Germans
attacked at the begirming of April,: and furthermore, that
unless current forecasts of land and air reinforcements

were substantially Improved we should not be in a position
to do so even-if the attack v/ere delayed until mid May.

Previous diversions to the

DC. Pt.II

encl, 63A.

In those circumstances, if the. attack should materialize,
our only course would be to fall back on our defences in the

resr in Persia, Central Iraq, and South Syria, and to fight a
defensive battle, ,.

Ibid

The implication of this would be:-

(a) That all air bases and landing grounds north of
that line would have to be abandoned, thus
exposing olut bases in Egypt and the Persian Gulf
to a serious scale of attack.

(b) That, unless necessary reinforcements were made
immediately available from home we might have to
abandon all idea of supporting the Turks ov/ing to
a deficiency in Air Forces and A.A. defences-.
The essential minimum for the Air Forces was the

26 Squadrons of V£irious types which were laid doy/n
., in the current plan,-

It was further felt that even if the threat to the

N. Front-diminished-or .v/as greatly deferred some of these
reinforcements would still be needed if the invasion of

Tunisia was to be undertaken in conjunction with the
Americans’,

The Commander-in-Chief' s .-Meeting in Haifa

The main factors affecting the Defence of the Northern
Front v/ere recapitulated by the Coramander-in-Chief to the

general officer, commanding the 9th and 10th Armies
(General Sir HJi, Wilson and Lieutenant General E.P, Quinan)
at a meeting in Haifa on 22nd end. 2yrd January, 194-2:

(a) Oior object v/as to .protect our bases in the Suez
.' Canal Area and the Persian Gulf and the oil

installations in Southern Persia,

. . (b) - That the main enemy threat to these areas would
be by - air from aerodromes in' Northern Syria and

.  -I^raq, •

(c) That oxir.-action y/ould depend upon the attitude of
*  Turkey,* and therefore plans nmst be prepared

vnLthout delay to meet the various situations which
mi^t arise.

(l) Details of the; estimated deficiency'' will be found at
Append! }[VI.'
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The C-in-C concluded that in the event of Turkish

submission, v/e should be comi^elled in the Spring and Summer,
ovmng to lack of resources, to fight a defensive battle in

the defended areas in Southern Syria, Iraq and South Vfestern
Persia,

battle-until the Autumn al-though the possibility of opposing
the enemy on the Northern frontiers-of Syria and Iraq at a
later date,must not be lost sight of.

The Con-mander-in-Chief instructed'Tenth Army to carry
out a reconnaissance of the Kasvin Area v/ith a view to

determining T/hether, \?ith incres.sed resources, it v/ould be
possible to hold the aerodrome -area South East of Kasvin
for a period of two or three months.

There could be no expectation of an offensive

The G-,0,C. Ninth Army stated that aerodromes and
satellites were being prepared in the Sabin.Biyar area to
enable fighter aircraft to supjport forces operating from
Palmyra,

Effect of Proposed Diversions

On 19th February the Goramander-in-Ghief informed the
Defence Conmxlttee that he had received a warning from the
Ghief of the Imperial General Staff that three and possibly
four of the divisions in the Middle East would shortly be
required for service elsev/here.

D.C, Pt.II

He explained that v/e nOw had to face the fact that the
defence of the Middle Eas.t for the next six months would have

Thisto be based on'a total of eight infantry divisions,
reduction altered the whole strategic conception of defence
in the comraand,.

After an adjournment the Gommittee approved the draft of
a telegram to be sent to the Prime Minister v/hich stated

-  ' what, in their 'opinion were--the-possibilities of the defence
of the Middle East.

They considered, (and the Chiefs of Staff had agreed)
that to give a reasonable chance of fighting the enemy on the
general line Kazvin - Hamadan - Mar din - Aleppo  - Gjqprus
Libyan Frontier, apart from armoured divisions, seventeen
inf-antry di'visions would be required. For more passive
defence in reajrv/ard areas Y/ith reduced forces holding the
■general line Perso-Iranian Frontier - Lesser Zab River -

Ana - Abu Kemal - Damascus - Baalbeck ~ Tripoli - Cyprus -
Libyan Frontier - tv/elve infantry divisions, apart from
amioured formations, would be necessary. These figLires v/ere
the rniniraum. In addition 5 brigade groups v/ere required for
internal security and other purposes’.

• . *

"When the three or four infantry divisions referred to in
the G.I.G.Ss telegrams v/ere v/ithdrawn it would leave the
Middle East (apart from armoured formations) with eight
divisions and five Brigade Groups,

They stressed the fact that Iraq, Syria, Palestine,
Egypt and the Sudan could in no v/ay be regarded as- stable • ahd
they pointed out that the effect on Turkey.of these' T/ith-' ‘
drav/als could not fail to be grave. ” '

They were forced to conclude,'-‘therefore, that although
they hoped to be able to hold their positions in North Africa
and possibly even to gain ground, they v/ould be unable to do
more than cause some delay to any enemy advance through Iraq
and Syria on the Persian Gulf and the Suez Caml,

Ibid
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Since the army would he compelled to withdrav/ to rear
ward positions, the enemy .Virould he, enabled to establish

■  Thisaerodromes near our bases and sea communications,

would greatly increase the scale of attack ari. would entail
a .corresponding and emulative increase in our ovm air

If, therefore, on account of. diversion to thecommitment.
Far East our air forces had not been built up to the
necessary minimm strength by the time the emergency arose,

situation in the Middle East vrould be furtherpur

jeopardised.

Unless, air .bases in Western Cyrenaica could be regained
could hardly hope to interfere effectively with the

passage of enemy reinforcements to Libya, particularly since
constant air attack had so much weakened the power of Malta,.

Indeed, the fate of Malta might 'depend on our regaining such
bases. ^ .

T/e

Ibid

Finally the Defence Committee urged that every measure
should be taken to assemble the necessary shipping for the

departure to the Middle East of at least four infantry
divisions without interferi3ng with the arrangements already
made for the despatch of air forces. . . ,

At the following meeting on 21st February the G.O.C,
circulated a draft of a.telegram which suggested that if the

shortage Of shipping ruled out the despatch to the M,E. of
large land forces, a possible solution mi^t be to send
large air forces, which, in the particular conditions of

terrain .obtaining in the Northern Fronts might succeed in

bringing an enemy advance to a complete standstill or at

least reduce it to negligible dimensions. He explained that

this v/as a tentative suggestion which had been put forward by
the General Staff.

DC, Pt.II

.  The D.A,0,C.-in-C. agreed to consider this suggestion
and it was decided to discuss the matter further at their

next meeting.

The A.O.C,-in-C. at the next-meeting on 25th February

pointed out that the proposed scheme vrould not really effect

any material economy in shipping. The number of ships
required to bring put an Air Force of the strength
contemplated wrould be very little different from the number

required for four infantry divisions. . Quite apart from

this however, he thought i.t was a mist alee to supxjose that

air forces could hold ground, even in the ideal conditions
of the Northern Front.

DC, Pt,II

On the other hand, there was much to be said for a
general strengthening of M.E, Air Forces as a measure of

compensation for the recent drastic reduction in land
forces, and he felt that the question v/as well worth further
examination on these lines.

Plans "SERAVd" and "OCTAVIUS

During the period under review two plans Y/ere made for

the concentration of a British Force in Turkey. Both plains
had as their intention.the provision of an Air Striking
Force Yvith protective land forces to aid the Turks in

Anatolia,-

H.Q. R.A.P.
M,E, 0,R,B,

(Appendices)
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Plan "Sprawl" of February, 1942, allo^ved for
26 Squadrons vdth an Initial Establishnent of 300 aircraft,
\4Lth 96 aircraft as Immediate Reserve as follows:- ■

No, and Type of Squadron ImmediateInitial

,  • Establishment Reserve

12 Short Range Fighter■
Squadrons

60 Aircraft192 Aircraft

1 Long Range Fighter
Squadron

■  16 ■  5

6 Light Bomber Squadrons 96 30

2 Medium Bomber Squadrons

3 Army Co-operation
Squadrons

32 10

36 12

1 General Reconnaissance
(Landplane) Squadron

1 Torpedo-Bomber Squadron

Total 26 Squadrons

16 .  11 5

12 4

96 Aircraft300 Aircraft

The protective land forces vrere laid down as:-

H.Q. one Infantry Division.

Foior Infantry Brigade Groups,

Seventeen H.A.A. Batteries (136 guns)

Nineteen L.A.A. Batteries (228 guns)

Force troops.

The role of the Air Striking Force was to gain and
maintain air superiority; to assist in the Defence of
Thrace and Western Anatolia, to support Turld.sh forces
resisting an enemy advance in Eastern Anatolia or repelling
enemy seaborne attacks; to assist in the Defence of Anlcara;
to attack strategical objectives in S.E. Europe and to
protect the ports of Iskanderun and Mersin.

Ibid

The role of the Army component of the force was to
provide A.A. protection for our aerodromes, to provide
protection against airborne attack on our aerodromes and
installations and, if necessary to cover the withdrawal of
our air forces by holding the defiles leading to the
Anatolian plateau from the v/est,

Owiang to diversions and the thinness of our holding
forces in the Yfestern Desert this' plan had to be modified
considerably and in May was superseded by plan "Octavius".

This plan provided an Air Striking Force of only
10 Squadrons:-

4 Single Engine Fighter Squadrons

1 Tv/in Engine Fighter Squadron

1 Light Bomber Squadron

2 Medim Bomber Squadrons

2 Army Co-operation Sq-uadrons
nvi 6463/1(129)
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with a 'total of 180 aircraft Initial Estahlisliment and

43 aircraft Iimiediate Reserve.

The army Component was reduced hy one Infantry Brigade
Group, 14 H.A.A, Batteries, and 10 L.A.A. Batteries.

\Yith such reduced resources the role of the Air Striking
Force had also to he modified to assisting the Turkish forces

in the defence of Thrace and Western Anatolia; providing

support for Turkish forces resisting an enemy advance in
Eastern Anatolia or repelling an enemy seaborne attack, and

attacking strategical objectives in S.E, Eiorope.

Both plans laid dewm that the combined forces were to

be commanded by an Air Marshal.

In the event, due chiefly to the stiffness of the
Russian resistance, our forces were not called upon to
defend the Northern Front. However, the threat became
increasingly serious tliroughout the period and, its influonco
affected all immediate and futuire planning for the Middle

East Theatre of Operations,

i
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PART m

THE AXIS OPPMSIVE AT GAZATA AND THE BRlTTSff

RETREAT TO AIAMEDT *•« 26 MAI TO 30 JDNiB 19A2

g_THB SERIH& OPPEHSIVE

OonfHot of Strategic and Taotioal Oonsiderationa

PM

Sinoe the establishment of British and Axis defensive

positions in the Gasala area in Pehruary, both armies were
occupied in rebuilding their strength- for a renewal of
offensive activity, 33ie Tattle of sxipplies was the
preoccupation of the period, and the operations carried out
by the Air Force to hinder the' reinforcement of the enemy
have already been described.

Wider strategic considerations, however, ccmaplicated
the race for tactical superiority oh the desert battle field.
The key to the whole sitxiation in the Mediterranean was
Malta, The island fortress, lying oh the flank of the
Axis sea supply lines to North Africa, constituted a
permanent threat to the security of Ronmel^s Panzer Amy in
the Desert, Yet, if the air and naval forces based on Malta
were to maintain their operations against the Axis lines of
communication, they too had to be supplied, and Malta* s
isolated position made this a difficult task. By April 1942,
the situation on the island was in fact very serious.
After a four-months* onslau^t from the air, and after the
loss either at sea or in harbour of the bulk of the siapplies
carried by the March convoy, not only was the island
neutralised as an .offensive base but its very survival was
imperilledj unless reaimed and revictualled it could not
be e3jpected to hold out much longer. But with eneny air
forces based on Sicily and Sardinia, it was not possible to
pass a convqy from the west, and with the transfer, in
February, of tbe air bases in C^enaica from British to
Axis hands, it was no more possible to pass one from the
east. It seemed, in fact, that the fate of lyJalta depended
on the recapture of Qyrenaica,

It was this situation which led the Prime Minister
and the Chiefs of Staff in London to press for an early
offensive in the Desert; there were, on the other hand,
soimd tactical reasons for delay. As the Middle East
Defence Committee pointed out, ah offensive which failed
mi^t cause irretrievable damage, and while from a naval and
air point of view an early advance might be possible, the
reinforcement of the Amy with amaour was taking place very
slowly, so much so that it was even possible that Rommel
mi^t take the initiative before the British were'ready.
This argument was accepted by the Chiefs of Staff, and some
other solution to the problem of relieving Malta had to be
found. It was eventually decided to attempt to supply the
isl^d by sailing two convoys simultaneously throu^ the
Mediterranean, one from the east and one from the west.
By this means it was hoped to diminsh the risk to both
convoys by dividing the attention of the eneny between
them.

The An-?ed Plan of Campaign

The permanent and overriding obj*ect of the Allied
forces in North Africa was to secure the bases in Efeyp”fc anii
Palestine from attack. It was accepted that the best way
to achieve this object was to destroy the enemy in situ and

/  ~
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not to permit him to withdraw into Tripolitania where his
position would, hecome stronger as he fell hack further
towards his supply bases* However both amies had
prepared strong positions; the enemy* s depended chiefly on
consolidated defensive areas around Derna, Tmimi, Temrad and
Meohili) while the Allies had constructed wide ramifications
of minefields and defended posts on a line Gazala  - Hacheim*
In these oiroxanstanoes the Commander-in-Ohief decided that

the most likely method for inflicting a final defeat on the
enemy was to induce him to attack the Allies on their own

ground rather , than to assault his i^repared positions*
With this in view it was decided to advance on Benghazi, the
most inpocrtant and vulnerable link in tli® Axis line of

canmunicaticns, but to keep well to the south of the prepared
positions so as to force, the enemy to fi|^t at a distance
fr<mi his forward, resea^es* . . The advance was to be carried
out by stages, strong-points being established at each stage
to form pivots of manoeuvre for the armour* South of this
line of strong points and out of reach of the opposing
aimour, forward maintenance centres were to be formed* This
process was to continue until the enemy attacked, or the
Allies were in a position to cut his communications*

Msaiiwhile the.po^ibility of the' enemy anticipating
this offensive with his own Was never forgotten, and defen
sive: positions were developed and strengthened. In the
event of an enemy attack, the Army plan was to hold the
Gazala-Hacheim line ani if possible to defeat Rommel there.
If the Axis army overcame the resistance oh this forward
position and the Mlies were forced to withdraw as  a last
resort, the enemy* s further progress was to be resisted by
all the available air fc»7ces* It was decided not to con

tinue to hold Tobruk should the enemy be in a position to
A,H*B,/lU6/8 invest it effectively, but to evacuate it sifter the mayimiun
App *W* amount of demolition had been carried out,

advance was then to be stopped at the line Solium -
Maddaleim G-iarabub

H*Q.RJl,F. WD
Report

The Axis

• '

In. these circumstances the main areas of land fighting
were es^pepted to cover:

(a) The- foiwai^ defence positions from Gazala to
Hachedm,

(b) A temporary line defending Tobruk,

(c). A temporary line defending Gambut,

(d) The defensive positions on the J^gypt-Qyreiiaioa
frontier,.

Role of the Air Force in the Event of a Tfithdrawal

It was the intenti^' of the Air Officer Commanding to

dispose the air units so as to provide the maximum protection
and. support for the army, whilst at the same time maintaining
the air offensive^ and a detailed withdrawal plan was formed
covering the four likely phases of the'battle* It will be

shown how, in pursuance of this policy, the withdrawal of the
forward air units from airfields in the path of the enemy* s
advance was frequently dela^d until the last moment before

the approach of Axis forces, but that in this, owing to
inadequate arrangements by the Army for the protection of

airfields, on several occasions air units were in jeopardy
all night on airfields within easy marching distance of the
eneay* •

Ibid
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The plan for the disposition of the air force in the
four phases of the battle was roughly as follows:-

Phase One (Alpha) Forward Control - Gazala

Pieters
Li^t Bombers
Strat/Recce -

Forward Control -

Fighters -
Li^t Bombers -
Strat/Recce -

Phase Three (Gamma) Forward Control -
Filters -•
light Bombers «
Strat/feecce -

Phase Pour (Omega) Forward Control —
Filters -»
lagiht Bombers -
Strat/lRecce --

Phase Two (Beta)

Gambut

Baheira

]v.G, 121

Gambut

Sidi kzelz & L.G. 75
L.G. 07
L.G. 17

Sidi Azeiz

Sidi Azeiz & L.G. 75
L.G« 07
L.G. 17

L,G. 05

LoG.s 75 & 7(3
L,G. 07

L,G. 17

It was ejcpected that if certain circumstances arose, the time
interval between the Beta and Gamma stages might be very
short, in which case it might be necessary to eliminate,
where applicable, movement for the Gamma stage and complete
movement direct from the Beta to the Omega stage. An
important innovation was the organisation of the squadrons
at the operational landing-grotinds into *A* and *'B^ parties,
each of which could operate for a day or two without the
other. In the event of a withdrawal the p3an was that *A*
party should move back in advance of the rest of the squadron
which would continue to operate with <B’ party at the old
landing-ground. It would wait to move back until *A’ party
had arrived at the new landing-ground and was ready to
operate the squadron. In this way it was heped to maintain

A,0,C,—in—C,
Corres, with

P.M. S. of S
C.A.S. etc, Pt,

V A,H,B,/IU1/
183/27(e) Enel,
Wlkki- dc/awt/

12 July 1912

• »

19

the operational effort of all the sqxiadrons throughout a
retreat, the organisation was equally suitable for an advance.
From an administrative point of view, since units would be
withdrawing to established bases, there would be ample
supplies of aviation fuel, oil and ammunition available.

Enemy Intentions

Strategic Considerations

In the same way that the survival of I,fe.lta as an offen
sive operational base, and final victory in North Africa,
were the ccaiplementary elements of British strategy in the
Mediterranean, on the converse side the permanent neutralisa
tion of Malta was the sine qua non of an Axis victory in the
Desert, It is not within the scope of this narrative to
describe in detail the enemy’s realisation of the necessity .
of subduing Malta or the plans evolved to bring it about, H )
but it is useful to indicate the policy which influenced
was influenced by events in the Western Desert before and
during Rommel’s advance at Gazala,

or

(1 ) For details see A,H,B, Narrative, The Middle ]]h.st
Campaigns, Volume XI - Malta,
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!Ehe German Command had resimed interest in the

war in the Mediterranean late in 1 941, when the British
autumn offensive, Crusader, coupled with the continued
British sea and air sttpremacy in the Mediterranean, seemed
to threaten disaster to the Axis forces in that theatre.
To relieve the deteriorating situation in November 192f.1,
Field Marshal Kesselring Tra.s sent to Italy as C,-in-C, South,
in command of luftflotte 2, He ?i/as charged with two 3nain
taskst-

(a) To support Roimiel’s Army,

(b) To reorganise the supply services to North Africa
which were in a bad state ov;ing to the British
sea and air supremacy.

The position centred round the breakdown of the supply
services to Africa, the effects of which v/ere becoming
increasingly seriousj Malta had become a focal point both
as naval and air base, and Kesselring’s task of safeguarding
the supply routes by smashing these bases had top priority,

Kesselring quickly saw the need for finally crushing
Malta, but his early proposal for the occupation of the
island received no support and he concentrated on the task
of neutralising it by air attack. An offensive was built
up in the early months of 1942, but the main attack began
on 2 April, and by 10 May he considered his task to be com
pleted, Meanwhile the question' of invading Malta had again
arisen, and as early as February, the Fuehrer, agreeing that
the island must be captured, gave Kesselring permission to
draw up plans for an operation in co-operation with the

Italian Hi^ Command, In view of Rommel’s forthcoming
offensive in the Desert, the question arose as to which
should be undertaken first, and it was understood, with
Rommel’s cognisance, that the Malta project should precede
t?ae North African, as the latter, would not be ready to take
place until the end of the svtmmer. Fearing that considerable
German air forces would be withdrawn from the Mediterranean

in the near future, Kesselring and the German General in
Rome, von Rintelen, were in favour of an early attack on Malta,
Tire Italians however, and the German Nayy considered that
careful preparations for a large-scale landing could not be
complete before the end of July,
April that Mussolini agreed to the German plan,
appear that once he had made his decision the Duce acted

quickly, for on 21 April Malta’s air reconnaissance patrols
reported the construction of new airstrips, suitable for
gliders, close to the ralliivay in the Vale of Catania in
Sicily, This seemed to preface a threat of air invasion,
but although careful watch was kept from Malta no f\rrther
developments were discovered.

Preparations for the North African offensive were

effected more quickly than had been anticipated, and towards
the end of April the possibility of ccmmencing the advance
as early as May was considered. The points in favour
werej-

It was not until mid-

It would

Kesselring:
the Vifar in the

Mediterranean

A.H,B,(6)
Trans, VIl/104
& Yfeichold;

Axis Naval

Policy & Ops
in the

Mediterranean

R.242 Ref:

G.H.S./5

(a) The enemy was still weak, whereas Axis units
would probably be at full sbrengbh by late May,

By the autumn the enemy would probably have
brought up American tauiks and possibly even
troops.

(t)
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(g) There was no guarantee that by the autuinn
Luftflotte II would still be available.

By the end of April it was understood that Rommel’s offensive
would begin as soon as possible after the capture of Ifelta,
but that if the invasion operations were to extend beyond
1 June it might be necessary for Rommel to attack without
waiting for the capture of the islandj if the British
attacked first, the attack on Malta was to be postponed.
Soon after this it became apparent to Rommel that the
British were v/ell advanced in their preparations and that
there was a danger that they mi^t forestall his offensive.
He therefore proposed that he should laxmch his attack

before the operations against Malta were atten^ted. His

case was supported by a statement issued by Kesselring, tliat
as a result of the intense air offensive against Malta the

island was neutralised and the suppdy routed to Africa open
to Axis traffic. These arguments led to the decision early
in May, that Rommel should make a limited advance during
that month, which was to be followed by the oaptvLre of Ifelta
before the end of June, Kesselring later expressed regret
for supporting this reversal of policy;

’If in the end I and Comando Supremo gave way to
a sudden proposal of Rommel to launch an offensive in

Africa before the attack on Malta, this was due more
to personal reasons and to too much consideration for

Rommel's reasons which were tactically correct. This
was a mistake by myself and Comando Supremo, I ought
to have knovm. that a tactical success can only be
exploited and sustained if the supply services aire
functioning faultlessly, I ought furthermore to have
known that Rommel never stops when he has a success, or
indeed a major success in his hands,’

Hi^ level
Reports and
Directives

A,H,B,(6) Trans.
VIl/80

Kesselring;
¥ar in the

Mediterranean

A,H,B,(6) Trans,
VII/IOA

The

In the revised plan, two limitations, geographical and
oijronological, were imposed on Rommel's proposed offensive,
with a view to the projected attack on Malta:

Hi^ Level
Reports and

Directives,

A,H,B,(6) Trans,
VIl/80

The capture of Tobruk is an essential condition
for a fiurther advance,
an advance will be made to the line Sidi Omar -

Halfaya - Solium, which may not be crossed by the bulk
of the Panzerarmee,

Once Tobruk lias been ta2.cen

The operation must not continue beyond 20 June,
as air and naval reinforcements and also some of the

air forces at present based in Cyrenaica will have to
It has beenbe withdrawn for operations elsewhere,

decided to resume the offensive in the autumn.

The Plan for Rommel's Offensive

The direct aim of the Axis offensive in North Africa

was to defeat the British forces at Gazala, in order to
prevent a repetition of Crusader in the autumn of 1942, It
was also agreed that should the opportunity of capturing
Tobruk arise, it should be taken, as long as it did not
entail involving the Panzerarmee in a very long siege and
suffering great casualties. On 5 l^Iay the instructions for
the offensive issued by Comando Supremo were issued;-

(a) The intention is to destroy the mobile enemy forces
If this is successfulbased west of Tobruk,

Tobnik will be captured in a series of sliavt
attacks.
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(b) The capture of Tobruk is an essential condition for

further advance. Once Tobruk has been taken
advance will be made to the line Sidi Omar -

Halfaya - Solium, which may not be crossed by the
bulk of the Panzerarmee,
the positions on the Mne-el-Gazala line
fiorther west are to be occupied.

an

If it cannot be taken
or

At the end of the instructions 20 June was named as the time
limit for the operation. The date for the opening of the
offensive, was given as 26 'May, On 6 May a conference was
held at the Panzerarmee Battle Headquarters, attended by the
Axis commanders and senior staff officers. Amongst the
decisions made was the following:-

To reinforce Pliegerfuehrer Afrika for the offensive the
following will be transferred from Italy:

1 dive-bomber Gruppe
1 single-engined filter Gruppe

. 1 twin-engined fighter Gruppe (Me,11o),

The following formations will be sent to reinforce
V Squadra Area:-

1  single-engined fighter Stormo (Macchi 202)
1 mixed single-engined fighter Stormo

The allocation of a third Stormo, (dive-bomber and
single-engined Or is. still open to question.

There were two courses open to Rommel for his initial
attack on the Gazala position. Either he could make a

straightforward frontal attack through the minefields and
other defences, or he could advance from the south round the
Bir Hakeim fortification which marked the extreme limit of
the British front, and drive northwards to attack the posi
tion from the rear. He chose the second course, and the
conduct of operations was planned as,follows;

Brtensive attack of the bulk of the mbtorised

formations to the south and north of Segnali bn both
sides of Bir Hakehn in the direction of Aoroma. Units
of the motorised formationsmust push on ahead in the
direction of Belhamed - El Adem to prevent' the enemy
falling back from the Tobruk area, and also to prevent
reinforcements being brought up.from the Bardia area.
The non-motorised formations of the Army will be sent in
for a frontal attack in an easterly direction between
Segnali Nord and the coast.

An attempt will be made to destroy the British Army
in the field in the area of Tobruk by the evening of
the second day. of the offensive, and also to talce the
fortress of Tobruk in a surprise attack. If it is not
possible to execute this plan, the fortress will be
taken in a series of attacks from the south and south-

A further two days will be necessary for this,
so that after regrouping and replenishment of supplies
the bulk of the motorised troops will be ready to push
on toTirards the east in the direction of Collum  - Bardia,
on about the sixth day of the offensive,

later additions to this plan were a landing operation which
was to be made in the rear of the British position, and the
allocation to the Trieste (Armoured) Division of the task

east.
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of cutting a path throu^ the minefield where it crossed the
Tri^ Capuzzo north of Bir Hakeim, This would ensure the

passage of supplies to the \mits east of the minefield,
should Bir Hakeim not fall immediately.

Contrasts in British and Axis Planning

It is interesting to note the contra.sting attitude of
the two opposing coimanders tcwai'ds the initial iirpact of the
two armieso With his tactical skill and flair for siezing
opportunity in the face of considei-able risks, Rommel
shovred great anxiety to secure the initia.tive from the out
set, and to siirprise and out-manoeuvre the enemy,
Ritchie preferred to meet the eneny attack on his own
ground, with the backing of fixed defences from which he
could exliaust the enemy before taking the offensive hnmself.
In the event Rommel* s tactics were to win the day, but it
was a close struggle, and the issue hung in the ba,lance for
a far longer time than the ibcis plans had allotted for the
initial attack.

The Date of the British Offensive

General

The race for reinforcements had continued throughout
the late spring, and it was not until mid-May that it became
obvious to the British that the enemy had won it,
whole question of the date on which the British advance

should bega.n, and, indeed, whether it could be carried out
at all, rested on the relative strength of
British tanks, apart from a few "General G-rants" which had
arrived from the United States, were generally out-paced
and^out-gunned by the enemy* s, and the CoiBmander-in-Chief
estimated that a superiority of three to two was needed to

Tank reinforcements were arriv.lng from the
United Kingdom, the United States and the repair shops in
the Delta, and great improvements had been made in the
organisation for the recovery add repair of tanks, but the
enemy was receiving reinforcements at a rate which had
exceeded British calculations.

The

amour. The

counter this.

The original date for the coimplebion of preparations
was 15 I/[ay, but this was postponed to 1 June to allow for the
opening of a new railhead which was being constructed at
Belhamed, although the general administrative arrangements
to sustain the Allied offensive or to meet an enemy attack
were completed on I5 May, By this time, hov/ever, it had
became apparent that the enemy would in all probability
^ticipate o;ir offensive, and, although the Coimraander-
in-Chief regarded not unfavourably an opportimity of
meeting the enemy, in the first encounter, on ground of
British choosing, the arrangements for a withdrawa.1 to the
frontier v.^ere put in hand as a precautionary measure,
Belhamed base was opened for the deliveiy of tanks
26 lay, and on the game day the Axis advance began.

The

on

Anticipation of the Axis Offensive by the Air Forces

As soon as it became apparent that Rommel would attack
in the moon-pericd at the end of May, the Air Rorce opened
the battle for air superiority. The air effort was s7/itched
from strategic targets and concentrated in a tactical offen-
sive against the enemy airfields in the forward area. The
air policy was to disorganise the Axis alx force from the
start, thus giving the British the advantage in the air
during the battle and countering to some extent the enemy’s
superiority in aircraft performance and strength. To this

A.H.Q. T/.D,

Report A,K,B,/
IU6/8 & M,E.
P.O.S,
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end the greater part of the Vfellington effort of No, 205 Group
was directed against airfield targets, and this was augmented
by both light bomber and fif^ter-bomber attacks,
21 May, up to and including the night of 26/27 May, the
Wellingtons flew one hxmdred and ei^t sorties against the
airfields and dropped over one hundred and thirty tons of
High Explosive, while light bombers flew forty sorties,
including foxirteen night sorties, ̂ d dropped twenty-six
tons^of Hi^ Explosive, In addition night-flying
Hurricanes of No, 73 Scruadron, sometimes carrying bombs,
made frequent intruder visits to these targets and
26 May Kittybombers joined in the attacks by day,
considered that the enemy* s li^t scale of air activity
against British positions and airfields during the week
before his advance measured to some extent the effectiveneBS
of this offensive.

In this pre—battle period the policy was to pay
particular attention to the Axis fighter bases, namely
Martuba and linimi, but Dorna, the base for dive-bombers
and twin-engined fighters was also attacked. The total
bomber effort in this airfield offensive

Airfield

Prom

on

It was

was;

Sorties Bomb Tonnage
MjediTjn Light

Dema

Martuba

Tmimi

22 13
108 13 147

6 4

In attacks by Wellingtons and Bostons on 21, 22 and
23 May against Martuba landing-ground No, 5, where over sixty
Italian fighters were reported, at least four aircraft
claimed destroyed by fire, and a direct hit was claimed on
an A,A, battery. At No, 1 Landing-ground which was attacked
by night on the same dates by a total of thirty—two
Wellingtons, fires among dispersed aircraft, co3.umns of
black smoke, and flying debris indicated the effectiveness
of the bomoing, Bostons and Baltimores raiding Dema and a
new Ianding-gro\md to the south of it known as El Chreiba

which was being used as a Stuka base, scored near misses
among motor transport at Derna and direct hits on three
aircraft and on vehicles at El Chreiba,

were

The Baltimores of No, 223 Squadron were equipped for
high-fiying, and therefore operated normally without a
fighter escort, but on 23 I/!ay disaster befell them,
had in fact been provided with an escort on this occasion,
but they missed the fighters at the rendezvous and on the
way heme were intercepted by Me,l09*s,

They

The rear guns of

No, 223

Squadron 0,R,B,

all the aircraft jammed, enabling the enemy to close in,
unopposed, to within seventy to fifty yards, with the result
that two Baltimores were shot down, and a third belly-
landed with considerable damage. The fourth aircraft,
which had been lagging behind, evaded the fighters
ai’ter interception, and landed safely with minor damage.
An enquiry was instituted into the cause of the rear gun
stoppage, and after one fvirther raid on 28'May the squadron
was withdrawn from operations until 7 June, while new guns
were fitted.

soon

In this period subsidiary attacks were made on motor
tr>ansport, gun-posts and troops in the forward area, in which
the fighter force played a major role. An important feature
of the fighter operations was the first appearance of the
Kittyhawk bomber, which made very successful sorties against
both airfield and army targets.
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An Important derelopment in night operations at this
time was the regular employment of Albacores as ’Pathfinders’
for the Wellingtons, A system of illuminated night raids
had been tried and proved early in the Crusader campaign on
a small scale, and this was now introduced as a regular
prooeduire. The object v/as to employ the maximum night
bomber effort, although at this stage the targets for these
operations were confined to airfields. The Albacores would
arrive over the target fifteen minutes ahead of the

Wellingtons and search for the dispersal areas, later
illviminating them at the time arranged for the arrival of
the YiTellingtons, With their slo?/' speed, large flare-
carrying capacity, and the unobstructed range of vision
from the cockpit, the Albacores were most suitable for this
task, and their work was greatly appreciated by the
Welldngton'crews. The pilots were carefully briefed with
details of the local area and with the latest res’llts of the
daily photographic reconnaissance, and soon came to know the
country intimately. This was most important, as the
Martuba airfields in particiilar were very difficult to find
at night,

element in tactical air war, the ’round the clock’ bombing
of the enemy ground forces in battle, wMch began towards
the end of the British 7d.thdrawal to El Alamein, and which
its development in subsequent battles was to have  a profound
significance on the course of the land fighting.

In this technique lay the seeds of a new

A,H,Q, W,D,

Report A.H.B,/
IIJ6/8

The Order of Battle of the Opposing Forces

(i) The Eiglath Amy

The final dispositions cf the Ei^th Army under the
command of General Ritchie, before the Axis offensive, were
as follows

XIII OOEPS

50th Division

1st South African Division
2nd South African Division

1st Army Tank Brigade
9th Indian Infantry Brigade

The 1st South African Division -was holding the front from
the coast west of the Gazala inlet to Alem Hamza astride the

Via Balbia and the approaches to Tobruk south of the coastal
esoaj:^ent. The 151st and 69th Infantry Brigade of the
50th Division were prolonging the line eastward from the
Alem Hamza salient to the point where it again t'urned south
ward, The 150th Infan'fcry Brigade was holding the detached
strongpoamt of Sidi Muf'tah, The 1st Army Tank Brigade
(heavy tanks) was divided betv/een these two infantry
brigades in a supporting task. The 2nd South African
Division occupied the western part of tire Tobrulo defences
and small strongpoints below, the escarpment towards
Gazala, The 9th Inxiian Inf antry Brigade held the eastern
half of the Tobruk' perimeter,

XXX OOEPS

1st Armoured Division

2nd Armoi-ired Brigade
22nd Armoured Brigade
201st Guards (Motor) Brigade
7th Armoured Di'vision

4th Armoured Brigade
7th Motor Brigade
3rd Indian Motor Brigade Group
29th Indian Infantry Brigade Group
1st Free French Brigade Group

Lieutenant-General Gott

Lieutenant-General Norrie
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areas around Rotonda Segnali and Rotonda Prag, were
frequently covered, whlLe on several occasions flights were

made over AgheiLa and Agedabla,

During the battle, as before it, the enemy rear areas
were kept under close vigilance by No, 1457 Strategical
Reconnaissance Slight, but the strets of battle did not
add much to its routine.

The tactical reconnaissance units were uiider the

operational control of the Army, Until 26 May, the whole

of the Ei^th Army front ms covered by one squadron.
No, 40 S,A,A,P,, operating under' XHI Corps, and demands
from XSX Corps were passed to the squadron through XIII Corps^
As a result of the work of this squadron Rommel achieved
neither tactical nor strategic sucprise. On the eve of the

battle No, 208 Squadron was allocated to XXX Corps, and when

the battle started a suitable corps boundary was established
for the opierations of the Tactical Reconnaissance squadrons.

Units tinder the control of other forma.tions of Middle

East Command also took part in the battle, notably the .

eight Wellington squadrons of No, 205 Group and the Beau-

fighters and Albacores of No, 201 Group, Althougli taking
little part in the battle itself, the fourteen fighter and

tlrree bomber squadrons of Air Headquarters Egypt formed a

solid defence behind the air forces fighting in the forward

area, while the anti-shipping units of Air Headquarter’S
Malta and of No, 201 Group maintained the offensive against
tire enemy's sea supply routes, (i)

At an average strength of 16 I,E, for the bomber
squadrons, and 21 for the fighters, the strength of the

field force, that is, light bombers and fighters was approx
imately as follows

Light Bombers

Pigliters - Kittyhawks &
Tomahawks

Hurricanes

48 3 Squadrons

168 8 Squadrons
4 Squadrons84

A,H,Q, W,D,
Report A,H,B,/
IU6/8 App »L*

R,A,P, ,
M,E, Ops Records
Report A,H,B,/
IU1/159/20.

& H.Q• f

Ibid

252

21Tactical Reconnaissance

(filter)

In addition the Wellington squadrons of No, 205 Group which

played a large part in the battle, had an establishment of

16 aircraft per squadron or 128 aircraft.

These figures however, T/ere subject to qualifications
and should not be taken as a true estimate of strength. The

fighter squadrons were being kept up to sti-ength, but the

Kittyiiawk serviceability althoii^i greatly improved was still
too low and wastage too high, Tliis was particularly
regrettable, sirjce althou^a the Hurricane squadrons were
well up to strength, the performance of their aircraft T/as

quite out-classed in speed and climb by the enemy fighters,
so that the filter battle depended almost entirely on the
Kittyhawks, Arrangements were made to have the immediate
reserve of Kittyhawks readily available, and although this

was not on a scale comparable vd.th the reserve used in the

A.H.B./IU1/
183/146
A,0,C,/11 Western
Desert Corres

pondence

(l) A comprehensive Order of Battle including aH these
units is given at Appendix XVII,
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previous battle, it was foreseen that it would have to be
used if thei>e was a heavy wastage in the first fortnight of
fightxng since the output of repaired Kittyhawks vra,s not yet
equal to such a demand owing to the shortage of spares,
particularly engines. The 'two Boston light bomber squadrons

up to strength, but the Baltimore sqmdron was suffer
ing frcan teething trouble and in fact had to be wl.thdrawn

over a

one

were

from operations on the second day of the battle for
week. On the credit side, the Hurricane wing included
sqtiadron of Hurribombers such aircraft carrying two 250 lb,
bombs while one Kittyhawk squadron was fitted to carry two
250 lb, British bombs and ti,70 to carry one imerican 500 lb,
bomb. In addition four of the Wellington squadrons
moved to desert landing-grounds from the Delta area, thus
improving serviceability and efficiency.

were

The Axis Army

Although the Allies were aware of the general positions
of the enemy, the precise location of the various units were
not always known, and for the sake of clarity details of the
enemy plan of attack which was captvired early in the battle
are included here;

The Afrika Korps and the 90th Light Division Battle
Group were to concentrate north of Segnali on the evening of
26 May, On 27 May, after a night advance, the Ariete
Arnoured Division was to capture Bir ILaoheim, while the
Trieste Motorised Division was to malce a gap in the mine'
field south of the Sidi Muftah strongpoint, where it was
crossed by the Tri^ el Abd. Simultaneo-usly the Afrika
Kozps v^as to form up south of Bir Hacheim with 21st Panaer
Division (less one^  battalion of tanks) on the left,
Ipthihnaer Division in the centre and the 90th Light Division
on the right. These formations were then to advance north
wards, and, after destroying our armoiored forces were to
reach Aorcana and El Adem before nightfall. Motorised colimms
were to seize Sidi Rezegla and El Duda, On 28 May, the thx-ee
armoured divisions were to attack our positions betvreen
Gazala and Alem Hamza from the east, while four Italian
i^antry divisions, the Sabratha, Trento, Brescia aiod Pavia,
stoTfened by two regiments of the 90th Light Division and
tank battalion of the 21st Panzer Division,
the same position from the west,
during the two subsequent days.

one

were to attack

Tobruk was to be oantured

The Axis Air Forces

On 20 May, the German and Italian air forces in North
Africa were as follows

German

Establishment Strength Serviceability

Close Recce

Long Range Recce
S,E, Pieters
Night Pieters
T,E, Pighters
Bombers

Dive-bombers

Coastal

9 21 10
12 13 11
164 135 95

52 56 32
11 16 7
90 71 94

338 312 209
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5th Squadra Area
Fighters
Bombers (1)

245331
61 41

286392

The main airfields used in the forward area were those of the

Derna, Martuba and Tmimi groups* In addition to the forces
based in North Africa the Axis employed Crete-based aircraft

in the battle, and these used Cyrenaican airfields as opera-
The units based in Crete were astional landing-grounds,

follows !-

German

Ihtablishment Strength Serviceability

Close Recce

Long Range Recce
S,E, Fighters
Ni^t Fighters
T,E, Figjiters
Bombers

Dive Bombers

Coastal

512 9
510

1839 35

60110152

36 3249

128221239

Italian (Aegean Air Force)

46 hkFighters
Bombers (2) 2040

6486

The British estimated that there were totals of two hmdred

and seventy German aircraft in Libya, and four hundred and

sixty Italian, and in Crete and the Dodecanese ninety German
and one hxindred and fifty Italian aircraft.

Axis serviceability was estimated at between 50 cent
and 60 per cent but that of the British was higher*, being
about 60 per cent British reserves, had suffered from the

demands of other theatres of war, and were very low. In
this respect ■v'd.th a long reinforcing route to lEiddle East,
the British were at a grave disadvantage compared with the
enemy, who, it might be said, had the whole of the Italian
Air Force to draw upon in time of crisis, a strength on
paper of some 2,500 aircraft with an average serviceability
of about 67 per cent. The fact that the British also had
air forces under auxiliary commands in the Middle Ikst area,
could weigh very little against this factor.

R.A,F
M,E, Report
A,H.B,/IU1/
159/20 App, »C«

H.Q • >• >

1) Includes 32 Torpedo Bombers with a strength of 22.
2) Includes 16 Torpedo Bombers with a strength of 11,
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PHASE I. THE BATTLE OF THE CAULDRON 26 - 31 IvlAY 1 942

The First Assault

The enemy* s approach march began on the afternoon of
26 May with a general movement eastward from Segnali towards
Rotunda Mteifel, and night leaguers were set up some fifteen
miles south of Bir Hacheim.

and 21st Panzer Divisions and elements of the 5Cth Light
Division besides-Italian formations, including the Ariete
Division. The movement was first seen from the air by a
pilot of No. 2 S.A.A.P. Squadron, between 1700 and 1830 hoixre,
v;ho reported a very large body of troops south of Bir Hachelm
and moving north eastwards.
Officer, No. 211 Group telephoned a report from a Tao/R
aircraft; 'Much activity Segnali.
long on a broad front moving northeast,
were also observed towards the main British positions
between Gazala and El Hamza, but activity in this area, as
had been anticipated, proved to be a feint attack only. ^
hearing of the enemy* s move the 7th Armoured Brigade retired
to its defensive positions between Bir Haclieim and
Bir el Gobi.

The colimins included the 15th

At 2130 hours the Air Liaison

Colimm twenty miles
Eastward movementsI

On

Auchinleck* s

Dispatch

A.I-I.B./IIJ6/8
A.H.Q., W.D.
Report
App. 'K*
Air Support
Control Diary,

The advance was resumed round the south of Bir Hacheim
at sunrise on 27th, and by 0930 hours about 250 German tanks
were being engaged by the 1st and 7th British Armoured
Divisions, between Bir Hacheim and Bir el Gobi,
the Ariete Division commenced an attack on Bir Hacheim with
out success.

Meanwhile

The German armoiir overcame the British

resistance in the Hacheim-Gobi area, and pressed strongly
forward in two columns, the two Panzer Divisions moving
north immediately east of the British minefields, tovards
Acroma, and the 90th Light Division battle group proceeding
north-east towards El Adem.

in areas 17 miles west of El Adem and 15 miles south of
Small bodies of both columns penetrated

past El Adem to the west and east of it, and advanced on
Acrcma and El Duda-Sidi Resegh, but were repulsed and driven

Of the main thrusts the easterly
appeared at first to be the most dangerous, and
General Ritchie, concerned for the safety of Tobruk and the
forward bases, ordered the occupation of the ridge south of
Sidi Resegh. At the same time six of the fighter sqmdrons
based on Gambut were.withdrawn for the night. These
retinrned on the next morning however, when the 4th Armoiired
Brigade drove the 90th Light Division well away to the south
of El Adem.

By the evening these colimins
were

it respectively.

back to the main bodies.

Cabinet Series

Telegrams
Hist. (B)
(Pinal) (140)

Air Activity 27 May .

The plan for air support agreed between the G.O.C, and
A.O.C, for the first day of the battle, was governed by the
complex ground situation. The Kittyhawks of No, 239 Wing,
both fighters and filter-bombers, were to make continuous
attacks in formations of four or five aircraft, in the
Bir Hacheim area, where the targets were mostly supply
columns and separated from the main battle,

bombers were to be kept in reserve until targets offered,
when they were to attack under fighter protection.

Throughout the day light bomber activity was restricted
owing to the constant changes in the ground situation,
the morning, in an attempt to use the bombers without waiting
for a bomb-line to be agreed, Bostons vrere ordered to search

for a possible target between Bir El Gobi and Bir Hacheim,
but owing to the difficulty of identifying the ground units

SECRET

The light

In

No. 3 S.A.A.P.

Wing O.R.B. and
M.E.P.O.S,
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bombing could not be risked. In the afternoon however, a
bombline was given south-east of Bir el Gobi, and tv/elve
aircmft of No. 12 Squadron attacked two h-undred to three
hundred vehicles in the Bir El Gobi area.

Enemy formations provided better targets for the
fighters and fighter-bombers, which, by making low-flying
attacks could pick them out, even in confused ground
conditions. The majority of the attacks which were main

tained continuously from 1100 to 1800 hours, and ■vdiich
amounted to some forty fighter-bomber and forty fighter
sorties, were directed against the enemy in the Bir Hacheim -
Bir El Gobi area. At about 1830 hours sixteen fighter-
bombers and figjiters attacked li^t and heavy tanlcs and
other targets in the Sidi Rese^ - El Adem area. No
accurate estimate of the results of these operations co\ild
be made, but Army vinits confirmed that the effect was
substantial. In addition, a captured report of 27 May
stated} 'The enemy was very active today; all requests
from ground reconnaissance troops were carried out.' and on
the same day a German Signals Officer -virrote in his diary?
'Low-level machine-gunning, R.H.Q, dispersed. Some M.T.
abandoned and lost. Chaos, Panic,' Further commentators
were two British Army officers who were captured early in
the battle and later escaped. These commended the fighters
for the daring and accuracy of their attacks on enemy
columns, and confirmed that, for their size, the raids were
very effective.

H.Q. R.A.P. M.E.
Report
A.H.B./IIJI/
155/20

In support of his land operations the enemy increased
his filter patrols in both strength and frequency, over the
battle area and as far east as the British landing-grounds.
Heavily escorted Stuka raids at small strength also took
place frequently in the battle area, while reconnaissance by
filter aircraft v/as persistent. According to the
Panzerarmee Diary, however, the Stuka raids had little
effect. Prom the opening of the battle the Air Force was
determined to counter Stuka activity, and initially the
fighter force was given this as its primary task, with
instructions to use every artifice to get at the bombers
through the fighter screen, although this policy was
temporarily deferred on the very next day. Including
sorties flown at ni^t and in the early morning, by
No, 73 Squadron, more than fifty interception sorties were
flown on 27th, Ei^t Axis aircraft were claimed destroyed
for the loss of three filters, but according to German Air
Force records three twin-engined fighters, one single^- .
engined fighter and one night fighter were destroyed,^”'
The main ni^t air activity of both the British and the Axis
was confined to attacks on forward, airfields immediately
behind the battle area.

Ground Situation - 28 May

The following day saw the beginning of the turn of the
It had been thetide in the first phase of the battle,

enemy's intention to make attacks on Acroma with the intent-
tion of clearing the my for a major assault on the rear of
the British position at Gazala, and thus to open up the
coastal road for the attack on Tobruk,
ground and air attacks on the extended line of communications
round the south of Bir Hacheam had begun to take effect, and,

However, British

(1) Italian losses are not available, ,
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War Cabinet with movement, hampered by a shortage of fuel, the attack
Hist. Series (b) Acroraa was ineffective, and the enemy armoTK- split into
Crusader 3 Pinal small parties. In addition the Ariete Division, advancing
^1^) immediately east of the minefields to Join the German Panzer
Cositrep No. 372 Divisions was attacked by British tanks and held in check.

Meanwhile to relieve the supply situation, the XX Italian
Coips which ha.d reached the Tri^ Capuzzo on the east of the
minefield, was ordered to attack westward against the mine
field positions to contact X Corps vdiich was attacking them
from the w;est. In this way it was hoped to open up a short

However althou^ breaches

on

supply route to the battle area,

were made in the defences, passage for vehicles was not
gained until the morning of the Just in time to save
the situation for Rommel’s armour.

Panzerarmee

Diary and
Appendices

In the El Adem area, the 90th Light Division whidi was
threatening the garrison there, was driven away well to the
south by British armour diuring the moming(l) and was sub
sequently prevented for some time from Joining the D.A.K.
south of Acrpma. Eventually, by withdrawing farther south
tov/ards Bir el Oobi, the division was able to advance north-

, wards immediately east of the minefields where it ms twice
attacked from the air by light bombers.

Air policy for 28 May, as originally laid down was to
provide filter cover over the area Acroma - El Adem -

Knightsbridge, where it was expected that an armoured battle
would develop. The fighter-bombers were to continue to
operate against enemy transport columns in the Bir Hacheim

area, "vdiile the Bostons were to await reports of suitable

targets. After consultation with the Army these orders
were cancelled and replaced. The position was that ov/ing
to the .mxmerical strength and superior perfo3rmance of the

enemy fighters, such air superiority as the R.A.P. had
obtained was moral and physical? filter .resources,
particiilarly in Kittyhawks, were gravely limited. Never
theless, when the armoured battle developed on 27 and 28 May,
the Air officer Commanding decided to ignore the struggle
for air superiority. On 28 May, with the agreement of the

. . Army the decision was made to employ the filters as fully
as possible in the land battle by Goncentratlng their efforts

on low-flying attacks against Axis columns, for v^ich flying
was limited to below 6,000 feet. Such,, a policy was bound
to involve heavy losses as it provided for no high cover,
but it was considered that the sitmtion Justified it.

On 28 May, fighter-bombers flew some sixty sorties and
many filter machine-gun attacks were carried out, in the

El Adem - Bir Hacheim - Acroma area, but as on the previous
day, the majority of targets attacked were roimd Bir He-cheim.
Contemporary estimates gave the total number of tanlcs arid '
vehicles destroyed as two hundred and. fifty but there is' no

confirmation of this available in enemy documents. Despite
the considerable filter effort, the loss’es sustained ori '
offensive operations on this particular day were only tv/o,
fighters; this low,,casualty, rate was not to last, however.

A.H.Q. W.D.
Report
A.H.B./IIJ6/8
App «K’ A.S.C.
Diary and
A.H.B./IIJ1/
153/271
A, 0. C. —in-C,
Corres, with

P.M., C.A.S
S, of S.,
Enel, ,42,1a ' ,

Signal Punch

•p

685

Ibid

(l) This contradicts the British account which states that
the- 90th Light Division approached El Adem during the

afternoon -yirien it was attacked by light bombers, and
that it then formed up to assauilt the strongpoint but

\ira.s driven back by the 4th Armoured Brigade, Later
reports however noted a movement towards Acroma, r

War Cabinet

Hist. Series

Ccsitreps
Crusade) 3
Pinal).
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Enemy offensive air operations were on a small scale,
and only a few Stxilca attacks were made on the Army, How

ever, defensive activity was greater, a standing patrol of

three to four fighters being maintained over the main Axis

column from 1 60Q to 1940 hours, British fighters made five

interceptions and claimed two fighters and one Stuka destroyed
for the loss of a further three aircraft. German records

confirm this claim.

Light bomber activity comprised three attacks with
fighter escor-fa. At noon a large concentration of tanks and

transport ten miles south of Acroma was bombed by twelve
Bostons and later in the day two attacks were made by a total
of twenty-two Bostons on a large concentration of tanks and

motor transport believed to be the 90th Li^t Division, five

miles west of Bir El Harmat, Owing to poor visibility the

attack was directed against Free French Troops,

TheIn this phase, reports of targets were plentiful.
Army made ten requests for air attacks on specific targets
and aircraft returning from raids provided twenty-nine
reports on enemy concentrations; against these thirty-five
operations were flown involving two hundred and fifty sorties.

The air support control system was working well, and
frequently attacks -were carried out in thirty to forty
minutes after a direct request had been received from a

tentacle, while the average time was sixty minutes. This

■■ A.H.Q. W.D, _
Report

'  a,h.-B./iij6/8
App, *KfA,S.C,
Diary

was a remarkable improvement on the Crusader operations when

the average time had been three hoiurs.

The Enemy takes up a Defensive Attitude

On 29 May, having failed to reach the rear of the
British position at Gazala, and having little hope of opening
the coastal road to his supply column, the enemy force
southwest of Acroma turned southward to meet the relief

column pressing forward from the Bir Hacheim area,
armour persistently attacked this force while the R,A,F,
concentrated its effort against the supply colimin,
armoured battle developed in the Kni^tabridge area until

the evening when a sand storm brought it to an inconclusive
end.

British

A fierce

The enemy ultimately obtained the advantage, however,
for during this battle the XX Corps and Trieste Division,
although engaged from the south by the Free French, had

succeeded in making considerable headway through the mine

field between the road jiinctions of the Tri^ el Abd and the

Tri^a Capuzzo with the Trigh Hacheim,

British light bomber activity in the forward area on
29 May comprised two operations, A very successful attack

was made at about 1 815 by nine Bostons of No, 1  2 Squadron on
an enenQT strong point west of Acroma, called ’Commonwealth*,
This attack, which was planned in co-operation with the Army,
but not through the air support control, was timed to serve

as a preliminary to a British counter attack. Bombing was

acciirate and the timing perfect in this, the first operation
sin which Bostons were employed to bomb a pin point, British

infantry took the enemy position immediately after the

bombing. An attack by 1 2 Bostons of No, 24 Squadron at about
1 7 hours in the sameareahad resulted in fires among M.T.

and tanks, direct hits and near misses being observed.

A.H.B./IIJ6/8
A.H.Q. W.D,
Reporb App ’K*
A.S.C. Diary,
V2ing and
Sqmdran
O.R.B.’s and

M.E.P.O.S,

Filter and fighter bomber attacks were again made
chiefly in the Bir Hacheim area, but also in the area south
of Acroma near Rottinda Harmat where the main armoured battle

Kittybombers and Kittyhawks of Nos, 112 andwas developing,
3 R.A.A.F. Squadrons twice attacked an enemy concentration
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near Rotunda Harmat, and. on the second occasion saw twenty
to thirty enemy motor transport abandoned and Tinserviceable,
No« 3 R.A.A.P,. Squadron also bombed enemy tanks and vehicles
in the Sir Hacheun area on two occasions. The total nmber

of filter bomber sorties made throughout the day Y/as
between 40 and 50. At 1500 hours the 50th Liglit Division
reported small attacks by day bombers against strongpoints
including the Divisional Battle Headquarters.

Enemy air activity was on a reduced scale.
Me, 110*s made an early morning bombing attack on Gambut
from high level, five Cr.42's bombed in the battle area,
and eleven attempts were made by Stiikas in formations of
six to nine aircraft with small fighter escorts to attack
British forces in the battle area,
last vrere abortive,

aircraft patrolled the battle area, particularly over the
main enemy supply columns,
between the enemy and our fighters in which four of oirr air
craft were shot do’wi and four of the enemy claimed destroyed.
Total British losses were 11 aircraft destroyed and total
claims were five German and one Italian aircraft destroyed,
German records, however, show only three aircraft destroyed,
two of which were Stiikas,

Five

At least three of these

Fighters in sections of three to nine

There were three combats

Italian figures are not available.

With the outstanding exception of the Boston raid on
the ’Commonwealth' strongpoint, almost all the day's attacks
were laid on through the air support control, all of whose
communications still operated, with the exception of the
tentacle with the 8th Royal Tank Regiment,
discovered that this had been put to other essential uses
such as providing other signals communications and charging
facilities for the columns.

It v/as later

Establishment of a Defended Axis Position in the Minefield

The morning of 33 May saw the battle of the cailLdron
still raging. By noon the enemy had at last forced tYro
gaps through the minefields for the relief of his armoured

units in the Kni^tsbridge area. The northerly gap Y/as at
the Trigh Capuzzo near Knightsbridge, while the other was at
the Rotonda Ualeb, at the junction of the Trigh el Adb and
the Trigh Bir Hacheim, and between them lay a British
fortified 'Box', held by the 150th Brigade. In the after
noon, despite desperate efforts by the British to close the
gaps, Rommel began to withdraw his armoiur through them to

the westward, covering his retirement, in characteristic
fashion, Yfith a powerful anti-tank screen Y/hich the British

could neither penetrate nor outflank. This screen was
established toY/ards evening in a Y/ide arc on the high ground
astride the Trigh Capuzzo, with its southern flank resting
on the eastern arm of the minefield, so that the armoured
brigades which had been operating round Bir el Harmat Yvould
have to fetch a very wide compass to the north to outflank
it. Although the British armour was thius powerless to close

the gaps, the multitude of vehicles traversing the mine

fields Yvas subjected to heavy artillery fire and intense air

attacks. Nevertheless many succeeded in .'getting through.

Panzerarmee

Diary

This withdrawal was continued throu^out the folloY^ing
day, but there were still considerable armoured forces east

of the minefield at last light on 31 st.
that day Rommel commenced an attack on the 150th Brigade in
the defended area between the gaps, and this was maintained
persistently tintil the brigade was overwhelmed on 1 June.

MeanV'ihile the British completed the clearance of isolated
Axis units in the area east of Bir Hacheim,

In the afternoon of
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A.H.Q. l/V.D.
Report
A.H.B./IIJ6/8
App, »K*
A.S.C, Diary-

Air activity on these tvro days -was switched from the
Bir Hacheim area to the text book target , of tanlts and motor
transport concentrated in the minefield gaps,
was very heavy, and, in addition, strong fighter
necessary against enemy fighter patrols.

Here, flak
cover was

During the morning of the 30th the gro-und situation ms
too confused for effective bombing, but in the afternoon
enemy forces began massing in large formations at the
eastern end of the gaps, awaiting their turn to go through,
A maximum effort was asked for against these formations,
and Wo, 211 Group placed the whole of No,- 233 Wing's
Kittyhawk and Tomahawk squadrons at the disposal of the

In the af-cernoon both thebombers for escort duties,

No. 3 S.A.A.P.

Wing
0.R.B» •

Boston squadrons, attacking the enemy concentrations wrfch
nine aircraft each, reported fires, direct hits, and near
misses in the target area,
both sqmdrons were bombed-up, rearmed and ready to take off
again, but such had been the wastage in the figliter force in
the previous day's air fighting and ground attacks, that
No. 233 Wing, whose squadrons had been allocated to bomber
escort duty on -this day, could provide sufficient fighters
to escort only one sqiiadron again that evening,
was most successful,

transport moving h-urriedly westward, had already been
harassed by British artillery and appeared to be in a state
of chaos, its vehicles taking violent evasive action from
the shelling, and frequently colliding with one another.
The explosion of ammunition lorries ignited by the bombs
from the Bostons added to the confusion, and many fires
were seen,

landing-grounds at Baheiravrore dust-bound, and in the after
noon only one operation -ms carried out when six aircraft
bombed vehicles retreating towards Signali.
not so favourable for light bombing on this day as only
small groups of transport were found.

Within an hour of their return

The attack

The target, a large concentration of

On the morning of 31 st the light-bomber

Targets were

Fighters and figliter-bombers attacked the minefield
gaps continuously during 30 May, the latter making approxi
mately thirty sorties while the fighters made over one
hundred and seventy sorties in offensive sv/-eeps, ground
attacks and escort sorties. During the latter half of the

and day the fi^ter-borabere concentrated their attacks on the
more northerly gap at Knightsbridge, since it was throu^
this that the bulk of the enemy was trying to escape. The
enemy greatly increased his filter effort during the
morning in an attempt to intercept the British air attacks,
and during the course cf the day, in combat and in ground
attack, the British filter force s-uffered the loss of
twelve fighters for one German aircraft damaged, German
records'mention repeated attacks on 15th and 21st Amoured
Divisions during the morning by fighters and fighter-
bombers, and claim four British aircraft shot down. In the

afternoon of ̂ Oth enemy fighter activity decreased, but
Stukas attacked British army units. On one occasion Stukas
jettisoned their bombs on sigbiting British filters.

On the neit day, the fighters maintained a high scale
of activity in spite of dust storms, and some thirty fighter-
bomber and one hundred and forty low-attack sorties were
flown. Losses were heavier than ever on this day, sixteen
aircraft being destroyed, chiefly in combat. Seven fighters
were missing after a late evening bombing and strafing
mission, when the formations.heavily engaged by Me, 109's,
Another six aircraft were lost in combat after intercepting
escorted Stioka attacks. According to German records the
Luftwaffe, lost only three fighters and two dive-bombers.

Sqdn. O.R.B.s
M.E.P.O.S

A.H.B./IIJ6/8 -
A.H.Q
Report

• >

W.D.•»
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The Collapse of 150th Brigade Box

At about midday on 1 June, as a result of heavy and
prolonged attacks from the north and north east, the 150th
Brigade holding the Ualeb Box was eventually overrun. The
liquidation of the last pocket of resistance in the minefield

area held by the enemy was effected and Rommel’s bridgehead
entirely secured and consolidated. Hov,r close-fought the
battle had been up to this stage is indicated by  a statement
made after the war by General Bayerlein.

’It all t;orned on the 150th Brigade Box at
Got-el-Ualeb. We never knew that it v/as there. Our
first attacks on it failed. If we had not taken it on

1 June, you would have captured the whole of the Afrika
Korps. By the evening of the third day we were
surroTonded and almost out of petrol. As it was, it was

a miracle that we managed to get our supplies through
the minefield in time.’

The enemy air force was very active on this day, and
heavy bombing raids preceded the ground attacks on the
Ualeb Box. Operations by the Royal Air Force, however,

Panzerarmee

Diary

were seriously hampered by dust storms, and policy for
1 June was one of recuperation from the severe drop in
strength and serviceability which had resulted from the
intensive operations in the Cauldron.

Thus ended the first round of the battle. The enemy
had been firmly checked, and his plans were already well
behind schediilej however his position in the minefield
mi^t prove an advantageous sallying point for a further
assault if his flank could be secured. All now depended
on a successful and rapid British counter-attack, and the
defence of Bir Hacheim.

Survey - The Battle of the Cauldron

The first five days of the battle were notable in the
air for the heavy scale of effort maintained by the fighter
force. At the end of the first day’s fighting it had become
apparent that every avaialable v/eapon T/as needed to halt the

enemy’s advance and since, in the confused ground situation
obtaining, bombing attacks at height were, generally
speaking, out of the question, it was decided, in agreement
with the Army to concentrate a great measure of the fighter
effort on' ground attack,
this task, that proportion of the fighter force not retained

for the protection of the Army from Stuka attack, was limited

for three or four days to flying at not more than 6,000 feet,
a condition vjhich, in fact, implied the temporary reliquish-
ment of the battle for air superiority,
such a policy might be necessary had been foreseen before

the battle, and both the A.0.C,-in-C, and the A.O.C. were

prepared to accept for the limited period the losses which

would inevitably follow such tactics.

For the efficient execution of

A situation where

A.H.B./IU6/8
and App. ’K'
A.S.C, Diary

a.h.b.Aiji/
183/146 (C)
A.0.C./11 -
Western Desert

Operations

In this phase of the battle, air participation was aided

by close liaison with the Army. Although the sv/iftly
moving battle made it impossible to fix a bomb-line, specific
calls for air support were not infrequent and generally
information was forthcoming from Army units. In addition,
XXX Corps was using its Tactical Reconnaissance fully.
No, 208 Squadron flying an average of seven sorties per
day; XIII Corps was employing No, 40 S.A.A.F. Squadron to

a lesser extent. The reconnaissance reports augmented by
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those brou^t back by fighters and bombers, supplied a
constant and up to date picture of the battle,

circumstances it was possible to supply air ST4)port quickly
and acciurately. The Army Co-operation squadrons operated
from as far forward as the landing-grounds at El Gobi and
El Adem thoughout this period.

In suchA.H.Q W.D.• f

Report
A.H.B./IIJ6/8
App. 'L*.

With the exception of filter-bomber attacks, which have
generally been clearly defined, it is impossible to compile,
under the heading of its various roles^ a statistical assess
ment of this fighter effort, owing to the diversity of tasks
undertaken by individml aircraft in the average operation.
For example, after bombing had been completed, a fighter
escort to either bombers or fighter-bombers frequently
added to its primary defensive role that of offensive
groimd attack against the bombing target. Similarly,
fighter bombers frequently followed up their bombing attacks
with machine gunning, or fighters, which had found no enemy
aircraft to engage on patrols, sweeps or reconnaissance,
would expend their ammunition on ground targets before
returning to base. With this plurality of tasks, total
figures of daily sorties can only give a general indication
of the effort involved, and should therefore be treated with

As a general assessment, however, it may be said
that over the period 27-31 May inclusive the Western Desert
fighter force flew an average of two hundred sorties per
day, including a daily average of forty filter-bomber
sorties. This effort was maintained by a force of twelve
squadrons, with an approximate initial strength of two
hundred and fifty aircraft. Of these, at this stage, only
two squadrons were equipped to carry bombs and these seldom

', had more than eight aircraft serviceable at a time.

reserve.

A.H.B

Report

IIJ6/8 App. «H

W.D.• 9

The fighters made their ground attacks sometimes from
as low as nought feet, in the face of considerable enemy
filter patrols. Besides posting these over the battle area
generally, the enemy also established extra patrols at first
over the groimd columns, and later over the gaps in the
minefields. In addition, at below 6,000 feet, the fighters
were subjected not only to light A.A. fire, but, at lesser
heights to considerable: small arms fire, and these,
as the enemy patrols, took their toll. Thus, inevitably,
the casmlty rate of the fighter force was extremely high,
both in proportion to its strength and to the number of
sorties flown. In five days, out of an initial strength of
some two h-undred and fifty aircraft, fifty had been lost in
the course of one thousand sorties, reducing the field
fighter force by twenty per cent, at a rate of one aircraft
every twenty sorties, , An illustration of the rate of wastr*
age in the fighter squadrons v/as given on JO May when
targets suitable for bomber attaclq which had hitherto been
rare, were provided by large concentrations of the enemy
which were massing at the gap in the minefields awaiting
their turn to go throu^. The whole of No, 2J3 Wing was
put to the task of escorting the bombers during the after
noon, but even so the bombing programme had to be considerably
modified owing to the shortage of fighter escorts.

As a result of the fighter offensive effort which was
augmented by some eighty light-bomber sorties which ejq)ended
fifty-two tons of high explosive the Western Desert Air Force
claimed to have taken a considerable toll of enemy motor
transport in the battle area, and to have severely hindered
the arrival of supply colurmis moving up to replenish the
operational units, A daily average of one hundred and
fifty vehicles was claimed destroyed or damaged, but
accxirate assessment could be made, although the Army

as well

no

A.H.Q
RepoH:
A.H.B./IIJ6/8

W.D.• t

Intsums and

Opsimis in H.Q
R.A.F

Air Staff Apps.
to O.R.B,

•)

M.E.• 9
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confirmed that the effect of the air attacks was very great.
The fighter force appeared to caiAse the greatest havoc in the
early stages of the offensive where columns were spread out
and consequently had but poor A.A. protection; in this
period burning motor transport was a general feat-ure,
although luifoirbunately .5 incendiary aimunition was extremely
scarce and reduced the effectiveness of the attacks.
Incidental to the value of the fighter-bomber attacks was the
amount cf information brought back by this force,
reports were so accurate that daring this battle, while other
souirces of information were scarce, the R.A.P. used them
exclusively for planning operations.

Wo figures of the damage inflicted by air attacks are
available in enemy documents, although some individual reports
by British ex-prisoners of war were collected. However, the
following statement by General BayerleinC'l ) illustrated how
nearly the combined British ground and air attacks defeated
Rommel at the Cauldron.

•Viihen we had failed to capture Bir Hacheim and
failed to get a passage through the minefield, both of us
(Generals Eayerlein and Nehring) begged Rommel to break
off the battle, but he wouldn't hear of it
were in a really desperate position, our backs against
the minefield, no food, no Y/ater, no petrol, very little
ammunition, no v/ay through the mines for our convoys,
Bir Hacheim still holding out and preventing oixr getting
supplies from the south,
the time from the air,
we should have had to surrender.

The

We

We were being attacked all
In another tvrenty four hours

A.H.B./IU6/8
A.H.Q. W.D.
Report

Rommel' by (2)
Desmond Toung

I

(1) At this time Bayerlein was Chief of Staff to Romimel and
Nehring Chief of Staff to the Afrika Korps,

(2) Primary source not yet available.
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THE SIEGE OF SIR HA.CHEIM & THE BRITISH (XiUETER ATTACK
AT KNIGKTSBRIDGE. 2-10 JUNE

Recniperation of the Fighter Force

With the aimihilation of the 150th Brigade on 1 June,
the stage was set for new developments in the battle.
Rommel was now established in a’firm bridge-head in the
middle of the British positiais, behind an effective barrier
of anti-tank guns and minefields. However, while his posi
tion formed a valuable sallying point for a further offen
sive, he had so far failed to reduce the stron^iold at Bir
Hacheim, and it would have been a hasard of some magnitude
to ccmmit the Panzer Army to a further advance while this
threat to its flank still existed, in addition, although
the British armour had failed to drive the enemy back to
his former positions, it had successfully frustrated his
initial advance, was undefeated in the field and numerically
it still equalled the Axis armour, Althou^ the enemy
position in the minefield was too strong to give way before
anirthing less than a full scale counter-attack, such an
attack had a good chsurce of success as long as Bir Hacheim
was ir. British hands.

Unfortunately the British armoured formations were not
sufficiently recovered to make an immediate counter-attack
and so they were granted xantil 4 June to make their
preparations and to receive reinforcements. This gave
R^el valuable respite for the further fortification of
his bridgehead position and for bringing up reinforcements.
At the same time he was able to recommence operations
against the Rree French gaimison at Bir Hacheim,

With the temporary subsidence of the battle, and the
withdrawal of the main enemy force into an area large enough
for dispersal and adequately provided v/ith A,A, guns, a
halt was called to the British low-flying air attacks, a
timely decision in view of the expensive nature of this
close support. Approximately fifty fighters had been shot
down between 27 and 3I May (inclusive), representing approx
imately twenty per cent of the field fighter force, and,to
make replacement more difficult, the Middle East reserve of
Kittyhawks was very low. On 3I May the A, 0,0, reported

A,H,B,/IU3./ that in spite of careful conservation in the weeks before
183/146 A,0,0,/ the battle, the two Kittyha'wk wings showed a deficiency of
11 Y/estern thirty-two Kittyhawks and eleven Tomahawks,
Desert Ops,
Enel. 161 ,

Signal
A. 0.0.684

Of a total of

twenty-one aircraft per squadron, excluding forty-seven
under repair requiring three days or more,
the average daily serviceability of the squadrons to 7,5
aircraft.

this reduced

■  In early June several changes were made in the com
position of the Western Desert Air Force,
Side reinforcements included two

On the credit

surprise* weapons, a
flight of Spit fires j and some. Hurricane Ild tank-busting
aircraft which were as yet untried in operations. These
belonged to Nos, 145 and 6 Squadrons respectively, and
commenced operations on l and 6 June, A further addition
was No, 213 Hurricane Squadron, while No. 223 Baltimore
Squadron returned from refitting of the rear guns and
recommenced operations on 7th, No, 80 Squadron, v/hich had
suffered severe casualties ms replaced by No, 238 Squadron,
but the latter, which had previously been employed on
shipping patrols in the Sidi Barrani anea, lacked training

A.H.Q, W.D.
Report A,H,B,/
IIJ6/8 & Sqdn
O.R.B.s,
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A.H.B./IU1/
183/146 A,0,C./
11 Western

Desert Ops Encls
158a & 159a
Signals A 834 &
A 650

and experience in air fighting and had to be * nursed’ con
siderably before it could be employed on operations,
additionj, the A, 0,0, asked for a detachment of Beaufighters
from the coastal squadrons under No, 201 Group, to operate
regularly against communications in the rear of the enemy’s
main forces^ but this could not be spared; in fact
No, 201 Groxjp itself was deprived of the Beaufigjater
squadrons at this time as they had to be withdrawn from

operations to build up their serviceability in preparation
for escorting the vrest-bound convoy to Malta which was due
to sail on 11 June,

fighter cover for the convoy, No, 250 Kittyhawk Squadron
was also withdrawn from the battle, on 10 June, and was
fitted with long-range tanks.

In

Pxarthermore, tq increase the 1

The arrival of the ^itfires was rather a token of

improvements to come than a radical improvement in the

existing floiter force. As the aircraft v/ere in the nature

of a surprise weapon their employment was at first
deliberately restricted. Their task was to maintain patrols
at height, often as top cover to Hurricaines, to jump the

enemy filters, deliver their attack and then make off
quickly without staying to fight. Although they were few

in numbers, enployed in these tactics they were a valuable
support to the Hurricanes in air fighting; their mere
presence in the battle meant that for the first time the

enemy fighter pilot had to look over his shoulder.

A,H.Q, W,D,

Report AaH.Bo/
IUd/8

Revival of Anti-shipping Strikes

It was at this stage in the battle that another
important factor, this time in the strategic sphere, began
to make itself felt once again. On the night of 30/3I May
the Italian merchant vessel, the S,S, Allegri, was sunk in

the Gulf of Sirte, and four nights later a second vessel,
the S,S, Giuliani, was sunk north of Ben^ia2d., These events
marked the beginning of a gradual but very effective revival

in the air offensive against Rommel’s sea supply lines.
It was made possible largely owing to the rapid
re-establishment of Malta as an offensive base only two

months after the peak of the Axis_ blitzkrieg against the

island, and in the face of acute supply difficulties.

Of these two sinkings, that of
by a Wellington oif No, 221 Squadron
which dropped five bombs on a merchant vessel about one

The aircraft

31 May was achieve

hundred and eighty miles west of Benghazi,

d
operating from Malta,

claimed near misses only, but enemy documents record that
the S,S, Allegri (6836 G,R,T,) was sunlc in that locality
on 31 I'^ay "By aircraft torpedo,
Benghazi, carrying motor transport and wireless equipment.
The S.S, Giuliani (683 G,R,T,), carrying five hundred tons
of fuel oil was sunk over some hundred miles north of

Benghazi on the night of 3/4 June, after two attacks, both
from Egypt, the first by two torpedo Wellingtons and the
second by a Beaufort,

In the middle of the month, Beaufort torpedo-carrying air

craft, ■'ffith Beaufighters for escort duties were based on
Malta in support of convoy operations for the supply of the

The vessel was bound for

A hit was claimed in each attack.

AoHoQ® Malta,
No. 201 Group &
Sqdn 0Jl,B,s,
& enemy
documents A,H,B,
(6)

(1) The Wellingtons of this squadron were specially equipped
Forfor shipping searches with A,SoV, apparatus,

technica,! details see A.H,B, Monograph, Signals,
Volume VI.
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island* These aircraft remained at Malta for shipping
strike Sj and on 21 Juae^ nine Beaxjforts -wilh Beatifighter
escort attacked a convoy of two merchant vessels and escort

south of Cape Bon, In their first attempt the aircraft
failed to find the ships, hut in the second, despite fierce
fighter opposition, two hits were scored on the motor vessel

Reichenfels, which sank immediately. According to enemy
documents the fighter escort consisted of two Italian
filters and one Ju 88 which was shot down dtiring the action.

The convoy was hound for Tripoli hut the cargo of the
Reichenfels is not known.

Ibid.

The re-employment of the Beauforts at lilalta was an
inportant feature in the offensive against Rommel* s supply
lines, for these aircraft, with the Beaufighters, operating
hy day were to take a heavy toll of enemy supply ships to

North Africa in the summer months. Significant' too was

the introduction of a new anti-shipping aircraft, the
torpedo Wellington, which, operating from both Malta and
Egypt was to he equally successful in night attacks. The

new Wellingtors had been converted to torpedo carrying as

a result of experiments carried out since Jamuary 1942,
when it had been decided to provide locally for the need

for a long-range torpedo aircraft. When experiments proved
satisfactory, a torpedo training school had been started,
and No, 38 Squadron was equipped with Wellingtons capable
of carry:Lng two torpedoes. By the end of May there were

eleven Wellingtons and fourteen crews operational,

YJhile comparing favourably with the single sinking at

sea during the whole of the period 27 Pebruary-26 May, the
successes in the battle period were not in themselves
adequate to produce an immediate effect on the Axis opera

tions in the desert. Nevertheless, enemy documents show

that they were regarded with anxiety by the more
strategically-minded of the Axis commanders, and that, had
events in the desert in June proved less favourable to

Rommel, they might well have been the cause of a more
cautious policy in North Africa at this stage, and a

correspondingly active policy against Malta;
scale invasion envisaged in the plan for Cperation Hercules

might well have resulted in the capttne of the island.

The Re-openlng of the Assault on Bir Hacheim

In the afternoon of 2 June, the conparative lull of
the past thirty-six hours was ended, when, after calling
in vain upon the Free French Garrison to surrender, the
Italians resumed their attacks on Bir Hacheim,

next two days the fighter effort was expended solely on

reducing the scale of effort against this strong?oint,

Kittyhawks were operating early on 3 June, and a total
of forty-five fighter-bomber and fighter machine-gun sorties

were flown against enemy forces in response to calls for
£iir support,
maintained over the battle area,

next day, when no good targets were available for either
fighters or bombers, the fighters were employed in inter
cepting enemy bcxabing attacks on the garrison. Over the

two days the effort of the Luftwaffe against the strong-
point Y/as considerable, and included tvirelve heavy Stuka
attacks. At least four of these were intercepted although
they were nearly all provided with a fighter screeh which
patrolled over the Acroma - El Adem area while the raid

was in progress, British claims for 3 and 4 June were

the full-

Por the

In addition frequent fighter sweeps -were
On the morning of the

H,Q R.A.P.

Malta O.R.B,
•f
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patrolled over the Aoroma — El Adem area wliile the raid

was in progress, British claims for 3 and 4 Jime were
fourteen Ju, 87, one Ju. 88 and tlix-ee fighters.

At midday on 4 Jime, Army Intercepts reported that the
enemy planned to carry out a ground attack suppoirbed
Stiikas at I3OO hours,Iw There were no Boston targets so
Kitty-hombers were employed in ground attack operations.
Nos, 112 and 3 R,A,A,P, Squadrons together completing thirfcy*-
two bombing sorties against enemy columns attacking Bir
Hacheim, At the end of the day a tribute was paid to the
figliter effort by the Free French Commander, General Koenig,
who signalled, *Bravoi Merci pour la R,A,F, ’

The German Panzeramee diarist conmented as follows
on the day’s fi^ting;-

by

i
90th Light Division, after strong artillery

attacked the fortress of Hacheim at

From the fortress-like prepared strong
points, the enemy once more offered such fierce
resistance that the attack had to be discontinued, *

Throughout the whole of the attacks against Bir Hacheim,
between 2 and 10 June, the area rovoid the fortress was
constantly watched by No, 208 Tactical Reconnaissance
Squadron y/hich flew an average of seven sorties per day,
and an accurate picture of the enemy’s penetration of the
minefields and his approach to encircle Bir Hacheim was
supplied to KXX Corps through visual and photographic
reconnaissance,

enemy fighter patrols in the Hacheim area became  a regular
occurrence and resulted in damage to the reconnaissance
aircraft, but escorts were provided by other aircraft of
the squadron, and provided an effective:defence.

The British Attack at Knight abridge

preparation,
0600 hours.

Between 7 and 10 Jvine, encounters with

A.H,Q, W.D. :■
Report A.H,B,/
IU6/8 App ’L.’

After the 'unfortunate but apparently -unavoidable delay
of three days, the British counter-attacks against the enemy
bridgehead in the minefields was launched on the night of
4/5 June, The assauilt was planned to take place in a pincer
movement formed by tvTO thrusts, one from the north against
Sghifet es Sidra, and the other, the main thrust, from the
east against the Aslagh Ridge,
was to sieze ground around Got el Scarab and to open a
corridor through which the armouired brigades could pass behind
the enemy and close the minefield gaps, supported from the
north by flanking fire from the forces making the secondary
thrust.

The aim of the main thrust

The northern thrust was a strai^tforward operation,
and had it talcen place on 1 June, as General Ritchie had
originally Intended, it might liave succeeded. As it was,
by the night of 4 June the enemy had had time to fortify the
ridge strongly and could afford to support his garrison -with
tanks. On being attacked by enemy armour, the British tanks
ran on to an uncharted minefield, 50 out of 70 were lost, and
the force was thus unable to support the infantry when, in
tuim, it was attacked by enemy tanics,
infantry was pinned daiwi short of its objective.

As a resuilt the

(1) This is not supported bj’- the Panzerarmee
Diaries,

or D,A,K,
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The eastern thrust, whose initial attack was preceded
by light boobing was at first shccessful. The Asla^
Ridge was captured and artillery moved up to support the
tanks as they passed throu^. After advancing, however,
the tanks failed to support the infantry when it was
attacked and pushed back, and then suffered heavy casualties
themselves when engaged-by enemy armeinr. 'Rommel* s reaction
to the • attack was, in fact, very vigorous, and after
desultory fitting which lasted all day, a strong detach-
ment of the enemy worked round the SGiuthern. flank of the

position on the ridge. On the following day enemy columns
made a strong counter-attack in which the British positions
on the ridge were overrun with heavy losses, and  a fierce
armoured battle developed in the Knightsbrid,ge area. Both
the Panzer divisions, and all three British armoured brigades
took part, but neither side gained the advantage. The
tank fighting died down, and although on 7bh the enemy
appeared to be concentrating for a further thrust, this did
not develop,

Air Activity in Support of the Counter-attack

The early morning Boston attack on 5 June, preceding
the main British assault, had been planned in detail
between No, 3 S.A.A.P* Wing and'the Army, in the evening
before the battle. The target, an enemy strongpoint south
of the Aslagh Ridge, was attacked by 6 Bostons operating
individually; they were assisted in locating the target
by nine white petrol flares laid out by the Army in the
shape of a V pointing towards the enemy’s: dug-in positions,
and at a distanoe of about four miles,

over the target for fifteen minutes, the last aircraft
finishing its attack one minute before 0530 hours,
hour for the ground attack, Tlie bombing in this well-
timed operation was successful, and the strongpoint
quickly taJcsn by the Army.

Generally speaking, in the cauldron area diiring this
phase of the battle, targets were acceptable only if
suitable for bombing attacks. During the' fighting follow
ing the British cdunter-attack however, very few bomber
targets were forthcoming, owing, as usual, to the rapidly
changing positions of the opposing forces, which made it
impossible to give a bomb-line. One raid per day con
stituted the bomber effort, although the Bostons were kept
at readiness in the expectation of support calls. Air
policy was in any case conservative, as it was necessary
to husband resources until a definite enemy threat developed,
and this applied particularly to the fighter-bombers.
Thus in the first day of the attack fifteen requests for

, air support were turned down, while the figjiter force limited
its activity to offensive sweeps and patrols between Bir
Hacheam and Knightsbridge. Even these bore little fruit,
although Axis fighters patrolled in sections during the
morning, and one Stiaka attack on Acroma, and two bomber
attacks on Kni^tsbridge were made in the afternoon. On
6 June however, targets suitable for filter-bomber attack
were provided by enemy supply columns moving east in the
rear of the Axis forces in the main battle area. Low cloud

assisted the Allied fighters, and about one hundred and
fifty sorties were flown by the Kittyhawks, of which nearly
half were bombing sorties, and of these all but eighteen
were directed against the cauldron area. The additional
eighteen sorties were flown against enemy troops in the
Bir Hacheim sector, where the Free French repulsed three
enemy assaults. The day’s flaring was estimated'to have
cost the Ax:ls some seventy vehicles destroyed or damaged,
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The main air activity on 7 June was again dii'ected
against the cauldron area where the enemy arrnoui* was still
active, and in fact, giving every indication that  a major
attack was imminent. In the early ttioming, targets came in
so slowly through the normal grovind channels, that a fighter

As a result.sweep with tactical reconnaissance was made,

good targets were established by 1000 hours, and the Kitty
hawks were then put on to them with instructions to bomb
but not to strafe. Over sixty fighter-bomber sorties
were flown against motor transport and motorised infantry,
including two raids by Hurricane bombers, and it was
estimated that a hundred vehicles were destroyed in the
day's attacks.

Nevertheless despite the pressure of land and air
attacks, the enemy remained firmly established with his
armour rovind ICnightabridge, constituting a threat to Tobruk

The consequenceswhich at no time could be disregarded,
of the British counter-attack were very different from what
had been hoped.

The enemy air force again maintained fighter patrols of
about foxar to six aircraft in the Acroma-Sl Adem  - Hacheim

areas, and escorted Stuka attacks against Acroma v/ere
reported at 1100, 1200, and I330 hours.

The Pall of Bir Hacheim

The failure of the Eighth Army’s counter-attack on
5 and 6 June was probably the turning point of the battle.
Until then the chances of destroying fiommel’s army had
seemed good. The enemy's firm parry, followed up by a
strong thrust towards lirightabridge where his army directly
threatened Tobruk gravely altered the situation. Even so
it did not at once become necessary to evacuate the Gasala
line or to abandon all hope of eventually making  a comter-
offensive. The British tank force was believed to be as

yet equal in numbers to that of the eneny, aoid its prospect
of obtaining reijiforcements as good if not better than his;
but time was needed for reorganisation, and the Axis powers
of recuperatlcn seemed, greater than ours. For, while for
the time being General Ritchie had to be content with
small-scale offensive activity against the enemy's lines of
communication, removing the 7th Motor Brigade from the .
defence of Bir Hacheim for the purpose, Rommel waS able to
strengthen his assaults on Hacheim while still maintaining
his newly won position in the Knightsbridge

During the course of the armoured battles on 5
6 June, the Free French had repulsed several attacks against
the strongpoint at Bir Hacheim, although the enemy gained
some ground, and even on the 7”th, when greater pressure
was exerted with the support of a few tanks, the enemy had
made no appreciable improvement in this position.
Moreover, the garrison enjoyed a welcome respite from air
attacks on 5 and 6 June, except for one visit by  a few
Me, I09’s on the 7th
last onslaught began

The massed Axis amoiur in: the Knightsbridge area which
hourly was expected to attack, made no move on 8th, but
instead, a major assault was launched on Bir Hacheim, In
the morning an attack supported by thirty-seven tanks
made from the north, and in the afternoon the eneny shelled
the northern defences. Meanwhile there was a general
movement southward from the Knightsbridge area, and at

area.

On the following day however, the

was
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1900 hours a further attack, assisted by thirty-seven tanlcs,
was launched against the northern flank of the defences.
During these attacks the enemy inflicted heavy casualties
on the defending guii crews, and by late evening the
situation was regarded as serious.

Air Support at Bin Hacheim

On 8 June, early morning ire connaissance was made for
targets and gon positions in both the Cauldron and Bir
Hacheim areas, but although a Boston attack was directed
against the Cauldron dxiring the morning, the main force
was kept in hand while the Army decided vdiich area was to

/  receive priority. Upon the eneiiy*s attack, the decision
was made in favour of Hachein in the middle of the morning,
and two operations were carried out by mixed formations of
Kittybombers and Hurricane lid tank-busting aircraft,
was the first attack ever to be made by these Hurricanes,
so the sortie was of particular interest,
were mixed;

claimed two tanks destroyed and two others probably
destroyed, they themse

Sqdn, 0,R,B,s & anti-aircraft fire,(1)
M,E,P,0,S, &

a=h,q. w,d.

Report A,HoB„/
IU6/'8

A„H,B,/UJ1/
183/146 A,0,C,
11 W,D, OPS

Enel. 188a Report
by Ops Liaison
Officer

Thi

The results

while in their two attacks the tank-busters

Ives lost two aircraft, one to
A Kittybomber also claimed one

tank destroyed with a direct hit by a bomb. Altogether
seventy-two sorties were flown by fighter-banbers, all in
the Bir Hacheim area, five aircraft being lost.

s

Throu^out the day the Free French were subjected to
increasingly severe air attacks, including two attacks by
approximately twenty-five Ju, 88* s, and one Stuka attack,
while enej^ fighters maintained continuous patrols
Bir Hacheim and between Acroma and Carmuset,
filters did not succeed in intercepting any of the bombing
raids but in encounters with enemy fighters they claimed
three Me, 109*sand one M,0, 202 destroyed for the loss of
three aircraft. Enemy records show one bomber destroyed
but also 'two fighters *not through eneny action*, The
British fighter effort of three hundred and fifty-seven
sortxos reached the highest day’s total up to this date ’.in
the Desert,

over

British

On the foUov/ing day, 9th, the eneny maintained his
pressinoe on Bir Hacheim, but in the evening units in the
northern sector withdrew after a successful French counter
attack. British units operating against enemy supply
columns east of the minefield also enjoyed some success.
The Axl.s air effort against Bir Hacheim wus again very
heavy, and included three Stuka attacks, none of which
was intercepted.

British air policy on this day was to restrict
operations in order to build up serviceability which had
fallen sharply as a result of the intensive activity of
the previous day. Fij^ter-bembers made some twenty-five
sorties, but this was the only air activity against ground
forces. In engagements with Axis fighters on patrol or
escorting bombers, the fighters claimed five Me, I09's
destro3red for the loss of two aircraft; Enemy records
show three fighters and one bomber destroyed.

(1) An account of the operational value.of the Hurricane
lid in this campaign is given at page 217.
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,  On^iO June General Ritchie decided to evacuate Hacheim,
Eneny pressure was persisting in the south despite the

efforts of the armour to relieve it, and the resistance of
the garrison was being worn dorm, -Prom the north, shell
ing was maintained throughout the morning, and at I300 hours
a very heavy air attack was'made on the fortress by twenty
Ju, 88’s and forty Ju« 87’s, with about fifty Me, 109*s
and Me, 1l0’s, Shortly afterwards a fresh ground attack
developed against the northern face of the defences, but
althou^ Axis units succeeded in penetrating a short way,
by 1600 hours the situation was reported to be in hand.

The R,A.P, made .forty-six fighter^bomber’ sorties and

sevorai interception sweeps, all in the Bir I^chedm area,
the latter resvilting in the destruction of two Junkers 87,
for the loss of three fighters, AH the Junkers were
oiaimed shot down dtiring a single attack, the other two
attacks escaping interception altogether. Actual Germain
losses however were one single-engined fighter, one Stuka
and one reconnaissance aircraft. Enemy fighters continued
to patrol the battle area during the day. When night fell
the evacmtion of the garrison was commenced, and by the
morning two thousand men had been safely withdrawn, and
others were still making their way out.

Survey; Tl:.ie Defence of Bir Hacheim

The enemy re-ccramenced his attack on Bir Hacheijn
2 June, and the fortress was evacuated by the Free French
garrison on the ni^t of the 10th, after nine days of
generally persistent pressure from both ground and
For the three days of 5, 6 and 7 June, the garrison enjoyed
a respite from the otherwise ccmstant air attacks, during
the British counter-attack at Ehi^tsbridge and the
subsequent armoured battles developing from it, when the
air effort of both sides was diverted to that sector of the

For the remaining six dsys it was the task of the

on

arr.

front,

fighter force to defend the strongpoint from air attack, and
to harass the enany columns executing the g??ound assault.
The statement of a contemporary report that the fighters
’adopted’ Bir Eacheim gives a fair indication of the
absorption of the filter force in these tasks to the
exclusion of all others.

On 2 June, dust conditions placed a general restriction
on flying, but on the next day the LuftvTaffe began the air
offensive against Bir Haoheim vsath a .series of small scale
Stxika attacks of about twelve to fifteen aircraft, carried
out at frequent Intervads during the day,
was continued on the following day, but from 8th to 10th,
while becoming less frequent, the. raids greatly increased
in size, until, on 10 June, in addition to two attacks of
not less tiian thirty Stulcas each, a formation of over one
hundred aircraft including forty Ju, 87’ s and twenty
Ju, 86’s was imxstered over the target at one time. Through
out the whole period of air attack, the bombing raids were
heavily protected by filters which usually came over
ahead of the Stukas and fomed a protective screen over
the El Adem area to intercept British. fighters approaching
from Gombut, In addition standing patrols were frequently
posted in the Bir Hacheim area,

Aga:mst this heavy Axis air effort, ever the five days
the British fighters flew some six hundred sorties on offen
sive sweeps, an. average of one hundred and twenty per day,
besides keeping aircraft at readiness at Gambut to intercept

This method

A,H.Q,r¥,D,

Report A,H,B./
IIJ6/8

Ibid, <Ss Sqdn.
0,R,B,s,
M,S.F.0,S, &c.
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raids picked 1:5) lay radar. Many actions developed with enemy
fighter patrols, which were maintained on a higla scale, hut
hcjnhing raids were intercepted to a lesser extent. Over

the period the air force claimed fifteen Ju, 87*s, eleven
Me, 109*s, and four Italian fighters destroyed for the loss
of some twenty fighters, a few of which were shot down on

offensive gsround attack operations. According to German
Air Ministry returns, actual German losses, were nine
dive-homhers, four bombers and seven fighters, with two
dive-bombers, two bombers and one filter damaged; tmit
retiarns show little deterioration in serviceability. Prom

high level German documents it would appear that the
Pliegerfuehrer Afrika took these losses seriously. On

if June, after the loss of nine Stukad during this and the
previous day, he described them as heavy. This term may
ho’TOver have been used to impress the Panzerarmee, for on
this day both Waldau and Kesselring complained that althou^
the bombing of Bir Hachedm had been successful, its value
was small as it was not being followed up by effective gix>und
action. On the 10th, TiTaldau refused to provide bomber
attacks in waves with fighter protection,^ because this
form of attack inevitably led to heavy losses.

Nevertheless, whatever the reaction of the Pliegeir-
fuehrer Afrika to the losses, and they represented 17
cent of his Stuka serviceability and 11 per cent of his

fighter serviceability, from the British point of view the

interception of the attacks on Bir Hacheim was generally
speaking unsatisfactory, in marked contrast to the successes

of the previous weeks. The Germans flew well over one
thousand sorties against the strongpoint, yet only some

thirty aircraft were claimed shot down. The bulk of the

claims of Ju, 87's destroyed were made as the result of

only two interceptions, on 3 and 2*.. June, when the German

attacks were small and frequent. Seven and six Stukas
respectively were claimed destroyed on these two days;
a further two Stukas were olaimed in a single interception
on 10 June, Thus, while actual air fighting was on occasion

satisf aotory, interception was too infrequent to provide
e.dequa.te air defenoe. In al3., only six out of at least
twenty-four raids OaI the strongpoint appear to have been

intercepted, although fighters were kept at readiness at

Tobruk, and frequent fighter sweeps were flown over the
Bir Haoheim area. The defensive tactic of maintaining
standing fighter patrols over the fortress was not praotioable
because, excluding the fighter bombers and their escorts,
the strength of the fighter force was insufficient for the

puzpose, especially in view of the heavy fighter escorts and
patrols provided for the protection of the enemy bombers,
against which patrols of less than two squadrons would have
been ineffective.

Enemy
Documents

A,HoB,6.

A,A,Ii,Q. W,D.
Report A,H,B./
IIJ1/122/81
No. 211 Group
War Mary

Probably the most potent factor which contributed to
the failure of the figlater force to intercept the enemy
raids vras the withdrawal of the forward radar G.O.L, \anit

at Gazala,

’•’/ision* capable of detecting low-flying aircraft, was at

that time the orly one of its kind in the Desert, and had

contributed towards a large number of recent fighter inter

ceptions, particularly dixring the period preceding the

This unit, with its sixty-mile range and low

1) Italian Loss Figures are not available,
2) This presumably means that the bombers had sometimes

relied solely on local fighter patrols for their
protection, but in any case it contradicts the A.H.Q
W.D.

• >
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exiemy’s offensive. Its specialised equipnent made necessary
very thorough precautions for its safety, and folloviring the

deterioration of the situation caused by the failure of our

counter-attack, it /was withdrawn from Gazala on  7 June,
It returned to Gazala on the 13th only to be withdrawn
again, this time finally, on the following day. Thus,
during the early days of the assault on Tobruk, when inter

ceptions were fairly frequent, and enemy casualties
appreciable, tMs unit T/as operating, but during the
critical period of the last few days when raids grew
steadily bigger, it had been withdrawn from operations, and

by approaching theii* target at a low height, enemy aircraft
could and, did escape detection by the remaining C,0,L,s
at Gambut and Tobruk, A ftirther difficulty was the

No, 510 A.M,E,S
0,R,B, &
information

obtained from

Group Captain
Tester

•>

No, 211 Group
Apps to 0,R,B, & frequent brealcdown of the telephone system between
A,H,B,/lIJl/l05/ No, 211, Group and its fighter wings, caused by enemy air

attacks which cut the overhead wires, and by the passage
of Bidtish vehicles over ground cables,
of the telephone system by W/P involved delays in the
transmission of messages so that the fighter wings
frequently had to act on their own initiative Yd-thout the

full and co-ordinated information available at Group,
Pinally, the strong enemy fighter patirals maintained over
the battle area frequently diverted the British fighter
sweeps from the Stuka formations.

33 9th U,S,A.P,

Report on
Controlled.

The substitutio

Interception

n

Because of the importance of intercepting the Stxika
raids, ground attacks by fighters against the enemy columns
attacking Bir Hachedm constituted a minor commitment,

TlTTO\i^out the five days of the enemy's main attacks on
Bir Hacheim, however, requests for air support in the
Cauldron area were continually refused in favotir of con
centration of the effort in support of the garrison,
addition, pa2rtioularly towards the end of the period, on
several occasions, fighter bomber attacks were directed
against enemy gun positions bombarding the fortress,
although these were not considered a fair target,
considered that their moral effect on the garrison
justified the risk to the fighters in this partioi.il.ar case,
and^ inoidenba3.1y, the attacks also appeared to cause a
certain amount of material damage.

In

It was

A.H,Q
Report A,H,B,/
IU6/8 App *K'
A,S,C, Diary

W,D,• >

Generally speaking, the policy was carried out of
answering, as a minimum effort, specific calls for air
support from the Free French whenever possible,
tion, the fighter-bomber effort(1/ iwas stepped up from
approximately thirty sorties on 3 and 4 June to about
ninety sorties on 8 June, when it appeared that the invest
ing forces Yirere receiving reinforcements from the nortl^ and
to fifty sorties on 10th, when every effoi»t was required
to sustain the morale of the garrison pending the YYith-
drawal,(2; On the 9th fighter activity was cut down to
a rainimm in order to raise serviceability which had fallen
as a result of the previous day's operations, but even so,
over the five day period, the fighter effort expended on
ground attacks, including escorts to fighter-bombers, was
over tliroe hundred and fifty sorties, or an average of over
seventy per day.

In addi-

(1) No, 274 Squadron reccmnencod operating Hurribombers ■ .
early in June, These aircraft at this stage carried
tvYO 250 lb, bombs.

Figures for filter ground attack sorties are not
available.

(2)
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The fighter offensive effort, with the fighter sweeps,
amounted to a total of 950 sorties, an average of approx
imately two hundred per day, which was maintained by a

force which had recently sviffered heavy losses of up to
twenty per cent of its original strength. The casualty
figvire of twenty aircraft lost in these operations was how^
ever a welccme improvement on the casualties sustained over

the previous period of intensive ground attacks.

Despite the considerable weiglit of air attack on Bir
Hacheim, the garrison event\ially withdrew as a consequence,
not so much of dive-bombing, as of over-whelming and accurate
artillery fire, which resulted in the capture of one after
another of the French positions. Hacheim was not in fact

a target particilLarly suitable for dive-bombing, for the
garrison carried out their defensive activities from nmerous

slit trenches and well-fortified positions against which
anything less than a direct hit had little effect,
case, artillery and infantry attack supported perhaps by
carefully timed air attack, should have been adequate for
the task, and it was a measure of Rommel's poor understand
ing of the role of a tactical air force that the LuftvTaffe

was employed to such a large extent against what was, in

fact, an Army target, Kesselring and Waldau both appear to
have been aware of the inadequate co-operation of the Army
in backing-up the air attacks with ground sorties, and twice
they complained of it to Rommel, asking specifically for
aomaoiored assaults, Rommel's reply that the use of the
armour was out of the question owing to the extensive mine
fields may have been justified, but it implied that his
policy remained unaltered, tliat as he had declared on 5 June,
he intended to compel Bir Hacheim to surrender by bombing
attacks and artilJ.lery fire, a method bound to impose ain
unduly heavy bur-den on the Luftwaffe, Thus, against this
target the Luftwaffe expended over one thousand sorties in
six days, and although losses were relatively low, and
serviceability remained stable, the operations evidently
placed a considerable strain on the air units, and stretched
them to the utmost.

Although the fall of Bir Hacheiaa was a serious develop-
m.ent for the British, it was more costly a victory than
Rommel 2iad bargained for. In his original plan the Axis
commander liad hoped to destroy the British forces west of
Tobinik by the evening of the second day of the battle, but
the garrison had frustrated the first attempts on 2? May,
and when the attack had been renewed on 2 June, the fortress
had held out for a frirther nine days,
states;

In any

A German dociment

H.Q R.A,P

M,E, Report
A,H.B,/i;iJi/
159/20

• > • f

Panzerarmee

Diary &
Appendices

Enemy Documents
A.H.B.(6)

A,H,B,(6) Trans
Vll/n Sti;idy by
8th Abteilung
Oct, 1944

'TMs fortress held out for nine whole days against
an attack of nearly three Divisions and tlnree Reconnais
sance Battalions, supported by about 1,500 aircraft.
This meant a nine days gain for the enemy and for our
army and air force nine days of losses in material,
personnel, aircraft and petrol. Those nine days
•were irrecoverable'.

Although the enemy continued to press his offensive without
pause until after the capture of Tobruk, it is reasonable to
suppose that in the long run these nine days sapped the
strength of the Panzerarmee, and diminished the speed of its
advance particularly before and during the withdrawal of the
British from the frontier, while there is direct evidence to
show that the concentrated operations of the Axis air forces
against Bir Hacheim, together with those against Tobruk, led
to the collapse of Axis air activity d\iring the British
withdrawal.
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PHASE III THE EWCIRGLEMINT? OF TOBRUK 11^19 June

The Deafeat of the British Armoxw

With Bir Hacheim behind him, Rommel lost no time in
resuming his main thrust towards Tobruk from his central

position in the Knightsbridge area. On 11 June the greater
part of his armour made a general movement eastwards towards
El Adem, and tank clashes occurred as the British resisted
the advance. By midnight the 90th Light Division
disposed in an area some nine miles sou,th of El Adem with
the 15th Panzer Division to the left of it, and the Trieste
echelon in the rear, guarding the left flank. British
infantry held a defended locality on the ridge south of
El Adem, and the 2nd and Ifth Armoured Brigades lay immediately
to the west with orders to destroy the enemy armour; columns
of the 7th Motor Brigade and the 11th Indian Infantry
Brigade under the 7th lurmoured Division were in the south

ready to attack the enemy’s south and east flanks, and at
Knightsbridge the 22nd Armoured Brigade watched the 21st
Panzer and Arlete Divisions v/hich had not yet moved from
their positions west of Bir Harmat.

On the following day the 90th Light Brigade attacked
the British infantry on the Batruna ridge south of El Adem
without success, but captured the airfield to the north of
the position. The 15th Panzer Division then swung north
west to meet the two British armoured brigades, and, in a
battle lasting until ni,ghtfall, the British armour was
forced back some four miles north of the ridge. The 90th
Light Division took advantage of the situation to establish /.
a series of defended posts along the ridge.

was

On 15 June, after a quiet morning, the 15th Panzer
Division returned to the attack, engaging the British
armoured brigades in the area I/Iaabus es Rigel and Hagiag
el Rami, Soon the 21st Panzer Division y/as throv/n in from

the west, and the 22nd British Ajnnoured Brigade also joined
in the battle. When evening came the enemy had gained
possession of both these ridges, and was consolidating the
extended line of posts he had secured on the Batruna Ridge.

This battle was the culmination of the armoured fighting
which had been going on intermittently since 27 May.
its conclusion the British armour in the Acroma area was

reduced to thirty cruiser and twenty infantry tanks, while
the enemy was believed to possess at least twice that number.

Moreover the Eighth Army had lost the inestimable advantage
of being able to recover its damaged tanks from the battle
area.

At

Air Activity 11-13 June

During two of the three days of this vital armo\ared
battle, air support was considerably limited by unfavourable
ground dispositions and by the weather, and only on 12th did
operations reach a high level,
no targets for ground attack were given uintil midday, and
the first bombing raid of the day was made in the afternoon.
The target, a concentration of motor transport in the
Knightsbridge area was so successfully bombed despite heavy
A.A.

Kittyhawk escort also bombed,
were reported but two fighters were lost,
requests for support were not answered,
diarist recorded that the bombing and low-flying attacks.

On the morning of 11 June

that a second attack was made later, when part of the
Fires and a large e:jq)losion

Pour other

•»

The Panzerarmee

No. 3 Wing
S.A.A.P

O.R.B.
•»
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some of which vi^ere directed against Array Battle Headquarters,
caused some losses in dead and wounded.

Fighter activity was chiefly concerned in the morning with

the protection of the forces evacuating Bir Hacheim, hut there
heavy cloud and no enemy aircraft were sighted before 0900 hours,
by which time a great part of the garrison had safely withdrav/n.

Meanv/hile No, 233 Wing was at stand-by for a call to bomb enemy
airfields, in case of a massed air attack such as that at Bir

Hacheimon the previous day. The enemy air force was active,
though chiefly in.the northern sector, where fighters maintained
patrols of from four to eight aircraft, with occasional sweeps to
Bir Hacheim or El Adem. Tv/o Stuka attacks were made in the

lOiightsbridge area and another on the Tobruk perimeter, while high
level attacks were made at Acroma. In addition. Me. 110's
bombed and strafed west of El A.dem.

A.H.Q., W,D,
Report
A.H.B./IIJ6/8

.On 12 June, the day on which the enemy armour commenced the

attack on the British positions on the Batruna Ridge, there were
suitable targets for both bomber and fighter operations and air
acitivity achieved a new high scale of intensity, both bombers and
fighters being heavily employed on offensive operations on the
same day. This was a new experience in this battle, and a fore
runner of a three-day period of even greater operational activity
which was to commence on 15th. Afternoon and evening
reconnaissance on 11 June had reported that the 15th Panzer
Division had moved towards El A.dem and that the 90th Li#it Division
had reached a position twelve miles to the south-west of it, and
plans were made for every available aircraft to attack the latter
division at maximum strength on the 12th. When morning came,
early reconnaissance confirmed the positions of the enemy columns,
which presented excellent targets, and although no information,
even for the day's bomb-line, vras available from the Army, no
change had to be made in the overnight plan.

Except for a short break in the morning when a heavy enemy
air attack v/as expected, and a stand-dovm from m)0 to l600 for
maintenance, the light bombers, fighter-bombers and fighters
concentrated their effort against enemy columns from 0630 hours
until nightfall, the greater effort being made in the morning.

The bomber task for the day was to carry out the greatest
possible number of sorties against the 90th Light Division, and
the Bostons were ordered to fly out to attack even if raids were
abortive and bombs had to be brought back;
movements was to be regarded as of the utmost importance and was
to be passed immediately to Air Headquarters. During the day
fifty-six sorties were flown in nine raids against transport of
the 90th Light Division,

was difficult to assess among well camouflaged vehicles, from the
height at which bombing was carried out. On tvYO occasions the
Boston formations were intercepted by enemy fighters, but the
escorts successfully warded off all attacks, and the Bostons
suffered no losses. The Kittyhawk escorts which lost two
aircraft were less fortunate.

information of ground

Fourteen fires Yrere counted but damage

Ibid. App ‘K*
A.S.C, Diary

No. 3 S.A.A.P.

Wing O.R.B.

Kittyhawrk and Hurricane bombers were also fully occupied
all day operating against the enemy columns south of El Adem.
Together they flew ninety-six sorties of v/hich the Hurricanes
contributed twelve, and in addition Hurricane IID's of No, 6
Squadron flew,ten anti-tank sorties, and Kittyhawks of No. 450
R.Ai.A.F. Squadron six machine-gunhing sorties,

employed continuously on offensive sweeps and patrols over
the battle area, and towards the end of the morning, when it v/as
reported that the enemy had occupied El Adem, patrols were
maintained in that area to ensure that the airfield was not
put into operational use.

Other fighters
were

A.H.Q., W.D.
Report
A.H.B./IIJ6/8
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The Panzeraxmee Diary reported very heavy air activity
in the morning and afternoon against the 15th and 21st
Panzer Divisions, and admitted that Axis fighter protection
was insufficient against the low-flying and fighter-bomhing
attacks. The 90th Light Division reported only slight

A.H.B.(6) Trans.
Panzerarmee

Diary

damage to its columns although it recieved nineteen raids

during the day.

Enemy air operations again reached a high scale on
Fighters patrolled the Knightsbridge-Acromathis day.

area in sections of from six to ten aircraft, and five
bombing attacks vrere made in the Knightsbridge area by
mixed formations of Me. 109*s and 110's, and Ju.87's and
88's.

Between IIjOO and l600 hours a heavy enemy raid was expected
on the Baheira landing grounds, and the bombers v/ere
ordered to stand down to enable the fighters employed in

escort duty to assist in defence,
materialise, but at about 2000 hours the day's events rose

to a climax when a report came in that a formation of over

a hundred aircraft was bombing El Adem.
squadrons intercepted the raid and the biggest air engage
ment of the battle took place in the Knightsbridge area.

The enemy formation was broken up, and six Ju.87's, one
Ju.88 and four Me. 109's were claimed destroyed for the

loss of five fighters,
only one Stuka and one fighter lost, and Italian losses
are not available.

Only one of these was intercepted by British fighte

This raid did not

Six fighter

German documents however record

British losses for the whole day were

rs.
A.H.Q
Report
A.H.B./IIJ6/8

¥.D.• >

eleven fighters, the highest since the fighter force had

abandoned its low-flying attacks on 1 June.

On the following day, 13 June, bad weather put a stop
to the high scale of air effoi’t, and one fighter-bomber
attack south of El Adem was the only offensive operation of
the day, although fighting vras still at its height,
the morning in response to a request from XIII Corps, four

fighter squadrons were kept at stand-by to counter possible
air attacks on the coastal road between Gazala and Tobruk,
but from midmorning to dusk, dust rendered the Gambut
landing grounds unserviceable.

In

Enemy air operations v/ere also restricted. There were

two Sttika attacks in the morning, neither of which was

intercepted by the British fighter sweeps, but in the
evening Kittyhawks en route to a motor transport target
encomtered a formation of Ju.88's w1.th heavy fighter
escort and lost four aircraft without loss to the enemy.
However, other Kittyhawks flying at a greater height,
sighted and attacked the fighter screen of the enemy
formation below them, and claimed two Me.109's and two

M.G. 202's destroyed, without loss to themselves. Enemy
records show one aircraft lost on this day.

Meanwhile the day's fighting had again ended in favour
of the enemy, with a grave weakening of British armoured
units as well as the loss of valuable tactical positions,
and the situation was now seriously altered.

The Malta Convoys - Harpoon and Vigorous 14-17 June

At this point in the land battle, when the reverses
suffered by the Ei^th Army made desirable the fullest
enq)loyment of the Air Force in support of it, it became
necessary, to divert part of the air effort away from the
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A.H.B./IIJ1/183/
160 A.O.G,-in-G,
Gorres. with

Malta. ISncl.

354 &c»

land fighting to assist in the protection of a convoy
sailing from Egypt to Malta. Ifhen earlier in the year it

had become apparent that the relief of Malta could not wait

upon the recapture of Gyrenaica, it had been decided to

attempt to transport supplies to the island by running two

convoys through the Mediterranean simultaneously, one from

the east, Vigorous, and the other from the west. Harpoon.
These convoys were scheduled to sail from Egypt and
G-ibraltar respectively in mid-June. A full account of the

passage of the convoys is available elsewhere,
is sufficient in this narrative to indicate briefly hoY/ the

air operations undertaken in support of them affected the

air units taking part in the Desert battle.

1 and it

Attack on both convoys from the air was certain;
interception of one or both by the Italian Fleet ¥/as
possible and even probable,
two-fold; to give the maximum fighter protection to the

convoys, and to attack the Axis air forces at their bases

and the Italian Fleet in its harbours and, if necessary,
at sea.

The air task was therefore

The western Desert Air Force and the bombers of Ho.

205 Group together, contributed to both tasks in support of

the convoy,
in the last week of May, wrhen a detachment of No. 104
Squadron’s Wellingtons, based temporarily at Malta for the

purpose, operated against Italian and Sicilian ports,
especially the main Fleet base at Taranto, and against
Sicilian and Sardinian airfields,

and U.S.A.A.F

attacked Taranto.

Attacks on iixis sea and air bases commenced

Liberators of the R.A.F

operating temporarily from Egypt, also

In addition Yfellingtons and Blenheims

A.H.Q

Ho. 201 Group
& Sqdn. O.R.B.s
& A.H.Q
Report A.H.B./
IIJ6/8

Malta,• >

W.D.• 5

operating from North African bases attacked the iucis air

fields in Grete in the second week of June, and a special
attack was made by Yfellingtons and Bostons against the
iixis bomber bases of Dema and Siret el Ghreiba on thef'

night of 13/14 June Immediately before the convoy was due
to pass through ’Bomb Alley' betvreen Grete and Gyrenaica.
D-uring the passage of the convoy ei,ght Liberators, as well
as Beauforts from Malta, attacked units of the Italian
Fleet which had put to sea to intercept the ships,
total effort of the bomber force in support of the convoys

• f

The

was:-

Sicilian

Bases, Airfields

Taranto & Italian

Sorties Tons of Sorties Tons of

H.E.

16 56Liberators

Wellingtons
Blenheims

Bostons

5637 23 37

5637 39 73

(1) A.H.B. Narrative: The R.A.F. in S/Iaritime lYar.
Volume VI.

The R.A.P. Liberators were in the I/hddle East for

experimental purposes; those of the U.S.A.A..F. were
passing through Egypt en route to the Far East.

(2)
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Crete N., /ifrican

Airfields

Sorties Tons of Sorties Tons of

H.E, H.E.

Liberators

Wellingtons
Blenheims

Bostons

79 87 23 29
19 4

69

98 91 32 35

The provision of fighter cover by land-based aircraft
from the Desert for the east-bound convoy was geographically
out of the question, and only during the last few hours of
the voyage would the ships be within range of Beaufight
and Spitfires operating from Malta,
included an aircraft carrier as well as a battleship,
cruisers and destroyers.

ers

Its escort therefore

Extensive provision was made for
the protection of both convoys when within range of I/Ialta-
based aircraft.

There still remained the problem of protecting the west
bound convoy. Vigorous, on the earlier stages of its journey
from the Eastern Mediterranean through •Bomb Alley*,
provide aircraft carriers was impracticable; they were
far too valuable to be hazarded in the narrow waters of the
Eastern Mediterranean,

fore the only means of protecting the convoy, and since,
at the time of planning, the situation in the Desert and the
availability of forward landing-grounds could not be
foretold, provision had to be made to meet any contingency.

At the date of sailing, 13 June, although the military
situation had deteriorated, fighter protection was actually
provided for this convoy throughout its passage, with the
exception of a short hiatus during the afternoon of 14 June,
caused by fighter losses and unserviceability,
responsibility for providing fighter
between Air Headquarters Levant, C'l)
(Wo. 211 Group) and Malta, as follows:

(a) A.H.Q. Levant.

To

Land based fighter cover was there-

The

cover was divided

Lgypt, Yifestem Desert

1500 to 2030 hrs 12th

A.O.C.-in-C.
Polder

C.O.S. Papers
(Telegrams)
Pt V Enel. 230

H.Q R.A.P.

17E Report
A.H.B./IIJ1/
159/32

• >

(L) 0630 to 2100 hrs 13th
0600 to 0800 hrs lifth

A.H.Q. Egypt.

(c) A.H.Q. Western Desert 0745 to 2100 hrs 14th
0700 to 1200 hrs 15th

(J) A.H.Q. Malta, 1200 to 2130 hrs 15th

In the event, because of a threat of interception by units
of the Italian Fleet, the convoy turned back in the early
hours of 15 June, and the fighter patrols of A.H.Q. TYestem
Desert were extended until nightfall on that day.

(1) Fighters under A.H.Q. Levant vrere to protect  a .gmali
section of the convoy sailing from Haifa which was to
join the main convoy at Alexandria.
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The distances to be covered by the fighters of No. 211
Group demanded the employment of tv/in-engined aircraft.
As it was necessary to conserve the limited number of these

for the convoy operations, Nos. 252 and 2?2 Squadrons, vd.th
same aircraft of No. 227 Squadron on attachment, were with
drawn from active participation in air operations on 1  and
5 June. These squadrons had been operating at high pressirr

Sqdn.
O.E.Bs e,

not only in their coastal role under No.' 201 Group, but also
in the battle itself, in ground attack and' interception, and
to that extent their withdrawal meant a weakening of the air
effort. One Kittyhawk squadron. No. 250, was also withdrawn
from the battle, on 10 June, and was fitted with long-range
tanks for patrols over the oonvoj,
over one hundred and fifty sorties in the previous seven
day's operations, on bomber escort duty, sweeps and Intercep
tions.

This squadron had flown

Aircraft for bomber escort were already well belov/
the number required, and the withdrawal of this squadron
placed a still heavier burden on the remainder.

Passage of the 'Vii'est-Eound Convoy - Vigorous

The coimponent parts of the Vigorous convoy met at a

rendezvous outside Alexandria on the afternoon of 13 June,

One merchant ship had already been damaged, when four of

the ships, which had been sent on aliead to Tobruk in order

, to mislead the enemy, had been discovered by dive-bombers
on the evening of the 12th, just as they vrere about to turn

Admiralty Battle east to rendezvous T/Tith the main body. This ship had been
Sui'iimary A,H,B,/ ordered to proceed to Tobruk. No serious air attack was
IIK/18/25 made on the main convoy until the afternoon of the 12fth,

when it was vrell inside ’Bomb Alley’, but in the morning a
heavy attack was made on the merchant vessel proceeding to

Tobrulc, and her escort. The merchant vessel was sunk
during the attack, which vas made by some forty dive-bombers
about tv/elve miles from Tobruk, and an escorting corvette
T/as danaged, Hovrever, before the enemy formation could

establish, contact Ydth the main convoy, it was intercepted
and dispersed 'hy t¥/enty-three Kittyhavdcs and Tomahawks of
No, 211 Group, ydiich had been sent up specially to intercept
them, despite the heavy demands of the current battle in.

the desert. The fighters claimed one Ju, 87 destroyed for

the loss of two Tomahav/ks, the pilots of viiich were both

saved. Eneitiy attacks on the main convoy, corriprising
formations of twelve or more aircraft, commenced at I63O .
hoixrs and continued until nightfall, and d-uring this time
one merchant vessel Y/as sunk and another damaged. The

fighter escorts to the convoy claimed six enemy aircraft
destroyed during the day, but four Beaufighters and two
Kittyhawks Y/ere lost.

During the night air reconnaissance reported that some
units of the Italian Fleet had left Taranto, and vdiile night
searching aircraft were sent out, the convoy turned back on
its course in order to leave clear the sea area to the 'vYest

of it for air operations against the enemy. On the follow

ing day, the 15th, vdiile still continuing eastv/ards, the

convoy was attacked three times from the air Ydth the result

that one destroyer had to be sunk, and other naval craft
were daimged. In the final attack at 1702 hours several

ships had narrov/ escapes, Yvhen the enemy employed all known

forms of attack, evidently trying to synchronise high-level
and shallov/ dive-bombing Writh torpedo attack. Nine Savoias

Y/ere intercepted by the two Kittyhav/ks constituting the

protective patrol, tv/o being shot down, virile four more were
forced to jettison their torpedoes. Long after his

Ibid.
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aiffifflmition ¥vas exhausted, one of the Kittyhawk pilots
remained^ over the convoy, making dummy attacks to hold off
tne Savoias, A further tliree Beaufighters v/ere lost on
patrol on this day»

No definite reports of the results of the air attacks 
‘

on the Italian Eleet, by Wellingtons and Beaufighters from
Malta, and Liberators from Egypt, were received -until ^603
hours on the "15th, vdien reconnaissance reported'that the
enemy had turned back and -was making for Taranto, This
move seemed to provide a good opportunity for running the
convoy tlirough to Malta, but the naval escort had expended
a large proportion of its ammunition against air attacks
during the day, and after the final attack at 1?20 hours,
the comnander of the convoy decided that he had insufficient
rounds left for the passages
abandoned.

The enterprise -was therefore
During the return journey to Alexandria, a

cruiser \¥as sunk by torpedo, and a second destroyer, vdiich
had been damaged in the air attacks, had to be sunk by her
consorts. The losses of the convoy and escort were two
merchant vessels, one cruiser and three destroyers,
operations against the Italian Eleet resulted in the
si^ing^of one cruiser by submarine and damage to  a battle
ship Timich was tmce hit by aircraft and put out of action
for several months.

The

Passage of the convoy Harpoon

The convoy from the west met with greater
although its losses were heavier.

success.
Prom Gibraltar it Y/as

escorted as far as the Sicilian Narrows by two aircraft
carriers; the air escort Yras then taken over

14 June) by fighters operating from Malta,
passed so-uth of Sardinia on I4 June, and tlirough the Narrows
betTreen Sicily and Sardinia on the 15th, it Y/as repeatedly
attacked by enemy bombers, and, in addition, a force of
wo cruisers and five destroyers engaged the naval escort
e 15th. In spite of the loss by air attack of four of

the six mercliant vessels as well as a cruiser and two
destroyers, the convoy kept to its course, and on 1S J-une
the^two surviving merchant vessels entered the Grand Harbour.
During tne operation seven Eleet fighters and
were shot down.

(at 2100 hours
As it

on

on

six Spitfires

ihus at a cost of six merchant vessels, tY/o
and five destroyers, and mth the expenditure of
efforts by naval and air forces, tYTo"merchant vessels
reached Malta, Tet this could not be teimed a I^rhic
Victory. The supplies brought to the island at so high a
cost ensured its survival for the time beinv, until a
further convoy could be sent tlirough from the Yrest,
done in August (Operation Pedestal), In addition they
made possible the recommencement of offensive air activity
from Malta, and although this remained on a small scale
imtil the arrival of the Pedestal
iirmediately to contribute to the
sea supply lines.

cruisers

enormous

as was

convoy, it began
offensive against Rommel's

An incidental contribution of the
convoy operations to the Desert caigpaign Y/as that it forced
the^Italian Eleet to incur a heavy expenditure of fuel at
a time when this y®,s already scarce. During the operations
Italian naval units burned 15,000 tons of fuel, and
according to Admiral Weichold, this and other factors
contributed to a decline in the delivery of supplies to
North Africa during June. Only 1,850 tons of fuel oil
were^ supplied to the German Ariiy Euid Air Force, wiiile other
supplies were limited because of the sKoi'tage of fuel for
escorts to the convoys,

Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
Mediterranean
Weichold
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For the Eighth Arrfsy and the ¥/estern Desert Air Force,
the immediate importance of the convoy operations lay in the

fact that they drew off a large proportion of the eneiiiiy
air effort from the battle, EneiTiy docuiuents record that

on 1A Jmie few air operations Y/ere possible in North Africa

because of preparations for attacks on the convoys, and

that on the 13th, lAth and 15th, Crete-based bombers Yvere

using Dema as an advanced landing-ground for operations
against the convoy from Alexandria, Furthermore, on
15 June JU, 87s operated against the east-bound convoy, and
since no dive-bombers Yvere normally based on Sicily or

Sairdinia at this time, it must be assumed that these Yvere

aircraft of Fliegerfuehrer Afrika YYhich ha.d been sent to
It Y’dll be seen that this

preoccupation of the Luftviaffe Y’dth targets other than

those cormected Ydth the land battle, cane at a favoYirable
moment for the Eighth Army, and that they more than offset
the effects of the diversion of part of the British fighter
effort from the Battle for the convoy operations,

Tlie I'iithdraYi'al from Gas ala and the Battle for Tobinalc

Sicily for' these operations.

Enemy
Docuneiits

As a result of the tank battles of 12 and 13 JYJne, YYhen

so great a part of the British armour 'v.a.s lost, it Yvas

necessary to effect a coiiiplete revision of Arii\y plans.
The security of the twenty-four mile southern flank of the
British position extending from Gazala to Tobrifc had
depended on a strong armoured backing Ymich no longer
existed; at any moment the enemy might cut tiie supply lines

of the forward positions, and the British armoured strength
could not possibly be restored in time to forestall this

Therefore, Tdth great reluctance. General Ritchie
ordered XIII Corps to vri.tharaY/ the 1st South African and

the 50th Division from the Gazala’Line on.lA June,
gari'ison defending Knight abridge had already been YvithdraY'/n
to Aci'oma on the previous evening. At the same time
Array Headquarters began to Y'dthdraYT from Ganbut to Maktila.

move.

The

In vieYY of the serious situation the Air Force began
to prepare to carry out the first phase of the Ydthdrav/al

The light bomberas arranged in the preliminary plain,
ordered to move back to Landing-ground 07 atY.anc^ Y’/as

liatruJi, leaving behind only six aircraft vdth sufficient
staff to operate them, and the fighter squadrons at Gambut
also began to wdthdraw their main parties, but retained
all their aircraft at the forvYard landing-groYiiid for the

No, 3 S.A,A,F.

fing O.R.B,

time being.

The Decision to Hold Tobru].c

It was at this stage in the battle that those responsible
for the conduct of the campaign in the desert, Ydth the

approval of the War Cabinet, began to change their attitude
regarding the defence of Tobimik, Yvith the result that there
YYas a reversal of the original plan to evacuate the port if
the enemy should achieve a position from Yvliich he could

effectively invest it,

with the dissolution of the Gasala. Line, General  ■ .

Ritchie’s iiYimediate task Yvas to hold a line at and including

Tobr’ulc, Yfaile General Auchinleck built up a mobile rsserve
in the frontier area Ydth a vieYir to launching a comiter-
attack at the earliest possible moment,

(a) To deny the enemy a general line Acroma-El
Adem-El Gobi,

liis orders vrere:-
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(b)
(c)

Not to allow Ills forces to be invested in Tobrulc.
To attack and harass the eneray Vihenever the
occasion offered.

In submitting these plans to the Prime Minister, the
Commander-in-Chief added, 'Although I do not intend that
the Eightii Army should be besieged in Tobruk, I have no
intention T^iatever of giving up Tobrulc', In his reply,
dated I5 June, the Prime Minister approved the Cormaander-
in-Ghief's policy, and stated that the instruction at (b)
had been interpreted by the ?far Cabinet to mean that if the
need should arise. General Ritchie yrould leave as many
troops in Tobruk as were necessary to hold the place for
certain. This policy was approved by the Middle EastTelegrains

1733 Susan 15/6
OZ 494 15/6
iz 590 16/6
to be foimd in
War Cabinet

Hist (b)
(Crusader)
3 (Final)
Enel. (232),
(234) & (239)

Defence Committee and General Auchinleck informed the

Government that the Commander, Eighth Axmy yib.b putting into
Tobruk 'an adequate force to hold it even should it become
temporarily isolated by the eneinjr'.
reasons

The Defence Committee's

for their change of policy vrere that the position
was quite different from last jea.r*s as the British and not
the eneniy held the fortified positions at the frontier, and
could operate fighter aircraft over Tobrulc even if the

G-ambut airfields had to be evacuated; that to besiege
Tobruk and to mask the forces in the frontier area the
eneii);^' T/ould need more troops than their infonnation shelved
him to have;
able to prevent the area betvreen Tobruk and the frontier
from passing under enemy control,
of the fighting along the line masking Tobrulc,
understood that if the line should break, the
v/ould remain in the fortress, prei^ared for a short invest
ment, viiile the mobile forces reorganised for a counter
attack to relieve it.

and that this being so the British should be

Thus, from the outset
it was

garrison

This phase of the battle commenced on I4 June, vd.th a
determined effort by the Axis, to brealc through the line of
defended posts stretching south-eastward from Acroma to
Sidi Resegh, in order to reach the coast road and cut off
the South Africans, This was attempted first at Acroraa,
the most vresterly strongpoj.nt, but, when the garrison load
resisted fiercely tliroughout the wHole of the ’14th, and
the withdrawal was Trell under wa^r, the enemy turned his
attention to the central point of the line, El Adem. Here,
too, the resistance -was so determined that the enerny achieved
no breal-c-tlirough until the greater part of the troops from
Gasala had reached Tobruk. Roumd the strong point at El
Adeiii and those at Sidi Resegh and Belliamed to the east of it,
the fighting then developed however into a battle for Tobruk,
the enemy striving to isolate it, and the British resolved
to keep the area from the port to the frontier open,
lasted until the evening of 17 Jtxne, when, in a fiiral
engagement Td.th enemy tanlcs, in the Sidi Resegh area, the
4th Jlrmoured Brigade now reduced to twenty tanlcs,
driven back to Gambut.

This

was

The Coirrse of the Fighting

Througliout the I4 June, viien the 1st South African
Division was retreating from Gazala, ; "'
viiile the Arroy fought to prevent enemy units breaking
through to the coastal road. In the face of strong Axis
thrusts to the north, the mthdrawal of the British along
the road was made possible by the stubborn resistance of
the garrison of A.croma and its satellite strongpoints,
vigorously supported by T/hat remained of the armour,
enen^r began to drive nortliTiard about midday, and in the
course of seven hours of hard fighting the British repulsed
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tanks tliree times as numerous as their otoi mth the loss of

only one position, Tlius the South Africans reached the

frontier almost intact. The 50th Division however, viiich
helped to cover their ■withdrav/al, uas less fortxinate, as it
was obliged to journey south-east across the desert tlirough
country occupied by the enemy. Nevertheless, by midnight
on the 15th, a large pronortion of this division -vTiiich liad
lost the whole of the 150th Brigade and a regiment of
artillery a fortnight earlier, had reached the frontier.

On 15 June, the enemy left Acroma for the time being,
and turned his attention toT<7ards El Adem, and for tliree
more days the battle continued along the line masking Tobruk,
The 90th Light Division attacked El Adem three times on
15th, but infantry, aided by mobile forces and a full scale
air effort, repulsed all the attacks. In the evening
hoT/ever, strong patrols penetrated northv/ard tov/ards
Belhained and Sidi Rezegh, threatening the security of the
Gavflbut landing-grounds.

On 16 June, the enemy split his armoun’; the 15th
Panzer Division revived the attack on Acroma until last light
mthout success, yirile a strong detachmient of the 21st
Panzer Division slipped past El Adem and formed up to attack
the strong point at Sidi Resegh,
by bombing and artillery fire, but subsequently the main
body of the division passed down the valley to Sidi Resegh
under cover of a feint attack on El Adem by the 50th Light
Division.

Tire attack was dispersed

Coluimns from Tobrulc and from 2fth Armoured Brigade
engaged them as they passed but these were not pov/erful
enougli to arrest the advance, and a fresh assault was made
on the strongpoint that evening,
resisted the Panzer attack, but on the follomng morning

On 16 June folloYdng the cleteriora-

Once again the garrison

the position ms lost,
tion of the situation implicit in the enemy
Sidi Resegh,

advance to
the Commander-in-Ghief ordered General Ritchie

to reinforce El Adem, the central bastion of the line, and
the chief insurance against the isolation of Tobruk.
However, reinforcement became iiiipossible and Ydien, after
further fighting, the garrison Y/as forced to Ydthdrav/ on
the night of the I6th, the v/hole position in front of
Tobruk vra.s dangerously v/eakened.

On 17 June, the eneniy Y^as reported to be in strength
along the line El Adem-El Duda-Sidi Resegh, and vra.s being
harassed by the 7th Motor Brigade from the south and by the
4th Armoured Brigade from the south and east of Sidi Resegh,
Tobruk ms thus being gradually sirrrounded, but the Arny
still held the high ground at Belhamed and Gambut, and viiile
that situation lasted, the road from Tobrulc to Bardia
secure.

Yi/as

In the afternoon hoYifever, the Eighth Army suffered
which ended all hope of preventing the encirclement

After an engagement south of Sidi Resegh Vvlth
an Axis force of nearly one hundred and t'wenty tanks, the
4th Armoured Brigade YiSs driven back aLmost to Gambut,
This left the garrison of Belhamed in danger of isolation
and it had to be wlthdrayn to Tobruk,
this strongpoint the Bardia road ’.vas left undefended, and
Tobruk v/as isolated.

a reverse

of Tobruk,

With the fall of

The garrison at Acroma, Yo.th a route
available for a speedy wlthdraYTal to Tobiulc if necessary,
held out mitil the 19th, but its retreat was inevitable once
the port had been cut off to the' east.
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Air Operations 14--17 June

The initial air plan on V+ J-une was early reconnaissance
followed by bombiixg and strafing in every sector of the
battlefield. At 0900 hours ho^rever, the nev/s came through
that ■ the G-azala line was being evacuated, and that Advanced
AriTiy Headquarters vas mthdra¥/ing to Maktila.
decision vas greeted with dismay, for there had been a
general iiiroressj.on that enen-Qr morale v/as lo’w, and that one
final push would end his offensive, ' However, to deal mth
the new situation the air programme y/as iimiediately altered
to provide the 'naxiinum cover for the v/ithdrawing forces,
especially those travelling; along the coastal road, while
second priority vi/as given to delaying action against the
Axis imits striving to get within range of the road,
the evening, fighter cover \.as also given to the 50th
Division moving eastwards to the south of the main battle
area.

This

In

A.S.C, Diary
App. fK' to
A.H.Q., W,D,

Resort A.H,B./
IIJ6/8

On ,12f June, as on the previous day, air activity was ■

severely restricted by ,dust storms, at a moment Tihen support
was badly needed by the Army, Tliroughout the morning and

afternoon, the Bostons, grounded at Baheira, were powerless
to intervene against the enemy colnmis launching  a continuous
series of attacks against the British strongpoints. However,
in the evening vdien nevifs came through of a fresh Axis attack
on Acroma, seven Bostons took off in defiance of -vveather
conditions, and bombed motor transport and tanlcs south of

the strongpoint. Ov/ing to the fierce resistance of the
garrnson, suroported by the bombing, this, the final thrust

of the day was repulsed, and the road to Tobrulc safeguarded
for a few more vital hours. Fighter activity was also
restricted by the dust, and there vrere no offensive operations
against ground targets, but a patrol 'v/as maintained south

and east of Gazala in the morning, to cover the South
Africans' retreat, and Tra.s only abandoned in the afternoon
ifnen dust stopped flying. Tlie eneny liTade frequent air
attacks on the South Africans, but these do not appear to
have been heavy as according to Army sovirces the withdrav/al
proceeded smoothly, and XIII Corps Diary recorded only
fifteen da^naged by 1 900 hours. let the South African
veliicles, packed nose-to-tail along the road, must have
presented an ideal target. There was however an explana
tion besides that dust-storm for the enemy's neglect of

this chance to play havoc Tdth a large section of the
Eighth Army,
bound for Malta, began to pass through the narrov/. stretch

of ¥/-ater between Crete and Cyrenaica, and came within range
of tlie enemy air units on either hand, jJuring the early
part of the day the German air units in Cyrenaica T/ere
preparing for the attacks on the convoy wliich they made in
late afternoon. Thus the attacks on the coastal road were

imade chiefly by the Italians with a marked lack of success.
Thus, in. spite of its ultimate failure, the convoy Vigorous
indirectly made. a valuable contribution to the safe ’.vith-

drawal of the Eighth arnj'- from the Gazala position,

bith the enemy still checked at Acroma after a
persistent and day-long stru.ggle, it ¥/as felt that the
situation was sufficiently stable to enable the fighters
and bombers to continue operation from their advanced
landing-grounds. The greater part of the bomber mng had
already moved back to L.G. Q~], but seven aircraft from each
squadron v;ere retained at Balieira overnight and it v/as
arranged that the squadrons should send up extra aircraft
from the base landing-ground each day as necessary: a  :

It was on this day that the convoy Vigorous,

A.H.Q., ¥.D.
Report A.H.B,/
IIJ6/8 & No. 3
SAAP Wing 0.R.B

No. 3 S.A.A.P.

Wing O.R.E.
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si'nall ground party vi/as kept at Balieira. , The figliter
squadrons had retained their aircraft and skeleton main

tenance parties at Gambut.

?rom 15 to 17 June, the enemy uas intent on the
reduction of the strongpoint at El Adem, at first by direct

assault, and v/hen tliat failed, by outflanking movements to

the east, toyra,rds Sidi Resegh and Belliained. During these

tlrree days, when the Axis army was concentrated in the El

Adera area, targets were particularly suitable for light
bombers, and in spite of the difficulties involved in

operating continuously from advanced landing-grounds, the

Bostons achieved a high scale of operations. In all, one
hundred and fifty sorties v/ere flown over the three days
of the battle, and ground reports confirmed the success of

the attacks against armoured vehicles and motor transport.
Even so the bombers did not operate to their full capacity.
Although the proximity of landing-ground to target in this
pliase, a distance of about fifty miles only, coupled with
the unflagging efforts of the ground crews, made it possible
for each Boston to fly an average of ten sorties per day,
the fighter force v/ith its heavy offensive and defensive
coinmitiTients could not provide sufficient escorts for so large
a programiiie. Unescorted daylight raids were out of the

question with the enemy air force maintainin,g what yvas
virtually a standing patrol over El Adem.

A.H.Q., Yf.D.
Report A.H.B./
IIJ6/8, Nos. 3
S.A.A.P. Yilng,
12 & 24 S.A.A.P.

Sqdn. O.R.B.S

The task of the Bostons on 15 June yvas to attack the

Axis columns wiiich, swinging rotmd from Acroma, rrere prepar
ing to assault El Adem from the west, north-west and south
west. This role they carried out with such good effect
that in the early part of the day two columns were success
fully prevented • from malcing their attack and were repulsed.
Again, in the evening aircraft we route for the final raid
of the day observed a column of the 15th Panzer Division
approaching from the south-west,to make a further attack.

The Bostons bombed the spearhead of the column, wliich
consisted, of tanks and armoured cars, and prevented this
tliird and last big assault from developing,
number of sorties flown was fifty, and the yveight of bombs
dropped yvas 35 tons.

The total

The first task of the fighters yyas to provide fyirther
patrols over the road to Tcbroik to cover the last units

yathdray/ing from Gazala, but yyhile at first all fighters and
fighter bombers were concentrated in this role, it ysas
possible to abandon it by 1100 hours, oydng to the rapid
progress of the retreat. Once again, there yyas no
appreciable enemy interference with this movement, although
the long colimms of troops and vehicles again offered a
reyyarding target. On this day hoy/ever, judging by the
heavy air effort directed against the convoys. Vigorous and
Harpoon it yvould appear that the greater part of the available
enemy air force yvas diverted from the land battle for that
purpose; evidence in eneny documents confirms this. Until
the evening enemy air activity over the yshole of the forward
area was confined to s.iiall and spasmodic fi^iter patrols
between El Adem and Acroma. Between 1800 and 2000 hours
hoyyever, tyro sections of some tyyenty aircraft bombed targets
in the Acroina area yvithout being intercepted, and f otir Me,
109’s dive-bombed Gambut airfield.

After the morning patrols over the coastal road, the
second task of the fighter force was to assist the bombers
in attacking the eneiiiy forces surrounding El Adem, and
despite the heavy demand for bomber escorts and for defensive
patrols, the fighters contributed sixty Kittybomber and

A.S.C. Diaiy
App. *K’ to
A.H.Q., YY.D.
Report A.H.B./
IIJ6/8

Ibid, Sqd,
O.R.B.S and
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t?/elve Hurricane IZD anti-tank sorties to the day's air
oi I ensive, as 'ivell as maintaining patrols and sweeps over
the battle area. On this day Ho. 260 Squadron was armed
vdth bombs for the first time, and while forming part of the
Boston escort, joined in their raids on the ground targets.
This practice became a regular feature of the Boston raids,
the fighters talcing their cue for bombing from the leaders
of the bomber formations. Hurricane HD's had a very
successful day, claiming tTrelve eneiny tanks destroyed in
attacks carried out in conjunction v/ith Kittybombers, Some
idea of the ground-level nature of these anti-tank attacks
is indicated by the fact that a Hurricane, Tfiien brealcing
away from its attack hit the top of an enemy tanlc, losing
the tail wheel and half the rudder. The aircraft gained
its base successfully. Throughout the 15th, the success
of the air attacks was attributed mainly to the excellent
liaison maintained betv/een Air Support Control and the two
Aimy brigades at El Adem, 29th Brigade mthin the box and
7th Motor Brigade harrying the flank of the attackers.

In the evening, strong enemy patrols penetrated towrards
Sidi Resegh and Belharaed, in a movement T/hich was soon to
develop into a systematic manoeuvre to out-flank El Adem.
The hiimediate significance of this tlirust however v/as
that it greatly increased the thureat to the for.?ard fighter
airfields by placing the enemy within some tvrenty miles of
GaiTibut, where there vra.s no adequate grotind force immediately
available to counter a raid by enemy armoured forces. Yet it was
necessary to provide full air sijpport to the El Adem Box and
to the wlthdraTidiig forces, and this could not be done if
the fighter force was moved from Gambut. The nearest air

field available in the rear was Sidi Azeiz, some tlairty
miles farther back, which \7ould have meant a flight of
fifty miles to the battle area instead of twenty. Thus,
T/hile Tactical Army Headquarters moved back to Solium on
the l6th, the Air Officer Coimnanding decided to remain at
the advanced airfields with Advanced Air Headquarters,
The price of this decision might have been the fighter
force, but it enabled the provision of a full measure of
air support on 16 and 17 June, wlien the conditions, althougli
dangerous, vrere fran most aspects operationally ideal.
The force was concentrated, the control close at hand, and
the targets only twenty miles avra.y. The re-arming,
refuelling and /naintenance parties proved onJ.y too anxious
to talce on the extra load, and their untiring energy
enabled the intensive operations to continue.

The follov/ing is an extract from a signal sent by Air
Vice-Marshal Coningham to Air Marshal Tedder on 16 June:

'Have thinned out all units, the guiding principle
berbig that all wings must be able to work full pressure,
¥e are all at one hour's notice to move, and owing to
proved value of Force, Arny has given one brigade for
close defence, which helps iny judgement of night
security, I have prepared landing grounds all the
vra.y back to the frontier and plan is steady vath-
drawal of squadrons keeping about twenty iiiles away
from enemy. See our bombs bursting is rough dead
line, As units move the R.S,U. clean up. '

The provision of an Army brigade for close defence
area, as mentioned in Coniiighaia* s

signal, in fact apparently contributed little to the
security of the air force. After the withdrawal to El

Adem it was stated by Air Commodore Beaimish, S.A.S.O,
to Coningham, in reply to a questionnaire put to him by
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a Court Ox Inquiry investigating the operations of this period,
that fron June, no security for the Gaihbut group of airfields
against enenij'- araioured forces could be given by the Eighth

This statement rrs.s accepted bj^ the Court, as were
497 DA 491 2i|/l0 other statements concernzlng s4'rila,r situations vliicli occurred

It %ms

Cabinet Office

Reference

'G*. Ops 5 Box Armyo

later during the Yidthdrawal to the Alaraein line,

adjudged, and accepted by the Army, that the system of air
field pirotection was entirely inadequate at this period;
the result had been a grave risk to the air force, and a
denial of opportunities for close support for the benefit of
the forces as a whole.

In the absence of adequate protection by the Army, the
Air Force provided what precautions it could against an
enany tJirust, by means o.f' its armoured cars Tillich were sent

out to form a protective and mriiing screen round the forw/ard
airfields,

attached to No. 211 Group, which, during the battle for the
Tobruk line v/as frequently in contact with eneiTiy columns,
was of great value to the force tliroughout the withdrawal.
On 14 J’une a patrol sighted an Axis ta,nli column, moving east
in tlie vicinity of Sidi Rezegii landing-gi'ound, and shadoired
it .for t.D.ree days, and. '.s/as tiius able to supply No, 211
Group mth targets which were attacked mth good resu].ts.
The patrol came under shell-fire from the eneii'^y colujim,
but on the 16th retalis.ted by destroi/'ing a light
recomaissance vehicle with anti-tanlc rifle fire, Uien the

fighter force withdrew from Gambut on 17 June, it did so
on inforraation provided by an armoured oar patrol, mile
a second patrol remained behind to observe the enemy’s entzy
into Gaimbut,

the Tri.gJi Capuzzo at Gasr el Arid some tiventy miles west of
Sidi Aziez landing-ground to wiiich the fighters had been
moved, and remained there until the fighters witiidreT/ again,
to landing-gi'ound 75.

On 16 Juie, when the detachment from the 21st Panzer
Division slipped past El Adeim and began to form up to attack
Sidi Resegh, this colmm was given, first priority as a
target for air operations.
Air Force at

particularly fortunate on this occasion as a. heavy ground
mist covered the rear landing-ground of the bombers mitil
0900 hours.

In this C3-pacity, No, 2 Armoured Car Comqpany,

This patrol the.n took up a position astride

The decision to retain the

its fonward bases for the time being was

No. 2 A.G,

Coy. O.R.B.
& App, 2b to
A. ii» Q

Report
A.H.B./IU6/8

W.D.o 9

No. 3 S.A.A.P.

'Wing O.R.B.

Seven light bomber raids,
made during tlie day,
result of this intensive effort that the

pushed back,
heavj'- punishment.
successfiTl,
spearhead,

the siTape of the main body of the Panzer Division arrived
from the .El Adem area, it was no longer possible to with
stand the j>ressure of the enemy.

In the afternoon increased A.xis air a-ctivit^r gave an
indication that the Boston attacks wrere obta.ining results.
Eighters, which had patrolled in sima.ll numbers during the
morning, operated in relaj^s during the afternoon, and the
Boston I'ormations were not only attac.ked, but wex'e fol].awed
back to Baheira by I€e, 109’s

did an enemy fighter break tiirough the Kittyhawk screen, and
then its attack was unsuccessful. It was a notew/orthy
achievement on the part of No. 233 V/ing, which provided the
escorts t.iat, in the course of a day of heavy operations
and in the face of fierce enemy opposition, no Bosto.n was

totalling six-tj;- sorties vrere
and it was believed to be partly as a

enemy columns were
the 90th Light Division talcing particula.rly

The early attacks were especiall.y
and with £irtiller;7 fire, dispersed the Axis
Subseqi.iently hoTivever, when reinforce.ments in

Only on one occasion .however
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damaged by eneiig'- fighters. Unfortunately the escorts did

not themselves come through unscathed, their losses being
tvro aircra;”!, \.dth no claims against the enemy.

Once again the fi.'vhter force filled a variety of roles

and maintained a very heavjr scale of activity, and its
offensive operations were considerably increased on this

day, Tv/enty-one separate attacks were mounted against
forces in the Sidi Rezegh-El Adern area, comprising one

hundred and thirty-six fighter-bomber sorties, forty-two
fighter machine-gun sorties and six Hunricane IID anti-tanli
sorties. Six of the figater-bomber op>erations T/ere carried
out by 260 Squadron forming part of the escort to Boston
raids, as was done on the previous daj''. Rightei’s of No,
239 V.'ing cla-imed a further t’Telve tanlcs destroj’-ed during
the day. Altogether the fighter force flew over four
hundred sorties.

A.H.Q,, YihDc
Renort A.H.B,/
IIJ6/8 &
Sqdn. O.R.B.s

In favourable operational conditions close support
operations i.'ere able to acliieve a high degree of efficiency.
Requests for suppoi’t were promptly answered, and targets
ret)orted by the Aray or by air reconnaissance were readily
attacked. The close contact maintained beti/een the Arn-Qr
and Air Force \.as v.'ell illustrated on this day, ihaen, after
an attack on an enenxy position in the battle area by fighters
and fighter-bombers, the 20th Brigade signalled, that tlie

bombing was dai'igerously close to its own troops,
bomb-line was hamediately altered and subsequent sorties
proved highly successful and received the congratulations of

the brigade, ' The air attacks on t.his day were estimated to

be the most successful air support operations carried out
to date in this battle.

Axis spearhead to such an extent that Sidi Rezegh was never

seriously?- attacked throughout the whole of the day,
Panzerarmee Diary, records that the 21st Panzer Division
swiffered considerable losses in ..iien and material from

The

They succeeded in dela.yiiTg the

The

A.S.C, Diary
App ’K' to
A. H.Q. W.D.

Report A,H,B/
IIJ6/8

A.II.B, 6 Enemy
Doounents,

PaiKerarmee

Diary

bombing and low-flying attacks lasting the Thole day,
a signal to Panzer A.O.K. on this day the Panzer Division
reported 'Continual attacks at quarter hour intervals by
bomber anoL lov/-flying aircrai't' a.nd urgently requested
fighter protection.

In

At 0300 hours on I7 June, the Army garrison Tdthdrevir
from El Adein. Y/ith the collapse of the key point of the

defensive line before Tobrulc, the i)ort was in jiSTiinenit
danger of being surrowinded and the defence of the road to

Bardda depended entirely on the two defended locadities at

Sidd Rezegh and Belhamed. During the monxing however the

Axis captured Sidi Resegh, and for the remainder of the day,
the Ath Amowured Brigade fought 'fco contain the enemy in this
area. Its failure, and. subsequent retreat aLnost to Gambut,
ended, all hope of preventing the total isolation of Tobruk.

The extraordinary/ feature of t]ie air operations Tvas
that both fighters and bombers were operatinr? fro.a airfields

onlji- thirty miles from the battlefield, tlie figliter squadrons
hapging on at Gambut wmtil enemy tanJes Trei’e only tT/elve miles

The reason for this au-dacious proced.ure T.ras thataway,

until 1500 hours, Air Headquarters was entirely ignorant of

the fall of El Adem, which, removed the last sei-ious threa.t
IIJ6/8 App, 'K* to the eneny's flanlc and rear, and greatly strengthened his
A.S.O, Diary &
S.A.A.P, Vfing
O.R.E.

A.ii.Q*, YY.D,
Report A.H.B,/

eastw/ard movement. The situation in the earljr morning of
the 17th TTas'th.at the Army Headquarters, which themselves
believed that the El Adem garrison v/as still holding out,
gave a possible Axis attack on this stron.fgToint as first

priority for air activi.ty, asid a thneat to Belli£umed as
second, How’-ever, as no requests came tlu’ough fraa 29th
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Brigade at El Adem, at O915 hoiirs Air Support Control asked

the brigade to give iinmediate Tvarning of air/ ground or air

attacks and mean.'Vvhile began answering requests in the
Bebiaiiied area. 'rom this time until the evenin£;, in
default of requests from El Adem, the air effort ̂ ms wholly
concentrated against the Sidi Resegh - Belliai'ned area.

Nothing 'Was heard of the 29th Brigade until the afternoon,
vdien their tentacle gave their location as El Gobi,
information was entirely unexpected, but enquiries w'ere

imnediately made at Air Headquarters and the evacuation of
El Adem confirmed.

This

It was also reported, that two fresh
enemy columns, probably released from the El Adem area v:ere

moving eastward to the south of Sidi Resegh,
deterioration in the situa.tion the risk of retaining the

fighter force at Gaiubut could no longer be accepted and the

evacuation was iiumediately put in liand,
squadrons had conroleted the clearance from Gaubu.t, the

situation deteriorated still further, when the Ath Armoured
Brigade was severely defeated by Axis annour and driven back
to'jards Gaiubut,

v/ith this

Before the fighter

'Thus, owing to ignorance of the developments in the
ground situation, for the greater part of the da;]'- the s.ir

force was operating in circuastances which muld normally be

regarded as unjustifiable, 'On 15 and 16 Jvine the proximity
of the figb.ter and bomber airfields to the battle area had

been unusual enough, but the risks taken then could not be

conpared with, those uni/ittinglj'' accepted by the air force on
17 June,

O.R.B, gives a vivid iiipression of the operational situation
on this day:

The followdns extract frora No, 3 S,A,A,E„ iidng

’At 0500 hours El Adem wns evacuated by our forces, but
it Y/as not until I5OO hours that any R.A.E, authority
was informed,

Bostons were pounorng away steadilj.'- at enemj- transport
in the Sidi Eesegh area only thirty/ miles away, and so
close it -'.as possible to hear the bombs bursting in
our own raids,

satisfaction of hesring the results of their labours
(and) Yfere able to feel that they v/ere xDarticipating
more closely now in the battle,’

Accord,i}.igl3r between 0932 aiid 16A8, the

The armourers at least had the

In all, the Bostons made five raids totalling forty-
three sorties, in the Sidi Resegh area, and observed several
fires and one large explosion, ICittybombers of No. 260
Squadron joined in some of the attacks, but offensive fighter
aotivity in the battle area v/as on a much smaller scale on

this day, ov/ing to the heavy losses already suffered. The
main feature of the operations was a raid on Gasala air
field, -vdaich incidentally pi-ovided a noteworthy exaaple of
the proiTptness vri.th wiiich, tlirough Air Support Control,
targets reported by the Ar:ny or by aircraft \rere attacked,
in this phase of the battle. The increased activity of
enemy fighters in the previous few days had indicated that
the fighter force had been moved nearer to the battle area,
and this r-ra.s proved on the morning of 17 June, when ILitty-
hav/ks of No, 250 Sqdn, on reconnaissance reported thirty
Me, 109's together with otlier aircraft on Gazala No, 2

landing-groimd. This report came in at about middny, and
two hours later a full-scale attack was made by all four
squadrons of No. 239 Wing, totalling twenty-seven sorties,
A contenxjporary report states that the enemy v/as ’thoroughly

Squadron
O.R.B,s
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destroyed’,^and although this is not borne out by German
I’ecords, ■yiiich show only four fighters destroyed and five
daji.aged on this day, the sharp decline in enemy air activity
viiich followed this surprise raid suggests that it at least
caused no little disorganisation.

Thus ended the mobile battles in the Gazala-Tobmk area,
Tdth a considerable victory for the Axis forces. Having
suffered severe losses, particularly in armour, the Eighth
Army could not hope to check a further Axis advance except
on a prepared defensive line, v/here it could also build up
a^new striking-force. The enemy's chief opportunity for
final victory lay in encircling and destroying the Eighth
Army in unequal battle before it could reach such  a line,
but at this first stage of the withdrawal the British had
an advantage in that, although surrounded, Tobruk was still
theirs. It was appreciated tloat the enemy would not malce
a serious attempt to invade Egypt so long as the fortress
held out, and that he 'viould be forced to enploy at least
some of his armour against Tobrulc, In this way it was
hoped to delay the enemy's further advance while the Eighth
Army recuperated,
plan was to attack and hsjrass the enemy in the area betiireen
Tobrulc and the frontier, and also his columns to the vrest
of Tobr.3k, ^^drile he built
area,

Su-rvey of Air Operations 15-17 June

In these circunstances General Ritchie's

up a striking force in the frontier

The last three days before the mthdrawal, 15-17 June,
vas for the Restera Desert Air Force as a whole the most
intensive period of operations yet experienced in the battle,
j-Iitherto, the nature of the land fighting had usually demanded
a specific type of air strpport, as at Bir Hachiem and in the
Cauldron, \diere targets -vrere most suitable for low-flying
fighter attacks, and opportrmities for light-bombing occurred
only occasionally. Along the Acroma — El Adem line hovrever,
while the^main targets were highly suitable for light-bombers,
on the fringes of the enem,y concentrations at El Adem there
\ra.s considerable scope for fighter-bombing, and even, to a
lesser extent, for fighter machine-gun attacks,
same time, defensive fighter patrols were in demand, first
for the Arm;;/ units withdrawing along the coastal road, and
later over the battle area, where enemy fighter activity
increased in an attempt to interfere with the continuous
stream of Bostons

At the

and Kittybombers passing over to El Adem,

Fortimately, at this time liaison betTreen the Army
i^ts and Air Support Control was still good except in the
instance of the El Adem garrison, but already XXX Corps was
finding difficulty in keeping in touch vd.th No, 208 Squadron,
After the fall of Hacheim the Squadron had liad to withdraw
to Sidi Aziz and then to L.G, 79 near Sidi Earrani yet it
maintained patrols, as far foirvard as El Adem, and on I7
June, the locating of 50th Division was a special task.
No, AO S.A.A.F. Squadron had withdraTm inside the Tobruk
perimeter to El Gubbi, follomrjg the withdrawal of XIII
Corps from the Gazala position.

^  In this battle at El Adem, the light-bombers came into
their own, and achieved a new operational record, averaging
fifty sorties per day. Even so, owing to the shortage
of fighter escorts, the;y were not operating at their full
capacity, despite the pro.ximity of the tar’gets. In nearly
one hundred and sixty sorties, the total weight of bombs
dropped was over one lumdred tons, and according to the
G.O.C, XXX Corps, the Bostons destroyed between four
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hundred and ei^ht hundred vehicles, said held up the enemy for
three days, thus enabling XXX Corps to iTithdraT/ to prepared
positions. Particularly successful were the attacks on

the l6th, vdien Array formations watching from high ground
reported the devasting effect of the air attack on the 21st

Panzer Division advancing from El Adern to Belhamed, It

v/as noticeable that as the Axis concentrations increased,
so did the A.A. defences, and the Bostons invariably suffered
damage from flak, Nevertheless, in spite of a shortage of

ground crevra serviceability v^as maintained at a high level.
There is no doubt hoifrever, that the Bostons oYfed much to
the fighter escorts, viiich prevented the loss of  a single
Boston during these operations.

In a situation in which every section of the Air Force
was keyed up to a high level of operational activity, the
main burden fell inevitably on the fighter force T/ith its
many and various conrnitments, and at this critical j-uncture
of the battle the strain on it vra,s very severe. The safe
passage of the 1st South African Division tlirough the Tobrulc
area Ti/as only one exaiiiple of the influence of the fighter
force, the activities of which covered a icide range of
intensive operations for three decisive days. Operating
v/ith only skeleton ground staff, the squadrons were
continuously at one hour's notice to \^thdraT;’ from their

landing-grounds as these became more and more closely
threatened by advancing enemy columns. Air fighting, to
gain freedom of action for the bombers and to reduce the

strain on their escorts, while affording protection for
the Army w/as a primary task. Other commitments including
bomber escort duty and fighter-bombing, were also of great
importance to the battle and consumed a considerable
proportion of the fighter effort.

Under these conditions the daily sortie rate "was veiy
high, reaching an average of tliree htxndred per day. Nearly
tliree hundred wrere flown on the 15th, over four hundred on
the l6th, and on the 17th the total nuimber I’eached tvro
hundred, despite the reduction in offensive sorties made
necessary by low serviceability, and by the suspension of
operations in the evening when the order was given to
wdthdra\To Offensive figliter-bomber and anti-tank sorties
totalled some seventy on the 15th, one hundred and forty on
the l6th, and forty on the 17th the attacks on the l6th
being further augmented by forty machine-gunning sorties.
The rest of the effort w/as expended on escort duty, patrols
and offensive swreeps and reconnaissance. Losses were
considerable, for although only one aircraft v<as lost on the
15th, ten were destroj^ed on the l6th and eleven on the 17th,
folio-wing the intensification of Axis fighter patrols and
A,A, fire,

craft were being lost at a rate of two and a half pei-
hundred sorties, or reckoning on an average daily strength
of thirteen aircraft per squadron for thirteen squadrons, )
an optimistic assessment for tliis pieriod,(2)
thirteen per cent of the fighter strength.

The total figure of t?/enty-tvro meant that air-

losses consumed

A.H.Q

Report
A,H.B,/lIJ6/8

W.D,•»

(1) Nos. 6 and I65 Sqdns w/nich had reinforced the original
tv/elve squadrons were at half strength only.
For the v/eek 16—22 June in -which only two days were
fully operational the average strength was 13 per
squadron.

(2)
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In sustainiri<(T a high scale of operational sorties and
casualties, the chief problem of the fighter squadrons i^/as
the maintenance of serviceability, a task "iiiich \ia.s
additionally con'^jlicated by the Tdthdrawal of all but
emergencj'- p^round ere’,vs from the fonvard airfields. The

Kittyhawk and Tomaiiawk squadrons \iere the chief sxafferers;
the Hurricane squadrons, ?/ith greater reserves of aircraft
to draw upon, could usually muster some twelve aircraft
each day. Serviceability figures for the three days are
not available, but Squadron Operation Record Books indicate
the difficulties encountered. On 14 June No. 450 Squadron
had only four aircraft serviceable, and although by l6th
the number load risen to six, the limited nunber
at the

OX crews

operational landing-ground had to vrork from 0415

Sqdn,
O.R.B.s

to 2045 hours to keep the aircraft in the air; the
Gofflimnding Officer eventually arranged for extra creT® to
be floTOi up from the base airfield to relieve the situation.
On 15 June 5 S.A.A.P. Squadron reported that the shortage
of aircraft vra.s being felt and the.t the strain of keeping
up serviceability ms beginning to tell on the ground ci-ev/'s,
and on the 17th this squadron had only one aircraft
serviceable for the greater p>art of the day.
No, 4 S.A.A.E, Squadron also reported that serviceability
ms low omng to dust and overTivork,

On the 17th

In this period the majority of fighter casualties
were ̂incurred in combat mth the enemy, but A.A, fire, wiiich
was frequently intense, accounted for a considerable propor
tion of aircraft lost and damag;ed, loarticularly anong the
Kittybonibers and Hurricane anti-tank aircraft,
CoHprehensive figures are not obtainable, but A,A,
accoxmted for one Hurricane IID destroyed and tvfo badly
damaged on the 15th, five fighters on the l6th and tiiree
on the 17th, while also on the 17th, the intensity of the
flak forced the Bostons to increase their bombing height
to 8,000 feet, \i/ith a consequent loss in accuracy,
straight combat with the eneiqp, the
claimir

fire

In

fighters held their own,
■"ighterstlxuee German aid tliree Italiai

Sqdii, OoR.BcS
M,E.f,0,S,
HbE, Bimekly
Opsums in
0,R,B, Air
Staff Apps,
A.i'I,Q,, W»D,
Report A.H.B,/
IIJ6/8

, and one
Germn documentsJuo88 destroyed in the three day period,

sho'./ a loss of tlireetyingle-engined fighters, tv-ro bombers
and one dive-bomber, v /
are not available.

but Italian records of losses
Particularly vulnerable to the enemy 's

fighter patrols ho’wever, were the fighters flying as top
cover escort to the Boston formations. Nos. 2 and 5
S.A.A.P, Squadrons, viiicli were most frequently employed on
this task, endured a considerable strain, for the demand
for escorts was hea-vy, and enemy opposition increasingly
persistent, and on 15 June the Kittyhav/ks of No. 260
Squadron ’wiiich had shared in top cover escorts began the
co-ordinated bombing attacks with the Bostons, aid
consequently flew^ as close cover. On one occasion pilots
of No, 2 SoA.A.Ii', Squadron acting as close cover, remarked
hoiT the Me, 109's could make an attack aid then climb
right out of range of the escorting fighters. No, 5
S.A.AoP, Squadron suffered particularly from enemj'' fighters
vdien on escort duty, losing two aircraft destroyed oii'the
16th and 17th, with others damaged. Hie task of the
escorts vra.s further corrplicated by instructions to v/atch
the ground aid report on bombing.

Sqdn.
O.R.B,s

(1) The G-emian losses include Africa-based aircraft shot
down over the convoy Vigorous, the British claims
are for air fighting over the battle area only.
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Thus ended the third period of intensive air participa
tion in the battle.

superiority of the 'western Desert Air Force had ;nade
possible an uninterrupted ̂ prograimTie of air support at a
critical moment for the Ancff, despite considerable opposi
tion, ’*diile, by contrast the Axis air effort against the

Eighth Ari'ny had i-'emained on a low scale, and the attitiide
of the Axis air force had been mainly defensive. As a

result, the eneiiiy thrust had been delayed, the Eigiith Army
•’A'as able to make an orderly mthdravifal to the frontier, and

the gajrrison at Tobruk had a longer period in Tiiich to

prepare for the unexjpected task of o]pposing; a possible
major assault,
reverse, the Air Force, although operating under difficult
conditions and at an intensive rate, was far from exhausted.
Moreover it Y/a.s able to fall back on to bases \7ell—supplied

with fuel and ammunition, cl.oser to the main repair and
maintenance centres and stocks of replacement aircraft.
The vitality of the Air Force at this time, and the
application of its strength to delaying the advance of the

enemy, especially ¥/hen contrasted to the backwardness of

the Axis air forces, was in fact to be of the greatest
significance dijring the retreat to El Alaimein and the first

repulse of the enemy on the Alamein lane.

The operational thougli not numerical

Although the Aray had suffered a severe
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PHASE IV - THE EATJ, QE TOBRUK

The Yifithdraiffal of the Air Force

On 18 and 19 June, there was a lull in the battle.
The eneiny was engrossed in digging himself in at the
recently captured strongpoints, and althou^ on the 19th
a large column was reported moving first east along the
Trigh Capuzzo, then north and west along the Bardia -

Tobruk road, the British mobile columns operating west of
the frontier made little contact with Axis forces.

On these two days British air activity was almost
entirely defensive, and operations were in any case reduced
by the series of withdrawals which were made necessary by
the steadily deteriorating ground situation,
with the prearranged plan for the withdrawal of the air
force, the first phase, 'Alpha’, during which the fighter
force was located at G^but and the bombers at Baheira,
gave way to phase 'Beta' on the evening of 17 June, On
that day, as has been mentioned, the fighter squadrons
moved back to Sidi Azeiz,

their 'Alpha' location until the following day when they
moved to Landing-ground 07, A deviation from the plan was
the move back of No, 211 Groi;q) Forward Control simultane
ously with the fighter sqmdrons. It had originally been
intended that Forward Control should remain at Geimbut after
the withdrawal of the fighters, but the fighters themselves
had remained in the forward area until the last moment
consistent with security, and after the 17th, it had become
necessary to evacuate the Gambut area con5>letely.

At the time when the plan was made it had been
realised that the interval between the 'Beta' and 'Gamma'

stages might be very short, and that in the worst case, the
withdrawal would have to be effected directly from the
’Beta' to the 'Omega' stage. This in fact was what
occurred. On 18 June Advanced Air Headquarters alongside
Tactical Army Headqijiarters at Sollimi was informed that

security could be given against fast-moving enemy columns
reported that morning in the Baheira area. This meant
that the landing-ground at Sidi Azeiz was no longer safe,
and there was no alternative but to move the fighter
squadrons back to their 'Omega' bases. Landing-ground 75
and 76 south of Sidi Bairani, while Advanced Air Head
quarters also moved to the same area. This did not affect

the bombers, whose location was the same for the 'Beta',
'Gamma' and 'Omega' phases.

In accordance

The bombers however retained

no

A,H, Q«,
W,D, Report
A,H,B./IIJ6/8

From the point of view of the Tobruk garrison this
further withdrawal of the Air Force was a serious develop
ment. The first move, from Gambut, had been grave enou ,̂
as the longer flight from Sidi Azeiz to the fortress reduced
the flying-time of patrols; the withdrawal to the Sidi
Barrani area meant that Tobruk was now outside the range
of the Tniiole fighter force v/ith the exception of
No, 250 Squadron, the only fighter squadron fitted with
long-range tanks.

On 18 June, two of the fighter Wings operated from
Sidi Azeiz, covering the retreat of Army units from Sidi
Resegh along the Trigh Capuzzo and the coastal road,
the 19th however they had withdrawn to the Barrani

By

area,
and on that day operated to the limit of their effective
range in protection of the frontier positions. Fortunately
on both days enemy activity was negligible, and the

A,H,Q,, W,D,
Report

A.H,B,/lIJ6/8
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squadrons took advantage of this period of quiet to prepare
for the next round. No,233 'wing and squadrons vrere with-
draT/n to the Maaten Bagush area on 19 June, and personnel
were sent on leave to recover from their intense operations.
Judging by the Axis air operations on 20 June, it would
appear that the enemy also spent these two days in building
up strength. Offensive operations by the Air Force were
confined to an attack on I8th by six Baltimores of
No,223 Squadron on Gazala No,2, Landing-ground, and after
dark on 19 June, attacks by individual aircraft of the
squadron on Trnim airfield. At the former target bombs
were seen to burst on the edge of the target area but no
results Y/ere observed, while at Tmimi the last aircraft to
leave reported fires. Here, on the arrival of the first
aircraft the flare-path was conveniently laid out, but later
aircraft were greeted with heavy A.A, fire.

The Airfield Offensive in the Battle

same

Sqmdron
0,R,B,

Wellingtons of No,205 Group had maintained a high scale
of activity against the enemy's forward airfields since the
beginning of the battle,

over one liundred sorties per week, they had persistently
attacked Axis fighter and Stuka bases at Derna, Martuba and
Tmimi,

by light-bombers, but owing to the heavy commitments for
support bombing, the Bostons could only be en^jloyed on this
ta.sk when the nature of the ground fighting precluded their
use, as _ in the Cauldron phase of the battle. An additional
limitation was that these aircraft could operate by ni^t
in moon periods only. The Baltimores however, T/hich were
equipped for high flying, were employed more frequently
high level daylight attacks on airfields than on any other
task during the battle, as the fighter strength v/as gener
ally insufficient to provide escort for more than two
light bomber squadrons over the battle

Operating at an average rate of

In this task they ;Yere assisted to a small extent

on

area.

M,E,P,0,S,

Nos,205 Groi;q),
3 S,A,A,P, IVing
and Sqdn
0,R, B, s

Until the fall of Tobrulc on 21 J-une, the Derna,
liiartuba and Tmimi airfields remained the chief targets, but
on 17 June, -vdien reconnaissance disclosed that the enemy

was using Gazala as a forward filter base, KittyhaYrtcs were
Immediately dispatched to make a daylight attack in force.
The fighters flew both bombing and machine-gunning sorties,
and, for some time after the raid, which appeared to
as a coiTiplete suiprise to the enemy, it was noticeable that
the number of Axis aircraft patrolling over R,A,P, bases tos
considerably diminished. After the captiire of Tobruk,
Gazala received furtlier attention, as did a few other
recently captured airfields, Gambut, Baheira and Sidi Azeiz,
Up to 25 June the total bombing effort against airfields
was t

come

Aircraft Sorties Tons of H,E.

Y/ellingtons

Baltiraores )
Bostons )

464 499

124 75

Prom 25 June, the Wellingtons were given new targets, enemy
concentrations in the battle area; the airfield offensive
had given way to the 'round the clock' air offensive
against Rommel's army as it pressed fonvard toi/vards the
Delta,
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Ov/ing to imfavourable weather, results of the
Tfellington raids on airfields could not always he observed,
particularly during the first week of the battle,
third week hovrever, Wellingtons and Bostons attacking Dema
and Siret el Ghreiba on 13 June(l) caused a big explosion
folloT/ed by one large and several smaller fires north of

Chreiba; hits were also scored on badly dispersed aircraft.
Against Gazala, the Kittybomber daylight raid on 1? June
achieved excellent results according to the fighter escort,
nine aircraft being clained severely damaged by bombs, and

others damaged by machine-gun fire, Baltimores attacked
this target on the following day, and when, on 21 Jme,
photographs revealed over seventy fighters on Gazala,
Wellingtons were dispatched that ni^t to make an attack,
Ivjany fires were started on No,1 landing-ground, and at Wo, 2,
a stick burst across twelve aircraft, while bursts and

explosions were observed on other parts of the airfield and

on landing-ground No,3,
larly successful,
operations ■were confined to Gazala and Tmimi - both filter
bases,
air attack at this tine, and reduction of the enemy fighter
effort was considered to be the best way of preventiig
enemy air attacks, particularly because the enemy air effort
was largely confined to dayli^t raids and was therefore
specially dependent on the fighter force to provide escorts
for the bombers,
some ninety Wellingtons which dropped well over one hundred
tons of high explosive, many fires and several very violent
explosions were observed.
Wo,73 Hurricane Squadron, included ground strafiig and
iitruder sorties, as well as patrols over British airfields.

Enemy aircraft based on Greece and Crete, mostly
Ju, 88's and He. Ill’s, attached British advanced and rear
airfields nightly from the commencement of the offensive.
As the battle developed however, their effort against air
fields decreased in favour of operations against troops and
motor transport in the battle area,
Greece and Crete varied betvireen ten and forty per night,
representing only a moderate scale of effort for the forces
available, so that it would appear that the Germans had been
unable to build up their full strength for the battle,
all enemy operations the Italian Air Force was, generally
spealcing, conspicuous for its absence.

In the

This raid was considered particu-
During this fourth week of the offensive

The retreating Eighth Army was very vulnerable to

At Tmimi, which was visited by a total of

Wi^t operations by

Bomber sorties from

In

M.E.W.I,S.

Ibid

Wo,205 Group
0,R,B.

and•»

.

The Attack on Tobruk

The attack on Tobruk opened at about 0600 hours on
20 June with a heavy artillery bombardment, and dive-bombing
attacks on the centre of the 11th Indian Infantry Brigade on
the south-eastern sector of the perimeter,
the posts on that sector had been overrun,
counter-attack was made by carriers of the Mahratta Light
Infantry, but thus was brou^t to a standstill by anti-tank
gunfire, and the enemy, covered by smoke screens, began to
make gaps in the minefields and to advance deliberately, on
a narrow front, towards Sidi IvSahmud where the coastal road,

Within an hour
An immediate-

(l) These raids formed part of the operations for the
support of the Vigorous convoy. See page 166,
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running from the to\-m meets the road from El Adera.
Subsequent British counter-attacks vrere ill-co-ordimted and

generally abortive, and by e' m o'clock the position at the
cross roads liad been taJeen.

one portion continued along the escaroment -vaiile the other
proceeded clo\7n the road to the tom.
fire at I7OO hours and was cut off from the rest of the

fortress by 1800 hours.

The German thru.st then divided:

The harbour caiae under

It was not until mid-day tliat nev/s of the attack was
received at Headquarters Eighth Army and General Ritchie at
once ordered XXX Corps to use 7th Armoured Division to

advance on Tobrul<. The division reached Sidi Rezegh just
before dark, but an hour later on reporting the situation
to General Ritchie, General IQopper asked to be allowed to
fight his way out. This v/as agreed to, and 7th Armoured
Division v/as ordered to endeavour to hold open a gap between
El Adem and liniglitsbridge. However, before a break-out
could be attenpted the greater part of the garx’ison's
transport ms captured in the harbour area, leaving the
troops on the periueter vdthout .ueans of escape. All
water and petrol was reported to have been demolished by 'fclie
early hours of 21 June, and an order Y/as issued to all
uiits in the garrison that a capitulation had talcen place
and that all vehicles, equipment and arms were to be
destroyed; the source of this order is not known. Certain

detaclrnents Yihicli were in possession of transjport then
elected to brealc out independently, and some succeeded in
rejoining the Eighth Army. Other British, Indian and South
African ULiits continued to fight on throughout the 21 June,

Air Participation

Since the Desert Air Force had been obliged to v/ithdraw
to the Sidi Barrani group of landing grounds, Tobrulc was
outside normal fighter range and therefore air sunport could
not be ex]pected. Nevertheless a fighter squadron (N0.250),
the on3.y one of its kind available, had been fitted with
long range tanlcs with the intention of employing these air
craft on long range fighter activity over Tobruk, Even
these aircraft, however, carried insufficient fuel to enable
them to remain over Tobruk for more than two ininutes. For

attacks on ground forces the liglit bombers had sufficient
range for the flight to Tobruk but Unescorted dayligJat raid.s
T/ere out of the question with the enemy in possession of the
la:addng grounds from Gazala to Gambut,

Indeed geographically the eneiiiy air situation \?as highly
favouuable, in great contrast to the British, and this feature
vras made use of to the utmost in the heaviest-scale employ
ment of aircraft in the battle,

that the Panzer Ariwy's attack began Yiith a large scale attack
of all the Luftwraffe bomber units in North Africa on the
position to be breached in the south-east sector of the
fortress. It states also that the air attack w/as extra

ordinarily effective, that it shattered strongly fortified
positions, in particular the infantry ware obstacles and
had a profound effect on the fighting morale of the 11th
Indian Infantry Brigade in that sector.

Evidence supplied to
the -vYeight of attack.

A G-erman docunent recounts

(1)ae Court of Inquiry
It stated that both Stuk'as and

confirmed

A.H.Q.,..¥f.D.
Report Aell.Bi/
IIJ6/8 and '
G, Ops 5
(Cab. Ref.)

Panzerarmee

Diary

(1) See page 188.
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Juiikers came over in relays •vri.tliout fighter escort, and
plastered the perimeter and the v/hole of the positions in
the rear; that after their attacks they fie’;/ to El''Adem,
reloaded and returned,

the British troops v/ere in excellent spirits and errploying
small arms fire against the aircraft,
bomhers had no fighter excort and that they used El Adem
landing-ground for refuelling and reloading added to the
tremendous advantage enjoyed by the Axis,
were operating from an airfield within a few seconds'

flying distance of the target, without opposition, while
the British were to all practical purposes out of the
range.

It T/as also statecL howrever that

The fact tliat the

The aircraft

Cabinet Office

Reference

G, Ops 5
Box 497

It is now/ known that some six hundred sorties v/ere

flown against Tobrulc on 20 June by the Luftv/affe alone, and
that Italian Cant Z's and C,H, 42*s also took part, and
that the bombers were protected, though not necessarily
escoi-ted, by German and Italian fighters. The Axis plan
was that a large heavy bomber formation was to attack the

group of small forts on the south-eastern sector immediately
before the tank attack, while Italian bombers attacked the
port and batteries in the rear zone. According to an
Italian account, this type of close co-operation called
for the most accurate synchronisation of operations ■vAiich
w/as ensured by a perfect communication system between
aircraft and ground units

'Choosing their objectives the bombers w/ent into
the attack and soon put three strong-points out of
action, thus allowing the armoured units to pass over
the bridged anti-tanlc ditch. The attack was carried
out with such violence and the defenders v/ere so shaken,
that our forces got through the first line with
practically no opposition. This success exploited
and the leading troops were soon driving deep wedges
into the enemy, Meanwviiile the heavy air bombardment
w/as being concentrated against the strong-points in
the second line of defence and enemy reaction on the
ground became progressively weaker.*

Finally the account stated without comment that the enei/5/
air force wiiich had been severely tried in the preceding
twenty-four days, did not challenge the conplete air
supremacy of the Axis during the battle.

Of the six hundred Luftwsaffe sorties, all but thirty
were flowm. by Fliegerfuelnrer Afrika, the remainder being
flown by Crete-based bombers, Pliegerfuehrer Afrika
dropped 302 tons of bombs and claimed direct hits on thirteen
pill-boxes and on Ports Pilastrino and Solaro, and claimed
five battery positions, tlxree A,A, positions, ten tanks and
four other' vehicles destroyed. During the day the Luftw''affe
lost only tw/o dive-bombers; Italian losses are not available.

The account continued;• • O

A,H.B. (6)
Enemy Documents
including
Trans Wo.VIl/74

Although the long-range Kittyliaw/ks w/ere prepared for
operations the Ro’/al Air Force w/as virtually pow/erless to
assist the garrison because zio information w/as supplied from
the air force sources of information at Tobruk. These were:

(a)A.H.Q
Report
A.Ii.B./lIJ6/8

W.D,•) An Air Support Tentacle with the 2nd South
African Division in Tobruilc, w/iiich w/as w/orking
satisfactorily until 1800 hours on 20 June,
From this source seven messages w/ere passed to
Air Support Control at Advanced Air Headquarters
during the day, tw/o of these messages being in
reply to requests for information.

SECRET
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no indication of an;y liea'vy eneii^'' attacks from
this source, although specific instructions had
been given requesting rejiorts of enemy air activity.

(b) By R/T from Advanced Control No, 211
From this source, there was,
of a heavy scale

Group,
again, no indication

enemy air attack, but the R/T
set was unserviceable for a period during the
late morning and early afternoon.

Ol

^  In tne absence of demands for protection from eneny air
attack the fi,gliters were employed as escort to  a Boston
attack on enerry ground forces. The first indication of
the enemy assault on Tobruk vra.s a signal received at 10,00
hours reporting that the enemy T/as attacking the south east
of the perimeter after an aircraft attack

This was treated as a target
report and nine Bostons were dispatched and bombed^’with good
results a concentration of motor transport outside the gap
tom in the perimeter. As the afternoon wore on, and the
situation became more serious, six Bostons were sent to
make a last light attack without escort. In a fiuther
attempt to hinder eneny ground uiits six Bostons operated
singly at kventy minute intervals during the niglit in the
area of the gap. It is difficult to assess the effect of
the light bomber raids on the eneny's assault on Tobrulc,
for although they appeared to liave some success, there is no
mention of them in the Panserarmee of D,A.K, Diaries and in

case, against an operation of so considerable a scale
it IS un].ikety that a small number of sorties
the course of the fighting.

and that a counter
attack ¥/as proceeding.

could affect

A.S.C, Diary
App, 'K*. to
A.H.B,/lIJ6/8

T/ing & Sqdn
0,R,B,s

M,E XT!

0,3,,j.' o

Inquiry into the Defeat at Tobink

The garrison of Tobruk capitulated after little
than twenty-four hoius fighting-. So unexpected and so
costly in men and material yra.s this defeat, that it received
particular attention at the Court of Inouizy v/nich
up after the retreat to Alamein to

more

v/as set

,. . investigate certain
operations which took place between 27 May and 1 July,
The causes of the collapse were then thoroughly investigated.
The landings of the Court vrere as follows:

Report of the
Court of

Enquiry,
Cabinet Office
Reference

G, Ops, 5,
(Box 497)

^ 'The fact that Tobrulc fell must undoubtedly be
attributed to the eleventh hour reversal of policy
leading to the decision to hold the fortress, regardless
Ol the fact that the Eighth Army was then in full
retreat in the face of an enemy ydiich liad been uniformly
successful and yhose morale must in consequence Iiave
been high. It was impossible in the time available
to mate adequate preparations for the completely new
role imposed on the garrison, yiiich up to" then had
onJy been concerned ydth the prevention of raids by
air, land and sea, *

In the last resort, the defeat of the garrison was a
purely Army matter, as the Air Force was to all practical
purposes out of range and could not operate to aiy extent
over the fortress. Nevertheless it is necessary to investi-
gate \^netner this situation was the responsibility of the
Air Force or not, particularly in view of the fact that a
a member or tne Middle East Defence Conmiittee the A,0,C,—
in-C. nad suppcrted Auchinleck's decision of 14 Jime to hold
Tobruk,
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In the first place, Air Marshal Tedder had endorsed
General Auchinleck’s signal to the Prime Minister, \;hich
included the statement that fighter aircraft could operate
over Tobinlc even if the Gaanbut landing-grounds could not
be used. In authorising this statement the A.O.C, \ia

Telegram
IZ.590 l6/6 in
War Cabinet

Hist, (b)
(Crusader) 3
Pinal. (239)

.s
presumably relyin,g on the existence of one or more out of

tiiree probable situationsj that, although close to Gaimbut,
the Sidi Azeiz landin,g-ground could be used even if Garnbut
were captured, that if Sidi Azeiz were captiored it would be
possible to use a landi.ng-ground in the Sidi Omar ()
Adiich vra.s being sj)ecially p>repared for this emergency, or,
that the single squadron of long-range Kittyhawks would be
adequate for the air defence of the fortress.

area

It is unlikely that the A.O.C.-in-C. set imich store on
availability of the long-range Kittyhawks for the defence
of Tobruk, since they v/ere severely limited in numbers, and,
if based farther east than the frontier, \rould not be able
to maintain more than brief pati-ols over the fortress.
The remaining t?/o situiations depended on the Army’s ability
to defend the landing-ground, areas, against enemy tlirusts to
the east. At the Court of Ihquirji- it was made clear, in
the evid.ence of Air Commodore Beamsh, then Senior Air
Staff Officer to the Western Desert Air Force, that the
Army accepted this responsibility. He wa.s asked by the
Court, waether, on 1A Jime, viien the decision 'vra.s made,
there \7as any discussion beti/Teen the Amy CoiiTaander and the
Air Officer Commanding as to what air assistance could
be given to the garrison. In reply Air Coinmodore Beamish
stated:

Report of the
Court of Enquiry.
Cabinet Office

Reference

G, Ops 5

’The matter vra.s fully discussed between the Amy
The Amy Coirmander was madeConmander and the A.O.C.

aware of the necessity for securing airfields within
rarjge of Tobruk before air assistance could be given ..

Tlie Amy Commander infomed the A.O.C, that he had
made provision for the A.A, of Tobruk to meet the Air

tlireat; his view/ w/as that Tobruk had held previously
against air attacics and would do so again if the
R.A.F, V7as forced out of range. t

It would api^ear, then, that before the decision to
hold Tobrulc vas taken, it was understood that in certain
favourable but also probable ground circumstances, the
R,A,P, wrould be able to operate over Tobrul'C, even thouglT.
the GaiTibut landj.ng-grounds could not be used,
same time the Army was also prepared to accept a situation
in Tifhlch Tobruk would Iia.ve to be defended without air

protection o’-lng to the loss of those airfiel6.s idthin
operational rajige.
prevailed and no air support could be given except viiat
was T/lthin the capabilities of the suiall number of long-
range Kittyhawks available.

At the

In the event the latter situation

Fnen the time caime even these

(1) Reference to this airfield was made in the evidence
of Air Commodore Beamish wiio stated: To assist in

increasing the range of oi-ur figliter force in the L.G,
75 area, refuelling facilities and A.A. defences had
been established at Habata landing-ground (at approx,
31.1 ON, 25,30 E) but as this was not sufficiently
far forv/ard a landing-ground site had been recomoitred
in the Sidi Gmar area,

the Egyptian side of the wire and work wa.s comienced,
but the R.A.F, -was again infomed by the Array that no
security could be given in this area and work 'v/as
discontinued.

A suitable site was found on
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could not be used for fighter defence omng to a lack of
information of enemy air attacks, and infornation V/as almost
as scarce concerning ground targets for the light bombers
for 'viiich the liittyhavjks provided escorts in default of
opportunities for air defence.

The findings of the Court of Inquiry’' regarding the
responsibility of the R.A.F, for the Vail of Tobrulc were
as follov/s:

'From the 18 June, on the witiidi’aml of the
R.A.F, fighter force from the Sidi Aseiz landing-grounds,
o-vdng to the Eighth Am:y being T.inable to guarantee their
security against eneniy mobile columns, the R.A.F. were
not in a position to render close support to land
operations in the Tobruk area.!

Ibid.
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:1PEaM V, THE WICHERARAL TO ALAMEUT

'7^ ">'.i

The Deoiaibn to AT^aiidoh'the frontier Llae

When^ on the night of 20 June it heoame apparent that
. , _ TohiTjk wonld fallj General Bitohie made representations to

General AuohinLeolc in favour of retiring from the frontier
positions to Matruh. He had been relying on Tobruk to con
tain scaae of the enemy^s amour and to impose at least some
delay on his advance, but the sucrender of the garrison had
set Rommel free to employ all his forces in the advance,
while tjtie stocks and transport which he had so unfortunately
been allowed to oaptum ootild 'greatly simplify his supply
problem, . . The frentier defences depended on the backing of
an adequate armoured force, but this was no longer available,
and. the G,0,0, .Eii^th Army wislwd to retire to Matruh to

, gain time to ‘build up his amoxn?.

General Auohinleok was reluctant to abandon the frontier

position, as on the whole, the defences, there were better
than those at Ma.truh, but in view of General Ritchie • s anxiety
that a respite should be secured for recuperation before
meeting the enemy in. a major engagement, the Oommander-in-
Chief agreed to the proposal. This decision to withdraw
was subsequently endorsed by the Middle East Defence Committee,
which instructed General Ritchie to prepare to figjit a
decisive action round Matruh and meanwhile to delay the enemy

. as far west as possible with a. covering, force. As an addi
tional precaution measures were, taken to complete the for
tification of, and to occupy, the Alamein position a hundred
and twenty miles farther east.

Under the new plan, XKX Corps was sent back to Matruh
to prepare the line there, while XUi Corps was organised

;  into two elements, a striking force under. 8th Armoured
-  Division consisting of aimowed and mtored brigade grortps,

and a holdtog force consisting of the 50th, 10th Indian. ,
and. 1st South African Division, No, 208 Army Cooperation
Squadron was put under the operational, control of XIII Goips
while No, 2^ S,A,A,P, Sqiiadron was withd^wn first to*
Bagush then to i^ika and put under X Qp^s, . Prom this time

^ until the establishment at Alamein "tiiiS; squadron received
’  calls to operate, ‘ .

.. Strengthening of the Western Desert Air Porpe

I ;•

Signal A.0,C, . . It was clear from the first that the necessity for a
PlPOi .726 in . . prolonged withdrawal caused by the loss-of.i Tobruk and of the
A.H.B./HJ6/ majority of the trained armoured force would call for a
ISJ/A^ AbO^G#/ miaximum air effort^ not only, to delay at all cost the enemy*s
11 at'Enel* ■ advance ,but also, to cover the retiring ground forces. To

this end,, action was at oiioe taken to increase by every
A,H,B,/to' possible means Air ‘Vice-Marshal. Coninghki*s force for the
J6/8 A,H.Q* ■ immediate battle, regardless of the future. At,the instance
W,D, Report *. of the. A,p,C^-in-0.,, the Defence Committee asked Mhlta to

.. send .twenty Spitftoes of No, 601 Squadron to the Desert and
'  the already starved trsdning units in the D^lta area were

robbed of aircraft , in order to send forw^d to the‘battle:
•  area one’Hn?rioane : II Squadron- V S,^AiP,.) which ;was to

have been withdrawn, arid’tb ’-doiiipiete another (No, 127). The
defence of the vDelta* now'relied solely ■upon ni^t Beaufinters
and one or two Spitfires awaiting modification. Prom
No, 201 Group were taken the tw;o Beaufi^ter squadrons
(Nos, 252 ai^ .272),'normally used for i^ti«^shipping escorts,
and No, 234 Wij;jg with its'Static HihrricEcie .squadrons (the
Alsace ai^ Hellenic): normally'used'for,, shipping protection.
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These were absorbed into the Western Desert Air Poroe to

assist in liie task of offensive operations against enemy
gctnmd troops and the proteotion of our own. The li^t
homber force was augmented by No. 14 (Blenheim) Squadron,
which was en^doyed Only at night, while No, 223 (Baltdmore)
Squadron was at last brou^t up to full strength, and for
the first time begsm td take part in the li^t bomber of fen-
sive against enemy concentrations in the battle area.

Despite these measures, there was still a great need
Sign^ A,0,C, for aircraft . The air force had been operating, almost
720 in AiO,G,/l1 without respite, for three weeks, and on a scale made
A,H,B,/EU3/183/ possible only by the fitting spirit of the pilots and
146(d) Enel,219a the • exertions of the maintenance

•  repair and salvage units, 'Owing to their efforts twelve
;  filter squadrons had maintained ah average seorviceability

of ten to twelve aircraft and had flown 4,882 sorties, and
:  -j the . two Boston squadrons with an average serviceability of

.  - ‘fifteen aircraft eaoh had flown 404 soi^^ies.
.  'the maintenance personnel was that in spite of intensive
:  Operations' and a steady fall in aircraft streng12i, the

average serviceability figure was retained at a steady
level, as is indicated by the following table

crews and the men of the

The feat of

n

159/20 H.Q.,
H,A,F. , M.E,
Beport Air
Staff (ops
Records) App

Period Average
Daily

Percentage of

Average Daily Se27vioeability
Strength Serviceability to Strength

26 May to 1 June
2 June to 8 June 13,6
9 June to 15 J\me 13.3
16 June to 22 June 13

15.3 10.3 67
10.3 75.7
10.9 .
10.4

82

80

However, although the daily serviceability remained stable,
and the percentage of serviceability to strength actually

. „ „ Att</ the-decline in the strength figure itself oould not
tftf/lrftVyn without severely affecting operational

0^ 21 June the pcsitioii4s that 250 figjxterr^^
repair during the month but ttet

inpossihLe to mate up defidenoies
Enol. 210a and dso am, frtm aoratoh, two squadrons as planna/i. it

was ̂ ed_ that a special delivery of Kittjhawks to Tatoradi
would arrive in time to prevent an undesirable gap in
replacements to the Desert, Here there was already a
deficiency of IMriy Kittyhawks and onLy twenty to hand for

^  seven days. The Hurricane II wastage
had been met to date and there were still thirty aircraft
availaUe for replacement. The main difficulty was that

. of maintaining supplies after the aircraft in reserve
een ex^u^eds the existing rate of delivery from .overseas ;

•  inadequate to meet the wastage rate experienced
m this battle.

was n

n .7 Cl I ^®<liate action taken by the Chiefs of Staff
22%1f3c:b^»^■ East twenty-one Iterioane II's

exogmally assigned to India, and to give permission forSLtof ^ Blenheims alLfSS te ^ considerationJfinal. Ho. (6; further diversions of to 130 Hurricanes which were at
sea. Under the same policy tanks were being diverted for
tne Army.

was

It was Air Vioe-Marshal Oonin^'s intention to operate
tos squatons on the same mobile basis as hitherto, teepingthe purely cperatlonal parties in the Sidi Barrani area and
the remainder in the Maaten Bagush area. Be also hoped to
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A.H.B./EIJ6/8
A.H.Q
Report

w.p.• f

organise'additional refuelling lapding-grounds in the inter
mediate: area, and, in case a further ■withdrawal sho-uld
hecoiae •necessary, the Daba and Amriya - Wadi Katrun landing-
groxmds were 'made rehdy for operations.

The Axis Decision to Adyahoei to Suez; Fatal Postponement of
Hercules

Styift though the actual assault on Tobruk: load been, the
capture of the fortress lagged far behind the German schedule.
The original quota of four days had stretclied perforce to
twenty-fo\ir, and the expenditure of both men and materials
had far* exceeded Rommel’s original estimates. Nevertheless,
when the occupation of Tobruk -was at last a fait accompli,
it V7as foimd that the British had failed to destroy
siderable quantities of stores, especially petrol, which,
it Tifas at first thought, would greatly improve the Axis
supply situa' ‘
garrison, (■^)
the fighting

con-

tion. Moreover, the rapid collapse of the
had had a profound effect on Axis morale, and
spirit of the Panzer Army was high,

fa'vo'urable did these circumstances appear, that the Axis
leaders, headed by Rommel, were tempted to make a radical,
and as it proved, fatal al’teration in the s'trategio plan,
that is, the immediate continuation Of the Axis advance,

■ and the further postponement of the pTOposed invasion of
Malta, Operation HerciJles,

So

In the first stage of planning Rommel’s offensive,(
geographical limit at a line Sidi Omar - Halfaya  - Solium,
and a chronological limit dated 20 June, had been imposed
on the advance to ens\jre that certain air and naval units
supporting the fighting in North Africa would be available
for Operation Hercules which was scheduled to take place at
the end of June, Since then, the necessity for finally

a

High Level
Reports and
Directives.
A.H,B,6, Trans'.'
VIl/80 Eubdviing the island had once more become obvious to the Axis,

following its recovery from the spring air offensive and
the resumption of offensive operations against the Axis
supply li>.ies to Africa, On 5 June Oavallero, wrote!

’The present battles in Africa prove once again
the necessity of Operation Hercules,
carried out, it must be expected that the British vdll
be able to prepare superior forces din Africa by autumn,
and that the situation on the Mediterranean will
deteriorate again.

If it is not

This is proved by the noticeably
xncreased uise of Malta as an air base since the with
drawal of iinits of Luftflotte 2 and the temporary trans
fer of some Luftwaffe units from Sicily to North
Africa, The first consequence of this was the tor^ .
pedoing of the loaded vessels Allegri and Giuliana^*^
on 31 May and 4 June respectively. ’

The preparations for Hercules were then proceeding accord
ing to plan although the provision of fuel oil was causing
difficT^ty, . . Nevertheless, on 10 June, crwing to the pro
longation of -the desert battle, the operation liad been post
poned for three or four-weeks,

iWien,this decision was made, 'Bdr ilachoim had not yet
fallen although it was hoped to.take,it that day (l0 June),
After its capture it was calculated that five days woxiLd

(1) Actually Wavell's successful assault on Tobruk in I94I
took a few hours less.
See page 131,
Althou^ the Giuldana was sunk by Egypt-based aircraft.
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■fae needed to complete, the defeat of the B?*itish troops
majining the .Gazala positions, after which the British
.motorised and armoured units south of Tobruk were to be

" attacked. It w&s sti.ll considered that the capture of
Tobiaik was possible, as comparative strengths of infantry
and arti3.1ezy were favourable to the Axis, and there were
still sufficient tanks for an assault; but the Italian
Cominand was less optimistic than the German, and was anxioiis
that not too much reliance should be placed on capturing
the port. It was considered that the postponement of
Hercu3.es would have a favo\Arable effect as there were still
many preparations to be completed. There was thus already
a tendency to allow the latinching of the attack on Malta
to wait -L^on the events in the Desert,

On 16 June, after the defeat of the British armoxir,
the. Italians "had shown signs of anxiety lest the forth
coming assault on Tobruk should develop into a long siege.
It was emphasised that Commando Supreiao would approve
attack of short duration but that a battle of attrition must
be avoided at all costs.

an

Cavallero reminded von Rintelen,

Ibid.

the German General at Commando Supremo, tliat at the end of
^ Jxxne air force withdrawals would liave to be begun in prepara-

.  tion for Operation Hercules, which 'he still considered
absolutely essential', Postponement, this time until
August, was again considered unimportant as it would enable
more thorough preparations to be made. On 21 June,
immediately after the fall of Tobruk, the plan for a limited
offensive followed by the invasion of Malta was still
accepted. On this day the Duoe load agreed that t

'the Instructions . of 5 May shall remain fully
in force*, ar^ considered it essential that 'the
SoUxm-Kalfaya position be occupied as quickly as
possible. In addition the speedy transfer of air
forces assigned to other operations must be ensured • •

I
 •

A,t this juncture fresh empliasis of the importance of orush-
ixig Malta had been provided by the sinking of the import
ant supply vessel
considered necessary to effect a quick transfer of air forces
froQi Africa to Sicily,in order to increase attacks on Malta
again. In the meantime, all shipping movements to the west
of Malta T/ere suspended and the eastern route more exten
sively used.

P.fii A.t Commando Sup,remo it was?lSo

On the very next day, Rommel made proposals to the
German High Command which resulted in a complete change of
Ajcis plans. In a message to OM he wrote:

'The first objective of the Panzer Army to defeat
the enemy .in the field and to talve Tobruk has been
attained. Enemy units are stall liolding out at
Solltm, Halfaya., and Side Omar, It is intended to
destroy this enemy force also, and so to open the way
into Egypt, . . The condition and morale of the troops,
the present supply situation improved by booty, and
the momentary weakness of the eimaj will permit pursuit
into the. heart of Egypt. Request the Duce to effect
the suspension of former limitations on freedom of
movement, and to put units at present subordinate, to
me at my disposal, so that the campaign may be
continued,'

Ibid*
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Hitler was only too pleased to postpone the Malta project
wiiioh he load never ̂ eatly liked, in favour of wliat,
admittedly, seemed a golden chance of siezing Suez, and
the success of which woilLd automatically result in the
eventiial collapse of Malta, Under pressure from Hitler,
and allured by the idea of a victoriotis Italian Army march
ing into Alexandria and Cairo, Mussolini agreed that ‘the
historic moment had come to conquer Egypt and must be
exploited, ’ and that the invasion of Malta must be put off
xintil September, Constantly aware, however of the
vulnerability of Rommel’s supply lines, the Duoe stiH
insisted that the difficulties of the Panzer Army after
the collapse of the Ei^ath Array lay less in the battle on
the ground than in the transport situation at sea; that
owing to Malta’s active revival the supply of the Panzer
Amy had once more reached a critical stage, and that,
since it was not possible at the moment to commence the
invasion of Malta, it was absolutely essential to neutralise
it.

By the time Rommel had reached Matruh on 26 June, a
further attempt to neutralise Malta by a'^j? attack had been
planned,!, V for which air formations were to be transferred
from Germany. As this woidLd take time Mussolini undertook
to do everything possible in the interval to supply the
Panzer Army by air and by submarine and by the eastern
route to Tobruk and Ben^zi, The weakness of this plan
was that it apparently ignored the fact that, at the end
of the spring offensive, after the arrival of Spitfire
reinforcements at the island, II Eliegerkoips reported that
day attacks were no longer possible because of the increased
fighter strength at Malta, and that since then 1/Ialta’s
position had further improved.

Had Mussolini and Kesselring, the two chief supporters
of Operation Hercules, held firaly to the conviction that
Malta must be sub jugated before victory in the desei-b could
be achieved, and had they succeeded in carrying the German
Pligh Command with them, the history of the war in the
Mediterranean might have ended differently. As it was,
the i-isk was taken of advancing into Egypt with Malta still
dn a position to interfere seriousl3r vidth the supply lines
of the Panzer Army, with the result that the offensive
ultimately failed. Paradoxically it mi^it be said that the
very extent of the Ax.is siiocess at Tobruk led to the

eventual failvire in North Africa, that the supplies captured
at Tobrulc were the bait, laid uwri.ttingly by the British,
which led the Panzer Amy on to take risks too great for
its strength. For this tactical adoievement led to the
cancellation of the one strategic project, which if it had
succeeded could have guaranteed the command of the
Mediterranean for the Axis powers,
Kesselring, ‘The abandonment of this project was the first
death blow to the whole undertaking in North Africa, ’

In the words of

The Nature of Air Operations during the British Withdrawal

Prom the Air point of view even more than the Amy,
the withdrawal frcm the frontier may.be said to fall into
two distinct phases. Prom 23 to 26 June the ground

(1) This offensive took place in the first week of July but
was unsuccessful.

See. A.H,B, Narrative, She Middle East Campaigns,
Volume XI, Malta. ^ a #
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situation was cleajxjut, and targets for air attack were
plentiful. Contact between the British reai>-guard and the

advanced eiiemy reconnaissance groiQis resulted in nothing
more than minor clashes, which did not call for specific air
support, while to the rear of the advanced units the main

Axis foi'ce, advancing in three columns across the desert,
presented an ideal target for bombing. In this fovir-day
period, scarcely interrupted by the single eastv/ard move of

the fighters from the Sidi Barrani to’ the Matruh landing-
grounds and the bombers from the Matruh to the Daba landing-
grotinds, the air force was able to maintain a constant and

increasing effort to impede the enemy advance. The light
bombers brolce all their previous records; the daily sortie
rate, of which the record figure of the past weeks had been
siirty, reached a peak of well over one hundred. The
fighters, while busy providing escorts for this heavy bomber
programme, yet maintained a high scale of protective activity
over the retreating units, besides maintaining all-important
reconnaissance patrols to -watch the Axis advance. No, 208
Army - Cooperation Squadron was able to keep in touch with
Corps, and flew five or six sorties per day, keeping
constant -watch over the columns,

By contrast, in this period the L-uftwaffe, slow to move
forward to airfields within range of the fitting, and
presumably exliausted after the intensive activity at Bir

Hacheim and Tobruk, scarcely put in an appearance, either
in protection of the Axis troops, or in an offensive role in
operations against the retreating forces. The latter
ommission showed a remarkable lack of aptitude for siezing a
favo-urable opportunity of -wielding air power, especially com
pared with Hommel*s opportunist tactics in the land fighting,
for the Eighth Army, moving in a close-packed stream along
the coast road and across the desert, presented an ideal
target for air attack. A salvo of well directed raids might
well ha-ve caused enoiigh disorganisation to enable the Panzer
Army to overtake the British Tidth disastrous results for
the latteJ* •

From the evening of 26th howe-ver, when the airfields of
the Sidi Eaneish and Bagush groups were threatened by a s-wift
enemy thrus-b tir.’oi;igli the minefie],d defences at I'/tatruh, until
the establishment of the Eighth Army on the Alamein Line,
-fche ground sitioation yms complex, and less favourable to air
participation. The fighting round Matruh lasted from 27 to
29 June inclusive, and meanwhile advanced Axis units were

pushing forv/ard well to the eas-tward, and by the e-vening of
the 29th had reached Sidi el Elraman, only fifteen miles
west of Alamein. The liglit bomber force was withdrawing on
27 and 28 Jvtne from the airfields at Sidi Haheish and Daba

to the Amiriya group east of the Alamein Line, and from the
evening of the 26th the fighters were moving back step by
step from Sidi Haneish through Fuka and Daba until on the

29'bh they too were operating from the Amiriya area. In this
period as it was constantly on the move XIII Corps could not
control No, 208 Sq-uadron adequately, so that there was delay
in getting information to Army Headquarters, No, 208
Squadron therefore came under -the con-trbl of Air Headquarters
and Main Army on 28 June,

In this period, in addition to these withdrawals, two
The confusedfactors called a halt to the day bombing,

ground sitioation precluded operations against the main body
of the enem^j, while the reappearance of the Ltiftwaffe on

26 June called at once for larger filter escorts for the
bomber formations, and for more protective fighter patrols
over the Army, . Consequently, except for three attacks on
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27 June, the li^it bombers did not operate by day until the
30th. By that time tlie greater part of liie Ei^tla Army had
Tisathdram into -Kie defences at the Alamein position, arai
the enemy ■was conoentra-ting his forces in preparation for
an attack on tlxLs line, while the Luftwaffe was temporarily
outstripped by the Panzeranaee, and was scarcely in
e'videnoe.

Although some units of the Lvftvraffe moved up to forward
airfields during the fighting at Matruh, this did not bring
about any intensive offensive activity against the Eighth
Army, so that the main effect of the move was to keep the
British fighter force on the defensive against possible
attacks, and thus indirectly to protect the Axis Army from
further bombing. The following extract from enemy docu
ments explains the lapse of Aiiis air activity after the
fall of Tobrvik, although there is little sign of  a decrease
in either strength or serviceability in the German Luftviraffe
strength returns:

Enemy Documents
A,H.B.(6)

’This however, (the air attack on Tobruk) was the
last time when the L'uftwaffe had any decisive influence
on ground operations in No2rth Africa, the intensity
of its efforts during May and June, had drained its
resources and although losses iiad not been very high,
serviceability was at a low level and crews were
suffering from operational strain,
send to the Mediterranean-theatre adequate air forces
to cover the many and varied duties involved had had
its inevitable result,’

The fail-ure to

The Introduction of ’Round the Clock’ Bombing

While the light bombing and offensive fighter opera
tions were, on their own merits, of the greatest importance
during the withdrawal, their value v/as enhanced in this
phase of the campaign by the introduction of a new develop
ment in tactical bombing. On the night of 25 June, guided
to the target by flare-dropping Albacores, a force of
eighty Wellingtons attacked enemy concentrations
battle area.

in the

The commencement of direct partica.pation of
night bombers in the land battle, a logical sequel to the
illmmated night raids on airfields, brought into being a
new factor in close support, A,dded to the liglit bombing
"by day, night bombing implied not merely a redoubled effort
against battle area targets, but the establishment of a
system of ceaseless air operations against the enemy Army.
The intrinsic value of this system of ’round the clock’
bombing was that it gave the enemy no respite by day or
rJ.ght, interfered with his sleep, and postulated disp
even during the hotirs of darkness. An additional advantage
of night bombing, at this stage was that unlike day opera
tions it was not affected by the presence of the enemy
filter force in the forward area. A disadvantage however,
was that the bombline had necessaril5'‘ to be more conservative
at night than by day, but this did not detract from the

Commencing
on 25 J'une the Wellingtons made attacks oxi enemy concentra
tions in the battle area every night throughout the remainder
of the withdrawal.

saler

value of its effect on the enemy’s morale.

Ibid.

Revival of Strategic Bombing

Prom the week preceding Rommel’s advance, the pre
occupation of the Vfellingtons with airfield targets, had
led to a marked reduction of operations against strategic
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targets, notably the enemy's chief sup-fly port, Bengliazl,
and the few raids which had been carried out had been
designed chiefly as diversions to routine minelaying opera
tions, Thxis in the week before, and the first three weeks
of the Gazala battle, the average number per week of bomber
sorties flown against the port was only sixteen as com
pared with fifty-eight per week in the period 22l February —
19 May.

The seeming disaster at Tobruk, had at least resulted
however, in a more ready recognition in London of the
supply requirements of the Desert Forces, and, for the air
force, in the permanent establisliment in Egypt of
United States Liberator Heavy Bomber unit, as well as addi
tional reinforcements in the shape of some long promised
Halifaxes and some HoA.F, Liberators,
operational restrictions which were imposed in the early
weeks of their tour, the American bombers were able to
participate more fully in the laddle East war, and during
the latter half of June a heavy scale of operations against
Axis ports \ms recommenced in which Wellingtons and
Liberators co-operated, attacks on Ben^azi totalled one
hundred and thirty sorties, or an average of sixty—eight
per week, .and following the fall of Tobruk, further sorties
were flown against this port during the retreat to El
•Alamein,

a

Freed from the

The greater bomb load carried by the Liberators
greatly increased the tonnage of bombs dropped per sortie,
particularly at Tobruk, v/here the Liberators flew thirty-
four sorties out of a total of forty-tliree.
expended on these t^vo ports wasj-

The efforb

Benghe-zi Tobruk
Sorties Tons of H.E, Sorties Tons of H.E,

27 May -
17 June. 49
17-30 June 137

21-30 June
45 43 94
135

186 180

The effort against Benghazi included one exceptionally
,  heavy raid on the ni^l of 24/25 June, It was in the nature

of a final blitz on the port, before the Wellingtons were
forced to withdraw out of range. Some eighty Y/ellingtons
and Liberators dropped seventy-six tons of high explosive
on Benghazi, well over half the total tonnage dropped during
the latter half of June, Considerable damage v/as believed
to have been caused, during this and other raids of this
period, many fires and explosions being observed on the
Cathedral Mole and near railway sidings. At Tobruk, bursts
were observed on the coast road and fires in the harbour
area. Althougli a number of operations against both the portsA.H,B,/EU1/

183/271 A.0,C.-
in-C, Corres,

with P,M,, CAS,
3, of S, Signal
A,0,C. 765
12/7/42

,
were directed against shipping rather than port facilities,
and all the attacks on Bengirazi were timed to coincide with
the unloading of ships, no enemy vessels were sunk in either
port dicing this period, and from this aspect the results of
the raids were disappointing.

The Withdrawal to Matrnli

On 23 June, clear indications of an immineiit enemy
advance were given in the morning by a concentration of
some three thousand motor transport in the area west of
Sidi Qaar, and in the evening fifteen hundred to two
thousand vehicles were reported moving southwest towards
the wire. The absence of any appreciable resistance during
the approach to the wire, and the destruction of supply
dumps convinced Eommel that the British did not intend
to defend the frontier positions, and on 24 June ha ordered

Panzeraimes

Diary
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a rutJaLess pijrsuit in the hope that at least some of the

ijnits evacuating the line miglit he cut off and destroyed.
However, tliroughout the day, with the exception of the
90th Light Division whicli with the reconnaissance units

pushed on ahead of the main force, the Afrika Kozps was
serio-usly hampered hy lack of fuel, due to the non-arrival
of the supply column. This was most fortunate for the
Eighth Army, whose light mobile forces could not hope to
do more than hai’ass the Axis reconnaissance groups as they
pressed rapidly forward. By the evening of 22fth the
British had reached the area south of Sidi Barrani and on

the following day the Axis continued the pursuit towards
kiatr'uh without a pause. The vanguard was still well in
advance of the main enemy force, sometimes hy as much as
twenty miles, hut even so it could not catch up with the
Eighth Army sufficiently to achieve more than minor
engagements.

The Decision to Retreat to Alamein

On the evening of 25 June, after considerable press\n*e
from the authorities at home. General Auohinleck took over
command of the Ei^th Army from General Ritchie,
first act as Commander Eighth Army was to reverse the
decision to make a final stand against the enemy at MatnHi,
His reasons, were similar to those of General Ritchie in
relinquishing the frontier position; that although, with
an adeqiAate garrison and sufficient amoured forces the

position was perfectly defensible, there were no longer
enough troops to watch the whole length of the minefields,
which in consequence would present little or no obstacle
to the enemy. In addition, and of gi’eat importance, at
Matruh as at Gazala and the Frontier the southern flank was
open to encirclement, and, at the speed with which the
enemy was pushing eastwards, it seemed hardly likely that
the British units, which were in any case weak both in
armour and artillery, would he reorganised in time to meet
an attack.

His

Auchinleok's

Dispatch

General Auchinleck's plan was to keep the Eighth Anmy
fully mobile for the time being, and to bring the enemy’s
advance to a halt between Matruli, El Alamein and the
Qattara depression® Here, with the coast on the right
flank and the impassable Qattara Depression running south—
westvTard for some hundred and seventy miles on the left, a
shorter defensive line, and one which omfLd not be out
flanked, offered a much better chance of holding the
To gain time to build up the defences and reorganise the
force at Alamein, it was intended to hold Matruh for

There was to

be no question of any part of the Eighth Amny being shut up
in the fortress even though this raiglit mean abandoning the
fortress entirely.

Under this new plan X and XIII Corps provided the
mobile element of the Army and were ordered to take every
opportvinity of defeating the enemy without allowing them
selves to be encircled or overwhelmed, T/hile XXX Coip)S
occupied the Alamein position. This plan had the addi
tional and well-tried advantage of stretching the enemy’s
lines of communications as far as possible before bringing
him to battle.

enemy.

as lon
possible without risking serious losses.as

g

On 26 June the enemy continued his eastvrard movement
By the early afternoon the forward troops ofmore slowly,

90th Light Division were reported by air reconnaissance
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to be engaging the British west of the minefield defences
at I4atrull, but the main force v/as still some twenty miles
in the rear moving along the railway and across the desert
to the south of it.

to penetrate the centre of the Matruh position, where a
gap in the minefield had only recently been filled in, and
this proved correct when enemy tHnks passed through the
minefield in the late evening, forcing back units of the
29th Indian Infantry Brigade which were too weak to stop
them. This was the beginning of the fighting at Matruh,
which was to continue for the following three days.

Air Operations during the Withdrawal to Matruh

It seemed as though the enemy intended

Intensive air operations in support of the withdrawal
began on 23 June, as soon as reports of the enemy con
centration at Sidi Omar had been received through Tactical
Reconnaissance, Throughout the day the fighter and
reconnaissance squadrons joined in watching the enemy, the
fighters making twelve separate patrols, and from their
reports were chosen the targets for bombing attacks, first
around Gabr el Saleh in what was evidently the assembly
and later, as the enemy approached the wire, south-east
towards Scherferzen, On this day, for the first time since
their arrival in the desert, the Baltimores took part in
the bombing of the enemy Army,

area

Fortunately this placed no

No,. 3 S,A,A,F,
Wing 0,R,B, &

W.D,

Report A,H,B,/
IU6/8

A.H,Q• f
.

extra burden as yet on the fighter force as the bombers were
equipped for high-flying, and it was considered that the
risk of interception was slight enough to justify their
operating without an escort. The Baltimores made two attacks

on Axis concentrations and the Bostons three, making a total
of forty-five sorties, and-in addition Kittybombers escort-

■ ing the Bostons, and independent formations of Kittyhawk
and Hurricane bombers flew some thirty sorties. Particularly
successful results were obtained by a formation of six
Baltimore s in the evening, when bombing caused large flames
and much smoke among Motor Transport at Scherferzen, while
earlier in the day the Afrika Korps reported that  a heavy
bombing attack on the Headquarters of the I5th Panzer
Division had caused a delay in starting the move forv'/’ard.
Only sliglrt A,A, was experienced on this day except at
Sidi Omar where intense fire caused the loss of two out of
four Hurricanes on reconnaissance, while a third had to

The enemy air force gave nomake a forced landing,
trouble.

The enemy's move already constituted a threat to the
more forvyard airfields, and it was considered that
L.G.Oy, some twenty miles west of Matruh, was the most
vresterly airfield which coiiLd be guaranteed any degree of

security for the next few days. Consequently a further
stage of withdrawal was commenced during the evening, some
of the li^t bombers moving to Daba to make room for the

fighters moving to Matruh,

Air operations on 2A June again enjoyed the advantage
of excellent targets. Reconnaissance patrols by fighters

Sqdn, 0,R,B,s & early discovered large concentrations of motor transport and
tanks advancing eastward close to the railway, and in the
absence of requests for support froam the Army a steady bomb
ing programme was maintained against these colurms and also
against an advance thrust to cut the coast road, Baltimores
oommeaxjed the bombing an hour after midday, and five Boston
and a farrther Baltimore attack followed during the afternoon

and evening, bringing the total number of sorties flovm to

seventy-two. The fighter offensive effort on this day

A.H.Q _
Report A,H,B,/
IU6/8

W.D.• f
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comprised some thirty Kittybcariber sorties, all carried out

by fighters escorting the Bostons, On the whole results
appeared to be good, and in one concentration tvventy direct

hits were observed. The Panzerarmee reported tliat the
enemy air force was very active and that several attacks
were experienced. There was little A,A, opposition to

the bombing, but slight fighter activity Tiras reported over

the rear sections of the Axis columns, and it was observed
that the enemy fighter force, -moving forward very slowly,
was ocm:tpylng the Baheira and Gambut airfields. Except
for a few reconnaissance soi-ties there was no sign of enemy
activity in the forward area, and no attempt was made to
make up for the slow advance of the armour by attacking the
retreating forces from the air, although the packed traffic
on the coastal road continued to provide excellent targets.
On this day Beaufighters commenced machine-gunning opera
tions against enemy road transport and other targets in
the rear of the enemy force and in attacks on the Perina -

Tmini 2x>ad destroyed three lorries and caused another,
which was towing a gun, to overturn. They also shot up
the seaplane base at Bomba,

On 25 June, the Eighth Airoy was racing back in an
attempt to establish its units on the Matruh line before

tlrd Axis could reach it in sufficient strength to malce an
attack, and was thus particularly dependent on the air force
to ho3.d up the enemy while the dispositions were being com
pleted, Air Headquarters therefore asked that light bomber
raids should be conducted hovirly against the thoiosands of
motor transport moving eastvyard from Mischeifa,
programme of ten Boston attacks was carried out between
1030 and 1930 hours, and in addition Baltimores made three
high^devel attacks, bringing the total number of sorties

On this day fighter reconnaissance reports

A

to ninety-eight,

No, 3 Wing
S,A,A.P 0• s ,R,B.

were supplemented by information from groimd units, not
always with success, and the day's achievement was marred
by the fact that the 69th Brigade was several times attacked
by the bombers, when the location in virhioh it was operating

given by Aniiy Command as an enemy target,
the residt of laying on a target without the knov/ledge

of Air Support Control, which was in the best possible
position for checking targets, as the tentacle organisation
co’jld out across the usual information otiannels and was able
to obtain the latest information regarding forward troops.
The irony of this failinre was intensified by the fact that
excellent reports on the ground situation were available
during the day from both fighters and bombers,
weight to the attempt to detain the enemy advance, figiiter
offensive activity T/as greatly increased on this day, o
one hundred' sorties being flo^m either with the Bostons
independently. Although it was reported that the bombing
raids were most effective, by last light the foremost
elements of the enemy had reached an area not miich more than
twenty miles from Matruh.

was

was

This error

To add more

over

or

A.H.Q,, W,D,
Eeport A.H.B,/
IU6/8 incl,
A,S,C, Diary
App *K’

In addition to the bombing attacks the fighters flew
some fifteen machine-gunning sorties, aircraft of No, 3
S,A.A.P, Squadron claiming seven lorries damaged and another
set on fire, vAiiLe No, 230 Squadron claimed nine veliicles and a
petrol bo\7ser destroyed, Beaufig^ters and Hurricanes
were sent to attack Landing-grounds 121 and 05 in the Sidi
Barrani area, where it -was reported that Ju. 52*s
bringing up supplies for the forward troops, but only
transport aircraft was seen and the fighters directed their
attacks against vehicles on the crowded i^oads and on the

airfields. A Beaufighter of No, 272 Sqviadron made a

were

one

Sqdn, 0,R,B,s,
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partioulaxly sucjcessfvil attack when it emptied its cannons
into twelve lorries which were refuelling from two bowsers;
both the bowsers went up in flames and it Y/as considered
probable that all the loirries were damaged. On this day
No, 233 Wing and squadrons were recalled from leave, and
recommenoed operations from the Maaten Bagush area on the
following morning.

There was considerable reaction from Axis inny units
to the heavy British air effort, and many messages to this
effect were sent to the Panzer Coramandei'' in Chief dioring
the day. The Afrika Norps twice reported heB.vy bombing
attacks and remarked on the absence of fighter protection,
90th Li^t Division reported half-hourly attacks by one
heavy and one fighter sqviadron, XX Corps’ Divisions were
repeatedly subjected to low—level and bombing attacks, v/hile
the Littorio Division was forced to halt by British air
activity. A,A, fire was generally negligible, but during
one bombing attack intense fire T/as encoimtered over the

target and a Boston was shot doYm, the first day-li^t
casualty for the Bostons in this battle. The same forma
tion was scattered slxortly after this by eneiTiy fighters,
but although, according to Axis documents approximately
one hundred aircraft operated in support of the Panzer
Anny on this day, the enemy air effort again appeared to
be on a small scale.

This was the day on which ‘Round the Clock' bombing
began* The vinits concerned spent all day and all night
trying to arrange illuminated landmarks for the night
bombers, a very difficult task, and their labours were
rev/arded when, two hours after the last BSjston daylight
raid had landed, eighty-two Wellingtons, led to their targets
by the 'Pathfinder' Albacores, attacked enemy concentrations
in the battle area. During these attacks which lasted from

2125 to 0230 hours 129 tons of higla explosive were dropped,
caiising fires and explosions, A second sortie v/as then

'carried out by a further fifteen aircraft which added to the

fires already started. Ten of the Albacores also attacked
the targets, and nine Blenheims of No, 12{. Squadron attacked
similar targets in the Sidi Barrani area. Prom 203O hours

the divisions of XX Corps reported uninterrupted bombing
attacks.

Panzerarmee

Diary &
Appendices

No, 205 Group &
Sqdn, 0,R,B,s

On 26 June the whole of the air effort was once again
concentrated against the enemj'- columns on both sides of the

railway* Air Headquarters again aslced for hourly Boston
attacks, and thirteen raids were carried out between
0730 and 1930 hours, making a total of one hundred and

eleven sorties. To qtiote 3 S,A,A,P, Wing 0,R,Bf

'This was the shuttle service par excellence,
beside which all previous records became insignificant,
Bostons in large formations vrere appearing over the
enemy Y/ith the uncomfortable 3?egularity of a tolerable
suburban train service’.

In addition the Baltinores made three attacks comprising
seventeen sojrties and offensive fighter operations vrere

also on a large scale. On most of the Boston raids part
of the KittyhaYd?: escort took part in the bombing, while
there were many independent fighter attacks. Altogether
nearly two hundred ft^ater-bombing sorties were flown in

the battle area, many aircraft doing seven sorties and the

pilots up to five, such was the pressure of operations on

the fighter force at this time. Generally speaking targets
Y»ere good, the bomb-line being frequently amended by forv/ard
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formations, wliile a great deal of Intelligenoe was provided
by fighter and bomber reports. Unf02rfcimately however,
there were once agaiji occasions on which targets were laid

too near British troops by order of a higher authority.

Both fighters and bombers reported satisfactory results
in the attacks, and it was estimated that considerable
damage was caused. This is confirmed in enemy records.
The Afrika Korps reported that bombing attacks v/ere made

every hour and were causing losses, tliat a considerable
number of casualties had been suffered in an attack on its

General Headquarters, and that a fuel convoy of the
21st Panzer Division had been dispersed by bombers. The
Afrika Korps also sent out requests for fighter protection
during the day.

D,A,K, Diary
Encmiy Documents
A.H,B,(6)

Reappearance of the Enemy Air Force

Although the German Army diaries for 26 June remarked
on the abserre of the Luftwaffe and the lack of fighter
protection on this day, for the first time since the fall of
Tobruk Axis aircraft ma.de their presence felt, Fighters
were active in the forv/ard area, and six of the Boston raids
were intercepted) some of the formation being follov/ed to
the target and back to base by the enemy patrols so that a
progressive increase in the fighter escorts had to be made,
Oidng to the excellent escorts provided there was only one
occasion on which the enemy broke through the fighter
screen and attacked the bombers, when the only result
achieved ’was dai.Tage to one Boston. On a day of intense
bomber activity carried out in the face of considerable
filter opposition, it was a praiseworthy achievement on
the part of the escorts that the bombers came tiirough with
out loss. The fighters themselves yrere less fortunate
however, one or two being shot dovm in nearly every escort,
malcing a total loss of some six fighters on this task.
The Baltimores also suffered from enemy interception on
this day. When en route to the target of their third
raid they were intercepted by fi^iters and forced to turn
back, one of the bombers being shot down Y/hile tYvo others
were damaged, Gwing to the vigilance of the enemy, fighter
protection was provided for the Baltimores for the last
attack of the day.

A.H.Q

Report A.H.B,/
IU6/8 & ?^ing (§:
Sqdn, 0,R,B,s,

Tf.D.• i

The Luftwaffe was not active in the defensive sphere
At dusk about twenty Ju, 87’s, made a dive-bombingEnemy Documents

A.H.B.(6)
orly.

attack on a British position at El Bueib about thirty miles
south of llatruh. This fonnation was tv/ioe intei-oepted.
between Matriih and Bagush by two separate formations of

fighters which together claimed six Junlcers 87 destroyed.
This was a red-letter day for No, 213 Hurricane Squadron:
oi^ fli^t had already encountered eight Me.109‘s  a few hours

earlier and claimed five of them destroyed, and in the later
engagement they added three Junlcer 87 *s to their score.
The interceptions of both the Messersmichts and the Junlcers

were achieved Yvlthout loss to the fighters,
for the day, wrere twelve floaters, including one Beaufigliter,
about one half of this number being lost by bomber escorts,
while the rema.inder were lost in fighter bomber raids or in
combat.

Total losses

The Spitfire squadron lost three aircraft on this
day, one in combat and the other two on lov/ level standing
patrol over Sidi Barrani L,G, Enen^ losses Ysrere four
fighters, two bombers and one Stuka. as against a total
claim of six fighters and six Stukas,
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On the ni^t of 26/27, the Wellingtons continued their
attacks in the "battle area, fljdng nearly forty sorties
against enemy concentrations. They clainaed fires and
exi)losions among vehicles. Nine Blenheims also operated,
and observed eight fires in the Sidi Barrani - Matrnh area.

The enemy's arrival in the Matruh area, and the
commencement of the final phase of the withdrawal of the
air force, necessitated a considerable reshuffle of units
in the Delta area, in order to avoid congestion. Until
26 June, light bomber and fighter squadrons were dispersed
around or west of Amiriya, Burg el Arab and Yfedi Natrun,
with advanced landing-grounds in the Maatan Bagush - Duka
area; medium bombers were in the Delta area, vath Nos, 37
and 70 Squadrons as far forward as Daba and Qotifiya. By
the beginning of JiiLy, the fighters were located just y/-est
of the Alexandria-Cairo road, with bases south of Wadi
Natrun and advanced landing-grounds in the Amiriya area,
the light bombers, based in the Delta area, also operated
from landing-grounds in the Amiriya ai-ea, the medium bombers
were located entirely in the Delta area, as far east as
Abu Sueir, while the heavy bombers wore moved as far east
as Lydda.

No. 205 Group
0.R.B, & Sqdn.
0,H.B,s

H.Q., R.A.P.
M.E, (Ops
Records) Repoid;
A.H.B./IU1/
159/20

It was an anxious night for the Western Desert Air
The enemy's penetration of the minefield defencesForce,

at Matruh, only shortly before dark, had come too late for
:  "the squadrons to move from the forv^rard landing-grounds, and '

AoH,Bo/iU1/ this meant that the Sidi Haneish—Bagush airfields were still
183/271D A.O.C.- occupied by fighters and also by Nos. I4 and 223 bomber
in-0. Corres, squadrons while enemy units were only twenty miles away,
with P.M., S, of Some, of the squadrons flew out  a number of their aircraft
S,, C.A.S. Enel, wiien the news of the advance first came through, but some

of these were damaged making night landings on airfields
where no flare-path liad been lit.
remaining squadrons which formed the bulk of the figlater
force, all the A,O.C, could do was to send out a screen of

armoured cars to the westward to give warning if  a further
advance should be made; it was decided that if this should
happen the fighter’s should be flown out’ and the risk of
night landings be taken, in the hope of saving at least
some of the aircraft,

at once, but in order to exercise operational control on the
following morning, the A, 0,0. stayed on overnight with the
mobile operations room.

46a

For the defence of the

Advanced Headquarters v^as sent back

Fortunately the enemy did not press further forward
during the ni^t and at dawn the fi^rters were able to take
off for the airfields prepared for them at Daba,
li^t-bcmber squadrons in the area were less fortunate.
They were not informed of tire threat to the landing-grounds
until 0600 hours on 27th, and theirs was the last camp to
strike on the left flanlc of the Army,
of No, 223 Squadron left L,G, 116 one by one, three of them
were intercepted by Me.109's near Ful-n; two virere shot down
and a third was damaged and forced-landed at 'ffadi Natrun,
east of the Alamein Line,
were not otherwise serious although some aircraft had to be
abandoned owing to the scarcity of cranes and articulators.

Air Operations in the Evacuation of Matruh

The two

"iVhen the Baltimore

Losses due to the evacuiation

No, 3 S.A.A.F,
Wing 0,R,B,

A.H.B,/EIJ1/
I83/27ID A.O.C.-
in-C

Corres, witip/
C.A.S

Enel,466a

P.M.,• >

S. of S.♦»

s

On 27 June the battle at Matruh began in earnest when
enemy tanks engaged the 1st Armoured and the New Zealand
Divisions of XIII Corps, Throughout the day XIII Corps
was fighting the enemy round Sidi Hamza to the south of
Matruh, while X Corps was engaged with the force whicla.
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having passed tlirough the minefield were moving north
eastward in the direction of the coast road. Towards the

evening the oommander of XIII Corps, General Gott, found

that Axis troops had succeeded in interposing themselves
■betvreen his o-wn and X Corps, and he ordered XIII Corps to
withdraw, X Corps was instr’uoted to conform, hut on the
i^ioming of 28th, before they could get clear, the enemy
cut the road about twenty miles east of Matruh, They were
therefore ordered to break out during the niglit while
XIII Corps moved north and north-v/est to attack the enemy
surro'unding force; meanwhile the 29th Indian Infantry
Brigade was allotted the task of holding open the passes
down the escarpment from Fuka,

At 190c hours on 28 June, enemy tanlcs were reported
moving along the railway in the FiJca area and threatening
the forward airfields. Although the 29th Brigade had
already been heavily engaged and was falling back, a colixin
was sent out to intercept the enemy and the more westerly
based squadrons were successfully evacuated. The
29th Brigade was subsequently overwhelmed just before dark,
and the X Corps therefore oomixLeted its brealc-out on the
following day to the southward, covered by the 7th Motor
Brigade which attacked, nortlmvard against the flanlc of the
advancing enemy. While these operations were taking place
at Matruh, the Axis foiward colunms, notably the 90th Light
Division, pressed on eastward along the coast road, and
althou^ vigorously opposed by XIII Goips, reached Sidi
Abd el Shaman, only fifteen miles from El Alamein, early on
30 June, after marching all night.

The enemy's pursuit from Matruh had moved far more
qixiokly than had been anticipated,
ool-umns vrere developing a tJarust south-eastward from Sidi
Abd el Shaman towards the Alamein defences, the iifantry
advancing along the coast and the armour moving a.long the
escarpment further south. Having kept their distance from
the enemy, although with less time to spare than had been
expected, the majority of units of the Eighth Army had talcen
up their positions on the Alamein Line at about midnight.
The XIII Corps commanded the southern half of the Alamein-
Qattara defences with what was left of the New Zealand and
5th Indian Divisions, while XXX Corps v/ith the 1st South
African and the 5Cth Divisions defended the northern sector
and especially the Alamein fortifications.

Cn 30 June advanced

During the morning a tank battle took place between
the Axis armour and the 1st Armoured Division and the
7th Motored Brigade Group, in which the British knocked
out thirteen tanks. These British imits remained between
twenty and thirty miles west of the Ala;nein Line all day
engaging enemy foimations, but at nightfall they were
withdrawn into reserve and concentrated in the rear of the
position under XXX Corps, Here they were kept at readi
ness to counter-attack if the need should arise.

26 June was the last day of intensive air support opera
tions before the arrival of the Eighth Army at the Alamein
Line on the 30th, On 27 June the fighting was very conr*

•A,H,Q,/\7 ,D,
Report A,HoB,/
IIJ6/8 App ‘K»
A. 3,0, Diary &
A.Q.O./II W^ern
Desert Gorres.
Enel. 247a
A,H.B./UJ1/183/
I46D

fused east of the minefield and south of Matnrh and it \ms
impossible to co-ordinate the bomb-line given by the various
Army formations, all of T/-hich were making small battle
gix»up attacks against the enemy concentrations from differ
ent directions,
bembing T;-as west of the minefields, and for most of the day
fair to good targets were found here, altlncugh they thinned

Consequently the onljr safe area for
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out towards the evening* Only three Boston attacks were
made against these targets, as it was the policy to support
the ground fitting by flying protective fighter sweeps at
the expense of escorted bombing attacks. Even these were on
a small scale however o’^ing to the move of the fighter
squadrons from the Bagush area. Of the three Boston attacks,
two were directed against the previous day’s targets, the
supply columns approaching Matruh, and the third against Axis
forces further south advancing in the direction of Sidi
Hamza, The Baltimores did not operate on this day, owing
to the hurried withdrawal, first to Daba and then to the
Anriya group of airfields. Although emphasis was placed
on the necessity of protecting the Acroy from air attack,
enemy air activitv was on a small scale on this day,

buring the night Wellingtons were Joined by R.A,P,
Liberators in attacks on targets in the battle area, and
nine of the ’Pathfinder* Albacores also attacked the targets.
Direct hits were scored on an Axis Unit Headquarters and on
an ammxmition lorry, and many vehicles were set on fire,
^ it was a moon period, the Bostons also made nigjit attacks
to make up for the small effort made during the day, ten
aircraft making individual attacks on L,G, 121 where motor
vehicles as well as aircraft were concentrated.

No, 205 Group
No, 3 S,A,A.P,

Wing & Squadron
0.R.B.S

On 28 June, in view of the enemy’s tlirust beyond Matruh
the Boston squadrons vrere withdrawn to the landing-grounds
in the Anriya area. It was expected tliat after the with
drawal of the Amy from Matruh there might be tvro or three
days respite in the land fighting while the enemy
solidated his newly Tfon positions, and Air Headquarters
instructed the light bombers that they would not be needed
for close support operations for the next few days. The
fighter squadrons however were retained in the Daba area;
it was known that the enemy had brou^t up his Stukas and
bombers to the forward area and it was assumed that he would
use them for heavy attacks on the X Corps to prevent it from
breaking out from jtfatruh. The policy was to concentrate
the fighter force in the protection of the Amy, and of the
X Corps in particiiLar,

con-

Two fighter-bomber attacks were

A,H,B./IIJ6/8
a,h,q., w.d.
Report App ’K’
A,S,C, Diary
Sqdn. 0,R,BoS made however in response to a request from X Corps,

target was a gun position near Sidi Haneish, and although
it was a poor target for air attack and involved
siderable risks for the figliters, it was accepted in view
of the fact that the Cozp)s needed all possible assistance
in its attempt to break out from the Matruli area in the face
of considerable opposition. The position was successfully
attacked by Kittyhawks of Nos, 3 R,A,A,P., 112 and
250 Squadrons and fiurricanes of No. 274 SquadJ,’on. In both
raids direct hits were obtained on guns, and the Amy
reported later that the guns were silenced for some time and
that units had been able to alter their positions during
the lull. Contrary to expectations there was no enemy air
activity against tile withdrawing forces.

The

oon-

Onoe again the night bombing effort in the battle area
was on a heavy scale, Wellingtons and Liberators flying
seventy-one sorties, ALbacores fourteen soipties and Blenheims
five sorties. Fifteen Bostons also operated Individually
against L,G, 121,

done to stores and motor transport at Charing Cross,
where direct hits, fires and explosions were repiorted, but
both the Blenheims and the Bostons were unable to observe
any results of their attacks.

In the evening of 28 June, another sudden Axis advance
once again made necessary the emergency evacuation of some

Much damage was believed to have been

No, 205 Group &
Sqdn, 0,R,B,s, &
M.E.F.O.S.
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of the fighter force from forward airfields, Fortunately,
profitting by his recent experience at Bagush the A,0,C,
had ̂ sent out a screen of armoured cars -as an insxjranoe
against this situation, and these i’epoi’ted the approach
of the enemy columns. Late though it y/as the fighters
on the most westerly airfield were safely flown off,
ohahks to^the efforts of the 29th Brigade, Ti/iiich, as has
been mentioned intercepted the enemy force only tv/elve
miles from the airfield group at Daba,

Pn-nn-KW- n ^ 4.U ^29 June, in spite of the proximity of the enemy.
Report of Court the remainder of the fighter force, eight squadi’ons, was

^®‘tained in the Daba area for the specji'ic purpose of
‘  ̂ completed its brealc-out from the

ouxy 19^ Matruh area, and it was not until reports had been
m  ̂ received that the units of the corps had reached open

Box ̂ 7 M 491 country that the fighters were withdraym from Daba, l
however. Axis air activity against the withdravyal

T  negligible, in spite of the presence of the
Ltaftyifaffe in the forward area,

BnBr, n p u advance was stiLl confined to nigiit attacks,and Sqdn.0,R.B.s which however remained on a substantial scale. During the
fifty-eiglat Wellingtons operated against

L,Ct, 121 ^d motor transport concentrations in the vicinity,
causing fires and explosions on the landing-ground and
^ong vehicles, and scoring direct hits among trucks on
the railv/ay line, and on the road. Fifteen Bostons
aM ty/o Blenheims also operated against enemy concentra
tions but observed no residts.

Withdrawal Into the Alamein Line

Once

of

The British air effort
No, 205 Group

June, in view of the imexpectedly early arrival
of the enemy opposite the Alaiiiein Line, every possible
weapon was required to disrupt his movements and thus
secure for the Amy a longer period to organise its units
3^1 preparation for the major assault. The Air Force
therefore mobilised all its available aircraft for attacks
on the forward ̂ ea. There was no lack of targets for
the Axis fomations of mechanised transport were close-
packed as they approached the British positionsj evidently
Romel could not afford to disperse, £ui indication that
this force had weakened under the stfaln of the pursuit,
hevei-fcheless for the greater part of the day infomation
irm^the Amy was unobtainable; Tactical Headquarters
out in front of the Alamein Line and Main- Beadqiiarters
was o^y represented in skeleton. When provided, the
bomblines given by the individual formxtions usually
contradicted one another and there were no requests for
uir support. The Air Force therefore relied on reports
brought in first by reconnaissance, and later, by the
attacking aircraft themselves.

was

To provide air support it

A.H,B./lU6/8
A.H.Q

Report App *K»
A.S.C, Diary

W.D,• >

to engage the very large formations approach-
the Alamein Line, without confirmation from the Amy

ol Its own positions. Despite the risks involved air
support was then provided in large measure.

The plan for the bombing was that the Baltimores should
make four higli-level attacks unescoirted, and the Bostons
hotoiy raids escorted by No, 255 Wing, In the event, the
Baltimores made three attacks while the Bostons, badly
hindered by a break-dcwm of the refuelling arra2:igements,
made six attacks, bringing the total day’s, sorties to sirfcy-
three. No, 12 Squadron did not take off for their first
raid until 1225 hours, and on their tloird raid No. 24 Squadrm
were an hoiu* late at the rendezvous. However, it was
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the weather which provided the greatest obstacle to opera-*
tions. In the morning dust frequently obscured the targets,
and in the afternoon dust storms spreading to tlae landing-
ground areas, prevented aircraft from landing at their
proper bases, and caused the bomber force to become
scattered over a wide' area,

enemy columns advancing along the coast and those further
south on the escarpment.

The raids were divided between

During the Boston raids Kitty-
ha-\fkbombers in the fighter escorts made twenty-seven
bombing sorties. Two fighters were lost on escort duty,
probably by A,A, fire, and a third was missing from patrol,
En«ny air activity was again ne^igible, Ni^t bombing
was in the Puka area and targets incl-uded in particular
landing-grounds 17 and 18, and the main road. Eiirty-
seven Wellingtons operated and a direct hit on the railway
and fires and explosions among motor transport and dispersed
aircraft.

Survey. The Withdrawal from the Prontier to EL Alamein

The outstanding feature of the last phase of the
■with(^awal to El ALamein was the steady maintenance of
British air operations in contrast to the sharp decline in
the activities of the Luftwaffe, which gave the Eighth Army,
a dear road eas^mird, and the support of the air force
in attacking the head of the enemy force. Yet the Royal
Air Poroe was operating under the disadvantage of constant
moves, often at short notice, which were made more com
plicated by the necessity of clearing from the abandoned
airfields anything that might be of use to the enemy.
This withdrawal was a triumph of organisation, particularly
for the fighter squadrons, which had to move more frequently,
and at shorter notice than the bombers, and which were con
stantly operating under the threat of a s-udden enemy advance.
The practice of tliinning our wing and squadron personnel
in advance of the move of the operational parties, and
of maintaining the latter at two hours notice to with
draw, worked well, and the sq-uadrons were usually able to
operate soon after the arrival of the aircraft at  a new
airfieldj in this the siipply ■units did their part in
ensuring that re^ airfields were well stocked with fuel and
other supplies in readiness for immediate operations.

The main contribution of the liglit bomber force in
support of the withdrav;al was made from 2if to 26 June
inclusive, dijring which time they operated ceaselessly to
in5)ede the enemy’s advance to Ilatruh, Daily operational
sorties totalled seventy-tvro, ninety-eight and one hundred
and ten respectively, an average of ninety-four per day,
and the total wei^t of high expdosive dropned
hundred and thirty tons. In addition Bostons and Blenheims
of No, 14 Squadron made individual unescorted raids on the
fighter escorts the Bostons lost only one aircraft, but
losses from en<^ fighter attacks made it necessary to
pravide the Baltimores with escorts despite their special
high-flying equipment.

was one

Pieter activity during the withdrawal
tirn^us from 24 to 30 June inclusive, the most intensive
period of operations being 25 to 26 June, when the fighter
force joined the bombers in offensive operations to
extent ordy readied before in the battle of the Cauldron,
On 26 June, when the fighter contribution in bombing and
machine-gun attacks was some two-hundred sorties,
additional strain was introduced by the reappearance of
the Luftwaffe and the need for larger escorts for the bombers.

was con—

an

an
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As a result (bf considerable enemy figliter opposition on a

day of heavy operational activity, the figliter losses, which

had been negligible since the fall of Tob3rulc, rose on this

day to some twelve aircraft destroyed, the majority of
losses being inouirred in engagements with the enemy and to

fighters on escort duty to bombers or on independent offen
sive operations. After this one day of intensive activity
however, enemy air operations again began to decline, and
the strain on the fighter force was considerably reduced.
Nevertheless, since i,mits of tlae Iiuftwaffe v/era nov/’

established within range of the retreating Eighth Army,
the figiiter force had to remain constantly on the alert
against a sudden large scale air offensive such as that
experienced at Tobruk,

The contribution to the offensive of the Wellington
night operations, which commenced on the night of 25/26 June,
totalled three hundred and seventy sorties and nearly five
hundred and fifty tons of boMibs, a nightly average of sixty
sorties and ninety tons of High Explosive, while on several
occasions the bombers concluded their attacks by machine-
gunning the targets. The weight of attack was on two
occasions augmented by Liberators, and, in addition, the
ALbacore^ pathfinder aircraft carried bombs. Although
target finding by night in the battle area was in an experi
mental stage at this time, it was considered from reports of
flying debris, fires and explosions that the raids achieved
considerable success, and that in any case the long diJration
of the attacks, wliich were planned to extend over as many
hours of the night as possible, had resulted in loss of
sleep to enemy troops, thereby dmpairing their efficiency
and morale.
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SURVEY; Sa^IE ASPECTS OP AIR OPERATIONS IN THE BATTLE

Problems in Army/Air Co-operation

Although air participation in the land battle was
maintained almost continuously^ tl’iroughout the Axis offensive

and reached a high level of effort, the system of Army/Air
Co-operation, sliovred at times some grave operational defects
which made the task of providing air support extrememly
difficult.

Ideally, the centre of the air support organisation,
the Control, -was located at a combined Anriy/Air Headquarters,
vdiere army and air authorities could decide together the
air action required, as reports on the situation were
received. In the event of the Headquarters becoming divided,
Air Support Control remained ¥ath Air Headquarters, where
the Arcy was represented by a liaison officer,
and requests for support from the Axray were supplied to Air
Support Control through the tentacles attached to Corps and
Brigade headquarters;
given their instructions througli the Air Force communications
net-work.

Information

the operational air units were then

The efficiency of Air Suoport Control thus
communications between army imits in

the field and Control on the one hand, and Control and air
units on the other.

deiDended on reliable

The defects in Army/Air Co-operation in this system
rested v/ith the Army rather than the Air Force, Despite
the difficulties involved in the rapid retreat, the latter
maintained a high scale of or anisation tliroughout the force
as a vdiole as well as vcithin the individual units,
was achieved largely through the maintenance of a reliable
communications system betvreen Air Headquarters and No, 211
Group and No, 3 S,A,A,F, Wing, and betyreen the latter t\?o
foraations and their squadrons, and through careful co-
oi'dination of operations and moves,

was compelled to uithdrav/ to landing—grounds out of
range of the battle, there Virere few occasions when, owing to
moves of squadrons,
calls for air support.

As the battle continued, the speed v/ith which the Air
I'orce ansvifered calls for support steadily increased, until
tne average time of delay between a request from Eighth Amy
Headquarters and aircraft being air borne v/as eventually
reduced to thirty-five minutes; this was a great iiiprovement
on ojperations in the Crusader offensive, Yhen the delay
averaged over tliree hours. A good exanple of the efficiency
of air ̂communications iivas given on 29 May; No, 73 Squadron
took off to answer a call for support, but yhen the squadron
was^ airborne the Amy reported that the target area had been
captiired by British troops; the squadron was then redirected
onto anotaer target vdthin fourteen minutes.

This

Except vhen the Field
j-''orce

aircraft -n'ere not available to answer

H.Q R.A.F,,
M,E, Report
A.H.B,/1IJ1/
159/20

• >

Uni ortunately the degree of co-operation by the Amy
was not so consistently high. There were phases in the
battle when it wa.s good, as at the Cauldron, wiien up to
date information concerning the position of British"and
^is units was plentiful, and requests for support were
frequent. At other times, notabl3.'- during the withdrawal
irom the frontier to El Alamein, such information,
essential to effective air participation, was seriously
lacking. The crux of the matter was that the Amy
compelled to depend largel^r on its commtmication system in
the lield, \»hich often broke dovm in the coiirse of the battle.
At tne Cauldron, and along the line masking Tobruk, although

so

was
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the fighting Y/as frequently confused, .Army Headquarters Y/as
in touch Td-th its subordinate headquarters, and was provided
through them Yri.th a niinute-to-minute picture of the
situation. Thtis it could not only provide an up-to-date
bomb-line, but could also select the best targets for air
attack, in consultation with air officers at Air Support
Control. On the other hand, during the confusion of the
withdrawal, the communications system of the Araiy broke dom.
Eighth Army Headquarters lost toucli with many of its units
and they mth each other, and thus no information was
availa.ble from Army sources on v^ich to plan air action.
Under these conditions the Army either gave no bomb-line at
all, or else, acting on inadequate information, gave so
conservative a line that air attacks could have little

effect on the fighting. Information concerning specific
targets was, of coiurse, not available.

Paced Tidth such circumstances at a time when air

support T/as most vital the Air Force began for the first
tiiiae to participate in the battle independently of the
Army. Prom the beginning of the Axis offensive, it became
the practice of fighters and bombers operating over the
tactical area to bring back reports on the ground situation
generally and on individual targets in particular, and
tlirough constant practice, these reports became highly
reliable and informative.

v;as opened by the institution of early morning tactical
reconnaissance by fighters, and of offensive fighter
reconnaissance sorties during the day,
sources, the Air Officer Commanding Tra.s able not only to
plan air support operations without undue risk to the
safety of our own troops, but also, as occasion demanded,
to modify the bomb-line, particularly wiien this tended to
be conservative.

A further source of information

Through these

Following the stabilisation on the Alamein Line, a
number of practical proposals were made for the improvement
of air support. It was suggested that position reports
given by subordinate Army units should be received direct
at Air Support Control, instead of being sent tlirough Coips
or Brigade headquarters, and that coloured smoke should be
used for the identification of British units from the air,
a method used in the First Yforld YYar,

that the establisliment of artificial land-marks by day and
night, by forward Army units, ms of great value in assist
ing air navigation in comparatively featuxeless country,
A criticism involving training \ras that new formations
arriving in Western Desert needed coaching before they
understood the air support procedure; it vra.s considered
that even at this time, wiien so much had already been done
to inq^rove Army/Air Co-operation for air support, little
had been done to educate staffs of formations to  a satis
factory standard of air Imowledge,

It T/as also affirmed

Yf.D.A.H.Q .
Report A.H.B,/
IIJ6/8

• >

Strong criticism of the Air Siqjport organisation at
headquarters level \'ra.s voiced against the splitting of
Combined Headquarters during the battle,
that the separation of Tactical Any and Advanced Air
Headquarters had been a major factor in causing the decline
in close co-operation during the withdrawal,
efficiently, the Officer Commanding at Air Support Control
required to be kept fully informed of the Army plan, and to
be told details of changes as they arose; more generally,
it ms obvious that the closer the liaison in planning, the
better the results of operations concerning both Amy and
Air Force, In the planning of futiire operations the
establislmient of a Combined Battle Iloadquarters was recognised

It was considered

To v/ork
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as a major requirement, and in subsequent battles, in spite
of difficulties. Tactical Army and Advanced Air Headquarters
remained united in a Battle lieadauarters.

The Effect of Air Operations on the Battle

Although the Air Forces operated continuously, and
often intensively, in sup[iport of the An^c^ during; the Axis
offensive, positive evidence of the direct effects of air
operations "vvas not readily obtainable* As it was the eneiry
who advanced, there could be no discovery in the desert
of iimaobilised and abandoned vehicles and equipment, bearing
evidence of the scale of effective action, and there T^ere
few occasions on wliich the Array mtnessed the direct results
of air intervention against the enemy units engaged. Yet
there were aiiany occasions on which it was possible to assme
that air operations had had marked effect. In the enemy’s
attack on El Adern at the outset of operations, despite
continuous fighter and fighter-bomber attacks against his
supj^ly columns, the advance of the Panzerarmee was not
perceptibly held up; yet, a few days later, just before the
sliort supply route was cut through the minefields to the
enerjiy units at Knightsbridge, those miits were in a desperate
plight tlrrough lack of supnclies, and it is reasonable to
suppose tiiat the incessant air attacks against the supply
columns proceeding from the south of Bir Hacheim contributed
to this situation,

delaying of the advance on Sidi Resegh of the 21st Panzer
Division on 16 June.

A more obvious air success v/as the

A certain amount of evidence concerning the results of
air attacks was volunteered by prisoners of war.
learnt that one

It was

Axis unit lost forty motor transport

A.E.B./IIJI/
183/27 A.O.C.-
in-C. Corre

v/ith P.M.,
C.A.So, S. of
S. End,
274a,

vehicles tirrough air attack between 13 and 30 June, while
another lost tv/o or three trucks j.n every air attack during
the advance folloYmjig the capture of Tobruk, Fighter-
bomber attacks were feared less than low-flying machine-guia
attacks as they v/ere easier to avoid, but Gerinan troops '
amazed at the lowr level at which attacks w/ere delivered.
Bombing nad an adverse effect on morale, especially low-
level night bombing, wliich occurred wiien the troops vrere
badlj'' in need of rest after a day’s fighting. Eighth Amy
men,^vdio were captured early in the battle and escaped later,
testified to the accuracy and intensity of the light bombing
attacks wioich in their view had. a greater impact than Stuka
raids.

W'ere

Light-bombing

Duripg the period 26 May - 30 June, the tw/o Boston
squadrons and the Baltimore squadron together flewr nearly
one thousand sorties against the Axis Array, and from air
and ground observation of their attacks it would appear that
these were both accurate and effective,
showed a distinct

squalnons.

had suffered from a decline in operational efficiency and
morale, ovdng cliiefly to faidty aircraft. Modifications
to the engines, devised in the Middle East had transformed
them to some of the best aircraft in the Command, and this,
coupled wath changes in leadership had resulted in the
achievement of a high level of efficiency and a great
improvement in morale. The Baltimores had not enjoyed
tile same opportunity for operational activity, owring to
trouble with their rear girns early in the battle, but by
the end of June, they were participating regularly in attacks
on battle area targets,

SECRET

This achievement

improvement in the calibre of all three
-for some time before the battle the Bostons

They had not yet be,gun, hov/ever.

A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/27 A.O.C.-
in-C Corres,

with P.M.,
C.A.S., S. of
S, Enel. 27h£i,
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to take part in escorted raids, o’vTing to the inadequate
nuinher of fighters available for escort nork.

Much of the success of the Boston squadrons was due to
the efficiency of the fighter escorts; no Boston was lost
tlirough enemy fighter activity i,vhile on operations, and only
on three occasions did Axis fighters break through the
fighter escorts. This security for the bombers v.a.s achieved
ttirough close collaboration betT/een the bomber and fighter
pilots, based on full discussion before and after co-operation
tasks, under the dj.rection and guidance of the Officers
Commanding the fighter or bomber formations, and Senior
Officers from Air Headquarters,
conferences it was possible to evolve a firm procedure
Virhich could, be checked at fiirther conferences,

found advisable to locate the bombers and escort fighters
at neighboiuring landing-grounds to ensure good and reliable
telephone conmunications, for although escorted bomber raids
were a routine affair, each sortie viras in fact  a planned and
co-ordinated oxDeration wi?ich might be upset tlirou,':^li a mis-
understandrmg.

Might Bombing in the Battle Area

Prom two or tliree such

It was

A.H.Q., ¥foD.
Report

A.H.B./IIJ6/8

Night bombing of eneiTij;- leag;uers in tlie battle area
appeared to have a great cumulative effect dm-ing the vath-
drav/al, and fully justified the diversion of effort i"rom
strategic targets at a critical stage in. the battle.

A.H.Q,, ¥,D.
Report A.H.B,/
IIJ6/8 & A. 0,0.

in“Oo Corres The ni.ght bombing, coupled, \vith the attacks during the
Tr/ith P,M., C,A, S, day .meant tliat the eneinj'' had no respite by day or night,
S,^ of S, p.robably one of the most potent factors in bringing his
A,H,B,./lIJ1./l83/ advance to a standstill at El Alamein, Certainly this type
27» 27Zia, of bombing v/as to prove effective at the Battle of Alaa el

•dalfa in September, when direct evide.nce of its results was
available. For effective night bombing, illumination by
Albacore type aircraft was a definite requirement, and
artificial landmarks were also of great assistance.

The Offensive Against PoCTard Axis Air Bases

The contribution to the battle, of the offensive
against forward eneiuy airfields was difficult to assess
accurately, but it v/as generally considered that periodic
heavy attacks by day and night were profitable in reducing
the scale of the enemy's air effort, althougir the observa
tion of so-called 'Results', and even the study of recon
naissance photographs could give no clear picture of tlie
actual damage caused. On certain occasions, bombing attacks
v/ere ImoTm. to have an effect on iiOinediate Axis air operations,
as on 18 June, when the enemy air effort against the retreat
ing Eighth Army was reduced to negligible proportions because
of his preoccupation -with the fighter protection of his foiward
troops and landing-grounds,
to the ineffectivenes

That the offensive contributed

of eneny air activity on other

A.0,C,-in-C,
Corres wdth

PoM, etc,

A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/27 Enel,
A38a & Ah8a, occasions, including the waste of opportunities such

occurred, on 1A June, and betvifeen 23 and 26 June, could only
be a matter for speculation in the absence of direct evidence
from enemy sources,

value of expending a large proportion of t.b.e available bomber
effort in attacking such targets v/nere the terrain made dis
persal, and the constru.c
comparatively easy task.

a

as

Yet it was .important to assess the

.ction of alternative landing-strips,
, ̂ Some assessment could be made

a

(l) The Djebel Aldidar area, howev'er, vivei’e Martuba and Dema
was sited lent itself less readily to airfield construc
tion as the terrain was hilly.
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by analysing the effect of enen^r air attacks on British
held airfields, although rot only.ms the Axis effort much

sraaller than the British, and probably, relatively less

effective, but also there ms a marked tendency of the Axis

air force to specialise in day operations,
assessment it was corxsidered that the most telling effects
\?ere to be found not in the number of casualties received

or of aircraft destroyed or daiiaaged, but in the disorganisa
tion produced by the necessity for vd.der dispersal, the

consequent internrption and difficulties of servicing work,
and the reduction in tlie number of serviceable aircraft for

iiTEiiediate operations,
effect of continuous raids on the morale of per’sonnel,
a period of intensive operations.

The drojDping of spikes dur’in^g bombing ̂ /as a re^plar
feature of the attacks on airfields, and in this case there
v/as evidence to show that this practice achieved considerable
effect in desert conditions,

that in spite of efforts to clear the landing-grovuids after
raids, a number of spikes frequently remained buried in the

loose sand, v'ith the result that tjores \7ere punctured, and

Tixile tlie duaage might not be noticed during take-off, it
would become uncoriifortably apparent on landing.

Offensive action against enemy airfields - an important
factor in the fight for local air superiority - continued
throughout the remainder of the ivar in the desert, but it
became more and more confined to pre-battle preparatory
operations,

of medium bomber operations comprised strategic bombing in
inter-battle periods, airfield bombing in pre-battle
operations, and close support bombing in battle periods.

Fighter Operations

In such an

To these factors, must be added the
over

A i^risoner of war stated

Broadly spealcing, from this time, the pattern

McEohoIoS,

Throughout the period of the Axis advance, the fighter
force maintained a high scale of operations from vdiich there
was rarely' any respite,
which included both offensive and defensive activity, it
was not aided by the fact that, apart from the single flight
of Spitfires, every aircraft of the fighter force, Kittyhawks,
Tomialiawks and Hurricanes, Y7as outmatched in performance by
the Me. 190, and it V7as seldom possible for Kittyhav/ks and
Hurricanes to break through the heavy fighter screen which
surrounded Stuha formations,

tactical skill the Air Force held its oyixi throughout the
battle despite heavy losses.

In its many and varied duties

Yet, by careful training and

Ibid., and
A,0,Co-in-C.,
Corres, with

P.M.

A,H.B./IIJ1/
183/27 Enel,
274a It ¥/as desirable to eirploy spuadrons v^here possible in

a specific role, such as air fighting, fighter-bombing,
fighter-reconnaissance or escort to bombers,
ground.

As a back-

however, all squadrons required continual practice
in air fighting so that they were able to svdLtch over to
this task vith full confidence at short notice,

end it ¥vas the i^ractice to return squadrons on special
tasks to the role of air fighting at intervals.

To this

A. Ho Q. /w , D,
Report
A,H,B,/lIJ6/8

It v;as found that a squadron specialising in night
operations, in this case Wo, 73 Squadron, was a valuable
asset to a field force, as was a long-range Beaixfighter
squadron to undertalce operations in the rear of the eneiny.
With regard to the latter how/ever, the need was felt for
the pen-nanent attaclraent of such a squadron to the field
force, as the alternative method used, in this period, of
making a squadron available from another Group, was too
slow to talce advantage of a rapidly changing situation,
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Long-raiige operations carried out by means of extra tanlis

fitted on to an ordinary fighter, imioosed a heavy strain on
pilots noraially employed on short-range work.

Fighter Escorts for Bombers

Ideally the minixjiura number of fighters in an escort vra.s

eighteen for fonnations of less than tv/elve bombers, and
twenty for formations x;ip to twenty-four, so that it was

more economical to escort large fomiations, particularly as
results ■ showed tliat these were no more vulnerable to attack

than smaller ones, A featxrre of escort work during this
period was that the fighters acting as close escort
frequently joined in the bombing, but this T//as not considered
advisable tinless the close escort was experienced, Owin,g
to the inadequate number of figltter aircraft available for
escort duty, it was sometimes necessary to fly formations
consisting of aircraft from several squadrons. This was
considered undesirable, but practicable so long as each of
the flights of four aircraft constituting the escort was
con-posed of pilots from the same squadron. It Tra.s not good
policy to fly a weak four as top covei- as this vas the
position T/here a quick eye and an immediate reaction were of

pi-imary importance, but indifferent fours, or pilots under
.  training were safely flovm as close cover,

Fig^iter-bombing

The Kittyliawk bombers used for the first time in this
battle were a great ii-rprovement on the Hurricane bomber whicli
T/as brought into the field for Crusader, The latter liad

carried only one 40 lb, bomb per aircraft, whereas the
Kittyhawk was modified, in the Mid6.1e East Command, to carry
ty/o 250 lb. bombs, yn.th extension rods. Hurricanes were
also adapted to carry this load, but omug to supply diffi -
culties only one squadron? Ko,274> vra.s fitted, Lator supx-ilies
of iCittyhavhcs arrived fLillj*" equipped to carry the Americaii
500 lb, bomb.

Ibid, App ’G-’

A,H,Q,, W,D.
Report
A,H.E,/IIJ6/8

The dual performance of the fighter-bomber was a great
asset to a limited fighter force,
additional offensive weapon yathout malcing heavy demands on
maintenance facilities or on reserves of flying personnel,
and at the same time it increased the versatility of the
force.

It made available an

In air support operations it had tyra advantages over
the light bomber; operating at loy/ level it could be
erployed in situations where the figiiting was too confused
to permit light bombing; and, as figliter-bomber squadrons
could be maintained at the same state of readiness as

ordinary fighter squadrons, they vrere available to provide
bombing support at shorter notice than normal bomber
squadrons.

The most suitable targets for fighter-bombers were
small concentrations of motor transport There dispersal ’was
bad aid A.A, fire light, /ittacks on enemy leaguers, armour,
and lorried infantry usually result in heavy casualties to
aircraft owing to the greater firing poy/er of these units,
while the bombing of enemy tpn-pits and guns was dangerous
because aircraft had to fly at very loYf levels to find them.
Large formations of fighter-bombers were not popular with
’lilots, and were considered unsuitable for several reasons;

Ibid. App 'H‘

by their size they attracted'A.A. fire, both en route to and
over the target; they were also not easily manoeuvrable, a
disadvantage Then a tsirget liras found, -unexpectedly and the
fomnation had to prepare very quickly to attack; flying Iott,
as they had to for effective bombing, large formations
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presented a -vd-de target area, vdth the i-esult that there
T/ere often luclqy hits on the aircraft; this was particularly
noticeable in cloudy weather, y?.ien the A.A, gunner had
clear silhouettes to fire at, VW

Hurricane IIP Oiperations

During the period under revdev/ No,6 ’Tank-Busting'
Squadron flew some forty sorties against enemy tank;s
and vehicles and claimed thirty-one tanks of va]:’ious types
destroyed or iiimobilised and. a fu.rt.her forty-tv/-o large
vehicles, including troop-carrie.rs, destroyed or badly
daroaged, V/ith the intensive A,A, fire enployed by the
enemy in support of his armoured fon-^es, attacks on tank
targets in the battle area generally iuT'osed too high a
\\-astage of airc.raft and could not be justified. Ideal
targets vrere smiall groups of tanks away from the main
armoured battle, and the squadron's activities were
generally limited by the avail.ability of such targets.
As tile aj.rcraft flew on ojoeratioriS at a veiy low level,
it was not alwa.ys easy for thera to locate the target, and
assistance from Army units in the form of smoke s.hells
fired in the di,rection of the ta.rget was of great value.
To iiporove target finding it v.as suggested that  a listening
T/atcn migiit be maintained bj'- Air Support Control on the
forvyai'd Divisional Control of Ariioured Divisions, and
information passed back to the squadron along a special
rear linlc.

H, Qe, RoA,Po,
M.E.

(Ops Records)
Report
A.H,B,/IIJ1/
159/20 & A,H.Qc
V/,D« Report
A.H,B,/lIJ6/8

Tactical Reconna.issance

Throughout the Axis offensive a steady prograimme of
Tactical Reconnaissance ms cari'ied out by the two squadrons
allotted to Army control.
No. 208 Squadron,

nil Corps at the beginning of the' battle, and yas trans
ferred to X Corps after the fall of Tobruk, and was there
fore little concerned Td,th the actual fighting.
Squadron however, was uider the contx-ol of XXX Corps at
the outset of the battle and ms transferred to XIII Corps
\'viien it took ove.r control of
of Tobruk.

No, 40 S.A.A.P, Squ.adron and
The former r/as under the control of

No. 208

the fightijig after the fall
squ^Ldron va.s tiius operating continuouslyThe

in co-operation 'v^dth the Arrry units actually jjarticipating

A.H.Q., ¥,D,
Report
A.H.B./IU6/8
App ’L’

in tne battle and virile No, 40 Squadron’s operations
averaged tvro sorties per day,
average v/as five so.rties and,
activdty, seven sorties.

for No, 208 Squadron the
in periods of intense

The work required skill in tactics as well as in
reconnaissance, since the aircraft chiefly eirq)loyed were
Toinaliawks and Hi.iri'icane I's, both of Virhic'h vfere easily
outmatched in performance by the He.109,
great activity, particularly during the first fortnight of
tne battle, interception was not infrequent, and the
system was introduced of sending a
with, the recomiaissaiice aircraft to keep a look out for
enemy fighte.rs. Only very occasionally were small fighter
escorts provided, but on the other hand tactical

reconnaissance al.rcraft took full advantage of ai^ offen-
sweep car.ried out by fightei’s and also worked in close

coll.aboration Tidth the Radar v/aming system which warned
them of the presence

In periods of

'v/eaver’ aircraft out

save

of enemy fighters in a reconnaissance

(1) A report on fl.ghter-bombing tactics is given at
Appendix XXII,
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area, and, on occasion, Y/anied them of the approach of

eneiBy fighters. By means of these measiXTes, losses were
kept relatively lev/ for such obsolescent aircraft, only
eight aircraft being destroyed.

It VI3.3 found necessaary to operate reconi'iaissance
aircraft at a minimum height of 3,000 feet in order to
obtain acoui’ate pinpoints, but at that height recognition
of vehicles and proper interpjretation of swirling masses
of dust required both teciinical skill and e^qjerience.
Photographic v/ork ms sometimes undertalcen, but this
llrlted by the inadequacy or non-availability on occasions,
of aircraft fitted mth photograiliic equipment,
photographic sorties the aircraft opei-ated in theory at a
height of 25,000 feet, but in practice the aircraft
frequentljr failed to achieve a height above 17,000 feet.
The main bunden of photographic reconnaissance was borne
by the Strategic and Photographic Reconnaissance urlts.

was

On

Although Tactical .Reconnaissance aircraft were
extremely active througliout the battle and the subsequent
mthoLrawal, their work frequentl.7 achieved poor results
through faulty communications, a factor which it vra.s out

side the scope of the squadrons concerned to iuqorove,
1,'h.ile the squadrons were based, on Advanced Landing-grounds
in close proximity to the controlling Coips, telephone
communications were adequiate, but dioring extensive mobile
operations, comnaunications betv/een Corps and Squadron was
a difficult problem. The best solution from the air point

IBid

of view aiDpeared to be to loca.te the Corjps Headquarters
near the Advanced Landing-ground as a matter of course, and
to make tJiis arrangement a major conside.ration in planning
moves.

Tactical Reconnaissance reports from aircraft v/ere frequently
held at Corps Headquarters and were not passed on to Divisions
and Brigades until too late to be of any value.

A serious criticism of the existing system was that

To Improve the diffusion of information obtained

tlirough Tactical Reconnaissance, the experiment Yiras made o.f
broadcasting reports from the aircraft operating, but this
Yas not a success oYving chiefly to the inadequacy of both
air and ground sets.
Y.'Orth the effort involved because pilots could only broadcast
Yfhen they Y/ere Yvell aYYay from eneaay territory, by which
time they vire.re already near to. the base, and because the
information was of little use v/ithout interrogation of the
pilot by the Air Liaison Officer; an exception to this Y/as
the reporting of bombing targets,

Photogi-'aphic Reconnaissance

Purthermox'e, results Y?ere scarcely

During the Aacis offensive, a flight of Photographic
Reconnaissance aircraft Tra.s for the first time placed under
the control of Air Headquarters Restern Desert, The

e.-:cperiment of - using photographic aircraft on modified
strategic and tactical targets wa.s fully justified by results
and clearly indicated the need for providing, either Yri_th the
Tactical Squadrons or in a separate unit, aircraf't capable
of un.dertaking photographic YYO.t'k Y/ith a degree of security
far greater than that permitted by the existing equipment
of Ta,ctical Reconnaissance squadrons. In fact operations
during this period indicated that there YYas room for this

type of ai.rcraft both in Tactical Reconnaissance Squadrons
and in a sepa.rate unit Yvhioh YYould contiraie to operate
independently and on missions divorced from the immediate
tactical sphere.

A0H.B./IIJ6/8
A.H.Q,, R.D.
Report
App. 'L'
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Althou^i the aircraft of the unit were equipped for
tasks of a strategic nature involving anything up to six
hours flying, in thi.s period they vrere used for vrorlc of a

much shorter dujration, the average lasting tvfo and a half

hours. On many occasions the tasks were of a purely
tactical nature, which the Tactical Reconnaissance squadrons
could not undertake owing to inadequate photographic
equipment. Generally sorties were flown at 28,000 to
30,000 feet, but this height did not- render the aircraft
immume from interceptions, although these were rare,
Tlrroughout the battle no personnel or aircraft casualties
were suffered by the detachment.

Strategical Reconnaissance

T'To, 1457 Strategical Reconnaissance Flight was
operating under Advance Air Headquarters Western Desert
througho\at the period, but the battle did not necessitate
an increase of work for this unit beyond the usual routine.
An interesting feature of its operations at this time how
ever wa.s. tloat Baltimore aircraft were used for the first

time on strategical reconnaissance in the Ivestem Desert.
Conversion to this type of aircraft had only just been
concluded by 26 May, and both the air-craft and its photo
graphic equipment and aim-iament were found to be satisfactory.
One drawback however Yra.s that the engines proved to be safe
for not more than a thousand miles, a fact which restricted
the reconnaissance area.

Meed for a Recoimaissance l?ing

A Reconjuiissance Wing to co-ordinate reconnaissance
and photographic tasks for all squadrons enployed in this
role was a clear requirement.

Defence of Landing-grounds

A major defect in Army/Air Co-operation in the battle
la.y in the system for the defence of landing-grounds,
mobile operations it was essential that an adequate scale
of protection to meet the probable tlireat of an enemy advance
Y<ras provided by the Army at advanced landing-grounds.
Without an Aniy force allocated specifically to this role,
there was a constant risk to the secunity of air units in
the forv/ard area, the only alternative to Yvhich was the
withdraval of the units to more secure locations Y/here their

value to the battle v/ould. be seriously diminished. During
tile Yd.thdnaYra.1, in its efforts to remain as long as jicssible
on airfields in close proximity to the fighting, the Air
Force had talcen calculated risks, but these had several
times been increased beyond the bounds of Tdaat was
acceptable by the Army*s failune either to provide troops
for the protection of landing-grounds in the path of the
enen^y, o:r to give adequate Yvaming that it could no longer
c!piarantee the security of the area in Tdiich the landing-
grounds were located,

liad had to rely entirely on the patrols of its oy«i Armoured
Car unit, Yihich was not adequate for protective purposes,
but gave valuable \Yarning of the ajiproach of eneiiy units,
W/ithout armoured cars it Y/ould have been impossible to
accept the risk of operating fighters from really advanced
landing-grounds under, the existing conditions, and their
value to the Air Force in mobile Yvar Yra.s obvious.

Nevertheless, adequate protection was essential; it could
not be expected that the Air Force could operate again
tuider such grave rislcs.

In

In these circumstances the Air Force

A.HoQ,, W,D,
Report
A.H,3./lIJ6/8
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Anti-aircraft defence for the Air Force, vdiich j/as
provided by an Army Brigade (No. 12 A.A. Brigade), working
in close co-operation Tdth Advanced Headquarters Western
Desert, No. 211 Group, and No. 3 S.A.A.P, Wing, V'as generally
satisfactory throughout the period. Hovrever, the anti
aircraft defence of tactical reconnaissance squadrons was

the responsibility of the controlling corps, and No. 208
Squadron reported a coiiplete lack of defence at advanced
landiig-grounds, because Corps was never able to release
guns for the purpose.

Maintenance and Repair

The work of the Maintenance and Repair and Salvage
Units of Middle East Command was of the utmost importance
to the Air Force during the Axis offensive, for it supplied
as many aircraft from repair to the Air Force as were
received in reinforcements. In fact, at the outset of the

battle, reserves of aircraft were very low, and more than
5P per cent of the wastage was replaced by aircraft that

had been recovered from the Desert, repaired and rebuilt
after crashes. In the first , tlaree weeks of June, two

hundred and thirty aircraft were delivered from repair
alone, although even mth these the Air Commander was unable
to rnai:e up de.ficiencies, Yfeekly production of aircraft,
from reinforcements and from repair units iimmediately before

Rommel’s attack was approximately sixty per week and it was

anticipated that it might be possible to step up this
figure to one hundred and twenty during an emergency. In

fact, however, during the week 21 to 27 June, one hundred
and seventy aircraft vrere turned out, and no less than two

hundred and forty in the fo].J.ov/ing week.

A notable achievement on the part of the maintenance
units was actually to increase the pez'centage of serviceable
single-engine fighter aircraft to strength during the battle.

Average v/eekly figures foi' serviceability were as follows ;-

Glfa of Strength
~l% of Strength
825S of Strength
80/} of Strength
81^ of Strength

1st W'eek

2nd Week

3rd Week

ifth Week
5th Week

H.Q., R.A.F.,
M.E, Report
A.H.B./IIJI/
159/20 Aw
'G*

The average daily strength in the flglrfcer squadrons decreased

It was fifteen in the first week.steadily however,

thirteen in the second, third and fourth -weeks, and ten in
the fifth week.

Thus during June twelve Vifestern Desert single-engined
fighter squadrons had an average daily strer-gth of foiirteen

aircraft per squadron -with which they maintained an average
daily serviceabili'ty of eleven, and carried out an average
of fifteen sorties per squadron daily throughout the whole

period.

The two Boston squadrons, with an average daily
strength of nineteen aircraft, maintained an average daily
serviceability of seventeen aircraft and carried out four

h-undred operational sorties,
damaged to Categories II dc III,

They lost twelX’-e aircraft

The Radar Warning System

The radar -warning system consisted of a n-umber of early
v;arning stations, C.O.L, s andM,R,U,s,, at Gazala, Tobruk,
Gaihbut and Bardia, and a G.C.I, for night operations, at
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Before the battle a two-fold experiment v/as made
In the

El Adem,

for the improvement of warning and interception,
first place the mobility of one of the C.O.L.s was increased

and the unit was placed as far forward as possible, at

Gazala, to give extended forward cover,
place this unit was used for tactical control of aircraft,
?ri.th the result that several successful interceptions were

made bj’’ fighters imder its direction,
time that tactical control of aircraft by day was
practised. /

In the second

This v^-as the first

A.H.Q W.D.• >

Report
A.H.B./IU16/8
App, ’Za*

(l) Technical details regarding radar may be found in
the A.H.B. Monographs, Signals, Volijmes IV and V.
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CONCLUSIONS

The outstanding feature of air activity in the fighting
during the Axis advance frcsn the Gazala to the Alamein
Line, was the oontrast hetween the consistent provision of
air support for the Eighth Amy by the Royal Air Force,
not only throughout the battles of the first three weeks,
but in the face of all the difficulties of a long and rapid
withdrawal, and the collapse of Axis ait* activity after the
fall of Tobruk, This contrast was caused in part by the
conditions of advance and withdrawal;
retreating on to well-stocked and prepared bases and
shortening their lines of commvmioa,tions, wliile the Axis
forces had to carry their supplies with them, with their
lines of communication steadily lengthening,
however other important factors involved, concerning planning
and organisation.

the British were

There vrere

There were two main reasons for the collapse of Axis
air activity after the captiu*e of Tobruk;
were exhausted by their intensive efforts at Tobruk and
Bir Hacheim, and they were short of supplies for the
continuance of operations and of motor transport with which
to move forward in support of the Panzerarmee,

Kessolring: factors were dn turn largely due to Rommel’s revision of
The War in the his initial plan in his decision to continue his advance
Mediterranean beyond the frontier and into Egypt, The Axis forces were
Pt,I A,H,B,6 not ̂prepared or supplied for prolonged operations. At the
Trans, VH/I04, beginning of Rommels offensive, they were supplied with food
Weichold; Axi^ for thirty days, and the air forces had fuel for twenty
Naval Policy & days’ operations. Furthermore, although before the battle
Operations in Rommel had made a request for the provision of more Italian
the Mediter- .trucks, this could not be met, and this meant that any
ranean A,H,B, 6 lengthening of overland communications would create a serious
R2Zf2, High Level problems'I J However, Ronmel liad planned a swift and decisive
Reports & Direc— battle with chronological and geographical limits, for which
tiyes Dealing the supplies provided and the arrangements for replenishment
wath the North of stocks were considered to be adequate.
Afri.,can Cam-

the air units

Both these

paagn 1912 Scon after the ocmmenoement of the battle it became
A,H,B, 6 Trans, apparent tlxat things were not going strictly according to
VII/80 plan. The resistance of the Eighth Army, which, for some

reason, Rommel had imagined could be swiftly overcome, was
prolonged, and for some days the outcome of the battle himg
in the balance. Consequently the first objective, Bir
Placheim, which it had been hoped would be reduced within the
first three days of the figliting, did not fall into Axis
hands for fifteen days, while Tobruk was not surrounded for
another ten days, during which time fierce fixating
tinned along the line Acroma - Sidi Rese^ - El Adem,
Although the restat of this was a victory for the German
annour, heavy losses were sustained, and during the figlat-
ing the bulk of the Eighth Army units.in the Gazala area ’was
able to withdraw safely along the coast road through Tobrulc
and into the frontier area. This hard and prolonged
fi^ttog placed a great strain on Axis supplies without
bringing about a decisive victory, and meanwhile the situa
tion was further aggravated by the revival of Malta as an
offensive base, and the recommencement of attacks on Axis sea

Ibid

con-

(1) The transport situation was subsequently aggravated dior-
ing the battle by the reinforcement of the Panzeramee
with troops brought in by air and without their trans-

This necessitated an emergency readjustment of
transport in the Army and Air Force which decreased
mobility.

port.
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Sinkings of Axis supply ships rose frmsupply line So
5 per cent in May to 35 per cent in J'une, while the convoy
programme for North Africa was already behind, schedule
owing to a serious oil shortage in the Italian Navy,
aggravated by the expsenditure of fuel oil against the

British convoys in Malta, ("J)

The rapid success of the assault on Tobruk, and the
discovery in the port of apparently large quantities of

supplies of all kinds, seemed to Rommel to change the
situation completely. He was how eager to continue his

advance into Egypt and to overtalce and liquidate the remain

der of the Ei^ith Army while conditions were favourable.
He went forv/ard this time, however, without the Luftviraffe,
The ground organisation and fuel supply of the Axis air

forces was not adequate to enable them to keep up with the

Panzer army, and the Italian Air Force in particular was

seriously short of fuel. Furthermore, through Rommel's
determination to win a quick and decisive battle, air units

had been employed intensively against what should really
have been an artillery target at Bir Hacheira, and again,
later, at Tobrulc, they liad acted as long-range artillery for

the army. These operations, combined with the constant
effort demanded of the air forces in the battle at the

Cauldron and along the line masking Tobruk, had drained the

resources of the Luftwaffe, Although losses had not been

very heavy, serviceability vms at a low level and crews
were suffering from operational strain, . ,

The disadvantages of subordinating the air force to the

army, as practised by the Germans, were plainly displayed
in this situation. The exhausted state of the Luftwaffe

was largely caused by the demands made on it by the Army
Commander in operations not necessarily well-suited to air

activity, such as the bombing of Bir Hacheim. There was

no joint responsibility for the battle, and consequently
the Army Commander could decide matters of policy without
discussion with the Air Commander in the Field; thus Rommel

coid.d decide to continue the advance without the Luftwaffe,
without regard for the effect of this on the air battle.

Soon after the resumption of the Axis advance from the

frontier, Rommel began to regret the absence of the Luft

waffe, for the British air forces were attacking the
Panzer-armee ceaselessly, both day and night. He therefore
ordered the Italian infantry divisions, with the exception
of the artillery, to give up their motor transport and to

proceed on foot, so that the German and Italian air forces

could have transport at their disposal. The result of

this order was a considerable increase of enemy air activity
in the forward area on 26 June, but the pace of the
Panzerarmee's advance continued unchecked, and the Axis
air forces were soon out-stripped again, and did not catch
up in bulk until the Alamein Line had been reached.

The result of Rommel’s policy was that a great
opportunity for the Axis air forces, and consequently for

the Panzerarmee, was lost. There could have been no better
target for air attack than the columns of the Eigjith Army

Ibid

(1) This shortage of oil in the Italian Navy meant that only
54,500 tons gross of sMpping sailed for North Africa
in June, and of this only 36,000 tons reach North
Africa,

amounted to a bare 5,000 tons, and this included only
1,850 tons of fuel for the German Army and Air Force.

German stores arriving in North AfricaWeichold
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iTetreating in haste, without time or opportunity for dis
persal, along the main ooastal road and across the desert.
A number of well-^laoed air attacks might well have
created s-ufficient disorganisation to delay the Ei^th
Army sufficiently to enable the Panzerarmee to overtake
it, with perhaps momentous consequences. As it was the
Axis air forces could not even provide protection for their
own ground forces, and it was the pursuing Panzerarmee and
not the Eighth Army that si;iffered from enemy air activity.
Rommel’s decision to continue his advance to the Delta was
understandable in the circumstances, but it involved great
risks, which, in the end proved fatal to his scheme.

The achievement of the Western Desert Air Force in

providing constant air operations in support of the Eighth
Army during the swift Withdrawal over some two himdred and
fifty miles of desert from the frontier to El Alamein,
in spite of the previous period of intensive and exhausting
operations, was made possible by a number of factors.
Efficient cpei-ational organisation, oarefijl planning of the
movement of units, and the co-ordination of both to keep
pace with the ever-changing situation, -were chiefly res
ponsible for the efficiency of air participation* They
were supported by a highly efficient maintenance organisation
in the units themselves and by a capacity for improvisation
when events did not go according to expectations.

During the withdrawal air operations were arranged
through the Control organisation between Air Headq-uarters
and the operational units, but, in default of information
from Aimy sources concerning targets for air attack, an
iaiprovised means of target finding, if so highly developed
a system ooild be so described was suocessf-ully provided
by the air force and made possible a constant air offensive
against the Panzerarmee, In defensive activity, for the
purpose of protecting the Eighth Army against hostile air
activity, the figliter force delaj'^ed its withdrawals from
forward airfields until the last possible moment before a
serious threat developed from advancing enemy units. Here
again, improvisation was necessary, for the Eighth Army’s
defence of airfields showed considerable deficiencies, and
the air force had frequently to depend on its own armovired
car unit to give warning of the approach of the enemy, in
order to carry out this protective policy.

The efficient system devised for the withdrawal of the

Air Force played a large part in the successful participa
tion of the fighter and bomber units during the retreat.
The plan had been drawn up as a precautionary measure before

the battle began, and althou^a in detail it did not provide
for a retreat beyond the frontier position, its basic system
could be employed to cover movement over great distances.
Its employment was in fact entirely successful throughout
the whole of the withdrawal frcan Gazala to Alamein, The

division of squadron ground personnel into two operational
parties, eacli of which was capable of working independently
for a day or two, and the system of sending one of these

ahead of the main sq'uadron to prepare for operations at the
new landing-ground while the other carried on at the old,
made practicable an unin.terrupted programme of operations
depite constant movement of the force, A highly efficient
maintenance organisation was another valuable asset, not
only for maintaining serviceability and strength during
intensive operations, but also for the part it played in
malcing damaged aircraft flyable so tliat they coiild be
evacuated from airfields that were being abandoned, and
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subsequently made fit for further operations. For although
the British had an advantage over the enemy in that they
were reti-^ating on to airfields well-stocked with fuelp
ammunition and food, they covild not afford to abandon
serviceable equipment to the enemy.

While the Ei^.th Amy was preoccupied, perforce, in
retreating as rapidly as possible to its defences before
the enemy coifLd re-establish contact and bring it to battle,
the achievement of the Western Desert Air Force was to
retain the initiative throughout, and to provide  a strong
defensive weapon v/ith which to attack the Panzerarmee and
delay its advance. Thus the Eighth Amy was able to take
up its positions at the Alamein Line in time to face the

enemy successfully in a final stand. The Air Force, still
unflagging, continued its activity without respite, and
participated fully in the fierce battles of early July, in
wliich Rommel' s army was at last decisively checked and
forced to go over to the defensive.
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APPEEDIX I

LUPTWAPPE ORDER OF BATTLE - ̂iEDITERRAITEAIi AED APRICA ~ 24- JAEUARY 1942

TYPE OP A/G LOCATIOE' ' STRENGTH SERVIGE-
ABIE

m«T

2(h) 14 Me6109
Me.110

He,126

N. APRICA 13 4CLOSE RECCE

LONG RANGE RECCE

l(P) 121
1(P) 122

2(P) 122
2(P) 123

8 0N. AFRICA

SICILY

SICILY

Ju®88, Me,110 GREECE &
CRETE

Ju.88

Ju,88

Juo88

610

13 11

111

1842

S.E. FIGHTERS

I of II/JG 3
Stab JG 27

I/JG 27
II/JG 27
III/JG 27
Stab JG 53

I/JG 53

l/JG 53 (less
1 St,}
II/JG 53
1 of. III/JE53
Jabo Staffel 53

M SICILY

N. AFRICA
N. APRICA

N. AFRICA

N. AFRICA

SICILY

GREECE &

CRETE

SICILY

e,109 12 11
12

3 2
t!

723
tt 725
12 19 t

66tl

6 42!

12
30 21

36II 22SICILT

SICILY

N. APRICA

II
713

II
5 2

178 99

NIGHT FIGHTERS

I/NJG 2 (less
2 St,)

2

II/NJG 2

8Ju*88 SICILY 11

GREECE &

CRETE

Ju.38, Me.110 SICILY
Do.215

Ju,88, 4 2

35 11

50 21

T.E, FIGHTERS

III/^G 26
(less 7 St.)
7/ZG 26

819Me.110 SICILY

3N. APRICA 9Me.llO

28 11
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APPEM)IX II

AIR FORCES AT THE DlSPOSiy;. OP THE .UIS

/

POWERS BASED IN APRICA AS AT

-19 JAMJiuRY 1942

(Authority A.D.1.(3) Air Ministry II J.I/63) '

g-.A.P. (I.E.) I.A.F. (strength)

Long Range Bombers 9 45

Dive Bombers 60 5

Single Engined Fighters 96 220

Twin Engined Fighters

Army Co-operation and
Bomber Reconnaissance

9

24 50

Coastal 20

198 340

The estimated strength of the German Air Force amounted to approximately

160 aircraft or 80^ of I.E.

As previously^ the v/hole of the German Air Force was operating in the

forward area together with some 110 Italian fighters,

the Italian force, mainly single engined fighters and reconnaissance

aircraft, were engaged on defensive patrols and shipping protection duties

off Tripolitania.

The remainder of .
f

\

I
!

G.219858/EPI/1/49
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APPEM)IX III■

ORDER OF BATTLE IN THE MIDDLE EAST COMiaND

AS AT 27TH JAMJiiRY, 1942

Unit Location Aircraft Remarks

A.H.Q• WESTERN DESERT f

826 Squadron
33 do.
60 do. SA/iP.

BU MUD

THALATHil L.G.109
PUEA Sat, L.G.16
EL ADM

HELYfAN

SHIJffiUR

EDCU

DEKHEILii

0

Albacore

Hurricane

Maryland
Maryland
Blenheim (Fighter)
Swordfish/Albacore
Beaufighters
Swordfish/Albacore

80 do,

do.113
223 do. S.R.U.

272 do. Det, GER/IY/LA L,G»10

815 do.

1 Air Mb. Unit

3 S.A, wim

1 Squadron SiLiP,
11 do.

BU AMUD

BU MUD

MIRIYA L.G.99
jmmiiA L.G.99

SIDI Br’iREiMI L.G.76
aqir/mosul

Hurricane

Blenlaeim

Maryland
Maryland
Boston

Maryland

12 do. Sjii'iF*

SJUiB'.

SiUiP •

SAJiF,

21 do.

24 do.

60 do.

253 Wing

208 Squadron
208 do. Det.

237 do. RHOD.
451 do. RLiP,

MECHILI

ANTELAT

EL GUBBI

HELIOPOLIS

Hurrioeine

Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricane

258 Wing

2 Squadron SAAP,
3  do, RAAP,

4  do. SAAP,
112 do,

250 do.

THALATHA L.G.IIO
GAZi'iLA

BENINA

THALATHA L.G.IIO

THALATHA L.G.109'

Tomahawk

Kittyhawk
Tomahawk

Kittyhawk
Tomahawk

262 YYing

94 Squadron THALATHA L.G.IIO

EDCU

EDCU

EL GUBBI

THALATHA L.G.109
GAZilLA No, 2

Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricane

213 do.

229 Squadron
238 do,

do.260

274 do.

269 Wing

ILAKTIHi L.G.121

MAATEN BAGUSH
30 Squadron Hurricane

Martlet805 do.

270 Wing

Det, with 5.5 Squadron8 Squadron
14 Squadron

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheim

BU MUD

BU MUD

BU AMUD

ABU SUEIR

do.45
P.P. Lorraine

G.219858/EPE/1/49
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Unit Location Aircraft Remarks

Under A.H.Q.
W.D.205 G-ROUP Bat,fflBR)

231 Wina

37 Squadron
38 do.
70 do.
108 do.

SIDI BARRANI L.G.75
SmiLLUPA

SIDI BARRANI L.G.75
KABRIT

Wellington
Wellington
Wellington
1 Pit. Wellington
1 Pit. Liberator

Wellington148 do. MERIT

201 GROUP (naval CO-OPERiiTION)

2 Squadron Yugo-Slav»
13 Squadron Hellenic
55 and 8 Det. Squadron

234 Wing

39 Squadron
203 do.

230 do.

R.N. Squadron (Ptr.)
R.N. Plight

ABOU

lI/iRI

KIR

Nr. IIARIUT L.G.86
EL GUBBI

Dornier

i'mson

Blenheim

Haryland/Beaufort
Blenheim

Sunderland

Hurricane

Pulmar

UT

BURG EL ARAB L.G.39
iiBOUKIR

TOBRUIC

l',IAilTEN BAGUSH

Dot. EL GUBBl

Det. EL GUBBI

MALTA

40 Squadron LUCiil
LUQ^l
TA IIALI

HAL PAR

TA MLI

Hi'DL Pi\R

HAL PAR

TA IL'iLI

Wellington
Maryland
Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricane

Swor df i sh/i'Jbacor e
Sv/ordfish

Hurricane

69 do.

126 do.

185 do.
249 do.

828 do.

830 do,
1435 Plight

A.H.Q. IRAQ

244 Squadron SHARVAN Vincent

A.H.Q. EGYPT

213 Plight
73 Plight
1 G.R.U.

73 Squadron

ISivIAILIA

MS US

ISMAILIA

PORT SAID

Hurricane

Hurricane

Wellington
Hurricane

CYPRUS and PALESTINE

259 Wing

213 Plight
261 Plight

SUDAN

KHANM

NICOSIA

Hurricane

Hurricane

47 Squadron
6 Squadron Det#

MISCELLANEOUS

MSPAREET

KILO 26 L.G.224
Blenheim

Gladiatoiyljysander

Sea Rescue Plight
67 Squadron
35 do.

Note; Owing to the rapidity of movements of squadrons- during this
period the accuracy of locations is subject to correction
App,

BURG EL ARAB L.G.39 Wellington
Hurricane

Kittyhawk

to P.540. JANUARY, 1942. H.Q.R.A.P.M.E. (Air S
ft r?

taff)
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APPENDIX rV

File No, SB»1295/E.1oZA

STATE OF AIRCRAFT - MIDDLE EAST COMIAND Copy No,14,

AT 1st FEBRUARY. 1942.

The following details of aircraft in Middle East Conanand as at
1st February, 1942,

Establishment (those marked

given on the attached pages.are

X

provisional establishments)are Column No,

IE.
1A

IR.
IB

Total
1C

Type of Unit 2

Strength

Serviceable or Serviceable within 3 days.
Serviceable within 14 days - under repair or rebuild.
In store - new - unereoted

Unserviceable, being reconditioned or repaired,
progress.

Unserviceable for reconditioning or repair.
Recommended for "Write-off" or "Strike-off".
Total Strength.

Work

Work not

3

4

5
6 in

 commenced, 7
8

9

Aircraft awaiting snares.

Aircraft or airframes included under Cols, 4“7 inclusive that
are awaiting spares before they can be made serviceable,

J anuarv - Receipts

10

-  Issues

—  S,0,C,

11
II

12
II

13

Notes
1^

(Sgd.) R.O. SAMPSON '
Squadron Leader

for V/ing Commander,E,1,c,ZA,

15th April, 1942, E.1.

DISTRIBUTION;-

Copy No. Copy No,

A.M.S.O,

A.M. T.
D, G, E,

D. of 0,
D.O.O.

D.S.M.

D. of E,U
D, of E, (B*
D,D,E,1,

1 'D,D,E,2,
D,D,E,XI
Central Stat, Unit
Librarian

E,4, Liaison

(Wg.Cdr, Anders*n)
E.1,

Duplicate Box
Pile S,B,1295

10
2

11
3 12
4 13 + 14
5
6

15

7 16
8

17
9 18 + 19

G. 219858/DM0/49,
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APPENDIX -V

Pile SB,1300/E,1,o, Z,A,

Copy No:~ 1if«

I/IEDITERRAHEAN COmAKD

The State of Aircraft held at 1st, February 1%2 by Units in

Mediterranean Gomraand together with particulars of aircraft

received, issued and struck off charge by the Command, are

given in the enclosed statement.

A.J, HOYfflLL.

Y/ing Commander,
E.1.

23rd March, 1942,

DISTRIBUTION:-

Copy No. Copy No, Copy No,

A,M,S,0,

A,1.T,
D,G,E.

D, of 0.
D, 0,0,

D,S,M,

D. of E,(A)
D. of E.(b)
D.D.E,1.
D.D.E.2,
D.D.E.11.

Cent,Stat,Unit

1 7 Librarian

E,4,(Liaison
Y//c, Anderson)
E,1.

Duplicate Box
Pile S.B.1300 18 and 19

13 and 14
15

16

17

2 8

3 9
4 10

5 11

6 12

G. 219858/raffl,V''l/49.
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iiPEENDIX VI

LOCATION OF UMTS A,H,Q.¥.D. AS AT 16. U k-2*

(with notes to show their positions at 20. 1* 42)

BaseAdv. Rear

Derna

El Adera

Derna

Msus
Nos 1 Squadron S.A.A.F.
No» 2 Squadron S.A.A.P.
(v/ithdrawn to Mar tuba 17«1«42)

Noo 3 Squadron R.A.A.P,
No. Z(. Squadron S.A.A.F.
No. 11 Squadron

Derna

Antelat

Gazala

El Adem

Bu Araud

Gazala 2

Benina

Bu Aniud

201 Group
L.G. 21

Gambut

Bu Amud

Antelat

Tmimi

El Aden

Antelat

Msus

Antelat

Benina

Bu ihnud

1 Plight Detached
L.G. 21

Gambut

Bu Amud

Antelat

Tmirai

El Adem

ilntelat

Antelat

L.G.10

Gajubut

Tmini Sat.

Antelat

Tnini

Antelat

iintelat

Antelat

Antelat

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Tobruk M.

Martlets at Base - L.G.10

Gambu

L.G. 21

Gambut

L.G. 21

Antelat

Tmimi

El Adem

Gazala 2,
El Adem

Edku

Gambut

Traimi Sat.

Gazala 3
Tmimi

Gazala 3
El Adem

Gazala 2

Gazala 2

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Tobruk M.

No. 12 Squadron S.A.A.P. S
No. 14 Squadron
No. 21 Squadron S
Noo 33 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron S.A.A.P.
No. 80 Squadron
No. 94 Squadron
N00II2 Squadron
No.272 Squadron
Pree French Squadron JE S
No.208 Squadron
Noo229 Squadron
No. 237 Squadron •'p
No.238 Squadron
No6250 Squadron
Noo260 Squadron
No.274 Squadron
Noc451 Squadron +
No.826 Squadron P.A.A.
R.N. (P) Squadron

Strat/Ro Unit
No. 1 Air Ambulance Unit

Noo253 7fing
No. 258 ?/ing
No. 3 (SA) Wing
No.262 Wing
No .270 Wing 0
Advanced R.S.U.

Advanced 31 A.S.P.
No, 21 M.R.S.

No. 121 M.U.

t

Tmimi Sat.

Antelat

Tmimi

Antelat

Antelat

Antelat

Antelat

Sidi Azeiz

Bu Amud

Tobruk M.

Tmimi•  TraimiTrairai

El Adera

Tmimi

Antelat

Bu Amud

Antelat

Gambut

Bu Araud

Antelat

Ed Duda

Benghasi
Msus

Tmimi

El Adera

Tobruk

Benghasi
El Adem E.

Gambut

Traimi

Agedabia
Gambut

Benghasi

El Adem

Tobruk

Advanced Air H. Q. YAD.

Rear A.H,Q. VAD.
No. 3 P.S.D.

No.510 AtM.E.S.

No. 53 R.S.U.
M.T. L.R.U.

Air Transport lllng
No. 22 M.R.S.

No. 31 A.S.P.
No. 6 S, and T. Column (3 Section -

Msus)
Tobruk

Tobruk

Msus

Derna

Benghasi
Garabut

No. 5 S, and T. Column
No.520 A.M.E.S.
L. R. 1;!

No.522 A.M.E.S.
No.220 A.M.E.S.

No, 51 R.S.U.

G.219858/EPE/I/49



2.

Adv. Rear Base

No.235 A.M.E.S.

No. 4 Heavy Medium Mobile w/T Unit
No.216 Squadron
No.208 Squadron Detachment
No.216 Squadron Detachment

Tobruk

El Adem

El Adem

Antelat

El Adem

Notes; X Had ceased operating owing to lack of MARHANDS -
withdrawn in order to be re-equipped with BOSTONS
and BALT MORES.

+  Transferred to Syria.

0 Disbanded w.e.f. 15* 1. 4-2.

X X Transferred to Syria with the intention of being
re-formed there.

♦J;* Transferred to Iraq.

G. 219858/EPE/1/49
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APPENDIX VII

ROYAL AIR FORCE MIDDLE EAST COMMAM)
LOCATION OF UNITS

PART ONE. DETAILED SUMMARY OF UNITS IN THE MIDDLE EAST.

Control
Unit. Location

Admiru. Operational-

Coimiand & Formation Headquarters

HQ RAP ME.
A. 0. C. xnC. *

k/lK Sir A.W. Tedder, C.B.

Cairo AM K. AM W.

AHQ Western Desert Maaten Bagush. HQ ME. HQ ME.
A. 0. C. J

A/V/M A. Coningham, C.B.,
D.S.O.,M.C.,D.P.C.,A.P.C.

AHQ Iraq.
A.O.C.

AA/M J.H. D'AlLiac, C.B.,
D. S.0.

HQ ME.HaBbaniya. HQ ME.

iiHQ Aden.
A.O.C. :~

aA/MP.G.D. Hards, C.B.E.,
D.S.C.,D.P.C.

Steamer Point. AM K. HQ ME.

AHQ Levant Jerusalem HQ ME. HQ ME.
ii. 0. C. I

A/a/C L.O. Brown, D.S.C.,
A.P.C.,C.B.E.

HQ Mediterranean
A.O.C.:-

aA/M H.P. Lloyd, C.B.E.,M.C.,
D. P. 0., i\,9 P. C.

Valletta AM K. HQ ME.

AHQ Egypt Cairo HQ ME. HQ ME.
A. 0. C.;

A/C T. Elmhirst, A.P.C.

Group Headquarters

No. 201 Group
A.O.C.2'^

A/C L.A. Blatter, C.B.,0.B.E.,
D.S.C.jD.P.C.

No, 203 Group
A.O.C.

A/a/C C.B.S. Spademan, D.P.C.

No. 205 Group
A. 0.C.z ̂

A/a/C L.L. .McLean, M. C.

No. 206 Group
O.C.:-

A/a/C C.B. Cooke, C.B.E.

Alexandria HQ ME. HQ ME.

Khartoum HQ ME. HQ ME.

Shallufa HQ ME. HQ ME.

Heliopolis HQ ME. HQ ME.

G.21 9858/TC/I/49
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Control*

LocationUnit
Operational.Admiru

Croup Headquarters (Contd.)

No, 207 (Training) Group HQ ME. HQ ME.Nairobi

A. 0. C. ! “

A/a/C W. Sowrey, C.B.E.,D.S.C.,
A.P.C.

AHQ ID. AHQ TO.TobrukNo, 211 Group

AHQ Levaint AHQ LevantBeit MeryNo. 213 Group
O.C.

G/C S.D. McDonald, D.F.C.

No, 214 Group
0,0.:-

G/C R.M, Poster

Wing Headq,uarters

No. 250 Wing
O.C.

G/C JoW. Turton-Jones

No, 252 Wing
O.C.

G/C G.L, Carter

No. 258 Wing
O.C. :~

A/g/C K.B.B. Cross, D.P.C.

No. 259 Wing
0, C* I "•

G/C C.N. Lowe, M.E.,D.P.C.

No. 260 Y/ing
O.C.

A/g/C A.S. Jackson

No, 3 (S.A.) Wing
0. C. t

Col, H. G, Yifilmot

AHQ Iraq. AHQ Iraq.Habbaniya

AHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptIsmailia

aHQ Egypt i'iHQ EgyptSeagull Camp
Mex.

AHQ TO. AHQ TO.Gambut

AHQ Levant AHQ LevantNicosia

iiHQ Egypt MQ EgyptIsmailia

AHQ TO. iYHQ TO.Maaten Bagush

iYHQ TO. AHQ TO.El AdemNo, 262 Wing
O.C.:-

A/w/C F.E. Rosier

No. 263 Wing
O.C.:-

G/C VoO. Croome

Noo 231 v/ing
0* C* t

A/g/C E.C. Lewis

No, 236 Wing

ilHQ Levant ViHQ LevantBeirut

205 Gp, 205 Gp»El Dhaba

205 Gp. 205 Gp,Kabrit

iiHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptWadi Natrum

L.G.82.
No, 2yi Wing

205 Gp, 205

AHQ Egypt i'iHQ Egypt

ShallufaNo, 238 Vfing

No. 241 Wing Khanka

G.219858/TG/1/49



3. SECRET

Control.

Unit Location
Operational.Admin.

Wing Headquarters (Contd.)

No. 2Xik. Wing

No. 242 Wing

No, 232 Wing

(Bilbeis i\HQ Egypt iUiQ Egypt

Payid 205 Gp, 205 (^.

El Pirdan AHQ EgyptAHQ Egypt

No. 233) Wing El Pirdan AHQ Egypt MQ Egypt

No. 234 Wing Maaten Bagush AHQ WD. AHq WD.
O.C f M

• •

w/c. E.W. Whitley

No. 235 Wing Puka Satellite 201 (^. 201 (^.

No. 2 Wing S.A. i'ilomata 207 207 (^.

Adv. HQ No. 2 Wing S.A. Dahat 207 207 Qp.

Yfing HQ. Mosul MQ Iraq.AHQ Iraq.

Air Transport Wing HQ IVlersa Matruh AHQ m. AHQ WD.
O.C.

W/C E.J. Laine

R.a.P. Stations at:-

Aqir
C.O.

w/c A.W. Vincent

iUiQ Levant AHQ Levant

AHQ Levant AHQ Levant
C* 0* •

T/w/C D.M.H. Craven

AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypti-imriya

C.0.

S/Ldr. G. E.D. Lowe

203 C^. 203 Gp.iismara

C«e 0* • “

w/c V. Maxwell

Basrah

C. 0. I “*

w/c M. YYihlin

AHQ Iraq,iYHQ Iraq.

207 Q?. 207 Gp.Dar es Salaam

Eastleigh
C.O.

A/iV/C G.B. Nicholas D.P.C.

Gaza

C. 0. i **

S/Ldr. H. R. Goodman

Hahhaniya
C.O.

G/C L.P. Porhes, M.C.

Haifa

C. 0. J “

A/W/C Black

G.21 9858/TC/1/49

207 (p>. 207 Gp,

AHQ Levant AHQ Levant

AHQ Iraq, AHQ Iraq.

AHQ LevantiiHQ Levant



■4-.

Control

Unit Location Admin. Operational

R.A.F. Stations at;-
Hal Far HQ Med. HQ Med.

Heliopolis
C. 0.: -

C/C C.F. Horsley

AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Helwan
C.O.

W/C L.W.B. Rees, V.C.,0.B.E.,
M.C. ji^.P.C.

AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Ismailia
C. 0.1 “

A/W/C D.O. Butler

Kalafrana

AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

HQ Med. AHQ Med.

AHQ AdenKhormaks.ar AHQ Aden

203 GroupKhartoum
C. 0.1""

¥/C WeS. Reed

203 Group

HQ Med. HQ Med.Luqa
C.O.:-

G/C J.S. Chick

Lydda
C. 0. I ”

k/^/Ld.r, A.E. Morgan

Mersa Matruh

AHQ Levant AHQ Levant

AHQ W. AHQ WD.

207 Group 207 GroupMombasa

AHQ Iraq AHQ IraqMosul

207 Group207 GroupNairobi
C.O.

W/C H.E.T. Crocker

AHQ Levant AHQ LevantRamleh
C.O. :~

W/C T.W. Mulcahy-Morgan

AHQ IraqAHQ IraqShaibah
C.O.:-

W/C R.J. Legg

AHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptShandur
C. 0.: -

A/iV/C Duke of Newcastle

AHQ AdenAHQ AdenSheikh Othman
C. 0.: «

G/C P.O. Soden, D.P. C.

Suez Road
C.O.:-

S/Ldr. F.B. Young

HQ ME.HQ m

203 Group 203 GroupWadi Saidna

G.219858/TC/1/49



5. SECRET

Control
Unit Location

Adinin» Operational

RtA.F« Stations at;*-

Summit

C.O. W/C C.S. Moore
203 Group 203 Group

Takali HQ Med. HQ Med.

TaJcoradi

A. 0. C.

A/C H.K. Thorold, D.S.C.,
D.F.C. ,A.P.C.

S.A.A.P. Stations

Mogadishu 207 Group 207 Group

Control

Unit and Category Location
Operational.Admin.

R.A.F. Squadrons

No. 6 "Army C»-cperation".
C.0.1 ”

S/iidr. P. Legge

No. 8 "Light Bomber".

No. 8 (1 Plight) "Light Bomber"

No. 11

C. 0.: -

A/W’/C A. tj. Smyth, D.P. C.

Light Bomber"

L. G, 224 AHQ EgyptAHQ Egypt

Khormaksar AHQ Aden AHQ Aden

Fuka LG 17 AHQ W, AHQ TO.

S.W. Maaten AHQ TO.
Bagush

Satellite LG

AHQ TO.

116

No. 14 "Light Bomber" S.?/. Maaten AHQ TO.
Bagush Satel
lite LG 1t6

AHQ TO.
C.0.:«

A/w/C J.K. Buchanan, D.P.C.

No. 18 "Light Bomber" Sidi Barrani AHQ TO.
L. G.05.

AHQ TO.

No. 30 "Fighter"
C. 0.1 -

S/Ldr. P.A. Marlow

No. 31 Detachment "Transport

E. Sidi Bar- iUiQ TO.
rani L. G. 1 21

AHQ TO.

Bilbeia AHQ EgyptAHQ Egypt

No. 33 "Fighter"
C. 0.1 *—

A/s/Ldr. D.L.Gould

Sidi Heneish AHQ TO. AHQ TO.

16 miles W 205 Group
El Dhaba LG

205 GroupNo. 37 "M - H. Bomber"
C.O.

W/C R. Nash 09

205 GroupNo. 38 "M - H. Bomber" 205 GroupShallufa

C.O.

W/C J.H. Chaplin, D.P.C.

201 Group201 GroupNo. 39 "Torpedo Bomber"
G* 0* 2 —

W/C A.J. Mason

Burg
el Arab

G, 21 9858/TC/I /49



6.

Control

Unit ajad Category Location
Admin» Operational

R»A.F» Squadrons (Contd,)

No^9(Letachinent) "Torpedo Bomber' Sidi Bar-

rani L.G.05

No, 40 "Fighter"

No. 45 "Light Bomber"
C.O,

A/w/C C.B.B. Wallis

No. 46 "Night Fighter'
C* 0# I

F/O T.W, Rossiter

Luqa HQ Med, HQ Med.

Helwan AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

206 Group 206 GroupPayum Rd,

No. 47 "Torpedo Bomber"
C. 0,: -

A/S/Ldr. E.B. Grace

Amriy
LG87.

201 Group 201 Group <

HabbaniyaNo, 52 "Light Bomber' AHQ Iraq AHQ Iraq

No, 55 "Light Bomber" Puka LG 17 201 Group 201 Group
C.O.

A/w/C Poord-Kelsey

No, 69 "Gen, Re conn. Luqa HQ Med. HQ Med,

El Dhaba 205 Group 205 GroupNo. 70 "M - H. Bomber"
C. 0.3 "

w/c J.H.T. Sinpson

Sidi Heneish AHQ WD,
L. G, 1 2.

AHQ WD.No. 73 "Fighter'
C.O. :**

S/Ldr. D.H. Ward

No, 80 "Fighter' 40 miles S, AHQ WD.
Sidi Barrani.

LG, 109.

AHQ WD.
C, 0. : -

A/S/lidr, J.E. Urwin-Mann

Abu Sueir N. AHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptNo, 89 "Night Fighter'
C.O.

W/C G.H, Stainforth

Sidi Heneish AHQ WD.
L. G. 101.

AHQ WD.No, 94 "Fighter"
C.0.3 —

A/s/Ldr. E.M. Mason, D.P. C,

No, 104 "Light Bomber" 205 Group 205 GroupKabrit

HQ Med. HQ Med.No. 107 "Light Bomber" Luqa

205 Group 205 GroupNo. 108 "M - H. Bomber" Payid
C. 0. 3 —

A/w/C R.J. Wells, D.P.C.

Sidi Heneish AHQ WD,
W. L. G. 13*

AHQ WD.No, 112 "Fighter'
C.0.3“

A/p/L C.R. Caldwell

AHQ Egypt AHQ WD.BilbeiaNo, 117 "Transport'
C. 0.:«

w/c W.E, Rankin

G.219858/TC/1/49
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SECRET

Control

Unit and Category Location
Admin* Operational

F. Squadror^ (Contd.)

No. 126 "Fighter"

No. 127 "Fighter"

No, 147 "Heavy Transport"

No. 148 "M
C.O.

A/u/C F. Rainsford

No. 185 "Fighter"

R• JTf

H. Bomber"

Ta kali HQ Med. HQ Med.

206 GroupHurghada 206 Group

• Kahrit 205 Group 205 Groip

Kabrit 205 Group 205 Group

Hal Far HQ Med. HQ Med.

No. 203 "Gen. Reconn".
C.0.5 "

W/C A.F. Johnson

Burg el Arab 201 Group 201 Group

No. 203 (Det.) "Gen. Reconn". Sidi Barrani 201 Group
L.G.05.

201 Group

No. 208
C.0.

A/s/Ldr. L. G. Bumand, D.F. C.

No, 208 Det* "Army Co-op".

n .

iirmy Co-op". Sidi Azziz AHQ TO. AHQ TO.

Acroraa AHQ TO. AHQ TO.

No, 213 "Fighter" HQ and 1 Flt.Det. Edku AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt
C, 0.

S/Ldr. G.V.W. Kettlewell

No, 213 "Fighter" Detachment. Port Said AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

No, 213 "Fighter" Detachment. Ismailia AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

No, 213 "Fighter" Detachment.

No. 216 "Transport"
C.O.: -

¥/C G.R. Hovvie

No, 216 Det. "Transport"

No. 220 "Heavy Bomber"

No. 223 "Light Bomber"
C. 0. 5 —

A/s/Ldr. ¥.A. Wild

No. 223 (Det.) "Strat* Recco* Unit".
C• 0* • "*

A/s/Ldr. S. Ault

No. 229 "Fighter"
C« 0* I **

A/s/Ldr. IV* A. Smith

No. 230 Transport^'
C* 0* 2 **

w/C M.C. Collins

Khanka AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Khanka AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Jfersa Matruh AHQ to. AHQ TO.

Shallufa 205 Group 205 Group

Shanlir AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Maaten Bagush MQ TO.
LG 14.

AHQ TO.

Sidi Heneish AHQ TO.
S. L.G.102,

mq TO.

Aboukir 201 Group 201 Group

G. 21 9858/TC/I /49
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Control

Admin. OperationalLocationUnit and Category

R.A.F. Squadrons (Contd,)
No, 237 (Rhodesian) "Army Co-op".
C.O.

W/C E.T. Smith, D.F.C.

El Firdan AHQ EgyptAHQ Egypt

No. 238 "Fighter’ Sidi Heneish AHQ Tff).
S. L.G.102.

AHQ W.
C.O.

A/S/Ldr. H.F. O'Neill, D.F•

No, 21^J+ "Light Bomber"
C. 0,: -

A/s/Ldr. R, 0. Porteous

Shaibah AHQ IraqAHQ Iraq

No, 244 Let,. "Light Bomber" Sharjah AHQ Iraq AHQ Iraq

Takali HQ MED. HQ MED.No. 249 "Fighter'
C.O.J-

AHQ EgyptPort Said AHQ EgyptNo, 250 "Fighter'
C, 0.: -

A/s/Ldr, E, J. Morris

201 Group 201 GroupEdcuNo, 252 "Coastal type
C. 0.; -

A/s/Ldr. A, G, Wincott

Sidi Heneish AHQ Y®.
L, G, 101,

MQ WD.No, 260 "Fighter'
C.O.;-

W/Cmdr. T.B, Beresford

AHQ LevantAHQ LevantSt,. JeanNo, 261 "Fighter'
C, 0, : —

A/s/Ldr. D.R. Walker

No, 261 1 Flight "Fighter’ AHQ LevantMQ LevantNicosia

Heliopolis AHQ EgyptNo, 267 "Transport"
C.O.

W/Cmdr. C.S. Wynne-I^yton, D.S.O.

No, 272 "Coastal type"
C. 0.: -

W/Cmdr. R.G. Taxley, D.S.O. ,M.C.,
D.F.C.

201 Group201 GroupEdcu.

201 Group201 GroupGelawla

L.G.10.
No. 272 Det. "Coastal type

AHQ W.Sidi Heneish AHQ WD.
N. L.G.12.

No. 274 "Fighter"
C.O.

A/s/Ldr. S. Linnard

AHQ EgyptAlexandria iiHQ EgyptNo, 971 "Balloon'
C.O.

F/Lt, G.A, Usher

AHQ Levant AHQ LevantHaifaNo. 972 "Balloon"
C.O.;-

A/s/Ldr. W.M, Frew

AHQ Egypt iiHQ EgyptKantaraNo, 973 "Balloon"
C.O.

F/Lt. C. G. Whiteside

G.21 9858/TC/I/49
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SECRET

Control.

Unit and Category Location
Admin. Operational

R.A.E. Squadrons (Contd.)

No. 974 "Balloon"
C. 0. J "*

A/s/ldr.. E. Garland.

Shallufa

Canal Stn,
AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

No, 974 Det. "Balloon" Steamer Point AHQ Aden AHQ Aden

No. 975 "Balloon"
C. 0. J

A/S/Ldr. P.C. Campbell

No. 976 "Balloon"
C.O.

S/Ldr. J. Rigby

Port Said AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Kasfareet AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

No. 977 "Balloon" Kantara AHQ Egypt AHQ Egypt

Signals Squadron Shallufa 205 Group HQ ME.

F.A.A. and combined F.A.A./R.A.P. Squadrons

No. 805

No, 815 (Bet.) "Torpedo Bomber'

No. 826 " "

Maaten B

Dekheila

Maaten B

)agush
)
)
)
)agush

L.G.I5. )

No. 828 Hal Par C.inC. Med.

)  through
appropriate
Formation

)  Headquarters•

No. 829 Dekheila

No. 830 Hal Par

)
)R.N. Fighter Sqdn. "Fighter' Sidi Heneish

L. G. 1 2. )
)

HurghadaR.N. Det. "Torpedo Bomber"

)R.N. Pulman Plight "Torpedo Bomber" Puka Satellite

R,.A.A.P. and Combined R.A.A.F./R.A.F. Squadrons

No, 3 "Fighter

No. 450 "Fighter"
C.O.

A/s/Ldr. G.H, Steege

II
Sidi Heneish
w. L.G.13.
Sidi Heneish

N, L.G.12.

IHQ TO.

AHQ TO.

AHQ T®.

AHQ TO.

AHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptNo, 451 "Army Co-op".
C.O.

A/s/Ldr. R.D. Williams

Heliopolis

S.xl.A.F. Squadrons

AHQ TO.Sidi Heneish

Y4 L.G.13.
AHQ TO.No, 1 "Fighter'

C. 0.: -

Major M.S. Osier

No, 2 "Fighter"
C.O.

Major G. Krummeck

S.W. Maaten

Bagush Sat.
L.G,115.

AHQ TO. AHQ TO.

0.219858/TC/1/49
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Control.

LocationUnit and Categogy Admin. Operational

S.A.A.F. Squadrons (Contd.)

AHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptKasfareet

(M.E.P.)
No. 5 "Fighter"
C. 0» ! ”

Major T.E. Frost

MQ W.AHQ TO.S.¥. Maaten

Bagush Sat»
L.G.115.

No. 1+ "fighter"
C. 0. J

Major A.X. Kriel

HQ ME.mq EgyptArariya LG99Light Bomber'No. 12

C.O,;-

Major J.I. Nash

HQ ME.AHQ EgyptEl FirdanNo. 12 Det. "Light Bomber'

HQ ME.AHQ EgyptAmriya LG 99No, 21 "
C.0.J"

Lt.Col. J.D. Pretorius

201 Group201 GroupSidi Barrani

L. G. 76*
No. 24 "Light Bomber
G.O.

Lt.Col. J.T. Durrant

206 Group206 GroupBurg-el-ArabNo, 40 "Army Co-op",
C.O.

!&.jor E.A, Biden

No, 41 "A" Plight "Fighter' 207 Group207 GroupGilgil

207 Group207 GroupAinzoNo. 41 "0" Plight

HQ ME.HQ Iffi.Quotafiya
Sat. LG. 21.

No, 60 "Light Bomber'
C.O.

Major E,U, Brierley

Other Allied Squadrons

201 Group

201 Group

201 GroupAboukir

Mariut LG 86

No, 2 (Yugo-slav) "Reconn".

No, 13 (Hellenic) "Gen. Rec. 201 Group

C.O.

S/Ldr. S. Dacopoulos

No, 335 (Hellenic) "Fighter'
C.O.:-

S/Ldr.. X. Varvaressos

AHQ TO.AHQ TO.El Dhaba

W. LG. 20,

AHQ Levant AHQ LevantRayakFree French "Lorraine
Light Bomber

C.O.:-

Capt» De St, Pereuse

AHQ Egypt AHQ EgyptAbu Sueir'Fighter'Free French "Allsace
C,0.

Sqn/Cmdt. Tulasne

G. 219858/TC/I/49
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OFERATIOML SORTIES BY BOMBER AIRCEAFT - EGIFT/cyBEmiGA (BASE) SECRET

APPENDIX IX (Page 1)19th May. 194225th Feb.

LULL IN THE DESERT

6th May8th Apr. 20th May25th Peb. 11th Mar. 25th Mar. 22nd Apr.DUTY
to to to to to TOTALSto to

5th May 19th May 25th May10th Mar. 24th Mar. 7th Apr. 21 st Apr.

I

163 76385 128PORTS AND BASIS 125 135 27100
i

AERODROMES AND

LANDING GROUNDS
62 6 124 35910 135 90 32

ENEtff CAMPS

POSITIONS AND

LINES' OP C015MUNICATI0N

2 18 3820 11317 3 15

SHIPPING AND

SUBMARINES
7220 9 '511 10 13 4

188157 249 255 192 172 194 1307TOTALS

G.219858/EPE/1/49
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OFERATIOML SORTIES BY BOMBER AIRGEAPT MALTA (base) SECRET

25th Peb. 19th May, 1342 APPEMDIX IX (Page 3)

LULL IN THE DESERT

25th Peb« 11th Mar. 25th Mar. 8th Apr.DUTY 6th May22nd Apr. 20th May
to to to to to to to TOTiiLS

10th Mar, 24 th Mar* 7th Apr. 21st Apr. 5 th May 19th May 25th May

POETS AND BASES 57 1 1 59

AERODROMES AND

LANDING GROUNDS
2 18 20

ENEMY CAMPS

POSITIONS AND LINES

OP COMMUNICATION

2 2

SHIPPING AND

SUBMARINES 5 9 1 3 10 9 37

62TOTALS 12 3 3 29 9 118

G.219858/EPV1A9



SECRET

Reference;-

S.53417/Org, APREiroiX X

MIDDLE EAST COMMAM)

RE-ARMING mOG-RAI'IME

groups" - WINGS - SQUADRONS

(As advised by Air Ministry Signal OX 5592 dated
28 March as amended by OX 6131 dated 8 April)♦

(a) COMMANDSPART I.

A.H.Q. TAD.
Egypt
Levant

Iraq
Malta

H.Q. B.E. in Aden

tl

(b) GROUPS

201 Naval Co-operation, Alexandria
Maintenance, Sudan
M. & H.B

Maintenance, Egypt
East Africa
Fighter, W.D.
Egypt (nucleus)
Levant

Iraq North
Iraq South
Perry, Egypt

Egypt• >

203
205
206
207
211
212

213
234
215
216

(c) WINGS

Categories Policy-Type

Defensive Fighter 7

Offensive 8Fighter

Bomber Light 4

Bomber Medium 4

Bomber Hea-vy 1

Naval

Co-operation
G.R. T.B. and
Ship attack 3

Transport 3

30

/PART II

G. 219858/CP/1A9
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SQUADRONSPART II

Type of aircraft Total No.

of Sqdns.
Categories Estab.

Fighter Squadrons Hurricanes, .Kittyhawks,
Tomahawks, Spitfires. I6 I.E. 35

i .7in--Engined (L. R.)
Fighters

Beaufighters;
Coastal type
Night Fighter type

16 I.E. 5
16 I.E. 2 7

Light Bombers Blenheims, Bostons,
Baltimores, Vincents

24 I.E.

(equivalent to
19 Sqns, at

16 I.E.)

13

Medium Bombers 20 I.E. 9Wellingtons

(includes 2 T.B.)
( 2 a.s.v.A.b.)

16 I.E.Heavy Bombers Liberators 3

16 I.E.Torpedo Bombers Beauforts 4

G.R. /L.P. 16 I.E.Marylands, Blenheims,
(Hudson Ill's)

4

18 I.E.

(equivalent to
6 Sqns, at
12 I.E.)

6 I.E.

Army Co-operation Hurricanes 4

1  80Flying Boat Sunderlands

14 I.E. 2 fits. 1

14 I.E. 3 1II

P.S.U.

P.R.U.
Marylands, Blenheims
Hurricanes, Mosquitos,
Beaufighters, Spitfires

Signals Squadron Wellington, Blenheims 15 I.E. 1

6Transport Squadrons 24 I.E.Bombay, Lockheed, D.C.2
Hudsons

• >

Communication Squadron Various types 1  1024 I.E.

90

MISCELLANEOUS UNITS

34 (SA) Plight

35 (SA) Flight

Ansons (O. R. duties) 5 I.E.

II II II 5 I.E.

6 I.E.WellingtonsG. R. U.

2 Yugo-Slav.

%L...M.00N SQUADRONS

MALTA; See page 12,

A

G. 219858A^A/49



SECRET
- 3 -

A detailed list is attached. Programme issued on 24.3.42
is hereby cancelled and must be destroyed by fire.

(Sgd.) A. A. D. SEVASTOPULO

Wing Commander,
ORG. II.6.5.42.

DISTRIBUTION; - AIR IIKISTRI (3);-

A. O.C. -in-C.

D/A.O.C.-in-C.
A. 0. A.

S.A. S. 0.

a/s. A. S. 0.
S. 0.0.

G.M.S.O.

S.E.S.0.

S.A.O.A., SAAP.
C.S.O.

C.R.O.

S.P.S.O.
B.P.S.O.

AIR STAFF PLANS

S.A.P.S.O.

S.O.A.O.

S.T.S.O.
ARMAMENT

C.D.O.

S.I.O.

ESTABLISHMENTS

OPS. RECORDS

SPARES (5)

1. D. 0.0.

2. D.W.O.

3. D. of PLANS

f

G. 219858/EP/LA9
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(b) GROUPSPART I

Consec, RemarksGrow No. CommandType
No.

1. 201 Naval Co

operation
HQ. RfP. m.

203 It II2. Maintenance n

3.
II II II

205 M. & H.B.

2064. Maintenance M

W
5. 207

6. Controlling fighter
operations.

211 Fighter A.H.Q. W.D.

A.H.Q. Egypt Nucleus. Awaiting
personnel from U. K.

7. 212

A.H,Q.Levant In command of
Northern Syria.

213

Nucleus to eventually
command Northern

Iraq, Awaiting
personnel from U. K.

9. 214 A.H.Q. Iraq

To command Basrah

area. Awaiting

personnel from U. K.

A.H.Q. Iraq10. 215

216 P orming. Aw aitin g
personnel from U. K.

HQ R^R. ME.11. Perry Gp.

PART I - (c) WINGS

Command/
Group

RemarksConsec. Wing No. Location

No,

DEFENSIVE FIGHTERS;

Formed from our own

Personnelresources,

A.H.Q. EgyptM'Bagush1. 234

expected from U. K.
W. S. 18.

Awaiting Air Ministry
authority to fonii.

246 A. G-. Q, E. A.Mombasa2.

A.H.Q. Egypt250 Ismailia3.

personnel arrived

W. S. 16.
4. 251 Basrah A.H.Q. Iraq

A.H.Q. Egypt5. 252 Mex

6. A.H,Q. Levant259 Cyprus

263 A.H.Q. Levant7. Beyrouth

/OFFENSIVE FIGHTERS;

G. 219858/EF/1/49
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(c) WINGS (oontd.)

Wing No, Locati

FART I

Consec. Conmand/
Group

on Remarks
No.

OFFENSI-VE FIGHTERS;

1. 233 A.H.Q. W.D,

2. 237 A. H. Q. Iraq

3. 239 A.H.Q. W.D.

4. 241 A.H.Q. Levant

5. 243 A.H.Q. W.D,

6. 244 Reduced to Cadre.

Personnel posted to
reinforce Adv. ard Rear

A.H.Q. , Levant and Perry
Group,

No. 7 (SA)

(X) (SA)

7. A.H.Q. W.D. Forming at L.G. 99.

8.
Expected to arrive from
Union in 4-5 months time.

LIGHT BdffiERi

1. 232 A.H.Q. Levant Temporarily at El Pirdan,
expected to move to Rayak
on or about 5 May,

2. 240 A.H.Q. Egypt Forming, Personnel
arrived W. S, 16.

No. 3 (SA)

(X) (SA)

3. A. H, Q. W. D,

4. Forming in the Union
expected to arrive 4~5
months time.

MEDIUM BOMBERi

1. 231 205 Group Formed by disbandment
Shallufa Station.

Temporarily under the
operational control of

A.H.Q. W.D.

2362. 205 u

Formed by disbandment of
Kabrit Station.

3. 238 205 II

Temporarily formed from
our own resources.

Personnel awaited from U,K.

4. 245 205 II

Nucleus only. Personnel
awaited from U,K,

HEAVY BOMBER;

1. 242 205 It

Formed by disbandment of
Payid Station H«Q,

/Naval co-qperatiqni
G. 219858/EP/1/49
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PART I (c) WINGS (contd.)

Command/
Group

RemarksWing No. LocationConsec.

NAVAIj CQ-OPBRATION:

235 201 Group1.

Personnel arrived YL S. 16.(t
2A7 2012.

248 Expected to arrive YL S.l?
early May,

3. 201

TRAM5P0RT ISAVI:

A.H.Q. Egypt Personnel arrived W. S. 16.

'YYill form on arrival

,of personnel expected
(from U.K.
(Ministry Signal OX
(5253 dated 20 April.

See Air

2491.

2812o

/PART II

G.219858/IP/1/49
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PART I SQUADRONS

FIGHTERS

(policy - 35 Squadrons at 16 I.E.)

Squadron Type of a/c,
Ilo,

335 (reap) Hurricane I

C ommand/
Group

Consec.

jaot

Remarks

1. To re-arm Hurricane

II June,

A.H.Q. W.D.

Alsaoe (PP)

127 (rap)

2. To re-arm Hurricane

II June,

A.H.Q. W.D.

3. It
A.H.Q. Levant To re-airo Hurricane

II May/june
4. 274 It Hurricane II A B. A.H.Q. Y4D,

5. 33 It n II II

A.H.Q. W.D.

A.H.Q. W.D.
A.H.Q. Egypt

6. 238 II

Hurricane IIB.

Hiirricane II A B.1 (SAAP)

80 (rap)

7.

8. Hurricane IIC. t!
Pitted with V.H.P.W.D.

9. M
73 It II tl M ItII ft

10. 213 tl tl It tl

Egypt
It tl It

2 (SAAP)11. Tomahawks II W.D. To re-arm Kittyhawks
April/ilay.

12. 4 tl II tt II

13. 5 II II II

3 (raap)
II

94 (rap)

14. Kittyhawks II

15. 450 II tt I!

16. It If II

17. 112 It tl It It

18. 250 II II II

26019. II II II II

12620. II
Spitfires Malta

21. 249 It It

22. 185 II
Hurricane II

IIC.
II

It

23. 229 II II

24. 92 II
Spitfires A.H.Q, Egypt Re-arming

25. 34-5 II II II II tl

26. 7 (SAAP) Hurricane Bombers II It tt

SQU/J3R0NS EXPECTED PROM S.A.

3 (S/iAP)27. 207 Group At present in Union
shortly proceeding
East Africa.

NON-EPPECTIVE

41 (SAAP) Hartbeste28. 207 Group At present Garrison

Squadron, East Africa.

/29.

G.219858/EP/1/49
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II - SQUADRONS (contd.)

Command/Type of a/c.Consec. Squadron Remarks

Wo. No. Group

SQUADROrS EXPECTED FROM U.K.

29. 74 (rap)
30. 123

31. 134

32. 601
33. 603
34. 417(RCAP)

t!

U

E.T.A. W. S. 18 early
June (Air Ministry
(Signal OX 638 dated
(28 March).

Spitfires

(

SPARE NUMBERS

35. 251 (MP)

TWIN-ENGINED FIGHTERS

)(Policy - 7 Squadrons, 5 Coastal type
2 Night Fighter type)

16 I.E.

COASTAL TYPE

272 (RAP) 201 GroupBeaufighters1.
tt It

2. 252

3. 227

It It

It
Re-arming 7 May.
(No information as yet
(received relative to
(arrival and numbers of
(these two Squadrons,

11 IIII

4.

5.

NIGHT FIGHTER

A.H.Q. Egypt.89 (RAF) Beaufighter6.
II Re-arming early May.46

ItIIIt
7.

LIGHT BOMBERS

(Policy - 13 Squadrons at 24 I.E. - equivalent
to 19 Squadrons at I6 I.E.)

Squadrons at 24 I.E,.

1. 223 (rap)

Squadrons at I6 I_,E.

A.H.Q. W.D.Baltimores

24 (SAAP) A.H.Q. ¥f.D.Bostons2.
tt ti

12 tt tt
3.

8 (RAF)

244 (RAP)

A.H.Q. AdenBlenheims4.

1 Flight to re-arm
Blenheims,

Vincents A.H.Q. Iraq5.

/6.

G.2I9858/EF/I/49
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PART I SQUADROWS (contd.)

Type of a/c.Consec. Squadron Command/

Group
Remarks

No. No.

BE-ARMING IN RETTA.

6. 55 (rap)

21 (SAAP)

Baltimores A.H. Q, Egypt To re-arm mid-May.

7. I!

Re-arming Baltimores
early June.

Under training.
Re-arming Baltimores
mid-June,

8. 15 M

Blenheim Fighter W

9. 14 (rap) Blenheims n
Will re-arm with

Baltimores towards

end of June.

Awaiting aircraft.
10. Lorraine Blenheims A.H.Q. Levant

(P.P.)

NON-EPPECTIVE

16 (SiiAP)11. Forming in the Union.
It II M

E.T.A. M.E. June.

July.

Personnel expected from U.K. (Original personnel
withdrawn to form 89 Squadron).

ft ft12. 17 tt

52 (rap)13.

MEDIUM BOMBERS

9 Squadrons at 20 I.E. of which

4 Squadrons T.B.)
(Policy

37 (rap)1. Wellingtons 205 G-roup
382. n ft It

T.B,

T.B.3. 40 It It It

4. 70 ft M It It

5. 104 It It It

6. 108 It It tt
1 Pit. Liberators

4 I.E.
1487. It tt It It

8. 458 II It It

A.S.V. /r. B. Arriving
W. S.17 mid-May.
A.S.V./r.B.

II

9. 221 It II
201 II

HEAVY BOMBERS

(policy - 3 .Squadrons at 16 I.E.)

Liberators 205 Group1. (e.T.A. end
(llecember, 1942,
(

2. It It It

3. It It tt

liB. 159, 160 Squadrons (Liberators) and 220 Squadron (Portresses)
diverted to India.

/TORPEDO BOMBERS

G. 219858/rP/l/49
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FART I ~ SQUADRONS (contd.)

Conaec. Squadron Type of a/c. Command/
Group

Remarks

No. No.

TORFEDO BOMBERS

(policy - 4 Squadrons at 16 I.E.)

39 (RAF)1. Beauforts 201 Group
47 It2. II To re-arm Beaixforts

as soon as possible.
Temp, employed at
M.U.

(22 Squadron was
(diverted to India
(mid April,

3.

4.

GENERAL RECONNAISSANCE

(policy - 4 Squadrons at 16 I.E.)

1. 203 (rap)

2. 459 (RilAP)
3. 69 (rAB-’)

Blenheims 201 Group Re-arming with
Hudsons

Hudson Ill's

Marylands

(^ Squadron)

II II

Malta Re-arming with
Baltimores. To be

brought up to full
Sqdn. estab.

Temporarily H. Q. and
1 Flight Only.

13 (RHAF)4. Blenheims - Ansons 201 Group

ARJyg CO-OPERATION

(policy - 4 Squadrons at 18 I.E,)

1. 40 (SAAF)

2. 451 (RAAF)
3. 237 (Rhod.)
4. 208 (raf)

Tomahawks and

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

A.H.Q. W.D.

A.H, Q, Levant
Iraq,

A.H.Q. Y4D.

IIII

Tomahawks and

Hurricanes
Re-arming Delta
B.T.D. W.D. 7 May.

CLOSE SUPPORT

6 (RAF)5. Hurricanes

2 D's.
A.H.Q. Egypt Re-arming and train

ing at Shandur

FLYING BOATS

(Policy - 1 Squadron at 4 I«E, plus 1 I.R,)

1. 230 (RAF) Sunderlands 201 Group

P.S.U.

60 (SAAP) PSU. Marylands
2. 1434 Plight

1.

Blenheims
5 I.E. plus 2 I.R.A.H.Q. W.D.

A.H.Q.Levant 5 I.E. plus 2 I.R.

F.R,U.

(policy - 3 Flights of 4 I.E. Plus 2 I.R.)

1. 2 P.R.U. Spitfires One flight operating
W.D, Also holding
temporary Hurricane

/SIGNALS

H.Q. M.E.

G. 219858/EFA/49
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PART II - SQUADRONS (contd,)

Consec, Squadron Type of a/c. Command/
Croup

Remarks
No. No.,

SIGNAXS SQUADRONS

(6 Wellingtons.
(Policy - 1 Plight R.C.M. at 9 I.E. -(2 Electras.

(l Proctor.
2nd Plight R.D.P. at 6 I.E. Blenheims)

162 (eap)1. Vfellingtons
Blenheims

H.Q. M.E. Porming. Personnel
arriving W.S, 18 E.T.A.
mid June.

TRANSPORT SQUADRONS

(Policy X g"Squadrons at 24 I.E.)

216 GroupBombays216 (rap)1.

D.C.II's

267 Lodestars
1172. tt It It

2673. II 11 II

Temp, acting as
Comm. Sqn. Helio.
Temp. Servicing-
L. G, 224.

4. 147 H
Hudsons It It

1635. It Hudsons It It

|E.T.A. W,S,18 mid
^June. Air Ministry
.signal OX 5353 27/3.'6. 454 It It It It

GQjia/IUHICATION SQUADRON

(Policy - i Squadron at 24 I.E.)

173 (R/O?) (3 flights) Heliopol1. is Porming, Personnel
awaited from U. K.

34 (SA) Pit. Ansons1. 207 Group 5 I.E. per fit,
G.R. duties.35 II n It II

2. 1 G.R.U.

1425 Pit.
6 Y/ellingtons
Liberators

6 I.E.
U.K« to M.E. Service.

A.H. Q. Egypt
U.K.3.

BALLOON SQUAERONS

9711. Alexandria

Haifa

Beirut

Shallufa

Port Said

Kasfareet

Kantara

Aden - Port

Tewfik

9722.

3. 973
4. 974
5. 975
6. 976
7. 977
8. 1436 Pit.

9. 981 E.T.A. W.S. 18
mid June.

/Meteorological flights

G. 219858/EP/1/49
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PART II - SQUiiDROHS (contd.)

Type of a/c.Consec, S quadron_
No,

Command/
Group

Remarks
No.

METEOROLOGICAL PLIGHTS

lifll Pit.1. Gladiators H.Q. M.E.

(Heliopolis)
203 Group

(Khartoum)
A. H.Q. Levant

(Ramleh)
207 Group

(Nairobi)

Not included in

programme.
2. 1412 It n

3. 1413 t1 tt M

4. 1414 II tt tt rt

PART III

UNITS NOT INCLUDED IN M.E. COMMAND PROGRAMME

F.A.A. SQUADRONS

Op'erating with R.A.P.

1. 700 V/alrus 201 Group,
2. 773 II n

8053. Martlett

Swordfish

It

8154. It ft

8265. n It II

6. 821 IIAlb ac ore 3

Pulmars

II

8897. II II

I^TA

221 Detachment Wellingtons A.S.V. 1 Pit. A.S.V. 4
aircraft.

P.A.A.828 Swordfish

Albacores

Hurricanes

830 It

1435 Pit. Night Fighter Pit,

G. 219858/rp/l/49



APPENDIX XI

Copy No* 24MOST SECRET

WEEKLY SIAffi - MEDDLE EAST

1W~£t~22,5.H2

Distribution: C.A.S. (5), S.of S.,V.C.A.S., A.M.S.O., A. C.A. S. (O) . ,A.G.A. S, (G) . ,
D.of Plans, D.W.O., D.G.E., D.D.E.l, D.0.0ps.(2), D.S.M. ,D.D.O.P
State Room, D.D.O.II, Plans 2, 0.7, G.S.U., Librarian, 3.6(2),
War Room (2), W.0.3, W.O.5., Pile.

EGYPT (Including Levant Area, Sudan and Aden)

♦  I

;Total Na

of Sqns,
formed &

forming

Aircraft in

Command (g^
Cat. I Gat. Cat. Cat.

jArrivals
during
week

I.E.Type
Totalof Remarksper

Aircraft Sqn. I.E.

A B C D

M(o) (d) (e) (f) M(a) M
FIGHTERS

Spitfire
Hurricane

Tomahawk

(x)Por ex
planation of
Gats.A,B,C
& D, see
issue of this

State dated

24.4*42

16 168 128 2 11 3
16 64 18208 273 83 12313
16 48 2959 373

966 16 98137 8734Kitl^hawk
Gladiator

Beaufighterfs)
Beaufightei\C)
HEAVY BOMBERS

26 10 11

16 112 32 18 5

6416 16 I 11 244
I

Liberator 3  i
LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV

Boston

Maryland
Baltimore

Beaufort (tb)
MEDIUM BOMBERS

Wellington
ARMY CO-OP.

Hurricane (AC)
Ly Sander
G.R(F.3. )
Sunderland

G.R/(L.P. )
Hudson

1
61672 90 j 52 85243

96 224 51 15 174 4
12 1117

24 128 8 51 24 24 21

82 12 24 5 34 9

16 67180 108 1320 449

(incl. in Pigpters)
15 14 8

18 543

6 11 4 4

616 6  12 132 12

1062 869 i354 '335TOTAL(Operational) 6l 311 51

TRANSPORT
2 24Valentia

16 14Bombay
Lodestar

Douglas D.C.2
D.H. 86

12 2 2

11

11

TO TAL( TRANSPORT)! 733 i 9

'TAL -  1062 902 I363 1335G] 61 518 51
EGYPT I

MALTA

FIGHTERS

Spitfire
Hurricane

Beaufighter
G.Rr(L.P.)
Baltimore
LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV

I^PPIUM BOMBERS
Wellingion

TOTAL

1616 18 1732 432

1616 12 3491
23

16161

2

64 60 1729 -  504

G.219858/j^V/1/49



APPEiroiX XI (Page 2)
MOST SECRET

ADEN

Arri
vals

diiring
week

Aircraft in
Cantnand

Total No.

of Sqns.
formed &

forming

I.E.Type
RemarksTotalof per

Sqn. CatDCat,A Cat.B GateAircraft I.E.

(k)(j)if) (g) (h)(e)(a)(o)(b)(a)

LIGHT BOMBERS

Blenheim IV All details will

be included under

Egypt section in
1  future.

24241

-  i 24 jTOTAL (ADEN) 1

IRAQ

FIGHTERS

~ Gladiator
LIGHT BOIiQERS
Blenheim IV

Vincent

Audax

mDIUM BOMBERS

V^eTTTn^on“
ARMY GO-OP.

Hurricane'

(a)lncl, 1
Blenheim I

42 3

(a)7 1 748242

(b)No
return

received

225

(b)-§-

3

58 412121

216o 1022
TOTAL (IRA.Q) 3

TRANSPORT
(b)No
return

received

21
Wellesley
Valentia

Bombay
Lode star

(}))-(b)-

21
TOTAL (transport)

GRAND TOTAL(IRAQ)

+

TT2360 11223

EAST AFRICA

FIGHTERS

Hurricane

Kittyhawk
LIGHT BOMBER

Blenheim IV

Baltimore

No serviceability
state is received

from East Africa

16 322

16161

24241

72T0TAL(EAST AFRICA) 4

j shown under the type to which they will eventually
Some squadrons are non-operational whilst re-arming.

Squadrons are
re-arm. 1

Note:

(Sgd.) R,P. MUSGRiiVE WHITHilVl

D.W.O.
W.0.7

29.5.42

G.219858/JY//1/49
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SECRET

inDDLE Eii.ST SX^iTE - LIST OP SQULiDRONS

SOUTH AMD

EAST APRICA

LEVANT

AREA

EGYPT IvViLTA ADEN IRAQ SUDAN TOTALS ILElWiRKS

FIGHTERS

Spitfire 126,24992, 145, 74, 123, 134,
417(Can.), 601, 603
3 (RAAP), 94, 112, 260
450(RAAP), 250
1(SA), 73, 80, 213, 238,
274, 335(Gk.),6,229, 33,
16(SA), Alsace.
2(SA), 4(SA), 5(SA)
89, 46
227, 252, 272, 251

10

3(SA)

7(SA) 41(SA)

Kittyhawk 7

Hurricane 185 16127

Tomahawk

Be auf igh te i-s (p )
"  (Coastal)

3

-) 6

-)
LIGHT BOIBERS

15 (SA)Blenheim IV 11 8 652,2A4 Lorr

aine

Baltimore

Beaufort (tb)
Boston III)
Maryland )

IvffiDIUlvI BOMBERS

223 17(SA) 2

39, 47. 2

, 24(SA), 5512
4

21

LYe llington 37, 38, 40, 70, 104, 108
148 , 458(RAAP), 221

40(SA), 208

9

ARIvIY (X-OESRATION

Hurricane

G.R.(P.B.)
Sunderland

G.R. (L.P. )
Baltimore

Hudson

237(RHD) 451 (JMP) 4

230 1

69 1

459(RAAP), 203 2

58TOTAL 4 1 3 4 3 73
¥70777“
22.3.42

G.219858/J¥/1/49
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AEPEHDIX XII (Page 1)

AIRCRilFT REIHPORCEIVENTS - IUDDLE EAST COMMAND

MIDDLE EAST M/iLTA GIB.1%2

EX. UNITED KINGDOM

GRANDEX,
BYBY SEA EX.U.K. EX.U.K.UNITED

STATES

TOTALALR
BY TOTALBY

VIA VfflST

AFRICA

VIA ADEN

SUDAN,
SUEZ.

VIA Misa

PORTS

VIA SEA SEA

MED.

134 8 105 81 328 21FEB. 349

469127 42 122 154MAR. 24445

6118 122 1 414133 334 79APR.

}

63 96 41 387MAY 42 98 299 47

G. 219858^0/49
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APEEMDIX ~XII (Page 2)

DETAILS OF AIRCRAET ERECTIOW AMD DELT'^/ERY OP AIRCRAFT (PEB, 1942 - MAY 1942)

YfflST APRIGAN REINPORCEMENT ROTTE TAKORADI ARD lAGOS

AIRCRi'iPT YiRRIVALS iiMD DESPATCHES TO MIDDLE EAST

Delivered to Middle East

Blenheim Maryland Tomahawk Kittyhawk Spitfire BeaufighterMonth Arrived at

Port

Hurricane Boston Beaufort Miscellane ous Total

Peb. 144 117 23 1 2 143

76March 72 130 50+ 4 161

6April 131 115 9 2 7 1 140

96 658May 7 3 3 77
I

All Bostons were erected at Lagos - too large for harbour facilities at Takoradi -
M.E. file S.53379 refers.

General reference. Operations Record Book, R.A.P. Station, Takoradi,

G.219858/JW/1/49
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AEPENDIXXCI (Page 3)

PORT SmDAN ASSEMBLY UNIT.

AIRCRAPT output DURING PERIOD.

Stock at End

of Period,

Aircraft Arrivals

During Period,
Period Ending. Spitfire HurricajneTomahawk Kittyhawk Baltimore Anscjn Other Types TotalBoston

62 123 12783 427 Feb, 1942

58 5812927 Mar, 1942

24 Apr. 1942

125

10 851 7480 124

6 62162 27 251 329 May, 1942 100

6388 2821 5 35 3 332477TOTAL FOR PERIOE

■  ■

G.219858/JW/1/49.
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AEEENEIX Xil (page 4)
SPITFIRE REn^PORGEiiiEiNiT OE MLm BY AISORAPT CAEEHER.

FEBRUARY 1942 - MY 1942.

NO. OP

AIRCRAFT

LOADED

DATE

I04DING

U.K.

DATE

FLOWN

NAME OP

OEERATIQl'f
NO. OF AIRCR/iFT

affiARim PLOY/N

CARRIER OFF ARRIVED

TYPE

AIRCRAFT

NAME TYPE
ESCORTING

AIRCRAFT
REI\aRKSOPOP

OFF
CARRIER OPERATION

U.K.

15 or 169.2.42 7.3.42 Eagle Carrier Blenheim 15 15SpitfireQuarter

Spotter MaltaVB

l6 +Scantling)
Picket (1))

21.3.42

29.3.42

9 9 Malta +15 aircraft not embarked at

Gibraltar left for future

disposal. See Bowery L.B.
18.5.42.

Operation cancelled.

SgltfiiE VB Argus

28.2.4231 or

Picket (2)) Blenheim 7 7Eagle Carrier

24.3.42

arranged

10.4.42

fl
32Gilman

46 +20.4.4247 Spitfire Wasp No air

e scort

47 47 + 1 missing - Sgt. Walcott,
First operation of this type
without air escort.

Calendar

Newman 10

Oppidan )
Bowery )

Hansford)
Bowery )

47 9.5.42 Spitfire Wasp 47 47No air

e scort
+ 1 crashed on ship. 1 landed
in Africa, 1 landed in sea

1 crashed on landing.
Aircraft for 60I and 603
squadrons.

VB

60 +
Malta

17 Eagle 17 17

16 16 i  16 1618.5.42Hansford

Bowery L.B.
Spitfire Eagle 2 Sunder

land
Taking I5 Spitfires

remaining from Picket.Malta

TOT/lL ARRIVED

M4LTA.

153
I

G.219858/JW/1/49.
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AFPmroiX XIII

(a) SECRETESTIMTED AXIS AIR STRENGTH IN

NORTH AFRICA/LffiDITERRAlMEM
THEATRE AS AT 26TH IvlAJ. 19U2

(Appendix 'B* to H«Q.R.A.F.M.E. Weekly Intelligenoe
Siinimarv No. 101)

GER]:.-LAN AIR FORGE

Summaty of Estimated Totals of Aircraft by Types
26th May. 1 %2

Mediteri--anean Area

TOTALTYPEPLACE AIRCRAFT

JU.88

JU.88/Me.110/He.111
JU.87
Me.109
Me.110

Me.110/Me.109

10LIBYA Bombers

Bomber Recce.

‘Dive Bombers

S.E. Fighters
T.E. Fighters
Army Co-op. and Photo. Recce.

15

70
120

25
20

260TOTAL:

60JU.88

JU.88/He.111
Me.109

SICILY Bombers

Bomber Recce.

S.E. Fighters

30

65

155TOTAL:

Ju.88, He.11.
AEADO, He.59,
He.60, T.8.W.

105Bomber and Bomber-Recce.

Coastal

GREECE

35

JU.88

Me.109
Me.110

JU.88

40Bombers and Bomber-Recce.

S.E. Fighters

T.E. Fighters
Night Fighters

CRETE

5
5

30

220TOTAL:

635GRAND TOTAL:

Estimated Serviceability is about 50% I.E.

/ITAUM AIR FORCE

G.219858/EJW/1.49.
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ITALIAN AIR FORCE

(Appendix 'C* to H.Q.R.A.F.M.E. Weekly Intelligence
Summary Ho.10il "

Summary of Estimated Totals of Aircraft by Types
26th May. 1 9L2

Mediterranean. Area

PLACE AIRCRAFT TYPE TOTAL

Torpe*io Bombers
Fighters

LIBYA

Vfest

Sector

3.79

G.50
CR.42

6

45)
72

27)
Recce, and Army Co-op. 6)S.79

S.81 6 24
CA.311

Cant. Z.5OI, )
Cant. Z.506 )
S.74, 3.75, 3.81, S.82.

12

Seaplanes
10

Transport 20

TOTAL: V/est Sector 132

LIBYA

East

Sector

Bombers

Torpedo Bombers
Fighters

CZ.IOO7

S.79

CR.42
Me.200

Me.202

Gant. Z.IOO7

CA.311

Cant. Z.5OI

24

24

72)
72) 216
72

Recce, and Army Co-op. 6)
12)

Seaplanes /-
o

TOTAL: East Sector 288

SAHARAN

(Based in
West

Sector)

Recca and Cormunication GHIBLIS

CAPRONIS (Various
SAVOIAS (Various)

45

TOTAL: SAHARAN 45

SARDINIA S.79, 3.84
CZ.IOO7

CR.42, G.50
R0.37

CZ.501, CZ.506

Torpedo Bombers
Bomber Recce.

Fighter
Recce, and Army Co-op.
Seaplanes

40
12

27
12

24

TOTAL: SARDINIA 115

SICILY 36Bombers

Torpedo Bomber
Bomber-Recce,

Fighters

Recce, and Army Co-op.
Seaplanes

CZ.IOO7, BR.20
S.79, 3.84
3.79

CR.42, G.50 Me.200, RE.2001
CA.311

CZ.501, CZ.506

24

24
81

12

30

TOTAL: SICILY 207

/DODECANESE

G.219858/EJW/I.49.
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SECRET

PLACE AIRCRAFT TIPE TOTAL

DODECANESE

ISLANDS
Torpedo Bombers
Bomber-Recce.

Fighters
Seaplanes

3.79

CZ.1007

CR.42, G.50
CZ.5OI, CZ.506,
R0.43, R0.1*4

TOTAL: DODECAI'TESE

ISLANDS

16

24

45
12

6

103

GREECE Fighters
Recce.

Seaplanes

36GR.42, Me.200
RO.37, CA.3II
CZ.5OI, CZ.5O6

12

6

54TOTAL: GREECE

Bombers

Fighters
Recce.

ALBANIA BR.20

CR.42

RO.37, GA.3II

24
and 9

YUGOSLAVIA 72

TOTAL: ALBANIA and

YUGO-SLAVIA 105

1049GRAND TOTAL:

Above figures are based on folloi/ving Establishment figures :-

)Bombers

Bombe]>-Recce.

Recce.

Seaplanes

6 aircraft per squadron

)

8 aircraft per squadron
9 aircraft per squadron

Torpedo Bombers
Fighters

Average estimated serviceability, 50%.

(t) GERtvIAN AIR FORGE STRENGTH IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA
AS AT 31 ST MAY. 1942

(Compiled from Enemy Records by A.H.B.6)

SERVICEABLE AIRCRAFTTYPE OF AIRCRAFT TOTAL STRENGTH

1014Close Range Recce,
Long-Range Recce.
Fighters S.E.
Night Fighters
T.E. Fighters
Bombers

Dive Bombers

Transports
Meteorological Recce.
Coastal

3667
176 99

56 12

68 34
124223
3177
68104
49

61 37

841 455TOTAL:

G.219858/EJW/I.49.



AEPENDIX XIV

SECEBT

MOST SECRET AND PEES ONi\L GQPT NO.

D.C. (42) 25

16 Peb. 1942.

DEFENCE COMMITTEE

MALTA

jferoorandum by Deputy Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief

The history of the air defence of Malta is briefly as follows

Owing to the potential scale of Italiain air attack on the Island, it
was originally not considered feasible to use Malta as a Base for a Striking

- lorce. After the Italians commenced air attacks on the Island, however,
steps were taken to introduce one Squadron of Hurricane Fighters and these,
combined with an increased scale of A.A. defence, proved capable of dealing
^th the rather half-hearted attenpts of the Italians to neutralise the
island by air action. In consequence of the success of the Fighter and
A.A. defence, it was decided to establish 2 Heavy Bomber Squadrons and
later 2 Light Bomber Squadrons for attack on the Italian mainland, Tripoli
^d sea communications. We did this with some reluctance as we realised
that If this Air Striking Force proved effective, we should force the eneny
to take counter measures against the Island, which might well jeopardise
Its continued use as a Naval Base or as a Staging Post in the Mediterranean
Air Reinforcement Route, v/hljah is vital to the Air Force here.

1.

2, When the Germans started to move their land forces into Tripolitania,
they took steps to neutralise our Air Striking Force at Ifelta by switching
German air forces across to Sicily, In this they were successful and we
were forced to withdraw both our Bomber Force and Plying Boat Unit from
Malta, owing to the heavy losses we incurred on the ground. Subsequently
the greater part of the German air forces were transferred away from Sicily)
and, we were able^ (with the help of increased aerodrome space and dispersal
areas) to establish again an Air Striking Force at Malta, and subsequently
a Naval Striking Force also was added after the Fighter Squadrons in Malta
had been increased to 3 and the A.A. defence further augmented. The success
of this Naval Striking Force and Air Striking Force operating from Malta
during the past few months has forced the Germans to augment once again the
strength of their Air Force in Sicily, obviously with the purpose of
neutralisi^ our Naval and Air activities from mta, particularly against
Rommel’s line of communications.

3. The scale of bombing attack and fighter support Y/hich the Germans have
been able to devepp against Malta in the past two months has led to the
present serious situation, in that we are once again faced with the necessity
of reducing or wholly withdraYYing our Air Striking Force and possibly Naval
Striking Forces from Malta, Some six Tweeks ago we did in fact withdraw
one Ble^eim ̂ d one Wellington Squadron from Malta because the scale of
eneny air action, combined v/ith the unserviceability of aerodromes due to
wet weather, was causing us too many losses of aircraft on the ground.
These losses, and losses of reinforcing aircraft in transit, continue at
steady rate.

a

/l discussed

G.219858/TC/1/49
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situation while in London, and on the 9th of this

c  Squadrons at Ivfelta to a total of 6, 5 of which would be
Spitfires and 1 Hurricane IIC for night defence.
4.•in problem requires examination. There is no doubt but that it

°P®""^® 5 Fighter Squadrons from ̂ 2a,^th^
iTfoJ.T^'T Striking Force consideSbfy ^Ls it
a“on?ar“l e.tna’^aenodnon.
5.

resou^oes^'b^S 'availableresources, but in any case several months must elapse before it will bepossible to establish 5 Spitfire Squadrons in MaltL ConJoy LSstaL
aircraft spares into Malta from this end

mL L tSr"’ • °^yjery few Spitfire spares have been sent to
o  which recently arrived from the West,

to fly Spitfires from here to Malta will Our ability
depend on the military situation*

6. Too much inportance should not be attached
Hurricane Squadrons with Spitfires.
No. 84, the

to re-arming of Malta
.  . ^ was made clear in J.P.S. Paper

_  ̂ provision of Fighters with superior performance to
H^ic^ is only one of the measures necessary to improve the situation
n«htS°s:rbbf iXiouTo z^tor the"fighters that they can achieve nothing, and. we are taking certain stens to
fS operationally more effective. We do not toow
f r certain t^t the Spitfires, when they arrive, will operate
only under these climatic conditions.

the

satisfact-

7. Over and above everything that we can do now and
the future to increase the Fighter strength
that even if

may be able to do in

^  oi" Malta, it must be recognised
achieve the conplete 6 Squadrons proposed, it will still

possible for the enemy to produce a superior single-seater Fighter
Force over Malta, if he is willing to maintain such
Sicilian

we

a superior force in the
area, as he is doing at present.

8. The course which is immediately open to us is to increase the
number of Hurricane Squadrons in Malta at the e.q)ense of the number of

area, and at the cost of a pro-rata diminution
of Air Striking Force on the Island.

9. I5> to date 7 Fighter Squadrons have been diverted from the Middle
East to the Far East, and a total of 320 Fighter aircraft have been either
despat^ed or diverted from here. The Chiefs of Staff have now directed
us to despatch 2 more conplete Hurricane Squadrons to Burma; the R.N,
Hurric^e Squadron has had to be disbanded owing to the wa.thdrawal of the
R.N. Fighter pilots by C.-in-C. Med., and it is understood that C.-in-C.
^d. may also be required to withdraw his Fulmar and Martlett F.A.A.
Squadrom. In the circumstances it is considered that the despatch to
Malta of a further 3 Squadrons at the present time would jecpardiee the
air situation in the Delta and Western Desert.

&.219858/TC/1/49
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ARRMGEJ/iENTS FOR CiyiLIM LAEQTTR ON AIRFIEIDS
IN MALTA '

MOST SECRET Cipher Message Polio:- 49410
IN

mid.EAST (r) troopers for
SECRETARY OP STATE for COLONIES
and CHIEPS of STAPP

GOVERNOR MALTA

HE/167 AQA 1341

Tor-
21/3/42
T.0.0.

T.O.R. 2140/21
Correction

received 0110/22
Prom: -

No:-

MOST IMMEDIATE

Your telegram CC/3 of 20/3

ONE.

As stated in my telegram AQA 1257 of 17/3 to TROOPERS (r) MID.EAST,
I am taking steps to form one labour battalion for work in unhealthy
places. Difficulties of accommodation aund of providing Officers and
NCOS as well as requirements of other essential services, limit
numbers v/hich can be conscripted in this way.

TWO.

In addition conplete register of Civilian Workers hais been con5)lied
and preparations made to call up groups of them to work as Civilian
Units wherever required and whether for Services or Government.
These groups will NOT however be under Mlitaiy Discipline,
of State for Colonies is aT/are of my intention to establish
Con53Ulsory Civilian Labour in this form. Defence Regulations giving
necessary povvers have been agreed and will be issued on 24th March.
Pending formation of Labour Battalion mentioned in para, one, gangs
of Civilian workers, formed under these regulations from residents in
villages near aerodromes, will be put to work on aerodromes as
required and will be available in about 14 days from issue of
regulations.

Secretary

THREE

Subjection of aerodromes to frequent and heavy bombing and absence of
slit trenches or any form of shelter for Civilian labour on aerodronBs
obviously present difficulties in way of securing continuous work from
undisciplined workers. Nevertheless, pending formation of Civilian
Units under Defence Regulations, considerable numbers of volunteer
workers have been obtained by offer of higher than normal pay and these
have been working regularly on aerodromes for last six days,
many police as can be spared are assisting*

As

POUR.

I realise very fully necessity of maintaining aerodromes and of
safeguarding aircraft on the ground and everything possible is being
and will be done to secure necessary labour,
make on HQ RAPs letter mentioned in your telegram and these will follow
as soon as possible.

I have some comments to

DDSD 3 ACTION
M of S 2

CGS 2

DAG 1

AOC in C 1

PS(C) for C in C 2
RN GHQ for C in C MED 2
DQMG
DAOC in C 1

1 C.4. 0340/22
T.T. 0410/22 GCMH.

G. 21 9858/TC/I/49
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AEPENDIX XVI

ESTOaMlD,. DEFICIENCIES EOR THE NORTHERN ERONT
AS AT 1 APRIL 1942

CIPHER IffiSSAGE
OUT

To : TROOPERS

Prom: MIDEAST

GJP/42811 28/12

1. Zgllgwijjg for Minister of Defence, and Chiefs of Staff from Middle Eaat
Cogggittee in continuation paragraph 6 (6) MIDEAST GJP/42778

,(GJ^7^8) of 27/12

2. Estimated position in regard to minim'um security requirements ‘
including IRAQ and IRAN at 1 (l) April I942 (1942) is as follows (.)

Main requirement is to increase Cruiser strength to

in MIDE

3. NAVAL FORCESr.'I

8(8)(

AST

.)

LAND FORCES(.) Total estimated requirements

(a) For Northern Front includi:
4 (4) Armed Divs(,) 15 (l

4*

IRAQ and IRAN an

are : -

d G.Ii.Q, Reserve(.)
Inf Divs(.)

(h) For Western Desert(,) 1 (l) ArmdDiv(,) 2 (2) Inf Divs(.)

(c) Total 5 (5) Armd Divs(,) 17 (17) Inf Divs(.)

5. Estimated available by 1 (l) April I942 (1942)(,) excluding allied
contingents and internal security units :-

(a) IRAQ and IRAN (,) ̂  (|) Armd Div(,) 2 (3) Inf Divs(.)

(d) MIDEAST(,) 3 (3) ArmdDivs(,) 10 (lo) Inf Divs(.)

(c) Total 3^^ (31") Armd Divs(,) I3 (I3) Inf Divs(,)

6. Thus deficiency is (l^) Armd Divs and 4 (4) Inf Divs(.)

In the event of our sending forces to TURKEY and occupying TRIPOLITANIA
we shall be faced with a serious shortage of A.A. units(.)

8- AIRI^p/.) Estimated stre^th 1 (l) April 1942 (1942) Squadrons L.R.P.
n  ̂ ^2)(,) M.B. 8 (8)(,) H.B. 2 (2)(,) T.B. 4(4)(.)
G.R, 22(22) (,) A.Cl, 5 (5)(,) A.S.V. Wellington  1 (l)(,) total 65-g-

9. Permanent commitments EGYPT( ,) LIBYA( ,) MALTA( ,) ADEN( .) CYPRUS( ,)
PAMSTIKEf p SYRIA -Squa^ons L.R.F. 5 (5) (,) S.R.P. I7 (l7)(,) L.B. 6(6)(,)

1  '? 4) (») G-.R, 2-g- (2-^)(,) A.S.V. Wellington 1(1)(,) total 42-5 (42^)(.)

7.

10. Required for Northern Front Squadrons L.R.P. 2 (2)(,) S.R.F. 18 (l8)(.)
L.B. 13 (p)(>) G.R. 1 (l)(,) M.B. 2 (2)(,) T.B. 1 (!)(,) A.C. 6(6) (,) total 43
l43; squadrons(.)

Vfe shall thus be 20 (20) squadrons short of our requirements for the
Northern Front(,)
11.

/12.G. 219858/IF/1/49
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TT please arrange to pass most immediate to Ministry of Defence
in U.S.A.

12.

IN CIPHER ONLY

/ft

IvDST IMMEDIATE

(Sgd.) R.P. CORNWALL JONES Lt.Col.
for Lt-Gen

C.G.S. T.O.O. 1015 G,M.T.

Distn : M, of S.
C,-in-C, Med,
G.-“in~C, M,E,P,
A, 0»C,—in**C,

1 D,A,0,C•“in“C,
R.N. G.H.Q.
D.D,Plans

Lt-Col. CORNWALL JONES 1

1

1

1

2

1

1

*

i

N

G.219858/IP/I/49
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AEEEEEIX XVII

ORDER OF BATTU:

OFER/lTIOmL SQUADROIS IN THE WESTERN DESERT AND EGYPT, 26 MAY 19^2

O.L.G.

AIR HEADQUARTERS VIE3TERM DESERT - ADVANCED GA^BUT,
REAR mATEii BAGUSH

■  B.L.G.Aircraft Function.  unit

El AdemGambutNo. 211 Group

Gambut Sat. No. 2Sldl Kanelsh (115)Mo. 235 Wing
Squadrons

GambuS Sat. No. 2 Fighter,
Fighter-bomber
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter,
Fighter-bomber

Sldl Haneish (115)KIttyhawkNo. 2 S.A.A.F.

Gambut, Sat. No. 2
Gambut Sat. No. 2
Gambut Sat. No. 2

SIdi Haneish (115)
Sidi llanelEh (H5)
Sldl Hhneish (115)

No. k S.A.A.F.
No. 5 S.A.A.F.
No. 260

TomahavAc

UittjteKk
XI ttyhawk.

Gambut Sat. No. 1Sldl Haneish (102)No. 259 Nlng
Squadrons
Nbs. 3 R.A.A.F.,) Klttyhavik
k50 R.A.A.F.,
112, 250

I-b. Zh3 Wing
Squ«drons

’ No. .33
No. 73
No. 80

No. 145
No. 274

)
)

Hurricane

Gambut Sat. No. 1Sidi Hanelsli (102) Fighter,
Fighter-bomber

Qasaba (13) Oambut

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter,
Fighter-bomber

Gambut Ihln

El Aden
Garabut I&ln

Gambut IB In

Oasaba (13)
Qasaba (13)
Qasaba (13)
Helwan

Gambut

IIA & B

Hurricane IIA, B & C
Hurricane IIC

Spitfire
Hurricane IlA & B

Kaaten Bagush

Qotlfly's (21)
Qptlfiya (21)
i'!aktlla

BahelraNo. 3 S.A.A.F. Wing
Squadrons

No. 12 S.A.A F.
No. 24 S.A.A.F.
No. 223

Light-bomber
Light-bomber
Light-bomber

Baheira

Baheira

Baheira Sat.

Boston III

Boston III

Baltimore

Detached Ifestern Desert

Squadrons
No. 2'08' ~

No.'40 S.A.A.F.
No. 1437 S.R.
Flight

Army Co-op.
Army Co-op.
Strat/Recce.

Hurricane'S: Tomahawk
Hurricane & Tomahawk

i-hrylands &
BaltImores

Sidi Azeiz

Sidi Azeiz

Naktila (121)

El Adem

El Adem

AIR HEADO.UARTERS EGYPT, CAIRO

lanalllaNo. 250 Wing
Squadrons ~
No. 1 S.A.A.F.

No. eg
No. 1 G.R.U.

Hurricane IIA2/
Beauflghter
Wellington D.W. 1

Port Said

Abu Sueir N.

lanallla

Fighter
Night Fighter
General Recce.

No. 252 Wing
Squadrons

No. 213-
No. 46

Hex

Fighter
Night-fighter
(forming)

Hurricane

Beaufighter
Edcu

Edcu

No. 234 Vflng
Squadrons

No. 5 S.A.A.F.
No. 238
Nc. 335(H)
No. 805 F.A.A.
No. 889 F.A.A.
Alsace

ffiaatcn Bagush

Sidi Haneish (1I5)
Sidi Hanelsh (102)
Qotaflya (20)
(^taflya (20)
Fuka Sat. (I6)
Fuka Sat. (16)

Toraahav;k

Hurricane I

Hurricane I

Ifcrtlet

Fulmar II

Hurricane

Sldl Azeiz
Cainbut MB in

Fighter
Fighter
Fighter
Fighter (Coastal)
Fighter (Coastal)
Fighter

Detached A.H.O,. Egypt
Squadrons
N5T94 Kl i-feriut (One Flight at Port Said

under No. 250 Wing)
Fighterttyhawk

No. 60 S.A.A.F.
No. 162
No. 267
N. Det.

Nary''land
K'ellington
Various

Hurricane I

Heliopolis
Bllbels

Heliopolis
Hurghada

Photo. Survey Uhlt
R.C.H. & R.D.F.

Transport
Fighter

(1534-1) i57 SECRET
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Unit Aircraft B.L.O. FunctionO.L.G.

HO.. 20p GROUP ISI-IAILIA

No. 231 Wing
Squadrons
n6. 37
No. 70
No. 108

Qotaflya

Gabrlya (09)
Qptaflya (10i|)
Gabrlya (09)

Daba (106)

Data (106)
Daba (106)

Wellington IC
Wellington IC
Wellington

Medium-bomber

Medium-bomber

Medium-bomber

No. 236 Wing
Squadrons

No. loii
Nb. 148

Wellington II
Wellington I

Medium-bomber

Medium-bomber

Mo. g58 Wine
Squadrons

noTI?^

No. 40

Shallufa

Wellington IC

Wellington IC

Shallufa Medium & Torpedo-
bomber

Medium-bomberShallufa

NO. 201 GROUP ALEXANDRIA

No. 235 Wing
Squadixins

No. 36 Det..
Ito. 205.'Det.

Detached No. 201 Group
Squadron's

No. 2 Y.s.

No. 13 (H)

Be

Do

(05)SidI Barranl Bu Amud

aufort

Blenheim, iferyland
Sldi Barren I

Sldl Barranl
(05) Torpedo-bomber

General Recce.(05)

rnler

Blenheim IV

Aboulclr

I-hrlut (86)
General Recce.
General Recce, and
Ant-Shipplng
Torpedo-bomber
General Recce.
Night Fighter
General Recce.

Fighter (Coastal)
Fighter (Coastal)
General Recce.
General Recce.
Sea Rescue

No. 39
No. 203
No. 227
No. 230
No. 252

No. 272
No. 459
No. 221

Sea Rescue

mrlut (66)
Burg El Arab
Glanaclis

Aboukir

Edcu

Beaufort I & II

Blenheim & teryland
Beauflghter
Sunderland

Eeauflghter
Beauflghter
Hudson (III)
A.tS.V. Wellington
Wellington IC

Sidl Barrani (05)
(39)

Qasaba (10)
Cgjsaba (10)Edcu

Burg El Arab (40)
Affllriya (89)
Fuka S£.t. (16)

Fleet Air Arm

Squadrons
Noisis
No. 821 .
No. 826

maten Bagush (14)
Zirala (68)
Zlrnla (68)

The following squadrons moved up as re-inforceinents during June;-

A.S.V. avordfish
Albacore

Albacore

General Recce.

Shipping Strike
Shipping Strike

No. 6
No. 601
i'Jo. 1/i
No. 159

Hurricane IID

Spitfire
Blenheim IV

Liberator

Close Support
Fighter
Llght-boitber
Heavy-bomber

A detachment of U.S.A.A.F. Liberators also operated in June.
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ORDER OP BATTLE

OEmiAM AIR FORCE IN i'lEPITERRAJEAIT - 20 I^Y 1942

rP-

Greece and Crete North AfricaSicily

Ul
VO Establish'- Strength

ment
Establish- Strength

ment

Service

ability

Establish

ment

Service

ability
Strength Service

ability

Close Eecceo 9 1021

Long Range Recce, 2824- 17 12 5 129 13 11

SoE. Fighters 42^ 57 28 16410 5 135 95

Night Fighters 183559

M

ToE, Fighters 5652 32
o

78 68Bombers 118 1659 32 152 11 7

Dive Bombers 90 71 54

36Coastal 49 32

146TOTALS 144 77 221 128 338 209239 312

Establish- Strength
ment

Service

ability

f olloYi/s; 106 60There were also tvro transport units in the Mediterranean,
Their locations are not knoY.’n,

Note; 35as

Enemy Documents, (6),
H
H
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APPEM)IX XIX

ORDER OF BATTLE

imiM AIR FORCE IN THE CENTRAL MEDITERRANEAN - MAY 19^2

UNIT A/C TYPE STRENGTH SERV.LOCATION

SARDINIAN AIR FORCE

(H.Q. Cagliari)

36th Stonno (I08th Gruppo

(109th Gruppo

Boabers S.84 15 7Deolmomannu

S.79 2 2

S.8h 1h 11Declmomannu

S.79 3 2

I6th Stonao 51st Gruppo
130th Aut. Torpedo
Bomber Groippo

17Alghero
Cagliari

Cz 1007b 7
17S.79 9

68 38

Fighters 2kxh Aut. Gruppo C.R,i!t2 41Cagliari 32
18G.50 19

60 50

AEGEAN AIR FORCE

(H.Q. Rhodes)

47th Stormo (106th Gruppo
(
(107th Gruppo
41st Torpedo
Bomber Gruppo

Bombers 4Gadurra -

Marltza
Gadurra

Gadurra

Cz 1007b 12

Cz 1007b 12 5
16 11S.79

40 20

Fighters 154th Aut. Gruppo C.R.42Rhodes 22 22

18G.50 17

C.R.42Rhodes Interceptor Gadurra
Section

6 5

46 44

SICILI/lN AIR FORCE

(H.Q. Comlso)

loth Stormo p73rd Gruppo
{ 30th Gruppo
( 32nd Gruppo

Bombers 8Palermo C.R.25 5
It S.79 11 10
II S.79 9 9

4th Gruppo
50th Gruppo
55th Gruppo
88th Gruppo
132nd Torpedo
Bomber Gruppo
102nd Gruppo
33rd Gruppo

S.84Sclacca 13 8
4II Cz 1007b

B. R.20

B.R.20

11

Castelvetrano 413
tt 15 0

Cerblnl S.79 19 11

16 9
Viterbo 18 18Cz 1007b

78133

54th stonno ( 7th OruppoFighters (C.R.42
(M.C.200
(M.C.202

(C.R.42
M.C.200

M.C.202i

Castelvetrar.0 26 16
1830

3 2

(I6th Gruppo Castelvetrano 813
1650

7  5

2nd Aut. Cruppo Caltagli-une Re. 2001 33 11

377th Aut. Gr.
Gruppo Interceptor
Section

Re.2001
C.R.42

Palermo 13 3
9 7

164 86

5th SQUADRA AEREA
(North Africa)

Bombers 35th stormo ( 86th Gruppo
.  ( 95th Cruppo

131st Torpedo
Bomber Gruppo

133rd Torpedo
Bomber Gruppo

Cz 1007b )
Cz 1007b )

29 19Barce
II

K.2 (near
Benghazi)

Castel Benito

16S.79 13

16S.79 9

61 41

SECRET
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tt'ilT LOCATION A/C TYPK STRENGTH Si:RV.

5th SQUADRA AEREA - Contd.

Fighters ( 6th 'cruppo
(17th Gruppo

2nd Stormo ( 8th Gruppo
(13th Gruppo

/|th stormo ( 9th Gruppo
(10th Gruppo

50th Stormo 158th Gruppo
159th Gruppo

3rd Aut. Grupixi

1st Stormo Martuba

Martuba
M.C. 202)
M.C, 202 )

M.C. 200 )
M.C. 200 )

M.C. 202 J
M.C, 202 )

C.R. 42 )
C.R. 42 )

C.R, 42

49 40

Martuba

Martuba
60 42

Martuba

Martuba
56 56

Derna

Derna
23 21

27 27

K.2 (near
Benghazi)

22 1

17th Aut. Gruppo

150th Aut. Gruppo

II
G.50 1430

K.3 (near
Benghazi)

M.C. 200 25 25

I60th Aut. Gruppo ft

(C.R. 42
(G. 50

20 9
19 10

331 245

NOTE

The basic unit of the Italian Air Force was the Squadriglia
(Squadron). The initial establishment of a fighter squadriglia was
twelve aircraft. That of a bomber or long range reconnaissance
squadriglia was nine aircraft.

Three fighter squadx-iglie formed a Gruppo and two Gruppi went to
make up a Stormo. Two bomber squadriglie formed a Gruppo, two Gruppi
again going to make up a Stormo. In theory, therefore, a Stormo vras
approximately equivalent to a R.A.F. Group, and a Gruppo was approxi
mately equivalent to a E.A.F. V/ing, However, the average strength of a
fighter Stormo was normally not more than thirty, and of a bomber
Storrao, twelve to fifteen.

(15431)162
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Allocation of the Bomber Effort cbjring the Second Battle of Gazala and the Eetreat to El Alamein

vn
■F- 27 May - 30 June 13U2.

G-SO'UI© POKJiSAIRFIELDSIICSC.POETScn

(1) Crete/
Piraeus (1(1) W, Africa Worth AfricaCreteSicilian

Targets etc.
)ToInLik Derna TarantoBenghaziSORTIES

(2) 131838 40Heavy

Z^6A 3593148 37 793 23Medium

932127111911Light

M
h Total Sorties

PloY»n
J CO

1,30459114186 374143 11

1-3
HI

heayj &)
1, Q87 medium ) 547

light 540

Total tonnage
DroiDped

(2) 57656 90 480180 91- 7

(1) Denotes targets attacked specifically in support of the Malta convoy 'Vigorous’,

(2) Includes one attack on the Italian Fleet at sea by eight Liberators Td.tli 13 tons of H.E.

Sources: Wo, 205 Group, Wo, 3 S.AoAoP, -ing, and Squadrons O.R.B.s, and Appendices.
H
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■AEPI^IDIX XXI

Note on the Development of Ship to Aircraft
Radio/TelephonO Communication.

Before the war it was naval policy to enforce strict radio silence

in training exercises, Because security was considered to be of paramount
intportance, and ship/aircraft communication was not developed beyond
visual signalling with the Aldis lamp. Early in the war hov/ever, opera

tional experience emphasised the need for B/T commund-cation betv/een

naval escorts and reconnaissance and filter (i
aircraft.

in this case Shore-based)

Yiflien this T/as first attenpted, both the R.A„E. and Navy were

using HP I^T for fighter-to-base and ship-to-base communication,  but for
this the Navy insisted on a ^ecific wave-length v/hich was found to be

unsuitable for ship to aircraft communication, ^ The Navy therefore

immediately called for VHP R/T on its fighter direction ships, and, as
there were as yet few aircraft fitted vdth this latest development in
R/T there v;as a period of some length in which the R,AoP.
v/ith the Navy in installing tliis type.

was catching-up

At the time of the passage of

the June and August comvoys to Malta, VHP was an innovation on fighter
direction ships, and the RoA„P»

aircraft with it.

T/as still in the process of eq.uipping

Meanwhile the alternative IF system, on the wave

length demanded by the Navy, was unsatisfactory.

(l) This wave length, 112Z(.10 KCs was chosen exclusively because the Navy
thought it had sufficient "skip" to hazard the all important security
of the signalling force. For further details on Radio/Telephone
Coiranunications, see A„HoB, Monograph, Signals, Volume VI.

(15341)165 SECRET
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AEPERDIX XXII

NOTES ON THE EI-i]PLOII€ENT OR TCITTYHAV/R- -RDT rp.-Rl?,-^

Types of Formation

In tile present canpaign the formation adopted has depended largely
on the^number of fighter/bombers available. The standard flight forma
tion oi pairs line abreast is often used without a.nj apparent drawbacks.

B B B

1.

B B B

FEE

(500 feet above)

The more popular fomation is tv/o sections of four aircraft with a
flight of six aircraft as top cover.

B B

FEE

2.

B B (500 feet above)B B

B B

FEE (1,000 feet above)

F . F E

The popularity of the second formation is probably due to the fact
that the fighter/boraber squadrons have seldom had more than eight air
craft^ serviceable. In addition, it is both defensive and offensive,
and tne leader has good protection in depth, an important consideration
v/hen searching for M.T, on the ground or identifying a target.

The Top Cover foraation of the Flight in standard formation is
preferred by all. Patrolling above the bombers, it forms an effective
screen and at the same time is ■'.veil-balanced and manoeu'vrable.

men running a "Shuttle Service% aircraft go out,in single sections
of four in the normal fonmition, well spread out,

B  B

3.

4.

5.

B  B

Escort

6. An escort is only provided on specific occasions as follov/s:-

(i) When enploying more than one squadron of bombers,
(ii) Tflien enemy fighters
area,

(iii) y/hen a land battle is in
expected to be present,

(iv) Towards the end of a Shuttle Service period.
Better ground reports are brought in by escorted bombers than by

unescorted bombers.

kno\vn to be operating in the targetare

progress and enemy fighters are

7.

8. When possible, each bomber squadron supplies its oim Top Cover, each
flight bombing in turn.
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Method of Attack

Bombers approach the target well to one side, and make a mde
orbit anti-clockTrd.se»

for suitable targets,

and^the remainder continue the ox-bit, going doToa one after the other and
corning from different sides, in order to divide up the A;A,

9.

Automatically sections echelon right and look
Hie first xjair usually attacks out of the sun

10. Attacks are usually made from 5000 feet to 2000 feet. Diving to
extremely low levels does not appear to improve the bombing results.

11, It is essential to trim the aircraj^’t to fly "hands off" in the
dive, Tdien the bead is steady on the target, the nose is raised (to
allow for the trajectory of the bomb) and the bomb is dropped.

12. After releasing the bomb the pilot pulls out for a quick look round
and then continues dov/n strafing the outskirts of the concentration.

Rendezvous

The bombers have very little trouble in reforming after the attack.
It is a rule that, no matter from which direction aircraft attack, the
tiirn av/ay is alivays in the same direction as the leader's.

The leader usually climbs and orbits in the vicinity of the target
out of AoA, range, V/lien all the bombers have assembled they set
for base with or vdthout Top Cover.

15, The Top Cover find it difficult to keep the bombers in sight,
especially if they go doTffi to strafe, so that no effort is r/ifide to form
up again. Top Cover patrol the area for a reasonable time and then
return.

15.

14.

course

Targets

16. The most suitable targets consist of small concentx’ations of M, T,
viiere dispersal is usually bad and A, A. light,

17. Attacks on enemy leaguers, Arrmoxir and Lorried Infantry usually
result in heavy casualties to aircraft owin^:; to the great fire povrer of
these units,

18, The bombing of eneny gun pits and guns is dangerous owing to the
low levels at viiich aircraft must fly in order to find them.

19. Armed reconnaissance raids are very popular and effective.

Tactics

20, The best tactics adopted is the Shuttle Service, whereby a con
tinuous load of bombs can be dropped in a given area all day.

The success of this Shuttle Service may be summed-up as follows:

(i) Pour aircraft fly out as low as 1,000 feet making a detour
aroxmd any dangerous area en route to the target,
target, height is increased to 4,000 or 5,000 feet,
fly Well spread out. As a result of these tactics, our aircraft
are very difficult to see, and althoxigh they have often seen enemy
fighters, they have not so far been intercepted,

(ii) Owing to the small number of aircraft employed, not so much
attention is paid to them by the A, A, on the way out or over tlie
target.

21.

Approaching the
All aircraft

(iii) If a ’Shuttle Service* is started early in the day, it has
often been noticed tliat the A,A. from the target becomes less and
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TMs would indicate supplies of armmmitionless tov/ards evening,
getting loY/-,

22, Tlie large formation of fighterA>ombers is not liked by pilots, and
is considered unsuitable for the following reasons;

(i) By its size, it attracts all the A.A, from miles around, both
en route and over the target,

(ii) For the same reason it is not mnoevrable, and quite often
the leader finds himself flying across concentrations of eneiry M,T,
before he has time to tmTi,

(iii) Plying loY/,
large target with the result that there are often lucky hits on
o-Lur aircraft,

(iv) If a large formation finds low cloud in the target area, all
aircraft scatter in pairs on the order "Scatter, scatter. Go".
Aircraft casualties appear to increase v/hen there is cloud about.

This is probably because the A,A, gunner can get  a much better
silhouette and is not surprised or flustered.

fighter/bombers must, the formation presents aas

Briefing

Careful briefing is a most iimportant part of a fighter/bomber
The briefing officer must have a con^plete picture of the

23.

operation,

war in his area, and must be personally familiar Vvdth the terrain.

This is most in-^jortant in vieY/ of the rapidity vd-th viiich targets and
conditions change in a i’ast-moving Y/ar,

24. The Briefing Officer should be able to concentrate on Army Support
operations to the exclusion of all other duties.

Some points in the briefing of fighter/bomber ]pilots are:

(i) The pilot is never allowed to fly on a compass course and
EoT.A, direct to the target. whenever possible, a Yrell-knoY/n
topographical feature such as cross-roads, escarpments, Y/ells,
forts, passes etc, are found in the vicinity of the target, and
the pilot is ordered to find the land mark before searching for

the target,

(ii) If there is any difficulty in locating the target, the pilots
have orders to return to the landmark and malce another reconnais

sance in order to establish exactly the pin point of the target,

(iii) Pilots usually go out from landmark to landmark but return
direct,

(iv) The mxiram height for the ovit joLirney is 4,0G0 feet, retirm-
ing usually on the deck,

(v) The value of land movement is stressed on every sortie.
There are signs that most of the pilots are becoming Tac/Rec
conscious,

(vi) The value of correct identification is also stressed, but it
is difficiilt for the pilots ovdng to the lack of good intelligence
data on Gerrman and Italian ecquipment.

2f3,

General

28. The Pighter/bomber migiit be described as anM.T. "nibbler",
best employment is against concentrations of M. T. in the form of a
Shuttle Service,

Y/here it must effect the enemy's supply and efficiency.
In this Y/ay, M.T, can be -vdiittled dovm to a poin

Its

t
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29, One squexiron of twelve aircraft can, without hardship to the pilots,
do 36 sorties per day. At a conservative estimate based on past
results, 36 sorties coi;ld account for 75 MoT„ per day, or 5?-5 MoT, per
week per squadron,

30. It is considered that fighterA>omber pilots shoiild revert to their
proper i-ole of fighting at least .one day in three. Pilots are apt to
forget their fighter tactics if kept on bombing too long,

31, The disadvantages of the fighter/boraber are slight,. Speed and
manoeuvrability are practically unaffected once the bomb has ijeen
dropped,

32. It is not wise to bi-ing a squadron to readiness for bombing and/or
fighting; oY/ing to the waste and difficulty of finding somevmere to

jettison the bombs. Squadrons should be ordered to perform one role
or the other.

11 July, 1942,

Appendix H to A.ihQ, Western Desert Report on Operations
During the Withdrawal from Cyremica, 26 iiay - 6 July, 1942,
A.H.E, Ref, IIJ6/8,

Source.
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AEFSNDIX XXIII

NOTE OtT THE FIGHPER CONTROL OEGMISATION AT MALTA

It has heen described in the narrative that, at the
outbreak of war with Italy, Malta had not yet teen supplied
with any filters for her defencej the plans which had been
made to provide fighters had not been realised owing to

the emergency in the United Kingdom, Similarly, no
pei-'sonnel nor any up«to-date eq-oipment ha.d been supplied
for the establislmient of a ground control organisation for

the fighter defence simlLar to tliat of Figliter Command
although the provision of radar cover was more advanced
than in any other part of the Middle East Command,

DO/AML/13
1a cS: 2a

While Air Ministry was unable to contribute to the
defences at Malta, the A.O.C, was anxious to do everything
possible to provide air defence from local resources. Thus,
in November 1959 he obtained the agreement of the C,-in-C,
Mediterranean for the temporary transfer of some Fleet Air
Arm fighters to Malta, an oootu?rence which coincided closely
with the completion of the air force section of a Combined
War Headq-uarters at Malta, The A,O.C,*s next step was to
request Air Ministry for a copy of Pigliter Command Battle
Orders, as a basis on which to organise the combined opera
tions of fighters, A.A, guns and radar.

A,M, Pile

8,36003/1
1ZM, 145 A,
146a & B

The notes on fighter organisation sent out to the A,0,C,
were specially prepared at Air Ministry with a view to the
particular conditions at Malta, and they differed from the
Fighter Command Battle Orders in several respects. For
example, in these notes it was assumed that the direction of

fighter aircraft would be done from the Combined Operations
Room, without the aid of the sector station control employed
in England, and that the Senior Air Force Officer yl^o^Jld act

as controller. As far as can be judged, this course was
followed at Malta during the first year of the v^ar after the
entry of Italy, so that the Malta Controller fulfilled the
duties of a Command, Group and Sector Controller in the
United Kingdom;

that he controlled not only the fighters but all friendly
aircraft operating in the Malta area. This was contrary
to the practice in Home Commands, but in Malta, partly owing
to the lack of experience in up-to-date methods, it rms con
sidered necessary to centralise the control of aircraft

flying in the area because of the special conditions
imposed by the small size of the island,
trained staff and of eqiuipment were doubtless a further
factor in this respect; even with a single operations room
the A,0,C,, S,A,S,0, and a Wing Commander, were obliged to
carry out the duties of controller in addition to the normal
tasks of their appointments. Similarly, as there was no
establishment for filter room officers, the duties of filter
officers were fulfilled by two of the radar station com
manders, who were thus prevented farora supervising their
stations, and by a flight sergeant y/ith operations room
experience.

but his task was further complicated in

The lack of

R,D,F, PHe

IIJI/IO5/64

In contrast to the deficieiicies in the fighter control
organisation, the radar was wedJ. provided for. Until
December 1940 radar cover was provided solely by two Trans
portable Radio Units vrorking alternately throughout each

24 hours period, while a G,L, setC"^/ yyas used to cover the
area witloin their permanent echoes. Enemy formations flying
at approximately 20,000 feet were normally detected

(1) Army radar set for gun-laying,
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at 65~*75 miles j but fading occurred between 30 and 50 miles j
adding to the difficulties of interception,
low cover a C,0,L,Cw station became operational in
December 1940 followed by a second in January 1941*
Although these stations were able to plot aircraft as far
out as 70 males, they in fact provided little extra coverage
because enemy formations flew too high,
January 1941, when the Luftwaffe arrived in Sicily, the
Italian dajd.ight raids usually consisted of formations of
bombers, escorted by fighters, flying at an average height
of 20,000 feet, and no difficulty T,ras experienced in
detecting them. Night raids usually consisted of single
aircraft or a succession of single aircraft flying at
approximately 10,000 feet, and were normally detected at
about 40-50 miles,

tactics noticeably changed,-
made by high-flying aircraft which v/ere seldom picked up
beyond 25 miles and on several occasions were only detected
when within visual range.

To provide

Until mid-

With the arrival of the Luftwaffe,
Frequent reconnaissances were

Such was the situation in Malta in February I94I, v/hen
the Chief Radio Officer from Middle East visited Malta to
report on the radar warning system. One of his officers
subsequently visited the island in March/ApriL, and as a
result of each visit a report was compiled on the defence
organisation at Malta, These reports contain a large
proportion of technic-al information not relevant to this

narrative, but they also contain information concerning
the crganisation of air defence generally, wloich throws
light on the difficulties experienced in operating fighters
at Malta, The subjects of particular interest are;

E,D,F, File

IIJI/IO5/64

1. The Yfaming System

There was at first no observer system, although the
functions of visual observation were carried out by the
guns. The R,A.P, radar coverage was good in comparison
with many other defended areas, but several technical
faults were found in the G,0,L, stations and their methods

of sweep were faulty, so that some raids slipped through
imdetected. It was extremely difficult to obtain reliable
height readings on the sets available, and this was a
serious obstacle to controlled interception, althougli
it will be seen that there were other obstacles to this.
The indentification of aircraft was not a great problem
in spite of the lack of height information and I,F,F,
because the target area was small and the number of
friendly aircraft low, but there was a considerable
tion of false alarms.

proper—

2, Fighter Interception

The main policy governing figliter control was never to
permit the fighters to leave the island; atempts to alter
this policy had met with no success up to February 1941,
The air raid warning was usually sounded when an unidentified
plot had approached to about 30 miles from Valetta,
fighters which had us\ially taken off before this, climbed
to a heigiit of about 18,000 feet above Malta.

The

They were

Ibid

a] Chain Overseas Low (Overseas equivalent of C,H,L,),
Radar eqtiipment for recognising friendly aircraft
the radah screen.

on
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theli warned by of the position of the raider^ the
hei^t being estimated visvially where possible. They
then searched (by day) and engaged if possible, ("^)

The chief difficulty in this proced'ure lay in the
complete inadequacy of information concerning aircraft
movements over Malta,

useless once the enemy had crossed the coast, while plotting
on the Army G,L, system was very spasmodic, A further
drawback was that when interceptions were carried out over
Malta it was not possible for both the guns and fighters to
engage the enemy at the same time 7d.th safety.

In the first report, the Chief .Radio Officer expressed
the opinion that the size of Malta made this type of con
trol very straightforward; but in the second report a
number of drawbacks were pointed out:-

(a) Because the fighters were never permitted to
leave the Malta area, the use of radar infozmation
was limited to getting the fighters into the air
and warning the gins and civil defence, i,e, it
was not used by the controller to vector figliters
to intercept.

The control of the figliters in the air was
inefficient because interceptions were always
attempted over the island, when little or no
information was entering Wav Headquarters, the
radar having faded out,

Oommumcation by E/E between the Controller and
the fighters gave the radar performance away to
the enemy.

The Controller never used R/T himself but
instructed the signals officer.

The ̂method of control by running commentary,
besides S’jfferin,g from the disadvantages at (o)
above, left the figlater ooimiander to decide
whether to look for the enemy or not,
decided to search, he had to tliink out for
himself, without a map, the best course to steer
to achieve an interception,

remedies suggested for these difficulties

(a) The decision to engage or not should be given
a height was given for the approaching

radd, (in this report it was maintained that
the radar could assess heights to within 2,000
feet). The fighters should then be sent at least
to that height, over a known point in Malta,

(b) The controller shoiold then use tlie R/T himself
and attempt to intercept the enemy on the coast.

The R,A,P, radar system was qiute

(t)

(o)

(d)

(e)

If he

The
were:

as soon as

Ibid

(1) The reasons for keeping the fighters over the island
may have been (a) shortage of figliters and
limitations imposed by lack of range of HP,
made it desirable (a) to operate the fightWs

L pilots, (b)
’/RT. This

—— \,“/ uijiD j.j.^iocx'cs as near

the island as possible in case pilots had to bale out
(b) to increase the chances of interception by
patrolling the fighters in the target area.
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(o) All orders to fighters should he in the form of
vectors; no reports on the enemy should he given
to the fighters until the raid was within visual
or sound range, othervTise the enemy could assess
the radar performance,

(d) The GbLo and observer system should he reorganised
to pass plots at the rate of at least two per
minute to War Headquarter®, This was particularly
important while the policy was maintained of
intercepting over the island, where the radar
information faded out.

(e) At-least one of the fighters should he fitted with
I,F,P, which would work on the G,L. radar system.

In March the. A, 0,0, asked Air Ministry to send out some

trained Filter Officers, and also asked for up-to-date
information regarding interception measures. The Filter
Officers did not arrive at Malta for some months, and the

information on interception was evidently of little use,
for Malta’s difficulties continued. In May, a3.though enemy
raids were not heavy, the filter defence was suffering
considerably at the hands of Me, 109s, and the A,0,G,
renewed his requests for experienced pilots and better air

craft, . At this point the Governor himself strongly
supported the A.O.C's case in a letter to the C.A.S., pressing
Malta’s needs, not only for aircraft and pilots, hut also
for senior officers for the A,0,G’s staff, and, in particular
for trained controllers, Tlirough this letter, and sub

sequent correspondence between Air Ministry and Malta, it

was realised at Air Ministry that all air activity in the

island was being controlled from one operations room. The

drawbacks of such a system were immediately pointed out,
and the pz^eparation of a f igliter sector operations room

was immediatelj?- put in hand. In addition Air Ministry
undertook to send out a Wing Gommander to organise the

sector operations room and to advise on the control and

tactics of the fighters, and to send out some Sector
Gontrollera as well as Hi.gher Operational Gontrollers for

the Gombined Opera-tions Room, It v/as also decided to send

out VEF/feuCO equipment to improve communication and homing,

0,A,S, Folder

ID3/673

and thus enable the fighters to operate farther from the
island.

Control difficulties were not the only reason for Malta's
lack of success in fighter defence at this time. Other
reasons were deficiencies in fighter performance and
strength. As there were not sufficient filters to main
tain standing pati-ols, the conditions at lialta required a

fighter with a fast speed of climb if the enemy raiders were

to be met at their own hei^t or above. The reason for
this was that the short distance between Sicily and Malta

allowred little tiiae for the fighters to take up favourable
positions, even with f-ull radar warnijiig,(2/ before the enemy
arrived. In fact,: in the early days, the Italians realised

this, and stepped up the height of their raids to neutralise
the fighter defence.

IIJI/2A3/1

(1) ¥HF/feD had a longer range than HP/teC, speech was
clearer, tuning controls simpler,

(2) By 1942 Malta radar was ’watching' enemy aircraft taking
off from the Sicilian airfields.
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Considerable correspondence between Air Ministry and
Malta during Hay and June 19A1 resulted in the following
improvements in the island's defence;~

(a) A fighter sector opei-ations room was set up,
adjacent to the Central Operations rooms

(b) Additional ground staff were provided, including
Sector controllers, and a ''Jing Ccraiiander in charge
of figlxter operations, as well as the filter
officers already requested.

(1)(c) I'-ialta T/as reinforced

of Hurricanes and pilots during May ajid June,
These not only provided essential reinl’oroements
but also replaced No. 261 Squadron which was sent
to Egypt for refit, and provided airoi^t and
pilots for a new squadron (I'lo, 126),
proportion of the Hurricane reinforcements were
Mark IIs,

with a considerable nuiiib

A large

er

(d) VJi,P, equipment was provided for the filters.

During July, Malta was visited by the Inspector General,
vAio gave general support to the requests previously made.
In particular he stressed tlaat the defence of the island

depended on the fighting efficiency and morale of the fighter
squadrons, and to tills end he considered a reserve of 100^
of fighter aircract in the island was not too much,
also pointed out that the regular reinforcement of figliter
units with fresh pilots, and the removal of tired ones was

an important factor, especially for morale, and eiq3i*essed
the opinion that in the event of another German air attack

the garrison should be increased to four squadrons, but
that these must be there in time,

the Inspector General were that maintenance of the filters
vas carried out by only 30fo of a normal establishment,
altliough operations v/ere continuous, and that the island
had not been too well served in the quality of its stalf
officers.

He

Purther factors noted by

He tliou^it tliat such factors affected morale

G,A,S, Polder

ID3/673 and
D,0,0. Polder

IIJl/27/1

wiienever they detracted from the figliter defence,
personnel reinforcements were in fact already on the way at
this time, and in September, when a further consignment of
Hurricanes vra.s, delivered to the Middle East Coimiand by the
aircraft carrier method, Malta was allowed to retain
sufficient aircraft to supply her three fl^iter squadrons
vdth a reserve of 100^1, thus bringing tlie figliter' strength
to ninety-six aiicraft in all.

Ground

AJTl, Pile

0,S. 9943

During the latter half of 1941, owing to the absence of
tlae Luftwaffe from Sicily Malta enjoyed a considerable
respite from air attacks, and vras able to concentrate her

resources on an anti-shipping offensive designed to out the

Axis supply lines to Noidh Africa, The very success of this

offensive however, attracted attention to the island, and in

December the Luftwaffe returned to Sicily and to the attack,
and by January Malta’s air defence was once again faced vdth

the problem of how to defend a small and isolated island

against an enemy greatly superior in numbers, and 'Vfith
considerable resources behind liim.

In January 1942, the Island was visited by Group Captain
Embry wrho had recently held the appointment of 3,A,S,0, to

(1) Operations SiDlice, Rocket and Railway,
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H.Q. R.A.P.
Med, Pile

IIJ5/IO1A

A»H»Q, Vfestern Desert, Because of the failures exjierienced
by the Malta figliters, he had been Instructed by the A.O.C.^
in-G, J/Iiddle East to examine all aspects of the fi^ater
defence, He found that the failures in fi^iter defence
were attributable to a number of factors, chiefly;-

(a) Hurricane performance. The Hurricanes had an

inadequate speed of o2.imb to meet the enemy at
his OTO hei^t or above even if they were scrambled
as soon as radar warning was received,
enemy usually crossed the coast of Malta at a

height between 20,000 and 25,000 feet by T^nich
time the Hurricanes were seldom hi^ier than
15,000 feet.
Hurricanes to take on the Me, 109s Tshich vrere
considered superior in performance in every
respect. Besides its practical disadvantages,
the situation was very dangerous to the morale of
the pilots*

the cannons of a few Hurricane lie aircraft, the
guns of the fi^rters were not really adequate to
deal vdth the heavily armed Ju,88 Tdiich wa.s
carrying out most of the bombing in Malta at this
time.

The

This made it imnossible for the

In addition, with the exception of

(b) Control. This was made very difficult by the
lack of heiglit readings caused to a large degree^
by the lack of suitable sites for the C.0,L,S;('IV
v/hile the single G,C#I,(2) station had also proved
a failure because of siting difficulties.
Control by running commentary with all its attendaait
disadvantages was still the practice at Malta.
A technical reason for this was that the third

fixer station for plotting the defending figjiters
had only just been erected, so that vectoring had
been impossible, A further serious drav/back Yias
the lack of a really good senior controller.

As a result of Group Captain Embry's visit, steps were
taken at Air Ministry to send out an experienced senior
controller from PigJ,iter Comniand, and the possibility of
reinforcing klalta with Spitfires was at last seriously
considered: at Headquarters Middle East it 'wa.s arranged to
send a signals officer to ilalta to investigate the radar
defects

completed control by vector was Introduced but the first
attempts v/ere far from successful, and on 25 January the
filters T/ere ' jmiped' by Me, 109s and lost five of their
number, while another tw© niade belly-landings. According to
a pilot's report, there were two main disadvantages in the

In klalta, as soon as the third fixer station Y/as

Ibid

Ends, lOA,
24A, 25A

Ibid

Encl«15A

(1) Their sites were as follows:

No, 501 C,0.L.

No, 502 G,0.L,
No, 504 C.O.L,

Port Ta Silch

Port klagdalena
Port Dingli

(2) Ground Controlled Interception radar station at Gudia,
Originally interception of enemy aircraft by filters
was attempted by combining radar information of enemy
positions with HP/DP information of figliter positions,
G,C,I, was obtained by using ground and airborne radar
to plot positions of both eneiiQ^ and friendly aircraft
simultaneously.
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vector system. The first was that control Tra.s too slow in

passing information concerning enemy positions, so that by
the time it reached the fi^iters it was out of date, and
not only useless but dangerously misleading. The second
disadvantage lay in the fact that the fighters were vectored
on to enemy bombers without being given any infoimation
concerning enemy filters, A third difficulty was caused
by the replacing of visual reports by G.L, reports, v/iiich
broke down if a large number of plots appeaxed. It seemed

that the best solution of tlie problem was for the controller
to give the figliters a judicious mixture of information
regarding enemy figlrters and of vectors on to enemy bombers,
but this required careful thinking out to prevent giving
useful information to the enemy.

In his report on Malta’s fighter defence, a radio
officer from Middle East, vdio visited the Island at the
end of January, confirmed many of Group Captain Embry’s
statements on the chief causes of failure. He considered

tliat the operations room was well organised, rath VHE/feT
and ’pip-squeak’(1) plotting of our fi^iters, and that the
chief cause of the disappointing results obtained was that

the fic^iters seldom attained sufficient height to meet the

raiders on even equal terms. The chief reasons for this

were the inferior climbing performance of the Hurricanes
combined with the short warning period, and the limitations
of radar height reading; the heiglit-reading plots faded

25 miles from ilalta, thus enabling the enemy to gain or lose

helglit 'Without our knowledge, while approaching the island.
His recommendations for the immediate solution of tills

problem were that the fighters should be ordered to take off

as soon as there was a reasonable chance that a raid plotted
at Sicily Trould attack Malta; that, when airborne they
should be ordered to attain a helglit at least 2,000 feet

hitler than the plotted height of -tlie raid; and that they
should meet the enemy tvrenty noiles beyond the coast, where

height readings could be taken.

At tills time, however the method and even the
possibility of interception was dependent on the number of

fighter aircraft available, Seiwlceability was low as a

result of damage sustained not only in combat but also in

enemy attacks on the airfields, 'wiiile disorganisation was

caused by watexv-iogglng on the airfieifls as a result of

prevailing bad weather. By February 1942 shortage of
fighter aircraft, spare parts and civilian labour for
emergency repairs resulted in the x'adar system being used

for lit'tle more tlian a long-range air raid warning system

IIJ1/105/64(B)
Encls,44[A) &
(B)

IIJ5/101/2iXa)
Enol,27A

(l) ’Pip-squeak' v/as a device designed to overcome the
difficulty of fixing aircraft by R/T when several
aircraft were flying at the same tiineo Simultaneous
D/i* transmissions from two or more aircraft on the
same frequency resulted in no truly directional signal
being received. The use of different D/E frequencies
for each aircraft v/as impracticable. It v/as therefore
necessary to arrange for the D/E transimission from each
aircraft to be made at different tiraes. To obviate

the need for pilots to concentrate on the exact moments
at vdiloh to sT/itch on and off an automatic time-sivitoh

known as a master contactor was devised. It was

driven by clockwork and was knoim as ’pip-squeak*
because of the note heard by the pilot during his
d/p transmission.
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since full vise of radar infoimation for interception purposes
could not be made,

what method of interception to adopt, the controller had to
take into consideration:-

Before deciding 'wiietlier to engage, or

aj The size of the enemy plot,
bj The number of our fighters available,
o) uur inability to 'replace the filter fofce, ‘

The time available to get the fighters to the
desired height.^ ‘ , < .
Weather conditioais,

Tlae targets needing special protection, e.g,
ships in harbour, transit aircraft at Luq,a.

If he decided to engage the enemy, the controller had
two courses of action open to him:-

Offensive. This course could be taken in clear

weather vihen the number of fi^iters available vra.s
sufficient to supply top cover, or in cloudy
weather -when single bombers could be intercepted
by a single section of fighters, preferably in an
area nortla of the island ishere reliable heists
were obtainable. The method of control required
for an offensive interception, when large numbers
of tile filters were operating away from the island,
was to give vectors, as well as the number, height,
composition and speed of the raid.

Defensive. This course could be taken ’4ien a small

number of fighters was available, owing to the
unserviceability of airfields, and the odds were
reasonable, or in cloudy ;veather viiien specific
targets required defending. For this method,
control would give the fkirricanes full Information

of the raid in relation to geographicaJL landmarks,
as well as the number, composition, course and
speed of the enemy.

In the event of the fighters being placed at a disadvan
tage in relation to the raid the policy was to land the
figlaters if there were time, or, if not, to vector them out
of the danger area. The conservation of the filters was a
primary factor in air defence at this time. During some
periods a minimum number of fighters for interception was
agreed on: if this number was not available when  a v/arning
came, interception was not attempted. It will be seen that
the offensive method of interception could very seldom be
carried out because of the low number of filters available.

(b)

h •

In early March the first Spitfires reached Malta, sixteen
in all, but there were not enou^a of them to make  a decisive
difference to the fighter defence. In spite of Hurricane
reinforcements from the Middle East the flgjiter force was
greatly attenuated and was perpetually fighting against heavy
odds. So acute was the situation that, althougli night raids
were commonplace, in the middle of the month tlie A.O.C,
closed down the night flgliter flight and put the aircraft thus
released, which had the advantage of cannon armament, on to
day fighting. On I9th he made a request for more Spitfires,
explaining that under the prevailing conditions the fighters
were unable to get near the enemy bombers owijig to the heavy
fighter escorts provided; at the same time the raids were so
sustained that it frequently occurred that after an intercep
tion a fresh wave of enemy aircraft would bomb the fighters on
the airfields as they vrere being refuelled for the next sortie,
Althou^i sixteen Spitfires and a squadron of Hurricanes were
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expected before tlae end of the month, even this measure of
reinforcement viras not enou^i to hold off the enemy, to make
reconnaissance possible, to retain some measure of offensive
activity and to ensure the passage of reinforcement aircraft.

During April, a scientific officer from the operational
research section, of Figliter Command, visited 14alta to advise
on the air defence problems. He found that the warning
system was good and that by means of a recently introduced
'Y' 3ei*vice, v'l/ useful information concerning the enemy
could be obtained during air battles, and handed on to the
figlrterS, He had no adverse ccmnents to make concerning
control, except that it suffered from the disadvantage of a

somevdiat inaccurate D/t’ fixer system for the fighters. At
this time the usual procedure for control was to take off

the few fighters serviceable, and patrol them about twenty
miles off the island, until a favourable opportunity
presented itself for a strike at the bombers; a general
running ccsnmentary T/as broadcast and the flgjiters were told
vfiien to attack. The scientific officer considered that,
■while more orthodox methods would have to be employed when
Malta had a squadron or two of serviceable filters, in the
conditions prevailing the existing practice seemed the best
one to employ. He considered that the main problem for the
control was not that of aclrleving interceptions but of
landing the figirters after the bombers had left, and when
our fi^iters had exhausted tlieir ammunition and Me,109s
were still patrolling the island. This problem was over-
come by setting up a ’sanctuary* area well-defended by the
guns, from wiiicli the fighters vrere escorted to their air
fields by a fully-armed fighter. Serviceability in
Spitfires was lowr, chiefly because of the lack of mainten
ance staff trained to ser-vlce Spitfires, but arrangements
were being made at Air Ministry to rectify this. The morale
of the filter pilots was described as 'terrific', but it
was pointed out ■that inexperienced pilots did not last long
and that a high proportion of the casualties v/as found among
the inexperienced pilots up for the first time.

App, 0 to
Pi^iter Gmd
O.R.B, for
May 1942,
IJM/A2/3A

In this respect it should be recorded here that althcu^i
the first two Spitfire consignments for Malta were supplied
with experienced pilots this was not the case witli the third
consignment, seme of the pilots of wliich had no operational
experience, while others -had had less than twenty-five hours
flying in Spitfires, This was a very serious drawback,
considering the exceptionally difficult conditions at Malta
and the great strategic importance attached to the outcome
of the battle. The Chief of Air Staff had made Malta’s
pilot requirements fully clear to the A.0,C,-in-C.,
Pieter Coaimand, and since there were at least fifty day

AJ4. File filter-Spitfire squadrons in the United Kingdom in March/
3,36003/11 April 1942 the dispatch of Inexperienced pilots was, to say
Enol«l66A, and the least, unfortunate. The very discrepancy between the
H,Q» R«A»F, Med number of Spitfire- squadrons in the United Kingdom and the
File IIJ5/IOI/4 Middle East (2} would show an exaggerated policy of over-
Enel, 107A, 108A insurance in tlie United Kingdom, where the Cliiefs of Staff
and 111A had already estimated•the chances of invasion as remote,

and unlikely to be realised -ndthout our fore-knowledge over
a period of three months. Tills over-insurance policy in
certain circumstances mi^t have been wise, but there seems
to have been no case for it in the Spring of 1942, and in any

(1) Radio intelligence service,

(2) i,e, tlie few held by Malta,
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case it was in fact being carried out at the expense of

overseas coraraaiads where hard battles v/ere being fou^it or

prepared, and -viiaere, inlialta's case, a battle for survival
T/as being waged.

The Luftwaffe finally lost the battle of Malta early
in May 1942, ■viiien a reinforcement of sixty Spitfires turned
the tables on the Axis raiders. From 9 I'lay onv/ards the
Spitfires and Hurricanes were able to operate in sufficient
numbers to meet the enemj'' on more nearly equal tenTis, and a
marked decline in Axis attacks commenced. The enemy had
begun to show the first signs of flagging in the last few
days of April and the few days respite thus allovred, together
with the Spitfire reinforcements, enabled tlae fi^iters to
put up a very concentrated effort T^hien the enemy renewed his
heavy attacks in May, Until tills time tlie lov7 fi^iter
strength in Malta had made it impossible to use to the full
the available radar infomation. Then however, an interest-

the nlght-ing application of radar information was made;
flying technique of G,C,I, was used for successful daylight
interception of high-flying raiders.

In the first half of July the enenny again mounted heav^'-
raids against the Malta airfields, but the attack was not

;  . sustained, and in the second half of the month a new A,0,C,
wiio had recently taken over command at Malta, introduced
forward interception as the regular procedure for filter
defence,

meet the eneiiQr north of the island, from the A»0,G,*s notes
it would appear that the more usual procedure during the

H,Q,R,A.F, Med ’blitz’ had been to employ the old metliod of interception
IIJ5/101/4

Althou^i attempts load previously been made to

over the island, vdth control by running commentary, and
tliat this had been forced on the defence by the small
filter strength compa-^ed vdth the great weight of the raids.
With three or more squadrons of Spitfires at his disposal
the AoO.C, was able to introduce a method -viherein one

squadron was vectored to meet the opposing top fighter cover,
a second was manoeuvred to intercept the close escort, if
any, and a third was vectored to intercept the bombers.
The third squadron’s aim was to make a head-on attack some
ten miles from the coast, thus forcing the bombers to
jettison their loads. The policy v/as to employ this method
of interception so long as the eneny did not enjoy a great
numerical superiority. This ’offensive’ defence was the
logical step to take, once a sufficient number of filters
was held, for. it possessed the great advantage of diminishing
the proportion of bombers which reached;the island, and
consequently, the iamotmt of damage incurred. In theory it
was no innovation, but in practice it v/as for the first time
effectively introduced only v/hen a substantial number of hi^i-
performance fii^ters had made it possible, . Forvra.rd
interception was employed during the last German attack on
Malta, 11 to 18 October 1942, with considerable success, but
Spitfire casualties were heavy, serviceability being reduced
from 113 to 55 in five days. This v/ould indicate that in a
small and isolated area such as Malta .’offensive’ defence
could not be maintained in the face of an enemy Td.th
comparatively limitless resources.

87b

For further information concerning signals and radar in figjitsr
interception see A,H,B, Monographs, Signals, Vol, IV - Radar
in Raid Reporting, Vol, V - Fighter Control and Interception,
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